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ABSTRACT

This thesis investigates the impact of the Zaporozhian and Don Cossacks, particularly then- 

naval raids on the Biack Sea, on the relations between the Ottoman Empire, the Polish- 

Lithuanian Commonwealth, and Muscovy between the War of Xotyn’ and the fall of Khan 

Mehmed Gerey and Kalga §ahin Gerey. In 1622, the Porte and the Commonwealth 

attempted to settle their differences that had led to the Xotyn’ War, which proved 

impossible because neither side could control their border populations, that is, the Tatars 

and the Cossacks. Moreover, in 1623, die Bucak Tatar horde under Kantemir emerged 

from the war stronger than ever and as a heightened threat to the Commonwealth no less 

the Crimean Khanate. Meanwhile, by 1624, the Zaporozhian Cossacks, often in 

cooperation with the Don Cossacks, resumed raiding the Black Sea with an intensity at 

least as great as prior to the war. In 1624, the new rulers of the Crimea, Mehmed and 

§ahin Gerey, defeated an Ottoman force sent to unseat them by obtaining the support of the 

Zaporozhian Cossacks. After this incident, a mutual non-aggression and mutual defense 

agreement was reached between §ahin Gerey and the Zaporozhian leadership. This was a 

near alliance although it was only the Cossacks who aided their ally militarily, mosdy on a 

mercenary basis. In 1625, Cossack naval raiding activity on the Black Sea reached its all- 

time height and there were even instances in which the Cossacks coordinated their raids 

with Crimean interests. After a Polish suppression of the Ukrainian Cossacks in 1625- 

1626, the Ottomans decided to take advantage of the consequent reduction in Cossack raids 

to strengthen their defenses of the Black Sea by constructing two new fortresses on the 

lower Dnieper. However, because of the difficulty to supply sufficient men and materiel 

for such a task, they had to forego this project. Instead, they set about reorganizing the 

finances of the lower Danubian basin in order to transfer tax revenues from it to the 

fortresses guarding the northern frontier.
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Note on Transcription and Place Names

Ottoman phrases and texts are given in boldface type in a full transcription based on 

the modem Turkish alphabet. Ottoman terms are rendered in italics in a simplified 

transcription, that is, without the diacritics. However, the ‘ayn and hamza are retained in 

the simplified transcription. Full diacritics are used for the occurrences of the first 

bibliographic references to Ottoman works. Terms in East Slavic are transcribed according 

to the International System.

Terms which have become part of the English language (e.g., hetman, pasha, 

firman, and Islamic months) are not italicized. The English reference standard is 

Webster’s Third International Dictionary o f the English Language Unabridged, 

Springfield, Mass.: Merriam-Webster. 1966

• Passages cited in the Polish, French, and English are rendered in modem 

orthography. Occasionally, plurals of Ottoman or Turkish terms are given with the Turkish 

(-lert-lar), rather than the English, plural suffix. Ottoman or Turkish terms in indefinite 

izafet construction are also given in the original form (e.g., Ozi beglerbegi rather than Ozi 

beglerbeg). Plurals of terms of Arabic origin are usually given in the Turkish rendering of 

the Arabic form (e.g., m ukata'at and evkaf, rather than m ukata'as and vafks). All 

Arabic plurals are cross-referenced to the singular form in the glossary.

Dates occurring in the sources according to the Muslim lunar calendar (hicri) are 

usually given first in the original form and then in their Gregorian calendar equivalent. 

When hicri years are given without the equivalent Gregorian date, they are usually 

preceded by A.H. [Anno Hegirae). Dates occurring in the sources according to the Julian 

calendar are given first in that form, and then followed by the contemporary Gregorian 

form. For the period of this study, the Julian calendar was ten days behind the Gregorian 

calendar.

Most place-names are rendered in their modem form according to the language of 

the given country. However some important or well-known place-names, especially those

vi
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in the Ottoman Empire, are given in their historical form (e.g., Azak for Azov, Ozi for 

OSakiv, Akkennan for Bilhorod-Dnistrovs’kyj). In all such cases, on first occurrence, the 

modem form is given in parentheses.
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PART I

THE RELATIONS OF THE PORTE 
AND

THE NORTHERN COUNTRIES, 1622-1628
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INTRODUCTION

From the second half of the fifteenth until nearly the end of the eighteenth century, the 

northern Black Sea region, from Bessarabia and Moldavia in the west to the Don and the 

Kuban’ River basins in the east, was the frontier zone between the Ottoman Empire, on one 

side, and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and the Muscovite State, on the other. 

During this period, none of these powers had serious, long-term ambitions of Liking full 

control of the northern Black Sea steppes, although at times, groupings within these 

empires attempted to bring about an active, expansionist Black Sea policy.

After the fall of Constantinople in 1453, the entry of the Ottomans into the Black 

Sea region (including the Sea of Azov) and the takeover of strategic fortresses on all its 

coasts (especially those on the northwestern and northern shores) led to virtually 

unchallenged Ottoman control of the sea until the end of the sixteenth century.1 The 

Ottoman Porte, having strategic and economic control of the sea, had no interest in 

expanding north from the rim of the Black Sea and beyond. As for the northern powers, 

their ambitions in other directions, problems with neighbors and between themselves, and 

in the case of Muscovy in particular, internal problems (and the subsequent necessity of 

rebuilding from within), precluded systematic expansion to the shores of the Black Sea.

JOn Ottoman concerns in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries that no power north of the Black Sea 
become powerful enough to challenge its dominion over the Black Sea, see Halil Inalcik, “The Origin of 
the Ottoman-Russian Rivalry and the Don-Volga Canal (1569),” Annales de I’Universite d'Ankara 1 
(1947): 47-110; on the Ottoman closing of the Black Sea see Halil inalcik, “The Question o f the Closing 
of the Black Sea Under the Ottomans,” Ap% eiov IIovtov, Athens, 1979: 74-110.
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However, there was another factor determining the posture of these empires toward 

the northern Black Sea frontier zone. Looking at the map of the southern, steppe Ukraine 

and ad joining territories, today a developed and populated region, it is easy to overlook 

what a barrier it was for all three powers, from the perspective of our sedentary and 

urbanized civilization. This region, known to the Slavs as “the Wild Field” (e.g., in 

Polish, Dzikie Pola), and to the Turkic peoples as “the Kipchak steppe” (De§t-i Kipgak), 

was from time immemorial a region that major sedentary powers, such as the Byzantine 

Empire or Kievan Rus’, could not conquer and settle, though there were periods in which 

they achieved some degree of control over it. There are two basic reasons why the steppe 

was so formidable: First, its physical characteristics—its vastness, harsh extremes of 

climate, and the difficulty of keeping large armies supplied there for any length of time, and 

second, its inhabitants—illusive nomadic peoples capable of combining into confederations 

with a military prowess that, together with their mobility and knowledge of the terrain, 

made them challenging opponents to their often militarily superior sedentary neighbors.

On entering the Black Sea in the fifteenth century, the Ottomans demonstrated an 

understanding of the nature of the northern Black Sea steppe. Having established a 

beachhead on the coast by taking key fortress strongholds, they did not even attempt 

conquest beyond. Instead, they established a suzerain-vassal relationship with the 

combined sedentary and nomadic Tatar state, the Crimean Khanate. The relationship, 

although not without its periodic and serious problems, afforded the Porte sufficient 

influence among the Crimean and Nogay Tatars north of the Crimea to manipulate the 

steppe region in its favor. This was achieved above all by establishing a mutually 

beneficial economic relationship with the Tatars. Soon after the Ottoman entry into the 

Black Sea, the Tatars, who previously engaged in sporadic raiding for slaves, began to 

mount perennial raids into the southern regions of Poland-Lithuania (mainly the Ukraine) 

and Muscovy to obtain captives for the large Ottoman slave market. This important 

developmen t set the stage for the ensuing centuries. Once the Ottomans managed to be the
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first not only to take control of the Black Sea but to establish a relationship with the 

inhabitants of the steppe region adjoining the sea, they in effect locked their northern 

neighbors out of the Black Sea region for several hundred years.

More than a century after their takeover of the Black Sea, the Ottomans faced a 

serious challenge, not from their mighty northern neighbors, Poland-Lithuania and 

Muscovy, but from their neighbors’ steppe frontier subjects, the Ukrainian Zaporozhian 

Cossacks and the Russian Don Cossacks. Descending down the Dnieper and Don river 

basins by land and water, the Cossacks raided the northern possessions of the Ottoman 

Empire, at times causing serious problems on the northern coast throughout the sixteenth 

century. However, beginning with the last decade of the sixteenth century, the Cossacks 

began regularly to raid Ottoman settlements and fortresses, as well as commercial and 

military sea traffic, on all shores of the Black Sea. During the first half of the seventeenth 

century, the Cossacks repeatedly raided and even sacked many important cities (not to 

mention towns and villages), such as Akkerman, Kili, and Varna on the Rumeli coast, 

Sinop, Samsun, and Trabzon on the Anatolian coast, and even the suburbs of Istanbul in 

the Bosphorus. The prosperous “Ottoman lake” became a very dangerous region and its 

economy faced a serious threat. No longer could the Porte take the Black Sea for granted 

as a region for its exclusive exploitation.

The Cossack and Tatar raids had serious repercussions on the relations between the 

Porte and the northern countries. Each state tried to exert diplomatic pressure on the other 

to control its frontier subjects. And when one power claimed that the subject; of the other 

were responsible for an incursion, the response would often be that it was in fact the 

accuser's subjects who had provoked the incursion by one of their own. The real problem 

was that neither the Ottomans nor the Poles and Muscovites could consistently control their 

frontier populations. One reason for this situation was that the central powers were usually 

unwilling or unable to devote the necessary resources to move in and take control of their
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unruly frontiersmen because of interests or problems on other fronts. The remoteness of 

the frontier zone made such attempts seem costly and impractical.

Another problem was that, in the case of the Porte and the Gown, they relied on 

the existence of the Tatars and Cossacks. The demand for slaves by the Ottoman market 

has already been mentioned. As for Poland-Lithuania, the Ukrainian Cossacks, as a 

musket-bearing infantry force, were a relatively inexpensive source of troops, and when 

the need arose, the Crown actively recruited them to participate in its foreign wars. 

However, when there was no longer a need for the services of the Cossacks, the Crown 

tried to demobilize them, not only refusing to pay them, but insisting that they leave the 

Cossack way of life and return to their previous station, which usually meant serfdom. 

Most Cossacks refused to return, however, and lived instead by robbery and pillage, 

particularly on lands of the Gown and the nobility.

During the first half of the seventeenth century, it seems to have been a universal 

phenomenon that once a peasant left the land and took up the profession of the musket, it 

was nearly impossible to force him to return to the land. During the same period, the 

Ottoman Empire faced a similar problem with its segbans, that is, peasants who in times of 

need were hired to serve as musket-bearing troops. Halil inalcik has shown how the 

segbans formed mercenary-type companies, which in time of peace, rather than 

demobilizing and returning to the land, would maintain their organization, living off the 

land by plunder and expropriation, and challenging the central government and its army.2 

The same “mercenary syndrome” applied to the Ukrainian Cossacks, prior to the formation 

of the Hetmanate (1648). In the Ukraine, the 'efusal of Cossacks to leave their way of life 

also led to periodic revolts against the central government from the 1590s through die 

middle of the seventeenth century. In the 1570s, the Crown tried to compromise with

2Halil Inalcik, “Military and Fiscal Transformation in the Ottoman Empire, 1600-1700,” Archivum  
Ottomanicum 6 (1980): 283-337, esp. pp. 288-311.
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Cossack demands by recognizing a limited number of them as military servants of the state 

who would be on its payroll. Because the list was known as “the register,” these Cossacks 

became known as registered Cossacks. Originally the register had 300 names, then 1,000, 

and in the second decade of the seventeenth century, the number was raised to 6,000. 

However, these low figures mean that the vast majority of those who had adopted the 

Cossack way of life were beyond the register, and their status was illegal in the eyes of the 

state.

Population pressure appears to have been one of the basic underlying causes of the 

Cossack problem in the Commonwealth. During the first half of the seventeenth century, 

there was a great increase in the population of the Ukraine. This population increase, 

combined with increased demands on the serf populations by the landlords, resulted in a 

great number of serfs leaving the landlords’ estates and moving into the steppe to colonize 

or beyond the Dnieper rapids, that is, to the Zaporizhia.3 Subsistence living in the 

Zaporizhia, both through raids on the neighboring Tatars and on caravans, as well as 

through hunting, fishing, and beekeeping, was an old and viable mode of escaping the 

restrictions of the state.4 However, in the first half of the seventeenth century, the great 

population increase meant that living off the steppe was no longer a viable escape valve, for 

the steppe as it was being exploited then simply could not support so many new arrivals. 

Thus the increase in population pressure, combined with the attempts of the Crown to 

restrict the number of Cossacks, helps explain why there was such an increase in the 

number of Cossack raids on Tatar and Ottoman lands to the south in the first half of the 

seventeenth century.

3E.g., O. I. Baranovyc, Ukraina nakanune osvoboditel'noj vojny serediny XVII v., Moscow: 
Izdatel’stvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1959, pp. 51-131.

4See Myxajlo HruSevs’kyj, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, 7, Kiev, 1909; reprint ed., New York: Knyho- 
spilka, 1956, pp. 48-88.
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The case o f the Don Cossacks was somewhat different from that of the 

Zaporozhians. Although they were also largely fugitives from serfdom and oppression, in 

the first decades of the seventeenth century there was obviously no comparable population 

pressure in Muscovy. During this time, there were far fewer Don Cossacks than 

Zaporozhians,5 and, as will be seen, there was in fact an influx of Zaporozhians into the 

Don River basin. Without the population surge and because the Don Cossacks were on the 

whole much more isolated from Muscovy than were the Zaporozhians from the 

Commonwealth, the mercenary syndrome does not really apply to the Don Cossacks. 

Unlike the Zaporozhian Host, which was a highly organized military confraternity, the Don 

Cossacks were much more of a bandit-type of phenomenon. They were satisfied to rob or 

protect merchant caravans, raid the Nogays for livestock, and attack Ottoman shipping. 

These activities were also characteristic of the Zaporozhians, but unlike the Don Cossacks, 

the former, in the first half of the seventeenth century, had pretensions of being an order of 

knights or separate estate, and were involved in the politics of the Commonwealth, most 

significantly, in the religious-national movement of the Orthodox Ruthenians (Ukrainians 

and Belorussians). The “vistas for raiding” of the Don Cossacks were also much broader 

than those of the Zaporozhians. While for the latter the great attraction was the Black Sea, 

along with the Crimea and Moldavia, for the Don Cossacks, in addition to the Black Sea 

and the Crimea, there were the Sea of Azov and the Caspian Sea as well as the Great and 

Lesser Nogays and their horse herds. In an appendix compiled by Ju. P. Tusin listing 

Cossack raids of the Black Sea, Sea of Azov, and Caspian Sea in the seventeenth century, 

for the Black Sea there is a preponderance of Zaporozhian raids in the first three decades of 

the century, while in the fourth and fifth decades, the balance shifts to the favor of the Don

5I. F. Bykadarov, Donskoe Vojsko v bor'be za vyxod v more (1546-1646 g.), Paris: Izdatel’ A. E. 
Alimov, 1937, pp. 55-56.
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Cossacks.6 Although given the state of the study of the Cossack naval raids, it is 

premature to make a hard and fast conclusion, from the evidence to be presented below, it 

appears that at least in the 1620s the Zaporozhians were much more active on the Black Sea 

than the Don Cossacks.

As a basic problem in the history of the Black Sea region, it would be appropriate to 

study the phenomenon of the Cossack raids for the entire period of Cossack ascendancy on 

the Black Sea, namely, from the last decade of the sixteenth to the middle of the 

seventeenth century.7 That, however, is a task too large to undertake here. Instead my 

objective is to treat in detail the better part of a decade in which Cossack activity on the 

Black Sea reached new heights and the new power and assertiveness of the Zaporozhians 

in particular coincided and resonated with an attempt by the rulers of the Crimea, Khan 

Mehmed Gerey and his brother, kalga §ahin Gerey, to wrest their polity from Ottoman 

control and forge a more independent path. Although during this period the Don Cossacks 

were not nearly as active on the sea as the Zaporozhians, they are also included in the 

survey of events. Particularly during the 1620s, the Zaporozhian and Don Cossacks often 

sailed together on raiding expeditions while in certain years, the former often used the Don 

River as a convenient base of operations. In the Ottoman sources, there is often no 

indication of which Cossacks executed a particular raid. Moreover, from the point of view 

of the Ottomans, the Cossacks comprised one problem even though at this time the Don 

and Zaporozhian Cossacks had very different attitudes toward their respective suzerain 

states.

6Ju. P. TuSin, Russkoe moreplavanie na Kaspijskom, Azovskom i Cemom moijax (X V II vek), Moscow: 
Izdatel’stvo «Nauka», Glavnaja redakcija vostoCnoj literatury, 1978, pp. 162-70, esp. 162-66.

7After 1648 the Ukrainian Cossacks were no longer a factor on the Black Sea because in that year 
Hetman Xmel’nyc’kyj burned all the Cossack boats as a condition of his treaty with Khan Islam Gerey III 
(Omeljan Pritsak, “Das Erste Turkisch-Ukrainische Biindnis (1648),” Oriens 6 (1953): 266-98, esp. pp. 
269-70).
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Part I of this work is devoted to presentation of the problems of the Black Sea 

frontier, in particular, the Cossack raids in the context of relations between the Porte and 

the northern powers from 1622 to 1628. Chapter I treats the attempts by the Crown and 

Porte to reconcile their differences after the War of Xotyn’, a conflict which failed to 

resolve any of the problems that brought it about The issue of the Bucak Tatar horde and 

its effect on the relations between the Porte and Crown is introduced. Chapter II chronicles 

the coming to power of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey in 1623, and in 1624, their conflict with 

the Ottomans and the Bucak and their rapprochement with the Zaporozhian Cossacks. In 

Chapter III, the complex situation in the region is portrayed in the context of the new 

relationship between'ihe-crimean Khanate and the Zaporozhians, the unprecedented height 

of Cossack activity in the Black Sea in 1625, and the suppression of the Cossacks by the 

Commonwealth and its aftermath in late 1625 and 1626. Chapter IV presents the Ottoman 

attempt to come to terms with the Cossack problem by strengthening their defenses of the 

Black Sea in 1627, and the new emergency the Ottomans faced in the region in 1628 

caused by a renewal of conflict between §ahin Gerey and Kantemir, chief of the Bucak 

Tatars.

For an understanding of the impact of the Black Sea raids on the Ottoman state and 

economy, it is necessary to have some idea of what the Ottoman response to the raids was, 

both militarily and administrative. Until now, there have been no works on the subject of 

the Ottoman defense of the Black Sea against the Cossacks. Part II is devoted to such an 

inquiry based on Ottoman sources that have been little or not at all used in general, and 

never before used for a study of this topic. The main source is a register of orders or 

firmans (defter-i ordu-i miihimme, see below) issued by grand admiral vizier Hasan 

Pasha during two consecutive campaigns to the northern Black Sea, in 1627 and 1628. 

The firmans provide a different perspective on the events recounted in Chapter IV. That is, 

they give a detailed insider’s view of the intricacies and difficulties of an Ottoman
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commander’s role on an expedition in the Black Sea designed to bolster the region’s 

defense and reassert control in a portion of i t  Another register examined in Chapter IV is 

of tax revenues assigned to pay for the salaries of fortress garrisons guarding the northern 

shore of the Black Sea. This Ottoman tax register has not hitherto been encountered in 

Ottoman studies. In addition, there is a muster register (yoklama defteri) listing provincial 

troops that reported for duty on Hasan Pasha’s campaigns. Much of Part II is devoted to 

an analysis of these original sources. Without such an analysis, the contents of these 

sources would remain inaccessible and their significance unappreciated. Because our 

understanding of many Ottoman institutions in the seventeenth century is still rudimentary, 

the interpretation of some aspects of these sources will necessarily remain open to question.

The end of the sixteenth century saw a marked deterioration in the relations between 

the Ottoman Empire and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The sources of friction 

between the two states remained the same as before—the incursions of the Tatars and 

Cossacks and disagreements over the status of Moldavia. Peace and stability on the Black 

Sea frontier was a high priority for the Porte, since during this period it was involved in the 

most difficult wars it had ever faced—in Hungary, with the Habsburg Empire (1593- 

1606), and in the east, with the Safavids (1578-1590, 1603-1618). During this period, 

most of the trouble originated with the subjects of the Commonwealth, namely, from raids 

of the Zaporozhian Cossacks. Given the increasing toll the Cossack raids were taking in 

Ottoman lives and on the economy of the Black Sea, relations between the Porte and the 

Commonwealth could only deteriorate. But dining this period, there were also frequent 

interventions in Moldavia by Polish as well as by Cossack forces, both with and without 

Warsaw’s sanction. In general, there was a marked increase in the Commonwealth’s 

influence in both Moldavia and Wallachia—the voyvodas were appointed and dismissed
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according to the will of the Crown and at times were even obliged to pay tribute to the 

Crown.8

The massive participation by the Ukrainian Cossacks in Warsaw’s adventures in 

Muscovy during the Time of Troubles had an eventual adverse effect on the relations 

between the Commonwealth and the Porte. Tens of thousands of Cossacks helped fill the 

demand for troops by joining the cause of the Crown. The attraction to the freebooting 

warrior existence was such that, despite casualties, the Cossack population swelled during 

the Troubles. At the enu of the Commonwealth’s intervention in 1613, the government 

acted as a typical client no longer in need of the services of his mercenary force, and 

attempted to demobilize the Cossacks. The government attempted to use military force to 

pacify the Cossack armies who were returning from Muscovy and plundering noble estates 

and other property in Belorussia and the Ukraine, albeit with the usual scant success. 

Faced with unemployment and repression, many Cossacks were left with no choice but to 

head south in search of a living at the cost of their Tatar, Moldavian, and above all, Turkish 

neighbors. Just as the campaigns in Muscovy began to wind down, a surge began in the 

raiding activity of the Ukrainian Cossacks that would reach unprecedented and indeed 

tremendous proportions. This was true even though during the Time of Troubles itself, the 

level of Cossack activity in the Black Sea had already reached an all-time high. Thus, the 

period after 1613 has been referred to as the “heroic age” of the Zaporozhian Cossacks. In 

the years leading up to the War of Xotyn’ (1621) even the larger cities, such Kefe, Varna,

8This introductory discussion of Ottoman-Polish-Lithuanlan relations, from the late sixteenth century 
through the war of Xotyn’ (1621), is based on the following: N. Jorga, Geschichte des Osmanischen 
Reiches, 3, Gotha: Friedrich Andreas Perthes, 1910, pp. 358-76; D. DoroSenko and J. Rypka, “Polsko, 
Ukrajina, Krym a Vysoka Porta v prvnl pol. XVII. stol,” Casopis Narodniho Musea 109 (1935) [Prague]: 
19-49; C. Max Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism during the Reformation: Europe and the Caucasus, 
New York/London: New York University Press/London University Press, 1972, pp. 104-244; A. A. 
Novosel’sldj, Bor'ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s tatarami v pervoj polovine XVII veka. Moscow and 
Leningrad: Izdatel’stvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1948, pp. 45-46,98-104; Dorothy M. Vaughan, Europe and 
the Turk: A Pattern o f  Alliances, 1350-1700, Liverpool: At the University Press, 1954, 191-204; Henryk 
Wisner, “Dyplomatyka polska w latach 1572-1648,'’ in Historia dyplomacji polskiej, 2:1572-1795, ed. 
Zbigniew W<5jcik, Warsaw: Pafistwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1982, pp. 70-87.
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Trabzon, and Sinop, were sacked, and for the first time, Cossack flotillas appeared in the 

Bosphorus, the very threshold of the Sublime Porte.9

As if the Cossack depredations in Ottoman territories were not enough, at the same 

time, the interventions into Moldavia by Polish nobles also escalated. An unsuccessful 

Moldavian campaign in 1612 headed by Stefan Potocki, who had just returned from 

campaigning in Muscovy, was answered with a large and devastating Tatar raid into 

Podolia in 1613. In the following years, despite attempts by the Commonwealth to bridle 

their Cossacks and discourage szlachta intervention in Moldavia, a full-scale Ottoman 

military reaction seemed unavoidable. A. common scenario: the Crown manages to placate 

the Porte, reassuring it that, in the case of the Cossacks, a strong hand would be applied to 

them. No sooner than the assurances have been proffered, news arrives (often while the 

Crown diplomat is still at the Porte), that a large Cossack raid has occurred somewhere in 

the Black Sea. (A similar situation had existed in the sixteenth century with regard to the 

Tatars, that is, Ottoman reassurances in Warsaw that unprovoked raids by the Crimean 

Tatars would definitely cease would often be followed by news of a new incursion). By 

the second half of the 1610s, the relations between the Porte and Crown deteriorated to 

open conflict. In 1617, armies were mobilized on both sides and brought face to face. 

Only last minute negotiations managed to avert the outbreak of open war. However, in 

1620, a Polish army led by Crown hetman Zdlkiewski entered Moldavia to defend its 

client, the Moldavian voyvoda. Gratiani, who faced deposition by the Porte, only to be 

destroyed in a battle at Cecora (near Ia§i). This incursion, combined with unceasing 

Zaporozhian activity on the Black Sea, was the last straw. In the following year, Sultan 

‘Osman II mounted a full expedition against the Commonwealth, which he led personally. 

The result was the War of Xotyn’ in which the Ottomans and the Crimean and Bucak 

Tatars faced the Crown army and the Ukrainian Cossacks. ‘Osman’s stated goal was to

9See HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, pp. 342 ff.
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punish and destroy the Commonwealth for its unending provocations. After several weeks 

of intense fighting, neither side was clearly the victor and an armistice was reached. 

Although the war was a military standoff, the real losers were the Ottomans since they had 

mobilized a large force, suffered great losses but achieved nothing. Eventually this loss 

would lead to the fall of the young sultan who was the inspiration behind the campaigning. 

As for the Commonwealth, it was the Cossacks who played a crucial role in enabling the 

Crown to withstand the Ottoman onslaught

In the last decade of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth centuries, 

relations between Muscovy and the Ottoman Empire improved. In the prior decade, the 

Ottomans, alarmed at the strengthened position of Muscovy in the northern Caucasus, their 

resubjugation of the Great Nogay horde, and intrigues in the affairs of the Crimean 

Khanate, began to revive their active policy of almost two decades prior and even made 

preparations for another expedition to take Astrakhan, this time proceeding across the 

steppes of the northern Caucasus. However, the situation was deffused by a combination 

of peace overtures by Muscovite envoys sent to Istanbul and Ottoman loss of interest in 

further expansion in the Caucasus, the latter being satisfied to consolidate their gains in the 

region at the expense of the Safavids. In 1590, peace was concluded with Iran and in the 

following years (1592, 1594), as the Ottomans prepared for war in Hungary, peace with 

Muscovy was confirmed through a series of embassies.10

From the 1590s until the Time of Troubles, a status quo was maintained in the 

relations between the Porte and the Tsardom. In the early 1590s, Moscow spumed offers 

from both the west (Papacy, the Empire) and east (Iran) to participate in an anti-Ottoman

10This introductory discussion of Ottoman-Muscovite relations is based on N. A. Smirnov, Rossija i 
Turcija v XVI-XVII vv., 1, UCenye zapiski, 94, Moscow: Izdanie MGU, 1946, pp. 125-59; A. A. 
Novosel’skij’s review article of Smirnov, Rossija i Turcija in Voprosy istorii 1948, no. 2: 131-38; Halil 
inalcik, “The Origin of the Ottoman-Russian Rivalry and the Don-Volga Canal (1569),” Annates de 
I'Universite d ’Ankara 1 (1947): 47-110, esp. pp. 92-97; Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, pp. 9-104; W. E. D. 
Allen, Problems o f  Turkish Power in the Sixteenth Century, London: Central Asian Research Centre, 
1963, pp. 34-38; Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, pp. 90-233.
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league, considering them unrealistic and dangerous. Moreover, Moscow traditionally 

sought to have good relations with the Porte. Of the three powers in the region, Muscovy 

had the least interest in expanding toward the Black Sea. Its main priorities lay in other 

directions, namely the Baltic, the Volga, and Siberia. Particularly important was its luxury 

trade with Safavid Iran whose textiles, clothing, rugs, saddles, and other precious items 

were in great demand in the Muscovite court. Moscow took great pains to maintain its 

neutrality in the struggles between the Ottomans and the Safavids, avoiding at all costs 

situations that might provoke the Ottomans to, for example, make a move against Muscovy 

in the Caucasus which could cut off access to Iran. As far as the Ottomans were 

concerned, the Don Cossacks were a serious cause for concern. In the 1590s the Don 

Cossacks increased their raiding activity in the vicinity of Azak, affecting the Ottoman local 

trade and economy. To Ottoman protests in Moscow, the usual reply was that these 

Cossacks were criminals and vagabonds, disobedient to the tsar. Indeed, Moscow wanted 

to have nothing to do with the Don Cossacks, who only complicated its relations with the 

Porte. In fact, during Tsar Boris Godunov’s years, Moscow pursued a harsh and 

repressive policy toward them.

Until the early seventeenth century, the Tatars were engaged on behalf of the 

Ottomans, with ample opportunities for raiding in Hungary, Moldavia, and even the 

Commonwealth. However, during the Time of Troubles, Muscovy’s situation vis-d-vis 

the Tatars changed drastically. In 1607 the Commonwealth managed to draw the Khanate 

into attacking Muscovy as its own forces prepared to intervene on behalf of the second 

False Dimitrij. Throughout the Troubles, Muscovy was the target of annual Crimean and 

Nogay Tatar raiding activity, which played a definite role in the successes of the 

intervening armies of the Commonwealth. In fact, Muscovy saw no respite from Tatar 

raids until 1617, when deteriorating relations between the Porte and Crown brought a shift 

in the Tatar raids toward the Commonwealth. During the Troubles, there were no 

diplomatic missions, in either direction, between the Porte and Moscow.
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In the late 16i0s, relations between Muscovy and the Porte improved and the 

Commonwealth loomed increasingly as the common enemy. While the Ottomans were 

edging toward war with the Crown, Moscow saw an early opportunity to regain its 

territories lost to the Commonwealth in the previous years. In 1621, as ‘Osman’s army 

moved on the Commonwealth, an envoy, Toma Kantacuzin, was sent to Moscow to obtain 

a military alliance against Warsaw. In Moscow this proposal was very seriously 

considered and an assembly of the land (zemskij sobor) was even called to approve joining 

the Ottomans in their war with the Crown. However, the Xotyn’ War ended, and 

Kantacuzin arrived in Moscow too late for Moscow to begin operations. And so the plan 

for an anti-Commonwealth alliance had to be set aside, although negotiations would 

continue in the following years.

With the accession of Tsar Mixail FedoroviS to the throne, Muscovite policy toward 

the Don Cossacks changed. Instead of persecuting and restricting them, they were again 

allowed to travel and trade in Muscovy and were even paid regular subsidies by the state 

consisting of food products, wine, textiles, and cash. However, this policy was not 

motivated by a newfound sympathy for the Don Cossacks, whose raids near Azak and on 

the Sea of Azov still elicited angiy rebukes from Moscow. Rather it was a pragmatic move 

brought about by an admission that nothing could be done to stop the Don Cossack raids 

completely, but that by paying them annual subsidy, Moscow could induce them to make 

peace with Azak and the Tatars in its vicinity (the so-called Azovskie ljudi). At the very 

least, Moscow required that in return for these subsidies the Cossacks promise to escort 

Muscovite envoys to the Ottomans and to the Crimea to and from Azak and to above all 

refrain from any raiding while Muscovite envoys were on a diplomatic mission to the Porte 

or the Crimea.

The problems of the Cossack raids on the Black Sea, their effect on the relations 

between the Porte, Commonwealth, and, Muscovy, and the Ottoman defense of the region
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in the first half of the seventeenth century have never been the subject of full treatments. 

However, in Ukrainian, Polish, and Russian historiography, there are a few excellent 

studies on the period which either touch upon or focus on the problem of the Cossacks and 

the relations of the northern powers to the Ottomans in the 1620s. Deserving first mention 

is the earliest modem historian who dealt with the problems of the Ukrainian Cossacks 

during the 1620s, Stefan Rudnyc’kyj. In two long articles, he provided a survey of the 

published sources as well as a critical analysis of the main problems facing Ukrainian 

Cossackdom during this decade, and its relationship with the Polish-Lithuanian Crown and 

neighboring countries.11 Although some of his views are today outdated, these two 

ground-breaking articles provided part of the foundation for the relevant work of Myxajlo 

Hrusevs’kyj, the dean of modem Ukrainian historiography. In the seventh and eighth 

volumes of his History o f the Ukraine-Rus’, Hrusevs’kyj gave a thorough and synthetic 

treatment of the Ukrainian Cossacks on the basis of the published sources and most of the 

relevant Polish manuscript material extant at his time in Lviv, Cracow, and St. 

Petersburg.12 In his work, Ukrainian Cossackdom in the 1620s comes forth as a new 

player on the international scene, confident from its recent exploits in Muscovy during the 

Time of Troubles, in the Black Sea, and during the War of Xotyn’, and eager to enter into 

various alliances with its neighbors, as well as to intervene in their affairs. It was 

Hrussvs’kyj who first appreciated the international significance of the rapprochement, 

which he considered a full-fledged alliance, between the Zaporozhian Cossacks and the 

Crimean Khanate. He documented the Zaporozhian Cossack raids on the Black Sea as 

thoroughly as his sources allowed him (mainly the Polish sources, the published French 

ambassadorial reports, the English ambassadorial reports as available in excerpted

^Stefan Rudnyc’kyj, “Kozacko-pol’ska vijna r. 1625,” Zapysky Naukovoho Tovarystva im. SevSenka
17 (1897): 1-42; — ------ , “Ukrajins’ki kozaky v 1625-30 rr.,” Zapysky Naukovoho Tovarystva im.
SevSenka 31-32 (1899): 1-76.

12Myxajlo HmSevs’kyj, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, 7-8. Kiev, 1909-1922; reprint ed., New York: Knyho- 
Spilka, 1956.
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published translations, and the selected sections relevant to Polish history in the Ottoman 

chronicle of Na'ima translated by S§kowski). From his chronicling of Cossack naval 

raiding activity, the degree to which they were capable of upsetting relations between the 

Crown and the Porte, and how the policies of the Crown often left them with no alternative 

but to “ply their trade on the sea” become evident. However, even Hrusevs’kyj was 

limited in his ability to fully assess the degree to which the Cossacks threatened the 

Ottoman Empire because he was not concerned with the history of the Ottoman Empire per 

se.

After the Second World War, an important work by the Polish historian Bohdan 

Baranowski appeared on the relations of Poland and the Tatars from 1624-1629.13 This 

work provides an excellent account of the difficulties and opportunities the Commonwealth 

faced on its Ukrainian borderlands in connection with the political upheaval in the Crimea 

during the reign of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey. Baranowski was the first to fully appreciate 

the significance of the rise of a new Tatar power in the Bucak (southern Bessarabia), 

headed by Kantemir. His development of the notion of two usually hostile “Tatardoms” is 

an important and original contribution to our understanding of the region’s history. 

Baranowski not only covered much the same Polish source base as Rudnyc’kyj and 

Hrusevs’kyj, but went further. He added some new Polish material, particularly from the 

Kdmik Library near Poznan, and more important, utilized some of the Ottoman and Tatar 

originals as well as official Crown translations held today in the Main Archive of Ancient 

Acts in Warsaw. Although Baranowski deals with Polish-Ottoman relations in the context 

of Polish-Tatar relations, his treatment of the Ukrainian Cossacks is limited to their 

connection to Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, vigorous though it was, and the scope of his 

work does not include close examination of the Black Sea exploits of the Cossacks.

13Bohdan Baranov/ski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna w latach 1624-1629, L6dz: Lddzkie Towarzystwo 
Naukowe, 1948.
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Although the Muscovite archives make up one of the richest bodies of source 

material on not only Muscovite-Ottoman relations and the Don Cossacks, but on the 

Crimean Khanate and the Nogays and on our topic as a whole, these archives are 

surprisingly underutilized by Russian and other historical scholarship. Because of the 

inaccessibility of and lack of relevant source publications from the Muscovite archives (see 

below), S. M. Solov’ev’s History o f Russia from the Earliest Times is still an important 

work on Muscovy and the Ottomans. Since the Second World War there are two 

monograph treatments, both important though of greatly unequal worth for our topic. The 

first, Russia and Turkey in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries, by N. A. 

Smirnov, is a useful contribution primarily for the author’s use of some of the Muscovite 

archival material, including some of the surviving Ottoman documents, and his survey of 

an entire range of topics in Muscovite-Ottoman relations from the first diplomatic missions, 

to matters of trade, Crimean affaire, and the important role of Azak (Azov) as a target for 

the Don Cossacks.14 Smirnov provides in his introductory chapter an interesting and 

useful (and the only available) guide to the Ottoman material in the Muscovite archives. A 

good outline of the different types of Muscovite diplomatic documentation is also included. 

However, Smirnov’s entire work is greatly marred by a pervading Turkophobic and 

Russocentric attitude that resulted in many misinterpretations and distortions.15 A contrast 

is provided by the monumental work of A. A. Novosel’skij, somewhat inaptly entitled The 

Struggle o f the Muscovite State with the Tatars in the First Half o f the Seventeenth 

Century.16 The main topics of the work are Muscovite-Crimean and Nogay Tatar 

relations, the raids of the Tatars on the southern borderlands of Russia, and the 

development of the Russian defense system. However, it is a mine of information on

14Smimov, Rossija i Turcija.

15See NovoseFskij’s review article in Voprosy istorii 1948, no. 2: 131-38.

16Novosel’skij, Bor’ba.
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matters connected to Muscovite-Gttomans relations (particularly on Muscovite and Ottoman 

diplomatic missions between Moscow and Istanbul), has an excellent survey of the role of 

the Don Cossacks in Muscovite-Crimean and to some extent on Muscovite Ottoman 

relations, and has some important material on the Ukrainian Cossacks and their relations 

with the Crimea in the 1620s as well. The value of Novosel’skij’s work lies in his for the 

most part unbiased approach to his subject matter, itithough at times he falls back on 

traditional Russian and Soviet historical jargon applied to matters dealing with the Turks 

and Tatars.

There are no studies in Turkish historiography on the problem of the Black Sea 

frontier and the Cossack raids in the seventeenth century. However, Halil inalcik has 

drawn attention to the great importance of the Cossack problem in seventeenth-century 

Ottoman history.17 In addition, the works of inalcik on the Ottoman Black Sea in the 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries are of great significance for our understanding of the 

important role of the Black Sea for the Ottoman Empire and its economy, and consequently 

help us to better assess the impact of the raids in the seventeenth century.18 In recent 

years, important steps have been made in opening the Ottoman archives for the history of 

Eastern Europe, in particular, by French scholars under the leadership of Alexandre 

Bennigsen. With regard to the period of this study, the ground-breaking article on the 

Cossack naval raids by Mihnea Berindei19 and the publication of Tatar and Ottoman

17E.g., Halil Inalcik, “The Heyday and Decline of the Ottoman Empire,” The Cambridge History of
Islam, vol 1, London, 1970: 324-53, esp. 350-53;----------, The Ottoman Empire: The Classical Age,
1300-1600, London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1973, pp. 4 4 ,1 0 5 ;--------- , “Closing of the Black Sea,” p.
110.

18inalcik, “Closing of the Black Sea”;  , Sources on the Economic History o f the Black Sea, 1:
The Customs Register o f Caff a, 1487-1490 (forthcoming').

19Mihnea Berindei, "La Porte ottomane face aux Cosaques zaporogues, 1600-1637," Harvard Ukrainian 
Studies 1 (1977): 273-307.
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documents relating to the Crimean Khanate20 should be singled out for their use of Turkish 

archival sources.

The extant and available source base for this study is large but uneven in its 

coverage of various events and phenomena. Official affairs such as diplomatic relations are 

better recorded than, for example, information relating to the frontier zone and its Cossack, 

Tatar, and other inhabitants. In the manuscript collections of Poland, there is a great wealth 

of material on the Black Sea frontier, as well as the Cossacks, Tatars, and the Ottomans. 

Many of these manuscripts are so-called silvae rerum, that is, manuscript books kept by 

nobles with entries on a broad variety of topics including personal letters and records, state 

decrees, interesting or important correspondence of third parties, works of literature, and 

so forth. However, the majority of the manuscript books that this author consulted were 

not strictly speaking silvae rerum, since their content is political and often includes official 

correspondence as well as other documents such as pay registers of troops, diaries of diets 

and dietines, relations of ambassadors, and so forth, ’fhe official correspondence includes 

letters to and from foreign states. Although these “political manuscript books” have not 

been the subject of a source study analysis, it appears that many of them originated in both 

the public chanceries of officials and private chanceries of noblemen. The amount of space 

devoted to Ottoman and Tatar affairs is striking. As a rule it can be said that nearly every 

such manuscript contains at least several copies of letters to or from the saltan, khan, and 

other officials. Aside from copies of diplomatic correspondence, there are many letters 

describing the situation on the frontier by commanders assigned to the region or noblemen 

with landholdings in or near the borderlands. Tracts describing the situation on the frontier 

and prescribing measures to be taken to alleviate the Tatar and Cossack problems contain 

interesting insights and information. Other important sources include the reports of spies

20Le Khanat de Crimee dans les Archives du Musee du Palais de Topkapi. Eds. Alexandre 
Bennigsen, Pertev Naili Boratav, Dilek Desaive, Chantal Lemercier-Quelquejay, Paris and The Hague: 
Mouton, 1978.
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and confessata of captured informants. The frequency of these materials is testimony to 

both the importance of their contents and the interest in them in noble society. Although 

most of the manuscript books consulted have already been used by historians such as 

Hrusevs’skyj and Baranowski, they did not exhaust them for information on the Black Sea 

frontier. For a list of Polish manuscripts consulted in this work see the bibliography.21

Although the Muscovite sources on Ottoman and Black Sea affairs, as stated above, 

are among the richest for our topic, they are also in the most neglected state as far as 

publications are concerned. Access to the materials of the Muscovite foreign office 

(posol’skij prikaz) has been very restricted, especially to foreign researchers, and the last 

major publications on Don Cossack, Crimean, and Turkish affairs (Donskie, Krymskie, 

Tureckie dela) were in the nineteenth century.22 Because of the sorry state of publication 

activity with regard to the Black Sea region, Novosel’skij’s work takes on an even greater 

importance thanks to his use of citations from unpublished Muscovite archives. In effect, 

Novosel’skij’s work has been used also as a source book. However, it is important to 

remember that, although one must be grateful that these sources were used and are 

presented in the form that they are (inadequate though that form may be) by a most

21The most important publicaUons from these manuscript materials for this study are: 2erela do istoriji 
Ukrajiny-Rusi, 8: Materijaly do istoriji ukrajins’koji kozaddyny, 1: Dokumenty po rik 1631 ed. Ivan 
KrypjakevyC, Lviv: Naukove Tovarystvo imeni SevCenka, 1908; ListyksigciaJerzegoZbaraskiegokasztelana 
krakowskiego z  lat 1621-1632, ed. August Sokolowski, in Scriptores rerum polonlcarum/Pisarze dziejdw 
polskich, 5 = Archiwum Komisyi historycznej, 2, Cracow: Nakladem Akademii Umiej?tnosci, 1880; 
Documente privitoare la istoria Romdnilor, ed. Eudoxlu de Hurmuzaki, 4 -1 :1600-1649, Bucharest: Sub 
auspicille Ministeriului Cultelor §i Instructiunii publice §i ale Academiet Romlne, 1882; Documente 
privitoare in istoria Romdnilor. Urmare la colegtiunea-Eudoxiu de Hurmuzaki, supplement 2 -2 :1601- 
1640, documente culese din archive §i biblioteci Polone, ed. loan Bogdan, tr. I Skupiewski, Bucharest: 
Sub auspicille Ministeriului Cultelor §i Instructiunii publice §i ale Academiei Romane, 1895.

22Donskie dela, 1, ed. B G. Dru2inin, St. Petersburg: ArxeografiCeskaja kommisija, 1898 =Russkaja 
istorideskaja biblioteka, 18; Istorideskoe opisanie zemli Vojska donskogo, 1, NovoCerkassk: Izdanie 
Vojskovogo statistiCeskogo komiteta, 1869 (this publication contain, aside from Don affairs, many excerpts 
from the Crimean and Turkish affairs); Vossoedinenie Ukrainy s Rossiej. Dokumenty v trex tomax, 1: 
1620-1647, Moscow: Izdatel’stvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1953, reprints both materials already published as 
well as some new materials.
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competent historian, one is still dependent on his selection of citations and therefore 

inevitably dependant to some degree on his biases and interpretation.

Of the Ottoman sources used here, the most significant are the documentary ones 

from the Ba§bakanlik Ar§ivi (Archive of the Prime Minister) in Istanbul. Unfortunately,. 

this researcher was able to consult only one register of the Muhimme defterleri or 

“Registers of Important State Affairs.” However, the one that was consulted, Muhimme 

defteri 83, proved to be an important find for the study of the Ottoman defense of the 

Black Sea. It is a register of firmans issued by an Ottoman commander for two expeditions 

to the northern Black Sea, which have already been mentioned above. Details on this 

register are in Chapter V and some documents from it are in the appendix. Also used were 

several smaller registers connected to the same campaigns, which served to complement the 

information in Muhimme defteri 83. They are discussed in Chapters V and VI.

Diplomatic reports, especially those from Istanbul, are very good sources on affairs 

in the Black Sea, especially the Cossack raids. Outstanding among these are the reports of 

the English amabassador, Sir Thomas Roe. Highly intelligent and very much involved in 

Polish-Ottoman affairs, Roe managed to present a level of analysis as well as richness of 

content that outdid his contemporaries, such as French ambassador de Cezy.23 A relatively 

new published source that has not yet been widely used on the Cossack naval raids are the 

dispatches of papal nuncios from Istanbul, Venice, Warsaw, and other places.24

23The Negotiations o f Sir Thomas Roe in His Embassy to the Ottoman Porte, from  the Year 1621- 
1628 Inclusive . . .  London, 1740.

Litterae Nuntiorum Apostolicorum historiae Ucrainae illustrantes (1550-1850), 3 :1609-1620,4: 
1609-1620, ed. Athanasius G. Welykyj, Rome: Baslliani, 1959-1960.
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CHAPTER I
The Aftermath of the War of Xotyn’, 1622-1623

On 9 October 1621 the hostilities at Xotyn’ (Chocim) between the forces of the Polish- 

Lithuanian Commonwealth and those of the Ottoman Empire came to an end, It was agreed 

that a grand ambassador (poset wielki) of the Commonwealth would travel to Istanbul to 

conclude a final peace and remain there as a resident ambassador (agent in the Polish 

sources) in accordance with the “practice of other Christian states.” Thereupon the sultan 

would send his envoy to Warsaw to confirm the peace. Meanwhile, Stanislaw Suliszewski 

was to travel immediately to the Porte while the sultan was to send his gavu§ to the king. 

The armistice known as the “Xotyn’ Pact” consisted of the following points:

1. 'Lie Dnieper is to be cleared of all Cossacks so that they can not go out 
onto the sea and raid the sultan’s domains and they are to be punished for 
the slightest transgression against the sultan.
2. Neither the Moldavians nor the Tatars of Dobrudja, Akkerman, Bender,
Kili, Ozi (Ocakiv), or of the Crimea are to raid the fortresses, towns, 
estates, properties, or people of the Commonwealth. The sultan is to forbid 
the Tatars from fording the Dnieper at Ozi. If the Tatars bring any harm to 
the Commonwealth and do not provide compensation, the compensation is 
to be granted (by the sultan) and the khan is to be punished.
3. If, before boundaries are agreed upon, those who go into the steppe to 
fish or hunt should come into conflict, as is often the case, this is not to be 
the cause for breaking the peace between the king and the sultan. If the 
khan or his army are called upon to go on campaign with the sultan, they are 
to proceed along roads distant from the Commonwealth and undertake no 
raids, and any damages incurred are to be compensated according to agreed 
upon terms.
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4. To better discern and establish the boundaries between the states of the 
sultan and king, people who are competent and knowledgeable about those 
places are to be appointed.
5. The Commonwealth will pay the Tatar khan the usual yearly pay which 
is to be delivered at Ia§i to the Moldavian hospodar who is to turn it over to 
the khan’s men. According to the old custom, when called upon, the khan 
is the come with his army to the aid of the king.
6. Because many of the conflicts between the Porte and the Commonwealth 
were caused by the wrath and greed of some Moldavian hospodars, 
individuals well disposed and loyal to both sides are to be appointed to this 
office.
7. Upon the the conclusion of the peace agreement, Xotyn’ is to be 
returned to the Moldavian fiospodar in the condition in which it was when it 
was taken over.
8. The king and sultan promise to be the friend of the others friend and 
enemy of his enemy and keep to the peace that was between their 
grandfathers and great grandfathers.1

In the Ottoman chronicle tradition there is a brief entty giving a general and incomplete 

relation of the terms: Xotyn’ is to be returned to the Moldavians, the Cossacks are to cease 

raiding the Ottoman dominion, and several prominent individuals were to be sent to the 

Porte as hostages so as to insure the payment of “presents” (vergii) to the sultan.2

^ o r  the Polish text of the treaty see PamiQtniki o wyprawie chocimskiej r. 1621 Jam hiabi z  Ostroroga, 
Prokopa Zbignlewskiego, Stanislawa Lubomirskiego i Jakdba Sobieskiego, ed. 2egota Pauli, Cracow: 
Nakladem i drukiem Jdzefa Czecha, 1853, pp. 33-36. For a modem edition, see the Russian translation in 
Osmanskaja imperija v pervoj Setverti X V II veka. Sbomik dokumentov i  materialov, eds. X. M. 
Ibragimbejli, N. C. RaSba, Moscow: Izdatel’stvo «Nauka», Glavnaja redafccija vostoSnoj literatury, 1984, 
pp. 189-90. Among the several existing manuscript copies of this document the following were consulted: 
AGAD, AZ 3037, fol. 129-30; BCz 345, pp. 309-12; BK 983, fol. 128-29.

2Katib £elebi, Fezleke, 2, Istanbul: Ceride-i Havadis Matba'asi, 1287/1870-1871, p. 4; Collecteanea z 
dziejopisdw tureckich 1. Ed. J. J. S. S?kowski. Warsaw: Nakladem Zawadzkiego i W$ckiego, 1824, p. 
172. It should be noted that although the Polish translation by S?kowski is from Na'ima’s chronicle, here 
citations of the chronicle of Katib £elebl are given since the former is usually dependent on the latter for 
these years. In what follows, any substantive divergences between these two chronicles will be noted.
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Differing interpretations of the promise to deliver gifts to the sultan would become a serious 

point of contention during the grand ambassador’s negotiations at the Porte.3

The Embassy o f Krzysztof Zbaraski to the Porte

For two and a half years after the disengagement of forces at Xotyn’, the Ottoman Empire 

and Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth could not come to terms on a final peace treaty. To 

start with, there was a delay by the Commonwealth of nearly a year in sending an 

ambassador because of the serious disturbances in Istanbul following Sultan ‘Osman’s 

return from Xotyn’. It was not until 9 September 1622, nearly a year after the armistice, 

that Prince Krzysztof Zbaraski was appointed and set out for Istanbul.4 Zbaraski, was the 

Crown master of the horse (koniuszy koronny), and brother of Prince Jerzy Zbaraski, the 

castellan of Cracow. In size and splendor, Zbaraski’s legation was one of the greatest that 

was ever assembled to the Porte.5 Upon the very arrival of Zbaraski’s legation at Istanbul

3In the reports of Sir Thomas Roe, the English resident at the Porte, there is a slighdy different version 
of these terms: Kantemir, the head of the Akkerman horde (see beio./) jiu Canbeg Gerey, iiie Crimean 
khan, were to withdraw their forces that were raiding the Commonwealth during the war; the Crown would 
make an annual yearly payment of 40,000 florins to the Tatars; the king was to maintain a resident at the 
Porte and send gifts comparable to these sent by other Christian states; the Tatars would stop all incursions 
if the Cossacks would do the same; to obtain the privilege of free trade in the empire for Polish merchants, 
100,000 chequins in sables and bulgar leather; the treaty would not be valid until the sultan sent his govu§ 
to the king and the sejm  approved the treaty (The Negotiations o f  Sir Thomas Roe in His Embassy to the 
Ottoman Porte, from  the Year 1621-1628 Inclusive . . .  London, 1740, p. 11).

4Janusz Wojtasik, “Uwagi ksigcia Krzysztofa Zbaraskiego, posla wielkiego do Turcyji z 1622 r.— O 
panstwie ottomahskim i jego silach zbrojnych,” Studia i  materialy do historii wojskowosci 8: 1 (1961): 
321-46, esp. p. 326.

5According to Roe, Zbaraski’s train consisted of 1,200 men (Negotiations, p. 115); according to Katib 
Celebi, 700 mounted men (Katib, Fezleke, 2, p. 31; Collectanea, p. 176). Aside from the considerable 
amount of information in Roe’s dispatches, there are two major relations of Zbaraski’s embassy, one by 
Samuel Kuszewicz, the secretary to the mission, entitled Poselstwo ksigcia Zbarawskiego do Turek w t. 
1622 [The Embassy of Prince Zbaraski to the Turks in the year 1622], published in Zbidr pamigtnikdw 
histoiycznych odawnejPolszcze zrgkopismdw, tudziei dziet wrdinychjgzykach oPoIszcze wydanych, oraz 
z  listami oryginalnych krdldw i znakomitych ludzi w kraju naszym, 2, ed. J. U. Niemcewicz, Leipzig: 
Breitkopf and Haertel, 1839, pp. 211-40. The other is by Krzysztof Zbaraski himself, entitled Diariusz 
albo relatia X  Jeo Mci Zbarawskiego koniuszego koronnego posla wielkiego do cesarza ottomanskiego 
w roku pahskim 1622 [The Diary or Relation of His Majesty’s Prince Zbaraski, the crown master of the 
horse, the grand ambassador to the Ottoman Ceasar in the year of the Lord 1622] published in Russian 
translation in Osmanskaja imperija, pp. 102-48. It has been published in the original Polish only once, in 
Dziennik Wiledski [Vilnius], 1827, v. 3, Hlstoria i literature, pp. 3-27,101-25,237-73, 339-357 which is
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in late October/early November 1622,6 relations with the grand vizier, Giircii Mehmed 

Pasha, commenced on a very negative note. Part of the motive for sending such a large 

embassy was to impress and intimidate the Ottomans with the wealth and might of the 

Commonwealth7 and thereby gain a psychological advantage in the negotiations. Instead, 

the size of the embassy antagonized the Turks. According to Zbaraski’s account, when his 

servant was sent ahead to announce the embassy’s arrival, instead of being awarded a 

kaftan, as would have been the usual procedure, he was met with reproachful irony from 

the grand vizier, who asked what was the purpose of sending such an army: Did Zbaraski 

plan to conquer Constantinople or to rob the sultan’s treasury?8 Moreover, the vizier 

claimed that as Zbaraski’s retinue included an inordinate number of merchants, it thereby 

forfeited the exemption from customs duties usually extended to members of diplomatic 

missions and owed 50,000-60,000 thalers for the goods brought with them. It would take 

several days of haggling before the vizier finally agreed to let the train enter the capital on 

11 November 16229 without paying customs.10

At the time of Zbaraski’s embassy to die Porte, the Ottoman capital was in a state of 

great disarray. Several months prior, in May 1622, a revolt by the janissaries resulted in

today a bibliographic rarity and was not seen by this author. The latter work became one of the most 
popular works in the seventeenth-century Commonwealth and even beyond and exists in many manuscript 
copies, although an original copy has not been located (here aside from the Russian translation only BCz 
361, pp. 263-97 was consulted).

6Only the approximate date of Zbaraski’s arrival to Istanbul is known, see de Cezy, dispatch of 13 
November 1622 (Historica Russiae monumentalAkty istoriSeskie otnosjaSSiesja k  Rossii, 2, ed. A. I. 
Turgenev, S t  Petersburg: Tipcgrafija Eduarda Praca, 1842, p. 421).

7Cf. Kuszewicz, Poselstwo, p. 240.

8Zbaraski, Diariusz, p. 105. The latter part of the question with regard to the treasury is an ironic 
reference to the fact that according to the rules of diplomatic protocol of the time, the host was expected to 
maintain the visiting legation. Roe was of the opinion that Zbaraski was overdoing it a bit (“. . . he 
entered with a great [perhaps too much] train . .  .’5 and (Negotiations, p. 115); this combined with his 
haughty attitude towards the Ottomans was one of the reasons his relations with them were so strained (cf. 
Kuszewicz, Poselstwo, p. 224).

^Wojtaslk, “U w agi. . .  Zbaraskiego,” p. 326.

10Zbaraski, Diariusz, p. 105-107.
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the murder of Sultan ‘Osman II, and the return to the throne of feeble-minded Mustafa. 

During Zbaraski’s stay, intrigues from the court and unrest among the janissaries and other 

troops resulted in a change of grand vizier in the middle of the negotiations— the 

replacement of Giircii Mehmed Pasha by Hiiseyn Pasha. Exacerbating the difficult 

situation was the fact that because of false rumors, at several points Zbaraski’s embassy 

itself was drawn into the intrigues of the capital. The source of trouble was the differing 

interpretation by the Ottoman and Polish sides of the promise made by the latter at Xotyn’ 

to bring gifts to the sultan. The Ottoman side insisted that this meant that the 

Commonwealth had agreed to pay haras, in other words, the annual tribute which subject 

princes such as the hospodars of Moldavia and Wallachia paid to the Porte. Of course for 

the Commonwealth, any action in any way implying tributary status was out of the 

question and thus Zbaraski insisted that the gifts that he brought for the sultan were merely 

part of normal diplomatic protocol. In the midst of the wrangle over this matter, a rumor 

spread among the janissaries, who were in a state of discontent because they had not 

received their latest quarterly wages, that Zbaraski had brought money for them. As a 

result the mission was in danger of attack and plunder at the hands of the janissaries. 

Because of the controversy over the payment of harac, the grand vizier would not allow 

Zbaraski his initial audience with the sultan. After many arguments, threats, and delays, 

the documents relating to the Xotyn’ armistice were examined by both sides in common 

session and the vizier was forced to back down and allow an audience with sultan.11

Both the French resident ambassador to the Porte, de Cezy, and the English 

resident ambassador, Roe, actively intervened on behalf of Zbaraski and the 

Commonwealth. Their support included financial aid and, above all, intercession before 

various Ottoman officials. On the basis of their dispatches as well as the observations of 

the Muscovite ambassadors who were in Istanbul at the same time (Kondyrev and

1;Zbaraski, Diariusz, pp. 115-17.
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Bonnosov , see below), Novosel’skij points out how, by coming to the aid of Zbaraski, 

the French and English ambassadors promoted the traditional interests of their countries in 

the Black Sea. The strategic interest of both the French and English was that there be peace 

in the Black Sea which would serve to harm the position of their rival, the Habsburg 

Empire vis d vis the Ottomans—peace between the Porte and the Commonwealth meant 

that the former would be freer to engage their forces against the Empire and its allies in 

central Europe and the Mediterranean.12 On the other hand, the Habsburgs were interested 

in continued turmoil for the Ottomans in the Black Sea, particularly in the diversion of their 

forces by the naval raids of the Cossacks.13 Throughout these years, Western diplomats 

residing at the Porte were keenly aware of the connection between developments in the 

Black Sea and those in the Mediterranean and central Europe, and therefore they followed 

closely and attempted to influence in their favor events in the Black Sea region.

The Raids o f the Cossacks, 1622. Despite the various intrigues and misunderstandings 

that surrounded Zbaraski’s embassy, it was clear to all parties that the main problems that 

needed to be resolved were related to the Black Sea frontier.14 To the Ottoman side this 

meant the naval raids by the Cossacks, and to a lesser extent, Cossack and szlachta 

intervention into the affairs of Moldavia. To the Commonwealth this meant the raids of the 

Tatars. Already by the spring of 1622 Zaporozhian Cossack incursions into the Black Sea 

and Tatars raids into Podolia and Pokuttja (Pokucia) made it clear to both sides that since 

the Xotyn’ War the situation on the frontier was essentially unchanged.

12A. A. Novosel’skij, Bor'ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s tatarami v pervoj polovine XVII veka, 
Moscow and Leningrad: Izdatel’stvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1948, pp. 105-106.

13Although presently there are no available sources on Habsburg action to this end during the aftermath 
of Xotyn’, below there will be such examples.

14Aside from this Zbaraski was to gain the release of nobles and gentry that fell into Ottoman hands 
since the debacle at Cecora (Negotiations, p. 19).
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There was good reason to expect a major Zaporozhian Cossack presence in the 

Black Sea following Xotyn’. For the defense of the Commonwealth, the authorities had 

made every effort to mobilize the Zaporozhians, and as was the typical pattern in times of 

war, the ranks of the Cossacks swelled. Thus, at Xotyn’ there were more than forty 

thousand Cossacks officially,15 more than ten times the legal limit set by the register 

(rejestr) of that time. Even taking into account Cossack casualties, which are recorded as 

have Been at least 5,000,16 the war left the Crown with a great mass of Cossacks that it 

was not willing or even able to maintain. For their services in the war, the Cossacks 

demanded 100,000 zloty, while the government was willing to pay only 40,000 in 

principal and in fact was dragging its feet even with the delivery of the lesser sum because 

the treasury was nearly empty. Moreover, the authorities planned to return to the 3,000- 

Cossack register once they paid off the Cossack participants of the war. Given this 

situation, a truly a large presence of Zaporozhian Cossacks on the Black Sea in search of 

their “livelihood” could be expected in 1622. To deal with this situation, the government 

hoped to dispatch the Cossacks to service in Livonia against the Swedes, and in the winter 

of 1621-1622, a reported 20,000 Cossacks did indeed set out for the Baltic lands. 

However, because of the lack of funds and the fear that they would plunder the Belorussian 

countryside, only a thousand were taken on and the rest were sent back.17 The only 

remaining recourse was repression—as early as late October 1621 the authorities had 

drawn up instructions for a royal commission to deal with the Cossack problem and in 

particular pressure the Cossacks to forego their Black Sea raids. For example, should they 

fail to desist, the Cossack commission threatened to withhold the 40,000 zloty that the state

15Myxajlo HruSevs’kyj, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, 7, Kiev, 1909; reprint ed., New York: Knyho-spilka, 
1956, pp. 472-73; Leszek Podhorodecki and Noj Raszba [RaSba], Wojna chocimska 1621 roku, Cracow: 
Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1979, pp. 135-37.

^Podhorodecki and Raszba, Wojna chocimska, p. 136.

17Hru§evs’kyj, Istorija, 1, pp. 488-89.
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had already agreed to pay them18 and even to go as far as mounting a military campaign 

against them.19

There are no sources that deal directly with the effectiveness of the Polish 

authorities in stopping the Cossacks from going out on to the Black Sea in 1622—whether, 

for example, many or any boats were burned, as was intended.20 The Cossack 

commission was unable to suppress the Zaporozhians completely for lack of funds for a 

sufficient military force. However, it was apparently somewhat successful in intimidating 

them, for it seems that an unusually small number of raids were mounted from the Dnieper 

in 1622. But by no means did the Zaporozhians that year abstain from their “hunt on the 

sea.” Some chose to go at least temporarily to the Don River and thereby avoid conflict 

with the state. In late March or early April, Muscovite authorities noticed that bands of 15, 

20, or 50 Zaporozhians had begun to arrive at the Don 21 The archives of the Muscovite 

posol’skij prikaz or foreign office record that at about this time 1,500 Don Cossacks went 

to sea along with 300 Zaporozhians. Once at sea, .this expedition was joined by five 

Zaporozhian boats from the Dnieper.22 On 1 May, in the last days before the murder of 

Sultan ‘Osman II, the French ambassador de Cesy reported that Cossacks were in the 

Black Sea very close to the Bosphorus and had taken several ships. This drove the young 

sultan into such a rage that he threatened to decapitate the grand vizier and the defterdar if 

within the next day they did not send galleys to the Black Sea to pursue the Cossacks.23

18Letter from Zygmunt HI to the Zaporozhian Host, 15 March 1622, Warsaw (BR 2, pp. 1142-1144).

19HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, 491-92.

20HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 1, p. 484.

21IstoriSeskoe opisanie zemli Vojska Donskogo, 1, NovoCerkassk: Izdanie Vojskovogo statistiCeskogo 
komiteta, 1869, p. 158.

22IstoriSeskoe opisanie, p. 161 (Tureckie dela).

23Histories Russiae, p. 417.
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On 8 May Jerzy Zbaraski reported to the king from Cracow that many Zaporozhians had 

slipped away to the Don and that soon they would surely irritate the Turks.24 Exactly a 

month later Zbaraski, on the basis of two independent sources, reported to the king that 

five Zaporozhian Cossack boats had gone to sea (perhaps the five that had joined the Don 

Cossacks earlier) and taken one Turkish ship and that by now they had returned to their 

stations (wlosci).25 A few days later, on 14 June, the Moldavian voyvoda wrote a letter 

from Ia§i (Ott. Ya§) that the Cossacks were causing great harm including the destruction of 

several towns in Anatolia.26 Meanwhile on 18/28 June, on the Crimean coast, the Don 

Cossacks (possibly the same flotilla that included Zaporozhians) captured two ships at Kefe 

and then moved on to Balaklava where they took captives.27 In late June or early July, 

1,000 Don Cossacks and 300 Zaporozhians (500 Don Cossacks and 70 Zaporozhians in 30 

boats in another version) attacked the city of Trabzon (Trebizond) and other settlements 

closer to the Bosphorus.28 On 1/11 July, the English ambassador, Thomas Roe, recorded

^ L is ty  ksigcia Jerzego Zbaraskiego kasztelana krakowskiego z lat 1621-1632, ed. August Sokoiowski, in 
Scriptores rerum polonicarum/Pisarze dziejdw polskich, 5 = Archiwum Komisyi historycznej, 2, Cracow: 
Nakladem Akademii Umiej?tnoSci, 1880, no. 27, p.54.

^Zbaraski urges the king to order the Cossacks strictly to turn over these “thieves” (totry), have them 
sent to Lviv and, if the Turks complain, have them executed before a gavu§ (Listy Zbaraskiego, no. 28, 
p.56); also published by KrypjakevyC from the Teki Naruszewicza series of the Czartoryski Library where 
the author and place of issue of the document is not given (Zerela do istoriji Ukrajiny-Rusi, 8: Materijaly do 
istoriji ukrajins ’koji kozaSZyny, 1: Dokumenty porik 1631 ed. Ivan Krypjakevyc, Lviv: NaukoveTovarystvo 
imeni SevCenka, 1908, no. 161, pp. 262-64). A letter from June by Zygmunt 111 to an unknown person 
confirms that the Turkish ship in question was indeed taken by the Zaporozhians (Zerela, 8, no. 165, pp. 
266-67).

26Documente privitoare in istoria Romanilor. Urmare la colegtiunea Eudoxiu de Hurmuzaki, 
supplement 2, volume 2: 1601-1640, documente culese din archive $i biblioteci Polone, ed. loan 
Bogdan, Tr. I Skupiewski, Bucharest: Sub auspiciile Ministeriului Cultelor §i Instructiunii publice §i ale 
Academiei RornHne, 1895, no. 234, pp. 522-24.

27IstoriSeskoe opisanie, pp. 161-62 (Krymskie dela).

28Soon after this, 200 Zaporozhians returned to the Don with great booty (IstoriSeskoe opisanie, pp. 161, 
162 [Tureckie dela]). The claim in the Muscovite reports o f that year that the Cossacks captured and 
sacked Trabzon is not confirmed in the Ottoman sources. More likely is the version given in a gramota of 
the tsar to the Don Cossacks issued 10/20 March 1623 that 500 Don Cossacks and 70 Zaporozhians in 30 
boats nearly took the city, burning its suburbs, seizing captives , ships and equipment, and merchants of 
the sultan (Donskie dela, 1, ed. B G. DruZinin, St. Petersburg: ArxeografiCeskaja kommisija, 1898
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in Istanbul that the Cossacks “have taken many Turkish ships. . .  have put Caffa (Kefe) in 

danger and given us at this port an alarm.” On the state of the capital’s defenses in the year 

after the Xotyn’ War he wrote, “They [the Turks] now prepare to send out a few frigates29 

against them, but with so much difficulty and so poorly furnished, that they scarce will 

serve to make a show. They have no munition in their magazines. .  .”2® De Cesy reported 

that a day later the Cossacks came in 30 boats within 15 leagues of the capital and took an 

Anatolian town called Caudria five leagues inland from the Black Sea. “Leaving their 

marks of destruction,” they took away more than a thousand captives in captured kara 

miirsel cargo ships.31 Probably referring to the same raiding party, on 12/22 July Roe 

mentioned that in the previous week the Cossacks were in the mouth of the Bosphorus.32

In that summer of 1622 the Don Cossack presence on the Black Sea was certainly 

very large. On 12/22 July the Muscovite envoys, I. Kondyrev and T. Bormosov, along 

with the Ottoman envoy Toma Kantakuzin, while on their way to Istanbul, stopped at 

Monastyrskij Gorodok, one of the main bases of the Cossacks on the Don. They were 

surprised to find very few Cossacks in town and learned that indeed most of them were on 

campaign at sea and that a flotilla had gone out as recently as five days earlier. On the next

=Russkaja istoriSeskaja biblioteka, 18, col. 219; also in Vossoedinenie Ukrainy s Rossiej. Dokumenty v 
trex tomax, 1 :1620-1647, Moscow: IzdateFstvo Akademii nauk, 1953, no. 18, p. 42).

29Probably firkata (see glossary).

30Roe proceeds to tell a story of how the Turks sent to him for two barrels of powder which he refused to 
turn over, only to relent after his hosts took an English ship as hostage (Negotiations, p. 61).

31//rstorica Russiae, p. 420. The destruction of this town by burning is confirmed by Muscovite 
envoys Kondyrev and Bormosov who, because of a storm, were forced to land near there while on their way 
to the Porte in early October 1622. The disruption caused by the Cossack raids of that year is further 
attested to by the envoys who described the villages near Caudria as being completely empty, with their 
inhabitants hiding in the forests out of fear of the Cossacks (IstoriSeskoe opisanie, pp. 170-71, [Tureckie 
dela])

32Negotiations, pp. 64-65.
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day, five more boats set off, passing right in front of the camp of the Ottoman envoy.33 

Because of the Cossack presence on the Black Sea, the joint Muscovite-Ottoman party of 

envoys did not immediately proceed for Ottoman territory, for fear of reprisals against the 

Muscovite members. They were still at Monastyrskij Gorodok two weeks later when on 

20/30 July ataman Isaj Martem’janov returned from the sea with 800 Cossacks, having left 

behind a small detachment to guard the mouth of the Don. Soon after a messenger arrived 

with word that the flotilla of Turkish ships heading for Azak, which the Cossacks were 

expecting, had been sighted, and immediately the ataman and his troops boarded their 

boats and set off to intercept it. By 26 July/5 August Martern’janov and his men returned, 

having taken an Ottoman ship along with its three cannons, related equipment, and two 

smaller boats (komjaga, “dugout”). The Cossacks proudly passed directly by the camps of 

the Muscovite and Ottoman diplomats and divided their booty in full view.34 Finally on 

8/18 August the joint Don and Zaporozhian expedition that had gone out in the spring35 

returned, having raided many villages and hamlets in the “precincts of Constantinople” (v 

Carygradskom uezde). However, only half of them returned, having been tricked during 

negotiations with an Ottoman flotilla—of the original 1,500 Cossacks no more than 700 

and 25 boats returned.36

33IstoriSeskoe opisanie, pp. 163-66 (Tureckie dela). The situation in fact bordered on the ridiculous— 
the Muscovite envoys had brought money, cloths, fur products, and food provisions and wine for the 
Cossacks but there were not enough Cossacks present to accept the payment

34IstoriSeskoe opisanie, pp. 164-67 (Tureckie dela). In the following year the Don Cossacks were 
given a serious reprimand for linking up with the Zaporozhians and raiding the Black Sea; one of the 
accusations levied against them was dividing their booty in the presence of the Ottoman envoy (Donskie 
dela, 1, col. 222).

35Here given as originally having 40 boats and 1150 men; from the context it is clear that only the Don 
Cossacks are included in these figures.

36A day and a ha lfs  sail from the capital, they raided a Jewish village. Then they were met by sixteen 
galleys and the Ottoman side entered into negotiations with the Cossacks offering a high ransom for the 
captives. However the Turks purposely dragged out the negotiations for three days and made a surprise 
attack on the Cossacks, capturing half of them. The half that managed to escape brought back a number of 
captives (IstoriSeskoe opisanie, pp. 166-68 [Tureckie dela]).
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The Raids o f the Tatars, 1622. The main Tatar raid into the Commonwealth in 1622 was 

carried out by the Bucak horde of Kantemir. Rather than being a response to the raids of 

the Cossacks, it was mounted after a razzia near Akkerman by an insubordinate raiding 

party of nobles and Cossacks—retainers of the Braclav (Bractaw) starosta—who seized 

many horses belonging to Kantemir or his horde. In early June Kantemir’s forces 

apparently struck in or near the Pokuttja (Pokucie) region.37 On 14 June the Moldavian 

voyvoda wrote to Zygmunt III that several thousand Tatars had devastated several powiats 

along the Dnieper above Soroky.38 The voyvoda informed the Polish king that he had 

notified the Ottoman governor in the region (probably of Bender) and that the governor had 

captured the leader of this expedition and was keeping him in the fortress of Akkerman.39 

In a letter from the king to an unknown person, it is clearly stated that the recent Tatar1 raids 

were provoked by the incursions of the frontier subjects of the Kam”janec’ (Kamienec) and 

Braclav starostwas.40 The Ottoman chronicle version of these events is similar in its 

general features, although with some divergences: When about twenty thousand “Poles” 

(Leh ta’ifesi) raided Wallachia and Moldavia, the voyvodas asked Kantemir for aid. The 

latter routed the invaders and then proceeded to mount a large raid on Poland (Leh 

vilayeti) which yielded a “limitless number of captives (esir).”41

This major raid by Kantemir’s forces put the Commonwealth on notice that the 

Bucak horde was a force to be reckoned with. In fact, it was Kantemir who benefitted the

37J. Zbaraski to Zygmunt III, 8 V I 1622, Cracow (Listy Zbaraskiego, no. 28, p. 56).

38According to a Ksiega grodzka (“castle record book”) of HalyC, the regions of Sniatyn’ (Sniatyn) and 
Dolyna (Dolina) were devastated (Bohdan Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna w latach 1624-1629, L6dz: 
Lddzkie Towarzystwo Naukowe, 1948, p. 21, n. 20).

39Documente Hurmuzaki, suppi. 2, vol. 2, no. 234, pp. 522-24.

40June 1622, Warsaw (Zerela, 8, no. 165, pp. 266-67).

41Katib £elebl, Fezleke, p. 32; Collectanea, pp. 176-77.
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most from the War of Xotyn’. During the war he had rendered the Ottomans invaluable 

service by his effective raids and forays behind enemy lines and in the hinterland. For this 

he was made governor-general ([beglerbegi) of the key province of O zi42 which included a 

sprawl of territories from the immediate vicinity of Ozi and Kilburun at the mouth of the 

Dnieper to Akkerman at the mouth of the Dniester to as far south as Babadagi in the mouth 

of the Danube and further southwest up the Danube to Silistre and beyond). For an 

outsider, that is, someone who was not a kul or direct servant of the sultan, to be named 

governor-general was a great honor and unprecedented for this region. Kantemir’s 

elevation should be contrasted with the fate of Crimean Khan Canbeg Gerey, who after the 

war was eventually dethroned by the Porte, in part for his mediocre performances at 

Xotyn’ and in the last Iranian war.43 With Kantemir’s elevation, the separation of the 

Bucak horde from Crimean overlordship and, moreover, its status as a rival and 

counterbalance to the Khanate was achieved. This realignment of powers worked in favor 

of the Ottomans, who were ever fearful of disloyalty from the Chingisid Gerey dynasty. 

However, it spelled trouble for the Commonwealth, which already before the raid of 1622 

had suffered Kantemir’s depredations.44 For the Crimea it brought an absolutely 

intolerable situation in which open conflict between the two powers was inevitable.

As for Tatar raids on Muscovy, with the ongoing Ottoman conflict with the 

Commonwealth, the Tsardom enjoyed a period of relative calm on its southern 

borderlands. Moreover the Ottomans made continual efforts to involve Moscow in a war 

with its western neighbor, well aware that the tsar longed to avenge the Polish-led 

depredations of the previous decade and would be eager to regain his lost territory.

42NovosePskij, Bor'ba, Moscow and Leningrad: Izdatel’stvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1948, pp. 100-101.

43Novosel’sklj, Bor’ba, p. 100.

^ F o r  his depredations, Kantemir earned the epithet "Bloody Sword” in Polish and Ruthenian sources (P. 
KuliS, “Ukrainskie kazald i pany v dvadcatiletie pered buntom Bogdana Xmel’nickogo,” Russkoe obozrenie 
1895, no. 2: 610-32, esp. p. 612).
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Moscow for its part was content to maintain its neutrality and to rebuild internally and thus 

avoided going further than promising the Ottomans that it would not ally with Poland and 

encouraging the Crimean Tatars to direct their raids against the Commonwealth.45 In 1620 

and 1621, in connection with the state of war between the Ottomans and Poland-Lithuania, 

the Crimean Tatars as well as the Lesser Nogays and the Azovites were engaged in raids 

against the Commonwealth and there were almost no raids against Muscovy.46 In 1622 the 

Muscovite voevodas in the southern precincts were caught off guard and raiding parties of 

Azovites, Lesser and Great Nogays, and Nogays of Divay’s ulus succeeded in capturing a 

considerable number of captives. Later on, in the fall of that year, Muscovite envoys 

Kondyrev and Bormosov learned in Azak that these raids were privately mounted without 

the direct complicity of the Ottoman authorities or the chieftains of the various Nogay 

groups. The unauthorized raids were stimulated by the apparently great demand for slaves 

on the Azak market in that year, which was prompted by the arrival of an unusually high 

number of Turkish merchant ships.47

In the same year a feud erupted between the Don Cossacks and the Azovites. In 

May 1622, at a meeting to exchange and ransom captives, the Azovites made a surprise 

attack on the Cossacks, according to reports of the Cossacks to Moscow. This led to 

reprisals and counter-reprisals which threatened the safety of the Muscovite diplomatic 

mission trying to make its way to the Porte past the Don Cossacks and Azak. To the 

repeated behest of the envoys that they make peace with the Azovites, the Cossacks replied 

that they could not until their retaliatory raiding parties (among which they included the

45See Novosel’skii, Bor'ba, pp. 98-104.

^N ovosel’skij, Bor’ba, pp. 150,152. Novosel’sklj claims no raids were recorded for those years though 
according to the Tureckie dela from 1620, in the early part of the Azovites (Azovskie ljudy, Tatars and 
Turks living in the vicinity of Azak) destroyed a Don Cossack town for which the Don Cossacks retaliated 
by sending a joint expedition with the Zaporozhians to Rize and a land expedition against the Lesser 
Nogays. Both expeditions were unsuccessful (IstoriSeskoe opisanie, pp. 156-57 [Tureckie dela]).

47Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, pp. 150-152.
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aforementioned Cossacks who were out at sea) had returned. When in August the last 

flotilla returned, the Cossacks did make peace with the Azovites and in late August escorted 

the envoys to Azak.48 However, at Azak and during calls to port at Kefe and the Anatolian 

coast near the Bosphorus, Kondyrev and Bormosov underwent constant rebukes and 

threats by local Ottoman authorities for the raids of the Don Cossack that summer. The 

envoys time and again reiterated the standard reply that the people on the Don were 

criminals and fugitives from justice and that the tsar had little control over them. Moreover, 

they insisted that most of the raids that year were the work of the Zaporozhians.49

The Embassy o f Kondyrev and Bormosov at the Porte. Concurrent with the embassy at 

the Porte olf Zbaraski was the diplomatic mission of Kondyrev and Bormosov. Their 

arrival at the Porte in October 1622, almost at the same time as Zbaraski, was viewed with 

great suspicion by the French and-English ambassadors. De Cesy reported that its arrival 

was the result of intrigues by the Patriarch of Constantinople, Cyril Lukaris, the Dutch 

ambassador, Cornelius Hague, and some Ottoman notables who planned to form a league 

with the Muscovites against the Commonwealth. Roe saw the timing of the Muscovite 

mission as sure proof that it was designed to interfere with the upcoming peace 

negotiations. Both de Cesy and Roe viewed their arrival as a shift in the foreign policy of 

Muscovy, which contrary to the urgings of the Porte, had refused to attack the 

Commonwealth in 1621. In fact both believed that the Muscovites were offering the 

Ottomans a seven-year league against the Commonwealth.50 Krzysztof Zbaraski himself, 

writing from Istanbul to his brother, Jerzy, stated that the Muscovite envoys were

4%Istori£eskoe opisanie, pp. 160-61,165-9 (Tureckie dela).

49Istortfeskoe opisanie, pp. 170-12, [Tureckie dela]).

50De Cezy, dispatch of 13 November 1622 (Historica Russiae, p. 421); Roe, dispatch of 30 
November/10 December 1622 (Negotiations, p. 109).
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attempting to convince the Porte to order the Crimean khan or Kantemir of the Bucak horde 

to launch raids against the Commonwealth.51

On the basis of the Muscovite sources, Novosel’skij demonstrates that Kondyrev 

and Bormosov were sent primarily to reciprocate Kantakuzin’s mission to Moscow in the 

previous year and to maintain cordial relations with the Porte while avoiding being drawn 

into a conflict with the Commonwealth. In their instructions (nakaz) the Muscovite envoys 

were strictly ordered to maintain the line that the Muscovite authorities had followed during 

Kantakuzin’s embassy to Moscow in the prior year, namely, that the tsar had concluded a 

fourteen-year peace with the Commonwealth at Deulino which, barring provocation from 

the other side, he would not break. And under no circumstances would he come to the aid 

of the Poles against the Ottomans. Novosel’skij claims that the neutral aims of the 

Muscovite mission is supported by the fact that the gifts they brought to the Porte were 

relatively modest. As things turned out, when the sultan granted the Muscovite envoys 

leave in early March 1623, he informed them that the Porte had reached a peace agreement 

with the Commonwealth and he even urged them to maintain good relations with their 

western neighbors.52

The Bucak Horde and the Conclusion o f Zbaraski’s Embassy. Despite the innocuous 

nature of the concurrent Muscovite mission to the Porte and the support he received from 

the French and English ambassadors, Zbaraski’s embassy dragged on until early 1623. 

The main reason for the slow progress was the inability of the two sides to reconcile their 

differences over the status quo on the Black Sea frontier and expend the resources 

necessary for the desired changes. Moreover, at the conclusion of Zbaraski’s embassy the 

state of neither war nor peace did not pass. For the Commonwealth, Kantemir of the

51AZ 3037, fol. 132a (14 [?] February 1623).

52Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, pp. 104-105.
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Bucak horde was the primary impediment to more stable relations. The Crown required his 

removal not only because of his raids after Xotyn’, but because it understood well the great 

threat that he represented to the security of the borderlands. The Bucak Tatars had an 

advantage over the Crimean Tatars with respect to raiding Poland-Lithuania. Besides being 

closer to the Commonwealth, they could easily pass through Moldavia and from there cross 

the Dniester River border, and strike deep into the Ukrainian and Polish lands of the 

Commonwealth with little warning. The Crimeans had first to cross the Dnieper at one of 

the few fords, where they were vulnerable to Zaporozhian ambush, and from there had a 

much longer and more perilous journey before they could reach more populated and 

prosperous territory. Zbaraski demonstrated this awareness in his treatise “Relation of the 

Rule of the Turkish Monarchy,” written upon his return from the Porte:

. . .  the bialogrodcy (“Akkermanians”) are very close . . .  The Akkerman 
[horde] is led by Kantemir and for sure the Turks would not want to remove 
him for through him they have good insurance for [upholding] the present 
peace against the Cossacks. But they would not even be able to remove him 
in such turbulent [times] as long as he is powerful. That Kantemir has 
caused a great expanse of empty land to be inhabited by Nogay Tatars and 
has greatly strengthened that region. At first there were [only] 5 or 6 
thousand of them, [now] there are surely twenty thousand. Now he has 
even begun to crawl into the the Moldavian land and if the provocations 
from the Cossacks continue then surely [the Turks] will let him settle right 
up to the Dniester.53

Thus, the removal of Kantemir was Zbaraski’s highest priority and almost always 

the first condition that he brought up in his audiences with the grand vizier. An adjunct to 

this was the removal of the Moldavian voyvoda §tefan Tom§a who had allowed

53Relacyja rzqddw monarchii tureckiej odksi$cia Kizysztofa Zbaiaskiego, koniuszego koronnego, gdy byl 
postern wielkim do cesarza tureckiego sultana Osmana, anno d-ni 1622 In Janusz Wojtasik, “Uwagi ksi§cia 
Krzysztofa Zbaraskiego, posla wielklego do Turcyji z 1622 r.—O panstwie ottomanskim i jego sitach 
zbrojnych,” Studio i materioty do historii wojskowoki 8:1 (1961): 321-46, esp. p. 345.
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Kantemir’s raiding forces to pass through his territory and who was perceived as being an 

enemy of the Commonwealth.54 Grand Vizier Giircii Mehmed Pasha, who seems to have 

developed a personal dislike for Zbaraski, refused to budge on this matter. The 

aforementioned Cossack raids of the summer of 1622 poisoned the atmosphere of 

Zbaraski’s embassy from the beginning. Since he promised that the Cossacks would be 

controlled, he was fortunate to be at the Porte during the winter season when there was no 

activity on the Black Sea and therefore no risk of embarrassment and discredit by ongoing 

raids. In any event, little progress was made on achieving peace until Giircii Mehmed 

Pasha was deposed in early February 1623.55

Under the new vizier, Mere Hiiseyn Pasha, who was apparently better disposed 

towards the Commonwealth,56 the negotiations were completed within a month. 

However, on both sides there was a reluctance to deal in substance. Zbaraski notes that in 

his first audience with the new grand vizier, the latter asked that all the previous agreements 

with the Commonwealth be brought before him and stated that he was least of all interested 

in the Xotyn’ Pact. At the mu§avere or special council convened to approve the peace, 

Zbaraski pulled the old agreements between the Porte and Crown out of a sack and declared 

that he also wanted nothing new, only the sacred peace of olden times. In his presentation, 

the grand vizier asked that old affirmations of peace ( 'ahdname) issued by Suleyman the 

Magnificent and others be read out loud.57 The peace agreements of Suleyman the 

Magnificent and Zygmunt August seem to have held a legendary significance for statesmen 

on both sides since the time they were entered into, in the late sixteenth century. Thus in

54See Zbaraski, Diariusz, pp. 110,112-13, 119-22,129; Roe, dispatches of 14/24 December 1622 and 
25 January/4 February 1623, (Negotiations, pp. 115,120-22).

55lsmail Hami Dani§mend, Izahli osmanlu tarihi kronolojisi, 3: M. 1574-1703, H. 987-1115, 
Istanbul: Tiirkiye Yayinevi, 1972, p. 321.

56E.g., Zbaraski recounts how Hiiseyn inquired about certain Polish leaders and how he lamented the 
death of hetman Zoikiewski (Zbaraski, Diariusz, pp. 14041).

57Zbaraski, Diariusz, pp. 143-44.
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later treaties between the two states, it was standard to make a reference to the “ideal” 

agreements between the Porte and the Crown drawn up in the age of these two rulers and 

even to repeat the same terms.58 When it came time to draw up a document in the name of 

the sultan, the grand vizier insisted that more reference be made to the ‘ahdnames of 

Suleyman than the more recent one of Ahmed I.59 And so, although at points the wording 

differs, there are almost no departures in the 'ahdname issued to King Zygmunt III by 

Sultan Mustafa I from the recent treaty of Ahmed I or from the treaties of the “golden age” 

of Siileyman.60 Comparing, for example, the text of the ‘ahdname issued by Mustafa in 

February 162361 with two of those issued by Suleyman, in 153362 and 155363, there are 

the following common points:

1. Insubordinate or rebellious subjects on either side are not to make any 
cross-border incursions. The 1623 document specifically mentions that 
there are to be no [Ukrainian] Cossacks on the sea, they are not to join up 
with Muscovite Cossacks, the Crown is net to blame the Cossack raids on 
the Muscovites, and any disobedient [Ukrainian] Cossacks are to be 
severely punished. In mentioning the subjects of the sultan that are barred 
from raiding this document singles out those Tatar groups under or with 
connections to Kantemir by naming them: Tatars of Dobruca, Akkerman, 
and Bender.

58See the letters of peace by Ottoman sultans summarized in Katalog dokumentdw tureckich: Dokumenty 
do dziejdw Polski i  krajdw oSciennych w latach 1455-1672, ed. Zygmunt Abrahamowicz, Warsaw: 
Panstwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1959.

59Zbaraski, Diariusz, pp. 146.

60Roe, perceiving the reluctance of both sides to deal in substance even before Zbaraski’s mission, 
predicted that the peace would be made with reference to the old treaties rather than the current state of 
affairs; in exasperation he proclaimed, “all this is nothing, and so great a noise was never alleged with so 
little matter of substance” (dispatch of 25 July/4 August 1625, Negotiations, p. 68).

61AGAD, Dz. turecki, k 72, t 304, nr 557; Katalog, no. 256, pp. 246-49 (the second decade of Rabi II 
1032/12-21 February 1623).

62AGAD, Dz. turecki, k 6 8 ,134, nr 77; Katalog, n o ., pp. 44-45.

63AGAD, Dz. turecki, k 70, t 157, nr 302; Katalog, no. 138, pp. 138-39.
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2. The Crimean khan is to receive annual “presents” (upominki) from the 
Commonwealth in return for keeping the peace. The 1623 document 
specifies that the gift is to be delivered to Ia§i from whence it is to be picked 
up by agents of the khan.
3. Any captives taken by either side are to be returned if they do not object.
4. Fugitives from either state are to be returned upon demand.
5. The traditional formula that each side is to be the friend of the other’s 
friend and enemy of the other’s enemy. The 1623 document specifies that if 
the Ottomans go to war against another country, including their vassal states 
of Moldavia, Wallachia, or Transylvania, the Crown should not support the 
enemy with troops or money.
6. Merchants are to be allowed to freely pass between both states once they 
have paid the traditional custom dues. The possessions of any merchants 
that die while abroad are not to be confiscated by the state, but preserved 
until the inheritors come forward. Debts between subjects of the two states

• are to be respected in both states. The 1623 document specifically mentions 
that merchants of the Commonwealth are allowed to go down the Dniester 
with their goods to the markets of Akkerman and that Armenians and other 
Christian subjects of the Commonwealth are not to travel on poorly-known 
roads so as to avoid regulation.
7. Envoys are to pass between the countries freely and unmolested.
8. Shepherds crossing into the territory of the Commonwealth with their 
herds are to announce themselves and pay pasture tax.
9. Horses of merchants visiting the Ottoman Empire are not to be levied for 
courier service (ulak) nor confiscated in time of war.

It so turned out that a new point in Mustafa’s fahdname which had not been 

approved by Zbaraski complicated the peace negotiations, and in fact, for a time invalidated 

his diplomatic efforts. In diplomacy in general, great weight is assigned to the wording of 

treaty documents, along with diplomatic ceremonies and titles. In more traditional states 

this concern with implications of titles and passages in diplomatic documents was even 

more extreme. It seems to have been a fairly standard practice to attempt to take advantage 

of lapses on the other side in order to introduce innovations or alterations in accepted
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forms. If such a change passed unnoticed by the other side, then in the next diplomatic 

encounter there would already by a precedent for the given change.64 Related above were 

the unpleasantries experienced by Zbaraski because of an ambiguity that the Ottomans tried 

to take advantage of in the Xotyn’ Pact with regard to payments to be made to the sultan. 

That is, for what the Poles understood as meaning “gift,” the Turks used the word harac. 

Thanks to the carelessness of the Polish diplomats at Xotyn’, when Zbaraski arrived in 

Istanbul, he had to spend much time repudiating the alleged obligation of the 

Commonwealth to pay tribute to the Porte.

Yet Zbaraski appears to have allowed himself to be outwitted by the other side. In 

his relation Zbaraski claimed that toward the end of his embassy he learned of rumors to the 

effect that the return of Giircii Mehmed Pasha to the grand vizierate was imminent. Given 

the latter’s past indisposition to him and Poles in general, Zbaraski felt that should he return 

to power, the treaty would probably have to be renegotiated from scratch. And so Zbaraski 

decided to leave the capital as soon as possible.65 When he received the final version of the 

'ahdname , he trusted that everything in the document was exactly as it had been 

negotiated. He could not check the contents because he had already sent ahead of him all of 

his aides, including his interpreters. When he reached the other side of the Danube and 

found a translator he learned that the grand vizier had deceived him and inserted a section 

into the document to which he had not agreed, namely, that the Crown was not to aid in 

any way the Empire against Bethlen Gabor of Transylvania.66 This section was completely

64Cf. Halil Inalcik, “Power Relationships between Russia, the Crimea, and the Ottoman Empire as 
Reflected in Titulature,” P assi turco-tatar present soviitique. ttudes ojfertes & Alexandre Bennigsen. 
Turco-Tatar Past Soviet Present. Studies Presented to Alexander Bennigsen, Collection Turcica 6, 
Louvain and Paris: Editions Peeters, Editions de l’Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, 1986:175- 
211 .

650smanskaja imperija, p. 147. Roe describes his departure as more of a “flight than a retreat” (dispatch 
of 5/15 April 1623, Negotiations, p. 142).

660smanskaja imperija, pp. 147-48. Roe was rather irritated by the snafu and implied that by trusting 
the vizier and failing to make sure that the treaty was checked, Zbaraski had acted incompetently, (dispatch 
of 2/12 May 1623, Negotiations, p. 151). Besides the article about Bethlen Gabor, de Cezy reported that an
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unacceptable to the Crown as it was considered as amounting to an infringement upon the 

Commonwealth’s sovereignty.67 Eventually, after an exchange of letters between, on one 

side, Zbaraski and the Crown, and on the other, the Porte, as well as through the 

intervention of Roe, the Ottomans backed down and agreed to remove the objectionable 

section from the treaty.68 However, this of course required that another mission be 

dispatched to the Porte to receive the corrected version of the ‘ahdname, bringing with it, 

of course, the necessary gifts.69 Such a mission would be undertaken later in that year by 

Krzysztof Serebkowicz, an experienced Armenian diplomat who had been a part of 

Zbaraski’s embassy (see below).

The Raids o f the Tatars and the Cossacks, 1623. In February 1623, while Zbaraski was 

still negotiating at the Porte, about 7,000 Tatars of Kantemir supported by 2,000 

Moldavians mounted another raid on Pokuttja.70 In May and June there were more serious 

incursions reaching the Peremysl’ (Przemysi) region, including beyond the San River. 

Because of the unpreparedness of the Polish authorities, the Tatars succeeded in bringing 

back considerable number of captives.71 In August Stanislaw Koniecpolski, the Crown

article requiring the Crown to make peace with Muscovy was also added (disspatch of 15 April 1623, 
Historica Russiae, p. 424). However this was only a rumor, perhaps triggered by the French ambassador’s 
misgivings about the activity of the Muscovite ambassadors. In the original of the document as well as in 
Polish translations, there is no such reference to Muscovy (AGAD, Dz. turecki, k  72, t 304, nr 557; 
official Polish translation, BK 333, fol. 195a-200a).

67Zygmunt III to Murad IV, 8 December 1623 (BK 333, fol. 193a-94a); Roe refers to the alteration as 
having offended the “honor and estate of Poland” (dispatch of 30 May/9 June 1623, Negotiations, p. 158).

68The vizier blamed the alteration of the document on his chancellor (dispatch of 3/13 May 1623, 
Negotiations, p. 150).

69De Cezy, dispatch of 14 May 1623 (Historica Russiae, p. 425)

70Anonymous report (“Wiadomosc o Tatarach”), 1 March 1623 (BCz 2246, pp. 27-28).

71Stanislaw Zurkowski, Zywot Tomasza Zamojskiego kanclerza w. kor., ed. Alexander Batowski, 
Lw6w: W Drukami Zakladu Narodowego im. Ossolinsklch, 1860, pp. 87-91; Maurycy Horn, “Chronologia 
i zasieg najazd6w tatarskich na ziemie Rzeczypospolltej Polsldej w latach 1600-1647,” Studia imaterialy do
historii wojskowoSci 8: 2 (1962): 3-71, esp. pp. 42-44; Skutki ekonomiczne najazddw tatarskich z
lat 1605-1633 na Rus’ CzerwonQ, Wroclaw: Zaklad Narodowy im. Ossolinsklch—Wydawnictwo, 1964, 
pp. 39-41, 65.
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hetman, who had just returned from Turkish captivity, expected another raid by Kantemir’s 

forces, which did not materialize.72

An indicator of the size and strength of the Bucak horde is the fact that from April to 

July 1623 its forces were also engaged in raiding Muscovy. The Bucak forces, led by 

' Kantemir’s relative, Urak Mirza, joined Crimean forces who took advantage of a power 

struggle in the Crimea to raid in the Kursk region along the Muravskij trail. At the same 

time small bands of Great Nogays raided along the old Nogay trail between the Don and 

Volga Rivers north of Kozlev. Although, the 1623 Tatars raids on Muscovy were the most 

serious since 1618, they were mild in comparison with those of the previous period.73

In spring 1623, despite Zbaraski’s coming to terms with the Porte, the French 

resident reported that the Ottomans expected the Cossacks to return to the Black Sea that 

summer and by the middle of March were preparing a defensive flotilla of “frigates” 

(probably firkata or §ayka—see glossary) on the Danube and along the Black Sea coast.74 

It is difficult to judge the magnitude of Cossack activity on the Black Sea that year. The 

sources from the Commonwealth are mostly silent on this matter. A letter dated 20 May 

1623 sent from Kaniv by Myxajio Dorolenko, recently elected as hetman of the 

Zaporozhian Cossacks, to Tomasz Zamoyski, the wojewoda  of Kiev, states that 

insubordinate Cossack bands had already gone out to sea.75 According to an undated letter 

from that year to the king, Jerzy Zbaraski states that at first in June (“[about when the king] 

left for Prussia”) he had word that 22 Zaporozhian boats went out but that eventually only

72Koniecpolski to Tomasz Zamoyski, Kievan wojewoda, 6 August 1623 (AZ 341, p. 1).

73Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, pp. 150, 152-54.

74De Cesy, 19 March 1623 (Historica Russiae, p. 424).

75 AZ 306.
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13 were active although they caused as much damage as a larger Cossack flotilla.76 

According to a dispatch by Roe from Istanbul dated 30 May/9 June, the Cossacks were in 

the Black Sea and had given “many alarms to the city” which caused the Ottomans to write 

three letters to Poland.77 In the letter just cited, Zbaraski informed that, when these 

Cossacks returned with their booty, they again, now in 30 boats, set out for more. 

Meanwhile hetman DoroSenko led a raid by land against the Crimean Tatars, robbing their 

herds and flocks. Zbaraski suggested that, being unable to calm the Zaporozhians, the 

Cossack hetman mounted the expedition to relieve their disaffection due to lack of earned 

pay and the ill treatment suffered by the Orthodox.78 This was perhaps the same raid that 

was mentioned by Serebkowicz, the current envoy of the Commonwealth to the Porte, as 

having struck at Perekop and brought great losses to the Tatars.79 Possibly in connection 

with the same operation is the mention in the Muscovite sources that the Zaporozhians 

attacked the Tatars of Mehmed Gerey while they crossed the Dnieper on their way to the 

Bucak (see below).80 The Muscovite sources indicate a raid carried out in the absence of 

the Crimean khan led by the Polish noble, Tyszkiewicz, which went beyond Perekop 

nearly as far as Bag9esaray. It was simultaneously reported that 40 Zaporozhian boats 

carried out a raid on the Crimean coast near Balaklava .81 In the account of his travels in 

the middle of the century, Evliya £elebi mentioned in passing that at the time of Murad IV’s 

accession to the throne (early September 1623), the Dnieper Cossacks mounted a large raid

76Sbornik letopisej otnosjaS&xsja k istorii JuZnoj i Zapadnoj Rusi, ed. V. AntonovyC, Kiev: 
Kommissija dla razroba drevnix aktcsv, 1888, pp. 252-53.

77Negotiations, p. 158.

™Sbornik letopisej, pp. 252-53.

79LNB, Oss 201, p. 67.

80Novosel’sklj, Bor'ba, p. 110 (Krymskie dela).

8INovosel’skij, Bor'ba, p. 110 (Krymskie dela).
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with 300 Sajkas which prompted the sultan to fortify the entrance to the Bosphorus and to 

rebuild other key fortresses. There is no independent corroboration of this information. It 

is likely that Evliya’s dating was approximate and that it should be understood as referring 

to one of the first year’s of Murad’s reign, most likely 1625 (see below).82

In early summer when the Muscovite envoys Kondyrev and Bormosov arrived at 

Kefe on their return trip from the Porte, there was an alarm that the Don Cossacks were at 

sea and that an attack on the Crimea was imminent. Even before this, on 26 April, it was 

reported to Moscow that already in early spring about a hundred Zaporozhians that were 

staying on the Don had surreptitiously gone to sea.83 Kondyrev and Bormosov, who were 

making a stopover in the Crimea on their return trip, were detained by the Tatars until the 

alarm passed without any Cossack attack. They then left for KerC, where they learned that 

a flotilla of 30 Don Cossack boats was offshore in sight of the town, having already 

captured a Turkish boat (komjaga in the Muscovite source), killing half its crew, and 

capturing the other half. The envoys were again arrested and forced to negotiate with the 

Cossacks so that they would not harm the town. The Cossacks consented and sailed off 

beyond Kefe. There is no further information on the fate of this flotilla. However, when 

the envoys arrived in nearby Temriik, not far from the mouth of the Kuban River, they 

were again beset, this time by the local Cerkes population, who demanded that the envoys 

compensate them for the two thousand gold pieces that they had had to pay as ransom for a 

chieftain recently captured by the Cossacks. When the envoys arrived at Azak on 3 August 

they found a Cossack flotilla waiting at the mouth of the Don for some ships that were due

82Evliya (Jelebi, Seyahatname, 5, Istanbul: «Ikdam» Ma{ba‘asi, 1315/1897-1898, p. 183; Kniga
puteSestvija (IzvleSenija iz  soSinenija tureckogoputeSestveimika X V II veka), tr. and ed. A. D. 2eltjakov, A. 
S. Tveritinova et al., Moscow: Akademija nauk SSSR, IzdatePstvo vostoCnoj literatury, 1961, p. 114.

83IstoriCeskoe opisanie, p. 184 (Tureckie dela); also In Vossoedinenie, 1, no. 20, p. 44.
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to arrive from Kefe. There again, the envoys were threatened by the local population and 

subjected to all sorts of indignities on account of the Cossacks.84

From the events recounted in this chapter it is evident that by the middle of 1623, 

less than two year after the War of Xotyn’ (which the Ottomans mounted in response to 

incessant Cossack raids on the Black Sea and to repeated Polish and Cossack interventions 

in Moldavia) the situation for Istanbul and Warsaw on the frontier had not only failed to 

improve, but had actually deteriorated. During Zbaraski’s negotiations at the Porte it 

became clear that the main problem that pitted the two states against each other was not a 

clash of geopolitical goals, but the inability of both to control their frontier populations. In 

1622, it became evident that the Bucak horde, led by Kantemir, was a new major threat to 

the Commonwealth’s security, as serious as, if not more serious than, that of the Crimean 

Khanate. As for the Zaporozhian Cossacks, although they were somewhat restricted in 

their raiding activity in the year following Xotyn’, even then, many of them managed to 

find opportunities to raid the Black Sea by moving east and launching raids from the Don 

River together with the Don Cossacks. By 1623, the raids by the Cossacks from both the 

Don and Dnieper river basins had reached, if not surpassed, the level of before Xotyn’. 

During the war, the ranks of the Ukrainian Cossacks swelled as a result of the Crown’s call 

to arms o f all possible forces. After the conflict, when the Cossacks were no longer 

needed, the Crown tried to force the unregistered Cossacks to leave the Cossack way of life 

and return to their previous status. Instead, these unregistered Cossacks (who made up the 

vast majority of Ukrainian Cossackdom) joined in the raiding of the Black Sea. Thus it can 

be said that the Xotyn’ conflict not only did not help solve, but in fact, exacerbated the 

Cossack problem for the Ottomans as well as the Poles by enlarging the body of armed 

men with few opportunities besides brigandage on the Black Sea.

84IstoriSeskoe opisanie, pp. 173-76 (Tureckie dela).
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CHAPTER II

The Cossacks and Rise of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, 1623-1624

During 1623, in the midst of the normal pattern of incessant and often unpredictable 

Cossack and Tatar incursions, a change occurred in the Crimea that altered and complicated 

the international situation for both the surrounding powers as well for the inhabitants of the 

Black Sea frontier. In late April or early May, Canbeg Gerey was finally removed from the 

Crimean throne and replaced by Mehmed Gerey. A year later, in early May 1624, his 

brother §ahin Gerey joined him and became the kalga of the Khanate. These two 

princes—sons of Se'adet Gerey, grandsons of Khan Mehmed Gerey II (1577-1584), and 

great grandsons of the famous khan, Devlet Gerey (1551-1577)—already had reputations 

for ambition for power as well as for talent in politics and intrigue. As early as the first 

years of the century, they participated in an unsuccessful revolt against Khan Gazi Gerey 

n, “Bora ,” (1588-1596, 1597-1607) led by kalga Selamet Gerey.1 Upon the death of 

Gazi Gerey, the two brothers were named kalga and nureddin, respectively, under the new 

Khan Selamet Gerey (1608-1610). Before long, Mehmed and §ahin Gerey unsuccessfully 

attempted to wrest the khanship from Selamet Gerey and were forced to flee to Circassia.2

lLe Khanat de Crimie dans les Archives du Musie du Palais de Topkapi, eds. Alexandre Bennigsen, 
Pertev Naili Boratav, Dilek Desaive, Chantal Lemercier-Quelquejay, Paris and The Hague: Mouton, 1978, 
p. 336.

2‘Abdullah Ridvan Pa§azade, Tevarif}-i De$t-i Kipgak in La chronique des steppes kiptchak Tevdrih-i 
deSt-i QipCaq du X V IF  si&cle, ed. Ananiasz Zajqczkowski, Warsaw: Panstwowe Wydawnlctwo Naukowe, 
1966, pp. 39-40. The Circassians as a source of troops were often an important factor in Crimean power 
struggles.
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When Selamet Gerey suddenly died, Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, with the support of the 

Circassians, crossed the Straits of KerC, marched into the Crimean capital, Baggesaray, and 

without Ottoman permission, named themselves khan and kalga. After an armed conflict, 

Canbeg Gerey, with support of the governor-general (beglerbegi) of Kefe and troops 

brought by Ottoman galleys, prevailed and was installed as khan.3 From 1610 until 1614, 

the struggle for the throne among these rivals continued. The two brothers based 

themselves in the Akkerman steppes and from there carried out raids for captives into the 

neighboring Ukrainian lands. Like typical Turkic kazaks, they used their military 

successes to gain charisma and thereby attract more and more followers, until they became 

a serious threat to the khan. A passage in the Ottoman chronicle of Na‘ima conveys this:

Mehmed Gerey and his brother §ahin Gerey had their yurd in the steppe of 
Akkerman and lived close to the Rus’ (Rus, i.e., Ukrainians). With a 
group of Tatars under them, they continually made raids on the Rus’ 
infidels and brought out captives (esir) and sold them, making in this way a 
living. Eventually because of the richness, of their booty they gained 
[increasing] power and to their side came many Tatars desirous of raiding 
and plundering. And thus they gathered a great army. They attained such a 
level that even the Tatar khan’s army was inclined to join them. Khan 
Canbeg Gerey became anxious. As for them, they paid no attention to him 
and kept bringing out captives from the Rus’ and Slavs (Saklab) and 
selling them at Akkerman. Khan Canbeg Gerey declared them as being in 
rebellion . .  4

By 1614, Khan Canbeg Gerey (1610-1623, 1628-1635) had finally defeated the two 

brothers. Mehmed Gerey fled to Istanbul where he asked for mercy and was eventually 

imprisoned first at Yedi Kule and later on the island of Rhodes. §ahin Gerey fled to

3Ridvan Pa§azade, Tevarah-i De§t, pp. 42-54.

4Mu§|afa Na‘ima, RavzatU’l-hiiseyn f i  (fuldfdti afybdri'l-hdfikayn, 2 [=Tarih], Istanbul: Matba‘a-i 
‘Amire, 1281-1283/1864-1866, pp. 326-27.
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Safavid Iran where he was granted refuge at the court of Shah ‘Abbas. In Iran §ahin 

Gerey remained a constant threat to Canbeg Gerey’s throne, forcing the latter to remain in 

the Crimea rather than fulfill Ottoman orders to participate on various campaigns. In 

addition §ahin Gerey became an inveterate enemy of the Ottomans and even participated in 

wars against them on the side of the Safavids.5

Why did the Porte unseat Canbeg Gerey in favor of Mehmed Gerey? It was 

pointed out above that ever since Xotyn’, and even earlier, the Ottomans were unhappy 

with Canbeg Gerey’s performance and were planning to depose him. The English 

ambassador Roe related that the official reason was to strengthen the peace with the 

Commonwealth, and grand admiral (kapudan pa§a) Halil even asked Roe to write to the 

Poles to explain that the change was made “only for the performance [i.e., compliance] of 

the treaty.” Although Roe admitted that this may have been one of the motivations, he was 

of the opinion that the grand vizier, Mere Hiiseyn Pasha, had some more secret reason.6 

During the unstable rule of Sultan Mustafa, the way was open to many intrigues including 

those of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, who had never given up their campaign to regain the 

Khanate’s throne. That the reason for the change was more one of personal intrigue than 

policy is confirmed by the Ottoman and Tatar chronicles. They divulge that Mehmed Gerey 

and Mere Hiiseyn spent time together in exile at Rhodes and became close friends. And so, 

almost immediately upon Hiiseyn’s appointment to the grand vizierate, Mehmed Gerey was 

released from Rhodes and pronounced khan of the Crimea.7 On 9/19 May 1623 Mehmed

5A. A. Novosel’skij, Bor’ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s tatarami v pervoj polovine XVII veka, 
Moscow and Leningrad: Izdatel’stvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1948, p. 86.

6The Negotiations o f Sir Thomas Roe in His Embassy to the Ottoman Porte, from  the Year 1621- 
1628 Inclusive, London, 1740, pp. 149-50.

7Katib Qelebi, Fezleke , 2, Istanbul: Ceride-i Havadis Matba‘asi, 1287/1870-1871, p. 56; Seyyid 
Muhammed Riza, Es-seb'u's-siyyarfi aijbari muluki tatar, in Asseb’ o-ssejjar ili Sem ’ planet soderSa-Cij 
istoriju krymskix xa n o v . . . ,  ed. Kazembek, Kazan: Imperatorskij kazanskij unlversitet, 1832; see also V. 
D. Smirnov, Krymskoe Xanstvo pod verxovenstvom Otomanskoj porty do naSala X V III veka, St. 
Petersburg, 1887, pp. 479-80; that Hiiseyn Pasha was responsible for bringing Mehmed Gerey out of exile 
is also attested to by Ridvan Pa§azade, Tevarih-i De§t, p. 57.
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Gerey arrived at Kefe with an escort of twelve galleys carrying many of his followers as 

well as Ottoman troops, and by 15/25 May he entered Bag$esaray.8 Although some 

expected that Canbeg Gerey would not give up the Khanate without a fight,9 he obediently 

surrendered his throne and was exiled to Rhodes.

Mehmed and the Northern Countries, 1623. The accession of a new khan to the Crimean 

throne always brought uncertainties to the relations between the Khanate and the northern 

powers since the terms of peace were based on the personal agreement between the khan 

and the Polish or Muscovite ruler. Thus with the change of khan it was necessary to send a 

diplomatic mission to Bag?esaray in order to reconfirm the peace and the level of gifts 

(upominki in the Polish sources, pominki in the Muscovite).10 For Moscow, the 

accession of Mehmed Gerey in 1623 was an uncertain development not only because of the 

usual questions of what the diplomatic line of the new khan would be, but also because of 

the projected improvement in Ottoman-Polish relations following Zbaraski’s mission. 

Once they made peace with the Commonwealth, the Ottomans would try to deter the 

Crimean Tatars from mounting raids against the Commonwealth, and so, the Tatars would 

most likely seek to mount raids against Muscovy.11 Despite these uncertainties,12 in the 

first year of his reign Mehmed Gerey did not alter Crimean policy toward Muscovy and no 

raids were mounted against it. In July, envoys Ja. Daskov and V. Volkov arrived in the

8Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 108 (Krymskie dela). Thirteen galleys according to Negotiations, p. 150.

9Negotiations, p. 150.

10Novoserskij, Bor'ba, p. 106.

11Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, pp. 106-107.

12Actually when Mehmed Gerey was appointed, an incident occurred that did not bode well for Moscow. 
In April 1623, as Kondyerv and Bormosov were preparing to sail from Istanbul, newly appointed Mehmed 
Gerey threatened them and demanded that they give him sables. Eventually he boarded their ship and 
demanded that the diplomats come before him. When the diplomats complained to the grand vizier, he 
dismissed the incident, commenting that Mehmed Gerey did this out of “simplicity” and that he must have 
been “drunk.” (NovosePskij, Bor’ba, p. 107 [Tureckie dela]).
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Crimea to bring the annual pominki, which were only slightly greater than those delivered 

in the previous year to Canbeg Gerey. Although initially the khan expressed some 

dissatisfaction with the gifts, he accepted them and proceeded to swear the sert’ to the 

tsar.13

When Mehmed Gerey arrived in the Crimea in May 1623, an envoy of the 

Commonwealth, Krzysztof Krauzowski, was in Bag§esaray on a mission to the previous 

khan. The envoy’s diary relates the dialogue of the new khan’s presumably first audience 

with him.14 In this meeting, Mehmed Gerey displayed outright hostility, which suggested 

that he would continue Canbeg Gerey’s anti-Polish line, even though he was aware that 

Zbaraski had just concluded a peace with the Porte. The dialogue began with an argument 

between Mehmed Gerey and Krauzowski regarding the upominki. The khan, calling them 

“tribute,” expressed his unhappiness with the failure of the Commonwealth to deliver them 

in the past years and cited Muscovy as an example of a good neighbor that paid the annual 

tribute. The envoy objected to the upominki being referred to as tribute, stating that they 

were voluntary payments made out of a desire for good relations, and that Muscovy paid 

them only to ransom its many captives.

Here an important point needs to be made about the annual payments which the 

Khanate expected from both of its northern neighbors in exchange for refraining from 

raiding them. During these years, the Crown, with its treasury perennially in a state of near 

bankruptcy, resisted paying the upominki, and used every excuse to avoid paying them 

(much to the consternation of noble landlords in the Ukraine whose possessions were 

affected by the raids). And Zygmunt EH, with his ambitions in the north, which included

13 Although they arrived in July, the khan did not receive them as he was just about to go on campaign 
(see below); they were finally received by the khan when he was back in the Crimea in November 
(Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, pp. 110-11).

14BJ 166, fol. 78a-79b (Zerela do istoriji Ukrajiny-Rusi, 8: Materijaly do istoriji ukrajins’koji kosaSSyny, 
1: Dokumenty po rik 1631 ed. Ivan KrypjakevyC, Lviv: Naukove Tovarystvo imeni SevCenka, 1908, no. 
174, pp. 276-81).
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the Swedish throne, was against diverting much needed funds toward the humiliating 

payments to the Khanate. Thus, the Crimea was constantly making demands that 

upominki unpaid in previous years be brought up to date. Because of the Crown’s 

reluctance, even in times of relatively good relations, the Tatars had an excuse to mount 

raids against the Commonwealth.15 During the same years, Moscow went to great 

measures the assure relative calm on its southern borderlands as it prepared for war with 

the Commonwealth. Therefore it made the annual payments to the Khanate (pominki) 

regularly. For this reason, Mehmed and §ahin Gerey themselves went to great efforts to 

make sure that no major raids were mounted on the territories of Muscovy (even though, as 

will be seen below, the kalga was hostile to Moscow and planned eventually to go to war 

against it in alliance with the Commonwealth).16

Krauzowski continued that, as far as the Tatars were concerned, there could be no 

comparison between Muscovy and the Commonwealth, considering how badly the former 

had treated its Tatar and Muslim subjects and how well the latter treated its Lithuanian 

Tatars.17 Krauzowski maintained that all in all, the Khanate had no justified grievance 

against the Crown. In addition, in accordance with the peace between the Crown and 

Porte, there was to supposed be peace between former and the Khanate. To this, Mehmed 

Gerey replied truthfully that the recent raid against the Commonwealth was launched before 

he arrived and was the work of Kantemir. He then promised to punish Kantemir without 

delay and to deport all the Tatars from the Akkerman steppes.18 Although by the end of the

15See Myxajlo HruSevs’kyj, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, 7, Kiev, 1909; reprint ed., New York: Knyho- 
spilka, 1956, pp. 540-41.

16Novosel’sklj, Bor'ba, pp. 122-24.

17As an example of the respect with which the Commonwealth treated its Tatar subjects, Krauzowski 
pointed to the fact that two Lithuanian Tatars were standing beside him, presumably as his aides (BJ fo l.; 
BJ [2erela, 8, p. 276] omits the the word “two”).

18In the course of this audience, the khan also complained atxut the unceasing Cossack attacks on his 
lands and on Ottoman domains (Zerela, 8, p. 279).
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audience both Mehmed Gerey and Krauzowski promised that their respective sides would 

do nothing to upset the newly established peace, Krauzowski’s mission did not bring about 

a significant improvement in Crimean-Crown relations.19

The Crimean Khanate and the Bucak Horde

Mehmed Gerey’s Expedition to the Bucak, 1623. Indeed Khan Mehmed Gerey E l’s 

first significant act was to mount an expedition against Kantemir and the Bucak horde. 

This was a logical action for a khan intent on reestablishing the primacy of the Crimean 

Khanate in the Black Sea steppes. However it was upon orders from the Porte that the new 

khan proceeded against Kantemir. As related above, the removal of Kantemir was a sine 

qua non for peace, which the diplomats of the Commonwealth pressed for relentlessly. 

Even before the end of Zbaraski’s embassy to the Porte, the grand vizier sent a letter in 

which he threatened Kantemir that he would lose his head if he did not stay within his 

boundaries.20 More recently, Serebkowicz’s continued insistence that without Kantemir’s 

dismissal there could be no peace, coupled with the fact that in 1623 Kantemir’s forces 

were raiding the Commonwealth without provocation, had compelled the Porte to take 

measures against him. Probably what finally prompted the Ottomans into action was 

Serebkowicz’s offer to send Cossacks against Kantemir. To paraphrase his words, 

although the sultan had a great army, Kantemir with his 30,000 Tatars should not be 

underestimated and, after all, the treaty stipulated that the king should be an enemy to the 

sultan’s enemy.21 Roe confirmed that the Ottomans viewed the envoy’s offer of fraternal

19Bohdan Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna w latach 1624-1629, L6dz: Lddzkie Towarzystwo 
Naukowe,1948, pp. 24-25.

20Zbaraski, Diariusz albo relatia X Jeo Mci Zbarawskiego koniuszego koronnego posla wielkiego do 
cesarza ottomanskiego w roku pansldm 1622, in Osmanskaja imperija v pervoj Setverti X V II veka. Sbomik 
dokumentov i  materialov, eds. X. M. Ibragimbejll, N. C. RaSba, Moscow: Izdatel’stvo «Nauka», Glavnaja 
redakcija vostoCnoj literatury, 1984, pp. 102-48, esp. p. 129.

21LNB, O ss201,p . 66.
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aid via Cossack intervention as a serious threat and that it forced them to move quickly 

against Kantemir.22

Orders to act against Kantemir were issued in June, and in addition to Khan 

Mehmed Gerey, they were also addressed to the Moldavian and Wallachian voyvodas, and 

various Ottoman frontier governors.23 However it was the khan who was given the 

primary responsibility for removing Kantemir. In all the sources it is clear that the reason 

given for Kantemir’s deposition was his illegal raids on the Commonwealth.24

Despite the initial success of the Commonwealth’s resolute diplomacy, Ottoman 

policy on Kantemir continued to waver. At the end of August, on the eve of the accession 

of Murad IV, Mere Hiiseyn Pasha was deposed from the grand vizierate and replaced by 

Kemankes ‘Ali Pasha.25 In a dispatch from the beginning of October, Roe informed that it 

was decided to forgive Kantemir and to restore him to the post of governor-general of 

Ozi.26 Serebkowicz saw the danger of a reversal on Kantemir and persistently lobbied 

before the new grand vizier against him. At first, ‘Ali Pasha promised to follow the policy 

of the previous vizier and sent Mehmed Gerey an order to continue the campaign against 

Kantemir 27 There are no details of this campaign, although it was a protracted one, as the

22Negotiations, p. 170. At another audience, Serebkowicz’s offer was taken as an offense to the prestige 
of the sultan (LNB, Oss 201, p. 67).

^L N B , Oss 201, p. 66 (Serebkowicz’s relation). No texts of these orders are available, and all that is 
known about them stems from references in foreign sources. According to Krauzowski’s diary, the qavu§ 
from Istanbul bearing the orders to move against Kantemir arrived in Baggesaray on 24 June 1623 (2erela, 
8, p. 279). When DaSkov and Volkov arrived in July 1623, the khan was still in his capital but was about 
to leave. According to the reports of the Muscovite envoys, he finally did set out at the end of June 
(Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 110) although, according to Krauzowski, the Khan did not send advance troops 
against Kantemir until July 4. Roe mentions the sultan’s order in his dispatch from 9/19 August 1623 
(Negotiations, p. 169-70).

^N ovosel’skij, Bor'ba, p. 110; Negotiations, p. 170; 2erela, 8, p. 277.

^Ism ail Hami Danijmend, izahli osmanh tarihi kronolojisi, 3: M. 1574-1703, H. 987-1115, Istanbul: 
Tiirldye Yayinevi, 1972, p. 322.

26Dlsptach of 3/13 October 1623 (Negotiations, p. 181).

27LNB, Oss 201, p. 68 (Serebkowicz’s relation).
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khan did not return to the Crimea until the middle or late fall.28 When Mehmed Gerey 

wrote to the Porte that he had succeeded in taking Kantemir prisoner, the reply was that 

Kantemir was now reappointed to his old position and that he should be escorted back to 

Silistre. Serebkowicz explained this turnabout as the result of Kantemir’s secretly sending 

bribes to the new grand vizier and other officials at the Porte. Upon learning of this secret 

order, Serebkowicz lodged a severe protest with ‘Ali Pasha. At first the grand vizier 

refused to budge, saying that this was the will of the sultan, but when the envoy went to 

the mufti, kadi ‘askers, and other pashas, a meeting (mii§avere) was called in which it 

was decided to let Kantemir’s deposition stand.29

According to Muscovite sources, Mehmed Gerey forced Kantemir to migrate, along 

with his 30,000 Tatars, to the region of the river Molocni Vody (today MoloCna) in the so- 

called Kipcak steppe (De§t-i Kipgak) north of the Sea of Azov.30 In a letter to Tomasz 

Zamoyski, the Kiev wojewoda, Crown hetman Stanislaw Koniecpolski wrote that he had 

learned from his spy that the khan had driven away from the Bucak all the Tatars that had 

been living near Akkerman for the past forty years, along with their belongings.31 As 

Serebkowicz was about to leave Istanbul, he noted that a letter arrived from the khan stating 

that Kantemir was his prisoner and that he had driven all the Bucak Tatars to the Crimea 

and burned their houses and huts (domy i szalasze).32 It is impossible to say for certain 

what portion of the Bucak horde was forced to migrate east—whether this included Tatars 

of Dobrudja, Kili, and Bender, besides those of the Bucak, and whether these Tatars were

28According to Novosel’skij’s sources, until September or the end of October Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 
110 [Krymskie dela]). However there is a Polish copy of a letter of Mehmed Gerey sent to Zygmunt III 
from near Akkerman dated 27 or 28 November 1623 (BJ 102, pp. 577-78; BJ 109, fol. 16a-17b; BK 333, 
fol. 191a-93a).

29LNB, Oss 201, pp. 69-70.

30Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 110 (Krymskie dela).

3114 October 1623, AGAD, AZ 341, p. 3.

32LNB, Oss 201, p. 71.
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driven to the Crimea or the Kipchak steppes or to both regions. The satisfaction and 

optimism on this occasion expressed by Koniecpoiski, one of the great colonizers of the 

Ukrainian borderlands of the Commonwealth,33 suggests that a substantial portion of the 

Bucak horde must have been deported in the fall of 1623. However, future events would 

show that the notion of forced migration en masse was prompted by hyperbolic assurances 

by the Ottomans and wishful thinking by the Poles. What was really at issue was the 

displacement of enough important Bucak Tatar clan chiefs and their forces, along with their 

supreme chief Kantemir, to reduce significantly cross-border incursions. In the coming 

years, the effectiveness of forced migration of the Bucak Tatars in assuring peace on the 

frontier would be a function of the number and the importance of the deported chiefs and 

their clans.

The pacification of the Bucak horde and the resulting Polish optimism for better 

relations with the Crimea notwithstanding, there was no immediate improvement in 

Crimean-Polish relations. According to the Muscovite sources, during Mehmed Gerey’s 

campaign in the Bucak he was visited by Polish envoys who tried to convince him to ally 

himself with the Crown and go to war against Muscovy, so that the Tatars could regain 

Kazan, Astrakhan, and Siberia, while the Poles would put Wladyslaw on the Muscovite 

throne. The khan was unreceptive to these overtures, and instead demanded that the 

Crown deliver the outstanding upominki for the last seven years.34 The story of this 

Polish mission, which one of Mehmed Gerey’s men told to Daskov and Volkov, is not 

corroborated in the Polish sources, and there may have been some exaggeration in the 

portrayal of Mehmed Gerey as a friend of Muscovy. Nevertheless, whether or not there 

was any such diplomatic approach and rebuff during Mehmed Gerey’s Bucak campaign,

33AZ 341, p. 3.

34Novosel’skij, Bor'ba , p. 110 (Krymskie dela). In a letter of Mehmed Gerey to Zygmunt dated 27 or 
28 November 1623, there is a demand for upominki for the last two, rather than seven, years (BJ 102, pp. 
577-78; BJ 109, fol. 16a-17b; BK 333, fol. 191a-93a).
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events occurred which did nothing to improve, and could have easily completely derailed, 

Crimean-Crown relations. These were Zaporozhian raids on the Crimea during Mehmed 

Gerey’s absence, as well as attacks by other subjects of the Commonwealth, which have 

already been mentioned above— a land raid led by hetman Dorosenko, an attack on 

Mehmed Gerey’s forces at a crossing of the Dnieper as they were on their way to the 

Bucak, a raid led by Tyszkiewicz, going nearly to Bag9 esaray, and a naval raid near 

Balaklava. Novosel’skij is of the opinion that these raids not only deterred Mehmed Gerey 

from a rapprochement with the Commonwealth, but also triggered large raids by both 

Bucak and Crimean forces.35 Indeed in a letter to king Zygmunt sent from the Bucak on 

27 or 28 November 1623, Mehmed Gerey warned that if the Cossacks did not cease their 

depredations, and if their boats were not burned, he would have sufficient cause for 

breaking the peace. However, despite the fact that the matter of the Cossacks appears again 

at the end of the letter along with other protests and admonitions, the general tone of the 

letter is constructive—Krauzowski’s embassy is referred to as a step toward peace and 

friendship, the campaign against Kantemir is stressed as an undertaking for bringing peace 

in the region, and the letter ends with the usual “friend of friend and enemy of enemy” 

formula.36 Thus the evidence on whether the Tatar raids after Mehmed Gerey’s campaign 

were in direct retaliation to those of the Cossacks is not clear-cut.

As for the raid from the Bucak, it was mounted by a reported 15,000 Tatars into 

Galicia in January and February 1624. It was carried out by two main parties: One, led 

by a son of Kantemir, struck in the neighborhood of Cortkiv (Czortk6w), and the other, 

led by a certain ‘Ali Pasha, struck near Jazlovec’ (Jazlowiec). Even though the group led 

by Kantemir’s son was thwarted by Stefan Chmielecki and Jan Dzik, overall, the Tatars 

brought back a decent haul of captives and managed to destroy and plunder seventy villages

35Novoserskij, Bor'ba, pp. 110-11.

36BJ 102, pp. 577-78; BJ 109, fol. 16a-17b; BK 333, fol. 191a-93a.
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and six small towns.37 Although it may have been exaggerated, the naming of a figure of 

15,000 Tatars implies that even though Mehmed Gerey may have deported Kantemir and a 

significant portion of his horde, the Bucak and surrounding lands were by no means 

emptied of Tatars. It may have been the case that in the few months after the deportation, 

many of the Bucak Tatars managed to slip out from under Crimean control and return to 

their old places. On 20 March 1624, Zygmunt III wrote a letter to Murad IV in which he 

made just such a contention: “a number of Tatars have returned to the Akkerman and 

Bender [regions] so as to infest our kingdom in the spring when the ice melts.5538 The only 

information about the other raid is found in the Muscovite sources. It was supposedly led 

by the nureddin Devlet Gerey. Cossack boats were burned at a crossing of the Dnieper, 

and captives were brought back without any opposition.39 If indeed this raid involved a 

high member of the Crimean ruling dynasty and Crimean forces, it would have been a 

serious breach in the relations between the Khanate and Commonwealth.

Yet despite the continuing instability on the frontier, the diplomats of the 

Commonwealth and of the Porte continued their efforts toward normalizing relations. By 

the end of 1623, Serebkowicz had obtained a corrected version of the sultan’s ‘ahdname 

and was on his way back to Warsaw with an Ottoman envoy by the name of ‘Abdi £avu§. 

In early April 1624, Zygmunt m  sent the Ottoman gavug back to the Porte. With him went 

his new envoy, Krzysztof Kielczewski, who carried the Crown’s confirmation (rewersal) 

of the ‘ahdname as well as the letter to Murad IV from 20 March just cited. The

37Maurycy Horn, “Chronologia i zasi?g najazd6w tatarskich na ziemie Rzeczypospolitej Polsklej w 
latach 1600-1647,” Stadia i materialy do historii wojskowos'ci 8: 2 (1962): 3-71. esp. pp. 44-45 (Ksfegi 
Grodzkie Halickie, Buskie, Lwowskie, Trembowelskie); Aleksander, Czotowski, “Dwa dyaryusze najazddw 
tatarskich na RuS w r. 1618 1 1624,” Kwortalnik historyczny 6 (1892): 93-99; Vossoedinenie Ukrainy s 
Rossiej. Dokumenty v trex tomax, 1 :1620-1647, Moscow: Izdatel’stvo Akademii nauk, 1953, no. 21, pp. 
45-46 (Ksiegi Grodzkie Halickie). HruSevslcyj and Baranowski are apparently mistaken in ascribing this 
raid to Kantemir, who was at this time in the custody of Mehmed Gerey (HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, p. 517; 
Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, p. 22).

38AGAD, LL 30, fol. lOb-lla; BK 333, fol. 173a-75b; BJ 109, fol 29a-32a.

39Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, p. 110-11 (Krymskie dela).
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rewersat),40 letter, and Kielczewski’s instructions41 reflect Warsaw’s dismay with the 

recent raid by the Bucak Tatars. At this juncture, there emerged a more intransigent line in 

the Commonwealth'5 s diplomacy toward the Porte. In the past, the tendency was to 

promise to prevent the Cossacks from raiding in return for the Ottomans pledging the same 

with respect to the Tatars. In effect, a basic equivalency in the threats posed by the two 

frontier dwellers had been recognized. Now the Crown alleged that it could do nothing 

about the Cossack naval raids until the Ottomans first curbed the Tatar incursions. Two 

none too original reasons were given. First, because of the Tatar incursions, the 

population of the Cossacks had grown, “for when peasants who engaged in farming lost 

their children, wives, homes, and all their wealth, they had to head for Cossacks—the 

Tatars themselves forced them into vengeance.” Second, the raiding Tatar armies did not 

allow the Crown’s army to go after the Cossacks “to the nests from which [they] went out 

to sea . . “. . .  as was the case in the past, so too now. . .  the army was sent against the 

Cossacks only to learn that the Tatars were raiding.”42 In the event that Cossack raids 

occurred while Kielczewski was at the Porte, the envoy was instructed to insist that the 

Tatars caused many times more damage than the Cossacks since they came to the sea in 

forces of several hundred men whereas the Tatars raided in forces of several tens of 

thousands.43 Of course as stated, the comparison was dubious, with the Cossack threat 

understated (100 men amounted to only two cajkas or so) and the Tatar threat overstated 

(the total number of Tatars on the frontier may have numbered in the tens of thousands;

40AGAD, LL 30. fol. 30a-35b (1 April 1624). An excerpted version of the rewersat relating to 
Moldavian affairs is in Documente privitoare la istoria Romaniei culese din arhivele polone. Secolul al 
XVII-lea, ed. lie  Ccrfus, Bucharest: Edltura Academiei Republicii Socialiste Romania, 1983, no. 57, pp. 
115-17.

41AGAD, LL 30, fol. 13a-15a; BK 333, fol. 168a-71a; BJ 109, 53b-56b. An excerpted version of the 
instruction relating to Moldavian affairs is in Documente . . .  XVII (Corfus), no. 54, p. 113.

42AGAD, LL 30, fol. 13b. See also BJ 109, fol 31b.

43AGAD, LL 30, fol. 14b-15a.
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rarely if ever were their raiding expeditions of such size).44 As will become evident below, 

this shift in the Commonwealth’s posture did not go unnoticed at the Porte.

The Ottoman Campaign to the Crimea o f 1624

Mehmed Gerey appears to have been in the good graces of the Ottomans until they 

learned that the arrival of his brother §ahin Gerey from Iran and his appointment as kalga 

were imminent. More than a month before §ahin Gerey’s arrival at the Crimea, it was 

already well-known in Istanbul that he was on his way—as early as 3/13 April 1624, Roe 

reported this in one of his dispatches.45 Thus when §ahin Gerey anived on 9/19 May,46 

the Porte had already decided to reinstall Canbeg Gerey on the Crimean throne, and was in 

the process of preparing a naval force to this end. Aside from §ahin’s reputation, the fact 

that he was coming with the permission of Shah ‘Abbas, and with an escort of kizilba* 

troops (2,000, according to some Muscovite sources),47 meant that §ahin Gerey, and 

because of him, also Mehmed Gerey, would not be tolerated as kalga and khan of the 

Crimea. There was a concerted effort on the part of Canbeg Gerey to intrigue against the 

two brothers—it was probably from him that rumors originated to the effect that Mehmed 

Gerey and §ahin Gerey were planning to take advantage of the disarray in the capital, 

capture Edime, and ultimately topple and replace the Ottoman dynasty.48

^ I n  1623 Serebkowlcz used the same argument at the Porte when confronted with the occurrence of a 
Cossack raid (LNB, Oss 201, p. 71).

45Negotiations, p. 231.

46Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, p. I l l  (Krymskie dela)

47Ridvan Pa§azade, Tevarah-i De§t, p. 59; Katib Celebi, Fezleke, 56; Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, p. I l l  
(Krymskie dela); cf. a report of the Putivl’ voevoda to Moscow which states that §ahin Gerey arrived after 
Easter in 1624 with only 70 retainers (Materjaly, p. 159).

48Na‘ima, Tarih, 2, p. 331.
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On 21/31 May 1624,49 a mere thirteen days after §ahin’s arrival in the Crimea,50 

Canbeg Gerey and his brothers Devlet Gerey and ‘Azamet Gerey landed at Kefe to be 

installed as khan, kalga, and nureddin, respectively. They were accompanied by a force of 

janissaries on twelve51 or thirteen52 galleys headed by ibrahim Pasha, the brother of the 

powerful Mustafa Aga, chief of the white eunuchs of the palace (kapu agasi). According 

to Katib Qelebi, who gives a slightly different version, Canbeg Gerey was sent ahead with 

four galleys with vizier Hasan Pasha as commander (serdar) and with kapuci ba§i 

Mustafa.53 The rest of the fleet was left in Varna. When they arrived in Kefe, they found 

Mehmed and §ahin Gerey waiting outside Kefe with the Tatar army. Faced with this 

situation, they immediately sent a galley back to Istanbul asking for reinforcements 54 On 

15/25 May., Roe reported that ten more galleys were sent (either from Varna or the capital) 

to reinforce the original thirteen galleys sent to install Canbeg Gerey.55

By the time the first Ottoman ships left for the Crimea, the Cossacks had already 

opened that year’s raiding season. In April, 1,500 Don and Zaporozhian Cossacks went 

out from the Don River on 55 boats under the command of a certain Zaporozhian named 

Dem”jan. According to the Muscovite sources, this raid was in response to a raid, albeit an

49Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, p. I l l  (Krymskie dela).

50Letter of §ahin Gerey to Zygmunt HI, 19 August 1624 (Seweryn Gof?blowskl, “Szahin Giraj i 
Kozacy,” Biblioteka warszawska 1852, no. 2: 1-27, esp. p. 17; Alexander Baran, “Shahin Girai of the 
Crimea and the Zaporozhian Cossacks,” Jubilee Collection o f the Ukrainian Free Academy o f Sciences, 
Winnipeg; UVAN, 1976: 15-33, esp. p. 26).

51Novosel’skij1 Bor’ba, p. I l l  (Krymskie dela).

52Dlspatch of 1/11 May 1624 (Negotiations, p. 236).

53De Cesy confirms the presence of a kapuci bast, but also mentions a kadi and mufti, dispatch of 1 
September 1624 (Histories Russiae monumentalAkty istoriSeskie otnosjaSSiesja k  Rossii, 2, ed. A. I. 
Turgenev, S t Petersburg; Tipografija Eduarda Praca, 1842, p. 427).

54Katib Gelebl, Fezleke, p. 56-57; Negotiations, p. 247. The aforementioned 31 May date of the 
Muscovite sources may have been the date not of the arrival of Canbeg but of the fleet commanded by 
Ibrahim Pa§ha.

55Negotiations, p. 241.
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unsuccessful one, in December 1623 by the Azovites and headed by a certain Turk called 

Hasan Beg (Asanbej) on a Don Cossack town by the name of ManyS. In the “reprisal” 

raid, however, the Cossacks entered the Crimea from the Sea of Azov and sacked the town 

of Eski Knm (today Staryj Krym). Thereupon the Cossacks raided a number of uluses in 

the vicinity of KerS. Then, when the Don Cossacks returned to the Don, the Zaporozhians 

returned to their original home on the Dnieper.56 From the other side, 80 Zaporozhian 

boats entered the Black Sea from the Dnieper and seized a village near Kefe, killing many 

Tatars.57 The presence of Cossacks proved also to be an impediment to the ships 

designated to sail to the aid of Ottoman Crimea. According to Roe, as soon as the first 

galleys entered the Black Sea, they met a small kora mursel from which it was learned that 

there were 40 Cossack boats ahead of them. Upon hearing this, the janissaries on the 

galleys mutinied and forced the commander to retreat back into the Bosphorus until more 

men were supplied.58 Word of the Cossack presence in the Black Sea also reached the 

capital from Kefe. On 1/11 May, Roe reported the following alarming and undoubtedly 

somewhat exaggerated news:

The city of Caffa having sent their mufti and other commissioners to inform 
the grand vizier that 400 boats of Cossacks are abroad, that they have done 
great spoils on the coast of Tartaria, and of this empire, and taken many 
ships laden with provisions for the port [i.e., Istanbul]; and 40,000 more 
armed and horsed, ready for some land attempt, which hath put all those

56/stori?eskoe opisanie zemli Vojska donskogo, 1, NovoCerkassk: Izdanie Vojskovogo StatistiCeskogo 
Komiteta, 1869, pp. 185-87 (Krymskie dela). On the return sail, the Don flotilla lost twelve boats in a 
storm.

57De Cesy, dispaich of 12 May 1624 (Historica Russiae, p. 426). The French ambassador also reported 
that the Poles and Cossacks had an army large enough to enter the Crimea by land and enough well-armed 
boats to prevent anyone from escaping the Crimea, which allegedly caused a great sensation in Istanbul.

58Negotiations, p. 242.
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parts in great fear; [because of this the inhabitants of Kefe] have desired that 
present care and provision might be taken and ordered for their defense.59

Indeed from the available accounts it is clear that the Ottomans, anxious to unseat 

Mehmed and §ahin Gerey as soon as possible, were hard-pressed to gather sufficient 

forces for the task. Earlier in the year, Bagdad had fallen to the Safavids, and a few 

months before, Abaza Pasha, the governor of Erzurum, had again revolted against the 

central government Meanwhile,the grand vizier, £erkes Mehmed Pasha, was preparing an 

expedition to eastern Anatolia.60 At the same time, the main imperial fleet under the 

command of the newly appointed grand admiral Receb Pasha was preparing to set out for 

the Mediterranean. Upon receipt of the request for aid from the force sent to the Crimea, 

Receb Pasha and the imperial fleet were ordered to sail to Kefe.61 However, because of 

the troubles in the empire, the fleet was very weak that year: The grand admiral had few 

galleys to start with for his originally planned expedition in the Mediterranean, and at that 

point, hardly any of the oarsmen (kiirekgi) or levends usually sent each year from Anatolia 

had arrived. These circumstances delayed Receb’s departure for over a month.62

On 1/11 May, about the same time that the grand admiral was ordered into the Black 

Sea, Roe reported that Bayram Pasha was ordered to prepare with haste to depart for the 

north by land within six days in order to defend against possible incursions by the Tatars, 

Cossacks, or even the Poles. It is possible his post, described as “general of the frontier 

begs of Wallachia upon the Danube [with] residence at Razgrad (Hezargrad) or Ozi,” was

59Negotiations, p. 236.

60Joseph Hammer, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches, 5, Pest: C. A. Hartleben’s Verlage, 1829, 
pp. 26-32.

61Negotiations, p. 236; Katib £elebi, Fezleke, p. 57; a report by the papal nuncio in Venice also 
recounts that because of the large numbers of Cossacks on the Black Sea, the fleet was forced to abandon its 
mission to the Mediterranean and head for the Black Sea (dispatch of 29 June 1624, Litterae Nuntiorum 
Apostolicorum historlae Ucrainae illustrantes (1550-1850), 4 : 1609-1620, ed. Athanasius G. Welykyj, 
Rome: Basiliani, 1959, no. 1703, p. 127).

62Roe, dispatch of 15/25 May 1624 (Negotiations, p. 242).
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that of governor-general of Ozi.63 On 15/25 May, Roe reported that Bayram Pasha finally 

departed with 4,000 troops. He was to raise new forces on the way to prevent any action 

from the Cossacks, who were reportedly massed along the border in the exaggerated figure 

of 40.000.64 In the following passage, Sir Thomas Roe gives an apt description of the 

Ottomans’ predicament:

It appears then, that this empire is environed with many enemies, and more 
fears: they seldom or never willingly have had two actions in hand at once; 
yet in this extremity they have set out three armies; one under Biram bassa, 
for caution, upon the frontier of Poland and Tartaria; another to the Black 
Sea to make guard against the invasion of the Cossacks; a third, and the 
greatest for the opposition to the Persian; and they prepare two more, one 
for the Mediterranean; the other for [Betlen] Gabor..  .65

According to the English ambassador, the desperate attempts of the Ottomans to buttress 

their military strength demonstrated “how the troubles of Tartary do affect this state.” 

Resolute to impose his will upon the Crimea, the sultan sent orders to all the governors 

(sancakbegi) on the Danube and to the voyvodas of Moldavia and Wallachia to mobilize all 

of their troops to the aid of the outnumbered and in effect besieged Ottoman forces in the 

Crimea.66

In the meantime, at Kefe, both sides avoided decisive action. Mehmed Gerey and 

his begs and mirzas moved back to Karasu, while §ahin Gerey with his followers and with 

the nrreddin besieged Canbeg Gerey in Kefe. Apparently, Mehmed Gerey hoped for a

63Negotiations, pp. 236,242; 23 May and with 3,000 troops according to de Cesy (dispatch of 26 May 
1624, Historica Russiae, p. 426). Roe makes an interesting note on the military situation: Doubtless in 
connection with the mutinous state of the janissaries at this time, Bayram Pasha refused to have any of 
them “or others of these orders [i.e., kapukuli]," but rather wanted “segmen (sekban) or hired soldiers.”

^R o e , dispatch of 15/25 1624 (Negotiations, p. 241).

65Roe, dispatch of 15/25 1624 (Negotiations, p. 243).

66Roe, dispatch of 12/22 1624 (Negotiations, p. 247).
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peaceful resolution. For example, the Muscovite sources inform us that during this time 

the khan sent the sultan a son and 300 “Lithuanian” captives as a gesture of good will with 

the hope that he would change his mind.67 During this period of waiting, the two sides 

skirmished (Roe reported about 2,000 slain on both sides). Initially, when Canbeg Gerey 

landed, he was met by a large force of the incumbent khan, and thus the commander of the 

Ottoman galleys had to land both the janissaries, whose number did not exceed 4,000 men, 

and the artillery.68 Katib Celebi relates that Canbeg installed himself if * suburb (varos) of 

Kefe at the house of a certain ‘Ali Kadi, having brought from the city some of its 

artillery.69 Roe related that when it was realized at the Porte that a war could break out 

with the recalcitrant khan, an order was sent to Kefe to withdraw, but before it arrived, the 

first military encounters had occurred and it then became a point of the sultan’s honor to 

install Canbeg Gerey.70

§ahin Gerey was not only the main reason the Ottomans put themselves into a 

difficult situation in the Crimea, but was in fact, with his great ambition and political and 

military ability, the primary mover on the Tatar side. Although he was the kalga in name, 

de facto, he was the khan. His relationship with his brother Mehmed Gerey must have 

been close, and there is not the slightest indication that he considered doing away with his 

less talented brother in order to become khan himself. In Crimean politics, where dynastic 

strife was endemic, such behavior would not have been surprising. It is no wonder that in 

both Muscovite and Polish documents, §ahin Gerey is at times referred to as khan.71

67Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 112.

68Negotiations, p. 247.

69Katib Celebi, Fezleke, p. 57.

70Roe, dispatch of 12/22 June 1624 (Negotiations, p. 247-48). Roe relates that on 11/21 June the 
sultan issued an order that Canbeg Gerey would be upheld and to this end the imperial divan met and 
resolved to send supplies and either the grand admiral or the voyvodas of Moldavia and Wallachia.

71NovoseFsldj, Bor'ba, p. 107.
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The Muscovite sources, valuable for their information on Crimean internal affairs, 

portray §ahin Gerey as an extremely popular figure amongst the lower orders of the 

Khanate, whom he favored over the upper orders of the tribal aristocracy. §ahin was 

particularly harsh with his old enemies, those members of the Crimean elite who supported 

Canbeg Gerey. For his brutal reprisal against them he earned the title Yavuz, “the 

Grim.”72 Kirill Bajbirin, a Muscovite messenger who was in the Crimea in 1624, 

described how the khan and kalga dealt with notables suspected of disloyalty and whom 

the Ottomans could use against the two brothers: “The kalga thought of dividing [the upper 

classes] in two. The elders he sent to the regiment of the khan, while their children he took 

into his regiment. And he told all of them that they had better serve faithfully for if the 

father leaves, he will hang the son and if the son leaves, he will hang the father.”73

By far the most original and brilliant move of §ahin Gerey was to obtain military 

support from an age-old enemy of the Crimean Khanate— namely, the Zaporozhian 

Cossacks. The decisive role of this combination in the confrontation with the Porte has 

been appreciated by previous historians, most notably by Hrusevs’kyj and later by 

Novosel’skij74 The significance of the Zaporozhians will be elaborated upon as the events 

that unfolded are recounted. As for the origin of §ahin Gerey’s relations with the 

Cossacks, on this there are no explicit sources. Hrusevs’kyj offers his hunch that the 

participation of the Zaporozhians on the side of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey must have been 

prepared in the spring of 1624, if not earlier.75 If such was the case, it must have been 

done in great secrecy, since there is no hint of negotiations in the sources of Poland-

72‘Abdii'l-gaffar, 'Umdetii't-tevarih, ed. Necib ‘Asim, Istanbul: 1343/1924-1925 /=Tiirk Tarih Enciimeni 
Mecmu‘asi no. 85, suppl. 2/, p. 118.

73NovoseFskij, Bor’ba, p. I l l  (Krymskie and Tureckie dela ).

74Hru§evs’kyj, Istorija, 7, pp. 512 ff; Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, pp. 112-15.

75HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, pp. 512 ff.
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Lithuania, which would have been greatly alarmed at the potential harm Crimean-Cossack 

relations could have brought to the peace with the Ottoman Empire. Novosel’skij implicitly 

rejects early contacts with the Cossacks by virtue of the fact that the Muscovite sources and 

some Cossack testimonies maintain that such contacts were solely the doing of §ahin 

Gerey, who arrived in the Crimea only in May 1624.76 Other sources tend to support the 

supposition that Cossack aid was §ahin’s idea. An Ottoman, Ridvan Pa§azade, and an 

Italian, d ’Ascoli— both contemporary inhabitants of the Crimea and perhaps even 

eyewitnesses to these events—give the impression that §ahin Gerey turned to the Cossacks 

when he realized he would be facing a substantial Ottoman force.7'

Aside from any traditional Cossack-Tatar contacts or any dealings that §ahin Gerey 

may have had during the first decade and a half of the seventeenth century when he was at 

various periods in the Crimea or on the steppes of Akkerman,78 it is likely that during his 

exile in Iran he was exposed to the idea of cooperation and even alliance with the 

Zaporozhian Cossacks. It has been established on the basis of the letters of Pietro della 

Valle, the Italian traveller and agent of the Shah ‘Abbas, as well as on the testimony of 

papal envoys, that during the Ottoman-Safavid war of 1617-1618, the shah was interested 

in enrolling on his side the Zaporozhians and even received a Cossack envoy to this end 79

76Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, p. 114.

77Ridvan Pa§azade, Tevarih-i De§t, p. 61; [Emiddio Dortelli d'Ascoli], “Opisanie Cemogo morja i 
Tataril sostavil dominikanec Emiddio Dortelli d’Ascoli, prefekt Kaffy, Tatarii i proC. 1634,” ed. A. Berthier- 
Delagard, Zapiski Odesskogo ob-Sestva istorii i drevnostej 24 (1902): 89-170, esp. 108.

78Certainly as a Tatar warrior and raider he was aware of the military capabilities of the Cossacks, albeit 
as his adversaries.

79Peace was concluded between the Safavids and Ottomans before the plan could be put into effect On 
the plans to enroll the Zaporozhian Host in an anti-Ottoman league, see Jaroslav DaSkevyC, “Ukrajins’ko- 
irans’ki perehovory naperedodni Xotyns’koji vijny,” Ukrajias’ky j istoiySnyj Zumal 1972, no. 9: 124-31; 
[Pietro della Valle], Kozac’ko-pers ki vzajemyny v tvorax Pijetra della Valle, ed. Oleksander Baran, 
Winnipeg: Nakladom Ukrajins’koji vil’noji akademiji nauk, 1985; Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, pp. 156-61; 
Oleksander Baran, “Sax Abbas Velykyj i zaporolci,” Ukrajins'kyj istoryk 1977, no. 1-2: 50-54. 
Oleksander Baran’s contention that it was §ahin Gerey who tried to convince the shah to hire 10,000 to 
12,000 Cossacks is based on information gained by the papal nuncio in Warsaw from the Polish vice- 
chancellor, H. Firlej, to the effect that the shah’s military advisor urged him to take on these Cossacks
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However, the evidence that §ahin Gerey was privy to these plans is entirely circumstantial: 

although on the one hand, these plans were kept secret, on the other hand, §ahin was a 

court favorite of Shah ‘Abbas.

Other circumstantial evidence has been used to suggest when the Zaporozhian 

Cossacks actually began cooperating with Mehmed and §ahin Gerey. Hrusevs’kyj 

suggests the possibility that the raid near Kefe, recorded by the French ambassador to the 

Forte on 12 May 1624 (see above), was the first Zapororzhian expedition carried out on 

behalf of the two brothers.80 In 1625 when the Zaporozhians were answering for their 

actions to a state commission (see below), they claimed that there was absolutely no 

previous agreement between them and two Gereids; that during a joint expedition on the 

Black Sea with the Don Cossacks, they were carried ashore by rough seas and, finding 

themselves in a tough predicament, could not refuse the request to enter into the service of 

Mehmed and §ahin Gerey. In other words, the relationship came about entirely by 

accident. Only later after the struggle with the Turks, when §ahin Gerey dismissed them 

with honor and gave them some Christian captives to take back with them, did friendship 

with the kalga develop. Hrusevs’kyj discounts this version of events as being hardly 

plausible.81 Obviously this story may have been concocted to deflect the accusation made 

by the authorities in late 1625 that the Zaporozhians had engaged in contacts with foreign 

powers.

The available evidence suggests that prior to and during the events of the summer of 

1624 in the Crimea, there was no formal treaty or agreement between §ahin Gerey and the

(dispatch of 23 March 1618, Warsaw, Litterae Nuntiorum, 3, no. 1224, p. 158). However, on the basis of 
vague references from chronicles Baran assumes that this unnamed military advisor was none other than 
§ahin Gerey (Baran, “Sax Abbas,” pp. 51,53; also Baran, “Shahin Girai,” p. 17).

80Hru§evs’kyj, Istorija , 7, p. 513. However, it is not clear that this raid was mounted specifically 
against Ottoman Interests in the Crimea as in this relation, de Cesy states that the Cossacks killed many 
Tatars 0Histories Russias, p. 426).

81HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, p. 513. Baran’s contention that §ahin Gerey enticed the Cossacks by freeing 
several hundred Cossack prisoners and offering them part of the booty in exchange for fighting on his side 
is not borne out in the document that he cites (Baian, “Shahin Girai,” p. 17).
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Cossacks. If there was some formal act, it is hard to imagine that such a momentous event 

would not have had some resonance in the sources, whether Ottoman, Polish, or 

Muscovite (an agreement that was reached later left traces in the sources, see below). From 

what is known of the Zaporozhians as a mercenary force, it seems most plausible that the 

initial force that participated on the side of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey was hired either for 

pay or by promise of booty. As far as specific references to compensation received by the 

Cossacks, the contemporary Crimean Ottoman chronicler Ridvan Pagazade prated that “the 

sheep and cattle of the Tatars were requisitioned for provisions of the Cossacks. The 

Tatars were completely disgusted by this—the burdens by the unruly Cossacks exhausted 

their strength.”82

Sometime in the first half of 1624, a crucial event occurred which escaped notice in 

all the sources, namely, Kantemir returned back to the Bucak. The earliest hint that 

Kantemir escaped is found in a letter from Koniecpolski to T. Zamoyski, dated 11 May 

1624, in which Kantemir is said to have a significant army in the Bucak and to be making 

plans to avenge the death of one of his sons, that is, making plans for a raid on the 

Commonwealth.83 Thus it would seem that Kantemir had slipped out of the Crimea even 

before the break of the Ottomans with Mehmed and §ahin Gerey. It would have been 

surprising if, while still in full control of the Crimea, Mehmed Gerey had allowed him to 

leave the Crimea with his forces. Perhaps Kantemir escaped first, and later when the first 

encounters with the Ottomans occurred, his Tatars were able to migrate back. In any event, 

it did not take long for Kantemir to lead the Bucak Tatars on a raid against the 

Commonwealth: on 5 June, Kantemir himself crossed into Galicia near Stepanec’ 

(Stepancdw) and for the next few days his detachments proceeded to plunder the Stryj,

82Ridvan Pa$azade, Tevarah-i De$t, p. 61.

83AZ 341, p. 7-8 (original).
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Peremysl (Przemysl), Lviv and Sanok lands.84 On 10 June, Kantemir wrote an abusive 

and threatening letter to Zygmunt in from near PeremySl’, which has been preserved in the 

original as well as in translation copy. Kantemir recalled how after Xotyn’, the king made 

promises he had not kept to render gifts to the Porte (hazine ve bac, but not harac) and to 

restrain the Cossacks. If the king were to keep his promises, Kantemir claimed that he had 

the power to prevent the Tatars from raiding Poland, but if the Cossacks continued to sail 

out into the Black Sea, he promised to send out hundreds of thousands of the sultan’s kuls 

all over Poland, as far as the Baltic Sea, even without the consent of the Porte.85 

However, on the return from Galicia, Koniecpolski routed Kantemir’s forces near 

Martynow by the Dniester.86

On 26 June/6 July 1624 grand admiral Receb finally set sail for the Crimea with 

sixteen galleys.87 By this time Mehmed and §ahin Gerey’s forces had grown into an 

overwhelming force88 that had driven Canbeg Gerey onto the Ottoman galleys at Kefe.89 

When Receb Pasha arrived at Kefe (the date is not known), he chose at first to continue 

negotiations. The Ottoman chronicles report the contents of several letters between the two 

sides. Prior to Receb Pasha’s arrival, an attempt was made to appeal to the Tatar Muslim

84Hom, “Chronologia,” pp. 43-47.

85AGAD, Dz. turecki, k 73, t 309, nr 594; summary in Katalog dokumentdw tureckick: Dokumenty 
do dziejdw Polski i krajdw osciennych w latach 1455-1672, ed. Zygmunt Abrahamowicz, Warsaw: 
Paiistwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1959, no. 263, pp. 255-56; Pamietniki o Koniecpolskich. [Ed. 
Stanislaw Przyt?cki. Lwdw: np, nd], pp. 252-53.

86For references to published sources on this battle see Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, p. 22, n. 
24. Roe relates that Kantemir lost two thirds of his forces here (dispatch of 24 July 1624, Negotiations, p. 
265).

87Negotiations, p. 255. The total size of the fleet at Kefe was about 30 galleys (de Cesy, dispatch of 21 
July 1624, Historica Russiae, p. 426; Roe, dispatch of 21/31 August 1624, Negotiations, p. 268).

88Roe speaks o f 70,000 Tatar cavalry while Katib £elebi merely mentions thousands of Nogays. The 
exaggerated figures aside, the Tatar force must have been large. {Negotiations, p. 255; Katib £elebi, 
Fezleke, p. 57).

89Negotiations, p. 255.
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clergy. An order (hiikm-i humayun) from the Porte came to Abu Bekr, mufti of the Tatars, 

and to other Crimean Tatar ‘ulema, urging them to convince the Tatars to oppose §ahin 

Gerey and obey grand admiral Receb.90 Then Receb Pasha sent a series of politely- 

phrased letters to Mehmed and §ahin Gerey promising to give them, in exchange for 

surrendering and dissolving their army, a choice of governorship of the districts (sancak) 

of Hersek (Hercegovina) or Buda (Morea in Na'ima).91

In reply, §ahin Gerey sent an impassioned letter in which he complained that he had 

been in power only five to ten days when, because of gossip and rumors spread by some 

corrupt individuals, the order against him was promulgated.92 Next he listed some of the 

Tatar and Nogay chiefs and troops willing to join them: four or five Tatar mirzas with

2,000 to 3,000 troops, brothers of Kantemir with 5,000 troops from Akkerman, the 

mirzas of Yusuf Ogh that had already arrived, and ‘Ali Mirza and all the Nogay mirzas and 

other princes (sultan-zades) numbering up to 15,000 men (10,000 in Na‘ima) who had 

already crossed the Straits of Kerch (Taman Gegidi) and were to arrive presently. In 

addition, §ahin Gerey announced that his side had ready plentiful cannon, and muskets. 

Finally §ahin Gerey made his own justification for rale in the Crimean. Khanate, which 

included an appeal to Islamic principles: Because his forefathers took this land from the 

infidel and ruled it by their strength, the Ottomans had no right to come and take away what 

was his and his brother’s hereditary right. If they did, the Crimea would be left to the 

infidels who would come and also destroy its mosques and medreses, as well as Kefe and

90Katib £elebi, Fezleke, p. 57; translated in Smirnov, Krymskoe Xanstvo, pp. 483-84.

91Katib £elebi, Fezleke, p. 57; Na'ima, Tarih, 2, p. 332.

92In a similar vein, the Muscovite sources report the words of the two brothers that they were fighting 
“because of the disgrace” rendered by the sultan who wanted to remove them from the Crimea “before they 
even had a chance to change their shirts.” (Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 112 [Krymskie dela]); cf a similar 
statement in §ahin Gerey’s letter to Zygmunt III (GoI?biowskl, “Szahin Giraj,” p. 17; Baran, “Shahin 
Girai,” p. 26).
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the other Ottoman fortresses in the Crimea.93 To this Receb Pasha replied that prior 

petitions of §ahin Gerey had already been passed along to the padishah, that they were 

discussed at a mu§avere of the §eyhu'l-islam and other 'ulema and viziers, and that he 

was being sent here to carry out their decision which was the final word in the matter.94

These negotiations went on for several weeks along with minor encounters in the 

field.95 Finally Receb Pasha and Canbeg Gerey sallied forth from Kefe with all of their 

forces for a showdown. There are two different versions of the encounter, although the 

outcome is the same. The simpler one, recorded under 2/12 August 1624 in the statejnyj 

spisok of Muscovite envoys Daskov and Volkov, is related by Novosel’skij. According to 

it, Canbeg Gerey with his princes, and the Ottoman commanders with 6,000 troops, went 

forth from Kefe and formed a wagon camp. Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, with all of their 

forces, including the Cossacks, stormed and broke the camp apart, destroying the Ottoman 

army and “pushing it into the sea.” In this total defeat many Tatar notables on the side of 

Canbeg Gerey and some Ottoman commanders surrendered. All the artillery, consisting of 

33 cannons, was also captured. Canbeg Gerey and Receb Pasha, together with the 

surviving Ottoman troops, fled on the galleys to Varna. Meanwhile, Kefe fell and was 

occupied by §ahin Gerey, while Mehmed Gerey returned to Bag9esaray. In Kefe, §ahin 

Gerey put a Tatar pasha in charge.95

The second and more elaborate version is recorded in Katib £elebi’s Fezleke. 

According to it, when Receb Pasha finally decided to make a move, he first procured 

wagons because it was necessary to carry all the army’s water in barrels. The main

93Katlb yelebi, Fezleke, p. 57-58; Na'lma, Tarih, 2, pp. 332-33; N a'im a translated in Smirnov, 
Krymskoe Xanstvo, pp. 484-85.

94Katib Celebi, Fezleke, p. 58.

95Although not for two months as the Ottoman chronicle claims (Katib £elebi, Fezleke, p. 58). In one 
of these encounters, the grand admiral is said to have sent Canbeg Gerey ashore only to have him beaten 
back and injured (Negotiations, pp. 256-57).

95Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, pp. 112-13 (Krymskie dela).
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cannons were removed from the ships and ten falconets (darbzen) were taken from the 

fortress of Kefe and dragged along the way by the galley oarsmen (kurekgi). Canbeg 

Gerey urged the army on, promising that any day the Tatars would come over to his side 

and that it would be necessary to march only one or two days into the hinterland. After 

camping at the end of their third day’s march, the army of Canbeg Gerey and Receb Pasha 

was beset by Mehmed and §ahin Gerey’s forces, described by the chronicler as having “up 

to 100,000 Nogay Tatars, 800 musket-bearing (tugeng-endaz) Cossacks, and an additional

1,000 footsoldiers (piyade).uA  firefight continued until nightfall. As the Ottoman forces 

dug into trenches, the opposing Tatars surrounded them, cutting off all exits. In the 

besieged camp a council of war was held, and it was decided that the only chance for 

survival was to have the commander in chief, grand admiral Receb, send robes of honor 

{hil'at) to Mehmed Gerey along with a letter admitting that they were wrong in opposing 

him and recognizing that indeed it was the will of the Tatars that he be khan. But before 

this could be done, Canbeg Gerey, fearing that he would be overturned, fled for Kefe with 

his retinue and brother Devlet Gerey. When the besieging forces noticed this, they 

followed in pursuit, whereupon the more than thousand galley slaves, in leg irons and 

harnessed to the cannons, also attempted to flee. These latter were easily picked off by the 

Tatars and thus the cannons and wagons remained where they had been parked, useless to 

the defending forces. Then a general flight ensued which led to a great slaughter of many 

infantry troops, including janissaries, cebecis, and ‘azebs, as well as a great looting of 

goods and armaments. The Tatars even seized the grand admiral’s wagon with the 

expedition’s treasury.

Hasan Pasha, the commander of the original fleet that had brought Canbeg Gerey to 

the Crimea, was killed. Ibrahim Pasha, brother of Mustafa Aga, chief of the white 

eunuchs, was wounded in four places and died upon reaching Kefe. Those who made it to 

Kefe alive did not tarry there, but boarded the galleys. When on the next day the Tatars 

entered Kefe, §ahin Gerey went to the house of ‘All Kadi and informed a merchant whom
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he had brought there that there would be a three-day grace period during which the 

inhabitants of Kefe could board the ships of the fleet. This led to a great massing of 

refugees on the docks during the three days, while the town was filled with Tatars and 

Cossacks.

At this point, hoping to save Kefe, Receb Pasha sent a janissary gorbaci to parley

with §ahin Gerey. During the negotiations, the gorbaci also visited Mehmed Gerey and at

this point the chronicler gives a speech by the khan in which he relates his story,

enumerating the wrongs inflicted upon him by the Ottomans. The points worthy of notice

include Mehmed’s purported view on proper dynastic succession in the Gerey dynasty and

why Canbeg Gerey had no right to be khan: only the son of a khan could become khan and

since Canbeg Gerey was merely the son of a sultan, that is, a prince (Mubarek Gerey), he

could not become a khan as long as a khan’s son was alive. After giving birth to Canbeg 
• •  »* *-$r ’

Gerey, his mother married an unnamed khan, and in his illness, this late khan illegally 

appointed Canbeg Gerey as heir-apparent (veli ‘ahd). In addition, a bribe in favor of 

Canbeg Gerey of more than one hundred slaves had been sent to ka’im makam Giircii 

Mehmed Pasha, through Dilaver Aga, the chief palace cook (ga§nigir ba§i). Furthermore, 

Mustafa Aga, the chief of the black eunuchs (kizlar agasi), acted in favor of Canbeg 

Gerey’s candidacy to the Crimean throne. Thus Canbeg Gerey was appointed khan instead 

of Mehmed Gerey. Mehmed Gerey confirms that it was, however, primarily Mere Hiiseyn 

Pasha who delivered Canbeg Geray to the khanship in 1623: Upon Sultan Murad IV’s 

accession, when Mustafa Aga was reinstated to the palace one of his first acts was to accept 

a bribe of 200,000 guru$ from Canbeg Gerey and arrange through the padishah to have him 

named as the new khan.

As far as the actual negotiations went, the Ottoman side was willing to reconfirm 

Mehmed Gerey as khan and §ahin Gerey as kalga so long as they remained loyal to the 

house of ‘Osman, returned all prisoners and guns, and withdrew their Tatars from Kefe. 

Otherwise, Receb Pasha threatened that the Ottomans would mount a full-fledged imperial
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expedition against the brothers. §ahin Gerey, after consulting with the Tatar notables, 

accepted the Ottoman terms, kissed the imperial diploma of appointment (berat) and placed 

it on his head (as a sign of submission). He then freed 67 janissaries, 70 cebecis, and 30 

‘azebs, and within a week, evacuated his forces from the city. Thereupon the grand 

admiral returned to the mouth of the Bosphorus but was refused permission to come to 

port. Instead he was ordered to return to patrol duty on the Black Sea. After another 

month and a half at sea, he brought the fleet back into the naval arsenal in Istanbul. But he 

was met with no praise, and the chief ministers were displeased with his handling of the 

campaign.97

The primary difference between the Muscovite version and the more elaborate 

Ottoman version is that in the first the decisive battle occurred outside Kefe near the sea 

whereas in the latter, it was several days’ march away. Normally, the version of nearby 

diplomats would be favored over a possibly corrupted chronicle passage, even if the 

diplomats were not necessarily direct eyewitnesses. To be sure, Katib £elebi’s text must 

have some embellishments and inventions. However, the Muscovite version should be 

treated with some reservation. It is possible that, rather than a complete account, it was a 

paraphrase with several events telescoped into one. Unfortunately, a critical inquiry into 

the Muscovite source cannot be made, as it is unpublished and only summarized by 

Novosel’skij. As for the Ottoman version, some of its details are corroborated in other 

sources. The placing of §ahin Gerey in Kefe and Mehmed Gerey elsewhere at the end of 

the campaign is also in the Muscovite version (although the chronicle places Mehmed 

Gerey four or five hours away while the Muscovite version later places him in 

Baggesaray). De Cesy’s brief report on the decisive battle contains elements of both 

versions—on one hand, as in the Muscovite version, a battle in the field outside Kefe,

97Katlb Celebi, Fezleke, pp. 59-61; Nearly the same story is in Na'ima of which Smirnov gives a 
translation (Smirnov, Krymskoe Xanstvo, pp. 485-90).
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while on the other hand, as in the Ottoman version, the approach of night forcing a respite 

in the battle and the disastrous attempt of Receb Pasha’s forces to flee. Here is the relevant 

passage by de Cesy:

. . .  as soon as [Receb] Pasha entered the field he found himself charged 
upon from three sides so suddenly that if the night had not severed the 
combat, few of the Turks would have escaped the hands of the Tatars . . .  
the grand admiral and the two viziers resolved to withdraw in the night [but] 
the Tatars found out about this and were waiting for them on the road pretty 
close to the town where they killed more than 3,000 Turks and the two 
viziers Hibraim (ibrahim) and Asan (Hasan). .  .98

If it could be assumed that the three-day march of the Ottomans and their loyal Crimean 

allies mentioned in the chronicle was an exaggeration and that the battle occurred in the 

vicinity of Kefe, the two versions would be basically compatible. As far as further details 

are concerned, both de Cesy and Roe confirmed the death of two viziers ibrahim Pasha and 

Hasan Pasha mentioned in the Ottoman version and add that their bodies were brought back 

on two galleys to Istanbul to a shocked populace. As to further losses, de Cesy mentioned 

26 artillery pieces and 500 wagons captured by the Tatars, while Roe spoke of 28 captured 

pieces and 5,000 dead. In addition, de Cesy said that the standard of the padishah was 

captured but returned two hours later. Both reported that after the defeat the fleet with its 

admiral limped back to Varna, with de Cesy adding that the ships returned were very much 

undermanned."

In the Black Sea, throughout the summer and into the fall the Cossacks continued 

the pace of raiding that they had set earlier in the spring. Moreover, just as in 1623 when 

the Ottoman fleet was in Kefe installing Mehmed Gerey as khan, in 1624 the Cossacks 

took advantage of the fleet’s return to the Crimea to pay the Bosphorus a visit. On 9/19

"D ispatch of 1 September 1624 (Historica Russiae, p. 427).

" Historica Russiae, pp. 427-28; Negotiations, p. 273.
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July a fleet of 70 or 80 boats entered the Bosphorus, and in the absence of any adequate 

naval defense, plundered both of its shores at will. Roe’s dispatch of the next day gave a 

vivid account of this raid worth quoting in full:

The ninth of this month, between 70 and 80 boats of the Cossacks with 50 
men apiece, rowers and soldiers, watching the opportunity of the captan 
bassa’s being engaged in Tartary, entered the Bosphorus about the break of 
day; where dividing themselves they sacked and burnt almost all the villages 
and houses of pleasure, on both sides of the river, as far as the castles 
(Rumeli Hisan and Anadoli Hisan) and within four miles of this city. The 
principal places were Baiukdery (Biiyiikdere) and Jenichoie (Yenikoy), and 
Stenia (istiniye? [actually on the European side between the previous two]) 
on the Asia shore: where having made great and rich booty, they stayed 
until nine of the clock in the forenoon; and then all this city and suburbs 
having taken the alarm, the grand seignior (the sultan) came down to the 
water’s side, the chaimacham (ka’im makam) to the water port. Halil bassa 
(the previous grand admiral) made himself general in this tumult and having 
not one galley ready for defence, they manned and armed all the ship-boats, 
barges, and other small wherries, to the number of 4 or 500, with such 
people as they could either get to row, or hope to fight; and dispatched all 
the horse and foot in the city, to the number of 10,000, to defend the coast 
from further spoil: never was seen a greater fear and confusion. Now we 
expected that these poor thieves would presently have retired; but they, 
seeing the Turk’s boats making towards them, drew themselves together 
into the midst of the channel, nor far above the castles, and stayed firm 
upon their oars in battalion, in the form of a crescent, expecting the assault, 
the wind and the current being against them. Halil bassa caused some shot 
to be made afar off; but they answered not with one musket, but hovered 
from one shore to another, without any show of retreat. Hereupon the 
general, seeing their form and resolution, thought it not fit to assail them 
with such boats as he had, but esteemed it wisdom enough to keep them 
from further attempts, fearing if they had broken his fleet of boats, which 
was easily done, they would venture down to Constantinople, which was 
now empty of all defence. And thus these few boats, having first made 
great spoil, lay the whole day until the sunset, facing and braving the great
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and fearful city of the world and all the force it could make, and departed 
with their booty, with all their colors spread, unfought with or almost 
unresisted.100

Both the English and French ambassadors understood this raid to be the work of the 

Zaporozhians (although as often was the case in these years, it was possible, even 

probable, that Don Cossacks also partook in it)—Roe concluded that surely the peace treaty 

with Poland was broken by this raid, while de Cesy related the great irritation of the Turks 

at all foreign Christians in the capital, especially the Poles whom, as a result, the Ottomans 

wanted to intern.101

Two weeks later Roe reported that the Cossacks returned to the mouth of the 

Bosphorus, now with at least 150 boats, and with reserves lurking behind. They stayed on 

the coast for three days and burned Fener (Pharus) at the entrance to the Straits and two or 

three villages. Panic arose in Istanbul when it was learned that the Cossacks threatened to 

attack the arsenal, and all of the shore was placed under constant guard. Finally, somehow 

two galleys were manned by porters and laborers picked up in the streets and with about 

twenty boats were sent out to guard against the Cossacks who still remained at the entrance 

to the Bosphorus. But the Cossacks pulled back, having taken great booty and two or 

three kara miirsels which they had captured earlier.102 Katib £elebi gives an endy entitled 

“The Attack of the Cossacks on Yenikoy” in which these last two Bosphorus raids are 

apparently telescoped into one event:

100Dispatch of 10/20 July 1624 (Negotiations, pp. 257-58). The report of de Cesy has basically the 
same features: the sack of YenkOy (Neocris), the destruction of houses of pleasure, the Cossacks 
remaining for six hours ravaging and pillaging without losing a single man, the lack of galleys in the port, 
the long time needed to arm boats against the Cossacks, the ride of the sultan along the shore, the firing 
upon the Cossacks. One discrepancy with Roe is that de Cesy states that the raid occurred “yesterday,” 
which would have made it on 20 July rather than 19 July (dispatch of 21 July 1624, Historica Russiae, p. 
427). HruSevs’kyj, failing to note that the English were sUU on the old calendar, attributes Roe’s and de 
Cesy’s accounts to different raids—thus he mistakenly fixes the first raid on the Bosphorus to 9 rather than 
19 July and ascribes de Cesy’s dispatch as relating to the second raid (see below) (HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, 
p. 515, n. 1).

^N ego tia tions, p. 258; De Cesy, dispatch of 4 August 1624 (Historica Russiae, p. 428).

102Dispatch of 24 July/2 August 1624 (Negotiations, p. 265).
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While the fleet was busy in Kefe, the Don Cossacks (sic [Ten kazagi]), 
finding the Black Sea empty on 4 Shawwal (20 July 1624), came as far as 
the Bosphorus fortress (Bogaz hisari) and sacked Yenikoy, burning several 
shops and causing considerable damage. When news of this reached 
Istanbul, troops of the bostanci and segban ba§i boarded some ships and 
as they were about to attack, the Cossack bandits without waiting a moment 
reentered the Black Sea and fled. Such a bold and daring raid on the 
Bosphorus by these infidels had never been heard of before this date.103

In a letter to the Lithuanian field hetman, Krysztof Radziwitl, Metropolitan Jov 

Borec'kyj related that in the current year, “despite the will of the [Cossack] command 

(starzych) and the king,” the Zaporozhians went out to sea three times—in other words, he 

refers to the three major Zaporozhian expeditions of that year—the raid near Kefe by 80 

boats in May, and the two in the Bosphorus in July. With regard to the third, he provided 

some detail: 150 boats set out, which, in his words, had never occurred before; at the 

mouth of the Dnieper they battled for several days with 25 “large galleys” and 300 boats 

(uszkal) each with between 30 and 50 men; having dealt with this Ottoman force, they went 

out to the sea with 102 boats and came to the Bosphorus, capturing substantial booty.104 

Hrusevs’kyj suggests that the 25 galleys encountered at the mouth of the Dnieper were 

those of the grand admiral, which wereon their way to Kefe.105 The figure of 25 may have 

included some ships assigned to patrol those waters, or it may have been an exaggeration, 

since as was seen above, other sources indicate that Receb Pasha brought sixteen galleys 

with him.

103Katib Celebi, Fezleke, p. 61.

104ArxeografiSeskij sbomik dokumentov otnosjaSSixsja k  istorii sevemzapadnoj Rusi., 7. Vilna, 1870, 
no. 55, pp. 81-83 (24 August 1624).

105Hru§evs’kyj, Istorija, 7, p. 514.
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What especially disturbed the Porte was the confession extracted after the last raid 

from some captured Cossacks who had ventured too far inland. They admitted that they 

had been acting in agreement with the Crimean khan. On this news Roe commented, “. . .  

any intelligence between these two roving nations [i.e., the Cossacks and Tatars]. . .  will 

prove very troublesome to this city and state.”106 In fact, these raids served to further 

Mehmed and §ahin Gerey’s cause, for with the threat to the capital, there was no question 

of continuing the struggle in the Crimea. Instead, already after the raid of 9 July, word 

was sent to recall Receb Pasha, who was blamed for leaving the city undefended.107

Upon arriving at the Bosphorus, Receb Pasha and the fleet were not granted 

permission to enter the Straits. News had arrived from Varna that again 150 Cossack boats 

were heading for the Bosphorus. However upon this order, the fleet’s decimated troops, 

having lost many of their arms, ammunition, and artillery, mutinied against the grand 

admiral, forcing him to disembark from his ship. But when reinforcements by troops 

under segban ba§i Mehmed Aga arrived, the fleet was indeed sent back out into the Black 

Sea with Receb Pasha. However, nearly two weeks later, Roe reported that the fleet was 

again at the mouth of the Bosphorus and again in full mutiny against its commanders, 

refusing to go out on the Black Sea any more. The authorities appeased the troops on 

condition that they would stay at the mouth of the Bosphorus “until the winter weather shall 

drive the Cossacks in.”108 On 18/28 September, the fleet returned to port only to learn that 

they had not waited long enough. On 1/11 October, Roe reported that again, about 150 

Cossack “frigates” had appeared near the Bosphorus and “done much spoil upon the 

Grecian coast [i.e., European shore of the Bosphorus], in so much that all shores of the

106Dispatch of 24 July/2 August 1624 (Negotiations, p. 265).

107Dispatch of 24 July/2 August 1624 (Negotiations, p. 265).

108Dlspatches of 4/14 September and 18/28 September 1624 (Negotiations, p. 278). See also Katib 
Celebi, Fezleke, p. 61.
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Black Sea are left desolate.” Within twenty-four hours, 23 galleys were readied. But only 

after the janissaries were cajoled into participating by their officers and the deputy 

Ckethudal) of the yenigeri agasi did the fleet sail off into the Black Sea, even though “that 

sea be innavigable for galleys in this season.”109 There is no information on the fate of 

these Cossack fleets reported after September 1624 nor even independent confirmation of 

their existence.

The Zaporozhian Cossack aid to Mehmed and §ahin Gerey in the form of naval 

diversions near the Bosphorus, whether intentional or unintentional, was of secondary 

importance compared to that rendered by the Zaporozhians brought into the Crimea. For 

example, Muscovite observers of the events in the Crimea ascribed a decisive role to the 

Zaporozhians in the victory at Kefe.110 According to de Cesy, the Cossack musketeers 

Carquebusiers) were very effective in the battle with Receb Pasha.111 Ridvan Pa§azade, a 

contemporary Ottoman inhabitant of Kefe, explained that §ahin Gerey turned to the 

Cossacks when he learned that Receb Pasha was on the way to the Crimea and felt that his 

Tatars would be unreliable in such a confrontation.112 Perhaps the best testimony of the 

significance of the Cossacks are the words of §ahin Gerey himself. • In his letter to 

Zygmunt HI, from 5 Dhu’l-Qa‘dah 1033/19 August 1624, which was after the defeat of the 

Ottoman force, §ahin explained, “we need Dnieper Cossacks . . .  not because we do not 

have enough of our own army . . . thank God we have enough, but the Ottomans, they 

have not a few janissaries with harquebuses (rusznica), and against the harquebuses also a 

‘harquebuse army’ is needed.”113 There is some disagreement in the sources as to the

109Negotiations, p. 294.

nOjvjovosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. I l l  (Tureckie dela).

111Dlspatch of 1 September 1624 (Historica Russiae, p. 427).

112Ridvan Pa§azade, Tevarah-i De§t, p. 61.

113Gol?biowskl, “Szahin Giraj,” p. 20.
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number of Zaporozhians in the service of §ahin Gerey in 1624. In his own letter he 

mentioned just 300,114 a figure that would seem to have been too low for the Cossacks to 

have had any significant effect. Certainly, §ahin Gerey had a motive to minimize the 

participation of the Cossacks in his report to the Poles since their intervention into affairs of 

a foreign power was a blatant instance of Cossack insubordination that threatened the peace 

between the Commonwealth and the Porte. The figures in the Ottoman chronicle are 

certainly more plausible—upwards of a thousand musket-bearing Cossacks (tufeng-endaz 

kazak) in one passage and 800 in another.115 Roe gave the same figure as well.116 

However, other sources have higher figures—about 2,000 arquebusiers Kozaques in de 

Cesy117 and 4,000 in d’Ascoli, which is either an exaggeration or confusion with the 

events of 1628 (see below).118 It should be noted that although Zaporozhian Cossacks 

predominated, some Don Cossacks, as well as Zaporozhians that were staying on the Don, 

were also present: in the report (statejnyj spisok) of okolniSi Ismailov and djak  

Stepanov, it is written that 50 Don Cossacks and 60 Zaporozhians joined the kalga near 

Kefe.119

On the basis of the Muscovite sources, Novosel’skij observed a difference between 

Mehmed and §ahin Gerey in foreign policy, and in particular, in their attitude toward the 

Porte. The khan was against the Ottomans because they were resolved to dethrone him; if 

they would have allowed him to keep his throne (and he was willing to persist in the face of 

their opposition, hoping that they would give way in their resolve against them) he would

114Goieblowski, “Szahin Giraj,” p. 18.

115Katib Celebi, Fezleke, pp. 57, 58.

116Disptach of 20 and 21/30 and 31 October 1624 (Negotiations, p. 292).

117Dispatch of 1 September 1627 (Historica Russiae, p. 427).

118d‘Ascoll, “Opisanie,” p. 108.

^IstoriH eskoe opisanie, p. 186 (Krymskie dela).
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have been willing to make peace with the Ottomans. He was even willing to make 

overtures and some of his actions were clearly aimed at demonstrating his loyalty to the 

Porte. On the other hand §ahin Gerey was an avowed enemy of the Ottomans and a 

devoted follower of Shah ‘Abbas120 who was his brother-in-law.121 The Ottoman sources 

even maintain that he became a Shi’ite during his exile in Iran.122 The Muscovite sources 

provide evidence of §ahin Gerey’s continual ties with Iran and record statements to the 

effect that he would fight the sultan to the end.123 The following actions of the two 

brothers demonstrate their differing attitudes to the Porte: As mentioned above, when 

Canbeg Gerey was brought back to the Crimea, Mehmed Gerey tried to appease the 

Ottomans by sending gifts and his son to Istanbul as a hostage. At this time it was §ahin 

Gerey who besieged Kefe while Mehmed Gerey held back at Karasu. Upon the Ottoman 

defeat, it was §ahin Gerey who entered Kefe while Mehmed Gerey withdrew to 

Bagsesaray. As Novosel’skij pointed out and as is clear in other evidence to be discussed 

below, this pattern continued throughout their careers. Yet, as Novosel’skij noted, even 

though the political agendas of the two were contrary and sometimes each worked to 

undermine the plans of the other, surprisingly, there was never an open break between 

them.124

After grand admiral Receb reached the Bosphorus from Kefe, measures were taken 

to placate Mehmed and §ahin Gerey. Mehmed Gerey was sent confirmation of his 

khanship in the form of a sword and robe (for the hil‘at ceremony) with the explanation

120Novosersklj, Bor'ba, p. 115.

121Materijaly dlja istorii vozsoedinenija Rusi, 1: 1578-1630, ed. P. A. KuIiS, Moscow: Izdanie 
TovariSCestva «Ob5£estvennajapol’za», 1877, p. 159.

122Ridvan Pa§azade, Tevarah-i De§t, p. 60, Na'lma, Tarih, 2, p. 329.

123Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 112.

124Novosel’sklj, Bor'ba, p. 115.
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that Receb Pasha had acted beyond his orders in attacking the brothers. As a token of trust, 

Mehmed Gerey’s hostage son was returned.125 The Ottomans set no conditions on the 

brothers except that they return the rest of the captured Turks, the captured artillery, and the 

city of Kefe.126 This seemingly conciliatory attitude on the part of the Ottomans did not 

fool §ahin Gerey. Although by the spring of 1625 the city and presumably also the 

prisoners (although the sources do not specify their fate) were turned over, about a month 

later Roe commented that instead of returning the artillery captured from the Ottomans, the 

Tatars carried it off to Bag?esaray along with all the cannons and munitions of the Kefe 

citadel.127

It was in fact no secret that the Porte was only waiting for the opportune moment to 

move against Mehmed and §ahin Gerey. Through Tatar intermediaries the words of Murad 

IV himself reached Moscow to the effect that he could not agree to their presence in the 

Crimea because of the kalga’s ties to Shah ‘Abbas.128 To strengthen his position in the 

Crimea and prepare for inevitable renewal of the the Ottoman attempt to unseat him and his 

brother, §ahin Gerey acted on the diplomatic front. On 5 Dhu’l-qa‘dah 1033/19 August 

1624, the kalga sent a letter to Zygmunt III proposing no less than an alliance against the 

Ottoman Empire, as well as the Muscovite State.129 In this letter §ahin presented an

125De Cesy, dispatch of 1 September 1624 (Historica Russiae, p. 428); Roe, dispatches of 21/31 
August and 10/20 September 1624 (Negotiations, p. 273,283).

126Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 115.

127Roe, dispatch of 20/30 September 1624 (Negotiations, p. 289).

128Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, p. 112 {Krymskie dela).

129This Important document has already been cited above, in connection with the chronology of the 
Ottoman expedition to the Crimea in 1624 and with regard to the importance of Cossack firearm-bearing 
infantry. The original has not survived and the document is available only in Polish and Latin translation. 
In the nineteenth century, Seweryn Gd?biowski published a Polish copy from an unknown manuscript 
(Gofebiowski, “Szahin Giraj i Kozacy”). A Latin version (Haus- Hof - und Saats Archiv [Vienna], Polonica 
1624, fol. 13a-17b) has been published in Baran, “Shahin Giraj,” pp. 19-30. Although a few of the 
readings are better in the Latin version and some passages in the Latin shed light on the meaning of the 
Polish translations, overall, the Polish version is better. In using the Gof?biowski editions here, several
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idealized version of past relations of the Crimean Khanate and the Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth in which the two states were allies whose armies acted as one, and people 

freely moved from one realm to the other without being harmed. Then the Ottomans put 

themselves between the Khanate and Commonwealth and turned the them into enemies, 

hoping by their intrigues to destroy them both. To avoid certain destruction §anin 

suggested that they unite in brotherhood and trust. To effect this alliance, the kalga 

requested the king, as a token of trust and brotherhood, send him Dnieper Cossacks so 

that, with this musket-armed force, he could handily deal with the Turks and their 

janissaries. He specified that he needed a thousand Zaporozhians in the coming winter and 

additional forces within fifteen days after Easter. In addition §ahin asked that in place of 

the traditional “gifts” (upominki), powder and lead be sent, explaining that there could be 

no better gift because powder and lead had been purchased from the Turks previously who 

now refused to ship it. As part of the proposed relationship between the Khanate and 

Commonwealth, §ahin proposed that in accordance with the old custom, all the land on the 

Crimean side of the Dnieper River (Left-Bank) up as far up as the source of the river Oveci 

Vody (Owczy Wody, “Sheep Waters”)130 belong to the Khanate, while everything on the 

other side, up to the source of the river Boczuk (Bozuk?) and the Don, including their 

Muscovite sides, belong to the Commonwealth. §ahin promised to move all the Tatar 

forces near Akkerman to the Crimean side of the Dnieper, while he offered to the king that 

he send his army to occupy Akkerman, Bender (Tehinia), and Kili, should he so wish. 

The flocks and herds belonging to his own people he promised to pull back beyond the 

Dnieper while encouraging the king to let his people bring theirs up to the Dnieper. For he 

would restrain the Crimean and Nogay Tatars to such a degree that “not even a chicken will 

be taken from [the king’s] land.” Having dealt with the Turks, §ahin proposed to act

other copies of the Polish version have been consulted (AGAD, LL 30, fol. 15a-17b, BCz 361, pp. 307-10; 
LNB, Oss 201, pp. 79-85).

130A left tributary of the Dnieper below Kins’ky Vody (Slovnyk hidronimiv Ukrajiny, ed. A. P. 
Nepokupnyj, O. S. Stry2ak, K. K. Cilujko, Kiev; «Naukova Dumka», 1979, p. 393).
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jointly against the Muscovite tsar who, the kalga claims, recently sent an envoy to the Porte 

offering to conquer jointly first the Commonwealth and then the Crimea, and to turn over to 

the Turks both Astrakhan and Kazan. When they together defeated the tsar, the hereditary 

lands of the forefathers of the Crimean khans on the Volga, including Astrakhan and 

Kazan, would go to the khan, while provinces of Moscow would go to the king.131 In a 

separate note (ceduta), §ahin notified that along with this letter were some gifts from Shah 

‘Abbas including a sword “with which to beat the Turks.” With these gifts was included a 

brief letter from the shah. Aside from highly recommending §ahin Gerey, whom it refers 

to as khan, the shah’s letter is basically one of greeting. However it serves as another piece 

of evidence that Sahin Gerey was agent and ally of the Safavids against the Ottomans.132

Bohdan Baranowski discusses the prospects and pitfalls for the Commonwealth 

brought by §ahin Gerey’s proposals.133 On one hand, there was a great temptation to take 

advantage of the strife between the Crimea and at best gain control of the northern seaboard 

of the Black Sea from the Crimea to Moldavia or at least to have a respite from Tatar raids 

for a few years. On the other hand things could go very wrong if the Ottomans went to 

war against the Commonwealth, especially since the latter was at the time threatened by 

Sweden. The trouble would be compounded if in the meantime the Khanate reconciled 

with the Porte and joined in an onslaught against the Commonwealth. While there were 

supporters of §ahin Gerey’s proposals, most notably Krzysztof Zbaraski, instead a careful 

noncommittal policy was followed. Thus the response of Zygmunt HI, dated 21 October 

1624, only promised to continue the friendly relations that existed between the two states 

since the time of Khans Gazi Gerey and Canbeg Gerey—no reference of any kind was

131In the Gofebiowski edition of this document, only the Volga going to the khan is mentioned here. 
The fuller version of this passage is in AGAD, LL 30, fol. 17a, BCz 361, p. and in Baran, “Shahin Giraj,” 
p. 24).

132AGAD, Dziat perski, k 80, nr 4 (Persian original); AGAD, LL 30, fol 18b-19a; LNB, Oss 201, pp. 
87-88.

133Baranowski, Pols/ca a Tatarszczyzna, pp. 30-33.
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made to the offers made by the kalga.134 The king wrote a similarly bland response to 

Shah ‘Abbas, confirming the Crown’s friendship with Mehmed and §ahin Gerey.135

Upon the king’s indecisive response, §ahin Gerey made a bold diplomatic move by 

turning directly to the Zaporozhian Cossacks. Not daring to underestimate the danger from 

the Porte, §ahin acted in earnest by going in person to the Zaporozhians. In a report to 

Moscow, the Putivl’ voevoda relates what he learned from Cossack envoys: “A week 

before Christmas [coming] from the Crimea, §ahin Gerey rode into the Zaporizhia region 

to the Cossacks. Accompanying him were a thousand Crimean warriors. There he 

concluded, according to a report of the Putivl’ voevoda to Moscow, a truce (peremir”ja) 

with the Cossacks, “that neither side would go to war against the other, but rather that [the 

Cossacks] will go together with §ahin Gerey to wage war upon the Turkish land.”136 

What follows is the text of the agreement according to the only known copy, which is in 

Polish:

I, §ahin Gerey, Crimean khan (car [sic]), give this our letter of oath to the 
Zaporozhian Cossacks: to the lord (pan) hetman, the osauls, the atamans, 
and all the host. . .  we testify with this our letter and oath that neither from 
me nor from our people of the Crimean state any harm or damage shall be 
brought, and if someone were to cause some damage insubordinately, I will 
try them with their wives and children and relatives and turn over ten for 
every one [harmed]. And from them [the Cossacks], I also require the 
same, so that it may thus be done. So long as from them there is no 
damage, as long as I live, there will be none from us. To this I swear to 
Allah and to the prophet Muhammad—may I be removed from his regiment 
should I do otherwise. So long as there is none from them, there will be no 
wrath from us—to this we give the broad letter of oath to the lord hetman, 
the osaul, and the entire host. May you believe all of this, and for this we

134AGAD, LL 30, fol. 17b-19a; LNB, Oss 201, pp. 85-87.

13527 October 1624 (AGAD, LL 30, fol. 19a-19b; LNB, Oss 201, pp. 88-89).

136Materijaly (KuliS), p. 159 (Malorossijskie dela); also in Vossoedinenie, no. 24, p. 51.
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give our broad letter of oath to God and the Prophet. If some enemy were 
to appear against the hetman, the osauls, the atamans, and all the host, I,
§ahin Gerey, as soon as they notify me, with all my beys, and mirzas am to 
help them. And if an enemy were to appear against me, they, upon 
notification from me, are to help me in accordance with the letters of oath. 
Written on Karayteben by me, §ahin Gerey Sultan khan (car). The year 
1624, day 24 December.137

This is the earliest known written agreement betwe ' Ukrainian Cossacks and Crimean 

Tatars. For the first time, the Cossacks and Tatars made an abstract political agreement—a 

compact that was to apply to unforeseen future circumstances, rather than a pragmatic ad 

hoc agreement between, for example, patron and mercenary client. What is particularly 

significant is that it was made with the Zaporozhian Host and its leadership as a political 

entity and it was probably written down because the contracting parties were not mere 

warrior bands (unfortunately the identity of the Zaporozhian hetman in not known and 

Cossack documentation of this act is not extant). After all, aside from warring with one 

another, the Cossacks, both Ukrainian and Russian, had on and off cooperated with the 

Tatars in trade and minor military operations since their origin.138

Did the agreement between §ahin Gerey and the Zaporozhian Cossacks mean that 

die two had entered into an alliance? From the wording of the agreement, the obvious 

answer is yes. In fact historians have considered the rapprochement between §ahin Gerey 

and the Zaporozhians to be a milestone as the first of several seventeenth-century Cossack- 

Tatar alliances that affected the balance of power in the region. Of course, the greatest of

137From a manuscript book of the Kievan Caves Monastery, published in Materijaly dlja istorii 
Zapadno-Russkoj cerkvi, 1, Kiev: Tipografija T. T. KorCak-Novickogo, 1883 /=supplement to G. 
Golubev, Kievskoj mitmpolit Petr MogilafOpyt istoriSeskogo izcledovanija), 1, Kiev, 1883/, p. 276 (the 
two deletions in the text were made by Golubev). This Polish copy appears in the manuscript book after a 
letter from Metropolitan Borec’kyj dated 12/22 January 1625. HruSevs’kyj gives §ahin Gerey’s oath in 
Ukrainian translation and the exact reference to the manuscript (HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, p. 517).

138See GUnter Sttikl, Die Entstehung des Kosakentums, Munich: Isar Verlag, 1953, pp. 143-77.
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these was that of Hetman Bohdan Xmel’nyc’kyj with Khan Islam Gerey between 1648 and 

1653, which altered the course of history in Eastern Europe. But were the Crimean 

Khanate and the Zaporozhian Host in a state of alliance after 1624? Certainly there is 

evidence that there was much cooperation between the Tatars and Cossacks even before the 

agreement. As was seen in this chapter, the Crimeans supported Cossack raiding parties 

and the Cossacks seem to have been timing their raids so as to aid the Crimeans in their 

struggle with the Ottomans. But could the concluded alliance withstand the region’s 

complexities and vicissitudes? Was there a true alliance in operation in the following years 

or was the relationship more a pragmatic one, such as that between a patron and mercenary 

client? What were the attitudes of the participating parties toward their relationship? And in 

the case of the Cossacks, who were the participants in the said alliance? Ail these questions 

need to be asked in order to understand the events of the following years.
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CHAPTER III

Crisis in the Black Sea, 1625-1626

At the time when Mehmed Gerey was negotiating a formal agreement with the Zaporozhian 

Cossacks in the winter of 1624-1625, another figure was traveling in the Zaporizhia with 

plans for no less than an international crusade against the Ottoman Empire. This man, 

Yahya, believed that he was the son of Sultan Mehmed m  and the legitimate heir to the 

Ottoman throne.1 According to his story, his mother, a crypto-Christian Greek named 

Helena, fled with him from the Anatolian town of Manisa (Magnesia) to the Morea in 1595 

when Mehmed ascended to the throne. There, baptized as Alexander, he spent the rest of 

his childhood, raised in the Orthodox faith by Greek churchmen.2 From 1608 until the end 

of his relatively long life, Sultan Yahya or as he was also known, Alexander Yahya or 

Alexander Ottomanicus, peregrinated over much of Europe in search of patrons and allies

lrrhe main source on Yahya’s career in Western Europe is a large compilation based on two contemporary 
biographies, as well as on documents from various Italian archives: Vittorio Catualdi, Sultan Jahya della 
casa imperiale ottoma a ed i suoi discendenti in Italia, Trieste, 1889. The comments here on Yahya’s 
career before arriving in Poland and the Ukraine in 1624 and after his stint in Eastern Europe are based on 
those given by Dorothy M. Vaughan, which are mainly based on Catualdi’s sources (Dorothy M. Vaughan, 
Europe and the Turk: A Pattern o f Alliances, 1350-1700, Liverpool: At the University Press, 1954, pp. 
219-236). Pantelejmon KuliS published extensive materials on his stay In the Ukraine and Russia from the 
archives of the Muscovite foreign office (posol'skij prikaz) (Materijaly dlja istorii vozsoedinenija Rusi, 
1 :1578-1630, ed. P. A. KuliS, Moscow: Izdanie TovariSCestva «Ob5£estvennaja pol’za», 1877, pp. 142- 
286). The latter materials include two autobiographies of Yahya: one a Muscovite prikaz translation of a 
Ruthenian translation from a Greek original, allegedly done by Metropolitan Borec’kyj and sent by him to 
Muscovy (pp. 163-68); the other as told by Yahya himself to dvorjanin Lodygin and djak NeCaev in 
Mcensk (pp. 193-218). Many other details about Yahya are revealed in the transcripts of his interrogation 
by Muscovite officials.

2See also Materijaly (KuliS), pp. 219-220.
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who would support him in his quest for the throne of Constantinople. Although it is 

unlikely that he was actually the son of Mehmed HI (see below), the sources suggest that 

Yahya was a pious Christian genuinely concerned with the fate of the subject Christian 

population of the Ottoman Empire3; moreover, it seems that he sincerely believed in his 

purported lineage. During his travels he achieved various degrees of success in gaining the 

support of the Emperor, the grand duke of Tuscany in Florence, the grand duke of Naples, 

the king of Spain, de Nevers in Paris, Venice, the Vatican, and Holland. Between his 

visits to the courts of Europe, he supposedly made trips to his supporters in the Balkans 

and participated in uprisings against the Ottomans there, as well as in Syria with Fahre'd- 

Din and purportedly even in Erzurum with Abaza Pasha.

In 1624 Sultan Yahya arrived at the court of Emperor Ferdinand in Vienna where he 

was well-received. However, he was frustrated at Ferdinand’s inability to enter into a new 

Turkish war, and just at that time he was approached by members of a mercenary company 

known as the Lisowczyki. The Lisowczyki, who were from the Commonwealth but 

banished from its territories in 1622, were at the time operating in Moravia in the service of 

the Emperor. A plan was conceived in which a select group of 8,000 Lisowczyki would 

join Yahya and attack the Ottoman Empire. However, it turned out to be unworkable. As 

there were ties between the Lisowczyki and the Ukrainian Cossacks, and in fact many 

Cossacks were in the Lisowczyk company, several Lisowczyk officers suggested to Yahya 

that he join the Zaporozhians, who were always interested in fighting the Ottomans.4 First 

he traveled with Wqsowicz, a Lisowczyk leader, and 50 of his comrades to his home near 

Lublin. After a stay of two months, Yahya set out with twelve Lisowczyki for Kiev, 

where he arrived 21/31 October 1624. In Kiev another Lisowczyk, prince Ivan Masal’skoj 

(originally from Muscovy), introduced Yahya to Metropolitan Jov Borec’kyj. From the

3Vaughan, Europe and the Turk, p. 221.

4Vaughan, Europe and the Turk, p. 227; Materijaly (Kuli§), pp. 167-68, 211-13.
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two audiences that Borec’kyj gave to Yahya, the metropolitan was so impressed by his 

character and learning (including his knowledge of Greek, both ancient and modem, and 

Latin), that he referred to him as a godsend who would finally bring deliverance from the 

“Babylonian Turkish kingdom.”5 On 29 October6 Borec’kyj escorted Yahya several miles 

out of Kiev where he entrusted him to his loyal servant, father Filip. In the town of Kryliv 

near the Dnieper (near the right bank, just north of KremenCuk), Yahya was introduced to 

the Zaporozhian Cossacks. His reception was warm—several Cossacks even knew him 

from their service in the Lisowczyk company in Central Europe and vouched for him. 

Thereupon Yahya toured many of their towns, preaching his crusade, and the Zaporozhians 

supposedly honored him everywhere, promising to join him as soon as their troubles with 

the government and with §ahin Gerey settled down.7

It is not known whether §ahin Gerey came to the Zaporizhia knowing that Yahya 

was there and with the intent of coming into contact with him. Although the date of 

Yahya’s arrival in the Zaporizhia is not known, it is clear that he was already there when 

§ahin appeared.8 It was from the Zaporizhia that Yahya wrote a letter to the kalga. 

Introducing himself as the son of an Ottoman sultan, he related the countries he had visited 

and the rulers he had met in his quest for the Ottoman throne. Yahya offered §ahin 

participation in his anti-Ottoman endeavor and invited him for talks. But §ahin declined, 

and instead sent an invitation that Yahya visit him. Yahya then was brought to the banks of 

the Dnieper by Cossack officers with an escort of 1,500 Zaporozhians while §ahin arrived 

at the opposite shore with his retinue. While the two stood on opposite sides of the

5Materijaly (KuliS), pp. 162, 213.

6Materijaly (KuliS), p. 168.

7Materijaly (KuliS), p. 214.

8As stated above, Yahya reached Kryliv in early November 1624 while §ahin arrived in the Zaporizhia a 
week before (old style) Christmas, or 18/28 December 1624.
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Dnieper, “only two gun shots away,” §ahin again sent a mirza inviting Yahya to come over 

for talks in his tent. Yahya’s reply was that he was willing to come but that the Cossacks 

were not letting him go. The Cossacks, in turn, with muskets in their hands and 

surrounding Yahya in four concentric circles, told the Tatars that they had orders to guard 

Yahya and could not let him go, but that §ahin Gerey was welcome to come over. And 

thus with each refusing or unable to go over to the other, a meeting never occurred. Later, 

§ahin Gerey secretly sent a messenger to Yahya reaffirming his willingness to join him 

against the Ottomans. According to Yahya’s later account of their near encounter, §ahin 

Gerey’s true motive in having a meeting was to capture Yahya and turn him over to the 

Ottomans for a high payoff.9

Despite the failure of Yahya and §ahin Gerey to meet, apparendy an understanding 

was reached that the two would join forces in the upcoming war. Yahya’s supporters 

claimed that §ahin Gerey pledged “up to a hundred thousand troops.”10 Meanwhile the 

Zaporozhians agreed to provide 18,000 men in the coming spring. Yahya promised to pay 

six thalers a month to each horseman and four thalers a month to each foot soldier plus a 

bonus to the entire host of 30,000 Polish zloty. In addition, another 8,000 so-called “town 

Cossacks” (horodovi kozaky or cerkasy in the Muscovite documents) “living in 

Perejaslav, Kaniv, and other cities” were willing to participate, and to these Yahya 

promised 60,000 gold ducats that the grand duke of Tuscany was to send him.11 Yahya

9The main source on the near encounter between Yahya and §ahin is the account of the former to the 
Muscovite authorities in 1625 (Materijaly [KuliS], p. 214-15). In a letter of Borec’kyj cited above, it is 
stated that Yahya was not able to see §ahin even though the latter wanted to see him badly (Materijaly 
dlja istorii Zapadno-Russkoj cerkvi, 1, Kiev: Tipografija T. T. KorCak-Novickogo, 1883 /=supplement to 
G. Golubev, KievskojmitropolitPetrMogila (OpytistoriSeskogoizsledovanija), l.K iev, 1883/, p. 275).

10Yahya’s envoys in Moscow, 21/31 III 1625 (Materijaly [KuliS], p. 171).

11 Yahya wrote twice to the grand duke in Florence from the Zaporizhia and supposedly this money was 
sent belatedly and deposited with Wolski in Cracow (Materijaly [KuliS], pp. 215-16).
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also claimed that 300 Don Cossacks currently in the Zaporizhia promised to join the 

Zaporozhians in a war against the Turks.12

In Yahya’s eyes the moment was indeed an opportune one for an attack on the 

Ottoman Empire. Instability in the capital and problems on the eastern Anatolian frontier 

continued. At the same time, not only were the Ukrainian Cossacks and Crimean Tatars 

ready to serve him, but according to Yahya's envoys in Moscow, the king of Spain was 

willing to send 60 galleys full of troops, the grand duke of Florence promised to send

20,000 muskets and artillery, and “the Serbs, Wallachians, Vlachs, Albanians, and other 

nations with their people and funds” were willing to rise behind him.13 And in addition, 

there was a further opportunity to broaden this “anti-Ottoman coalition,” thanks to the 

efforts of Metropolitan Jov Borec’kyj to increase contacts between the persecuted 

Ukrainian Orthodox clergy and Muscovy.

At the behest of Metropolitan Borec’kyj, Yahya’s envoys, accompanied by thirteen 

Zaporozhians, amongst whom were envoys of hetman Kalenyk Andrijevyc, set out for 

Muscovy and on 7/17 February 1625 arrived in the Muscovite border town of Putivl’. 

Yahya’s envoys were Marko FedorovyS, a Macedonian follower of his, and a Zaporozhian 

Cossack whom the Muscovite sources call Ivaska Martynov. The leader of the 

Zaporozhian party was a Cossack named Ivan Hyra.14 In Putivl’ Yahya’s envoys 

presented the local voevoda with a short letter of introduction from Borec’kyj for 

“Alexander Ottoman” in which the metropolitan predicted an Orthodox crusade against the 

“Babylonian Turkish kingdom” and urged the Muscovites to participate in this endeavor.15

12Yahya’s account in Muscovy in late 1625 (see below; Materijaly (KuliS), p. 225).

13Yahya’s envoys in Moscow, 21/31 III 1625 and Father Filip in Moscow, late 1625 (M aterijaly 
[KuliS], pp. 171, 228).

^M aterijaly  (KuliS), pp. 157-61.

15Materijaly (KuliS), pp. 161-62 (24 January/3 February 1625, written in Terextymyriv).
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With this Borec’kyj sent an autobiography by Yahya which the metropolitan himself 

translated into Ruthenian from the Greek original written in Yahya’s own hand.16 As for 

the Cossack envoys, the Muscovite sources record their relation to the Putivl’ voevoda 

regarding recent events in the Ukraine. Worth noting are the following points: on the 

fourth day after leaving the Zaporizhia the Cossacks encountered on their path Crown 

envoys on the way to the Zaporozhian Host. The Crown envoys allegedly told the 

Cossack envoys that they were on their way to the Host to order it to prepare for a 

campaign against the Turks by sea and by land in the coming spring. This statement was 

obviously a case of disinformation by the Cossacks,17 perhaps made to encourage the 

Muscovites to join the war against the Ottomans. Also the Cossacks mentioned the arrival 

of §ahin Gerey from Iran in the previous year, his taking charge in the Crimea, his 

understanding with the Crown to stand together against the Turks (another exaggeration), 

his alliance with the Zaporozhians, and his setting out to take control of the Bucak horde 

(see below). After relating the persecutions of the Orthodox in Kiev and the disturbances 

that occurred after a Zaporozhian unit invited by Borec’kyj reopened sealed churches and 

killed the wdjt of Kiev (see below), the envoys told of Yahya’s arrival in-the Ukraine and 

his attempt to enlist the Cossacks in his cause, his promise that within three months money 

for them would arrive from Florence, and his current whereabouts in the monastery at 

Terextymyriv where Borec’kyj had joined him.18

^M aterija ly  (KuliS), pp. 163-68 (dated 22 October/1 November 1625, written at the St. Michael’s 
monastery in Kiev).

17HruSevs’kyj finds such an order to be highly unlikely, unless the Cossacks were thus interpreting some 
Polish hint, prompted by the urgings of §ahin Gerey, that their support o f him would not be objected to 
(Myxajlo HruSevs’kyj, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, 7, Kiev, 1909; reprint ed., New York: Knyho-spilka, 1956, 
p. 528). Rudnyc’kyj points out that such an order was impossible since at the time the state was preparing 
an armed commission against the Cossacks largely on account of their recent raids (see below; Stefan 
Rudnyc’kyj, “Kozaclko-pol’s’ka vijna r. 1625,” Zapysky Naukovoho Tovarystva im. SevZenka 17 (1897): 
1-42, esp. p. 5).

18Materijaly (KuliS), pp. 157-61.
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On 21 March 1625, Yahya’s envoys were received in Moscow by officials of the 

tsar. There Yahya’s own letter addressed to Tsar Mixail FedoroviS was presented. The 

letter announced his intention to go in the upcoming spring by land and by sea with the 

Zaporozhian Host against the Turks in the “Greek land” where multitudes of Orthodox 

Bulgarians, Serbians, Albanians, and Greeks awaited him as their legitimate Emperor. As 

help was coming from Emperor Rudolf and the duke of Tuscany, so too it befitted the great 

Orthodox tsar to throw in his support as well.19 When questioned by officials at the 

Kazennyj dvor, the envoys stated that Yahya was about forty years old, a learned man who 

had traveled to many countries, and that he had obtained the military support of the 

Zaporozhians, Spain, Florence, and §ahin Gerey.20

On 7/17 April 1625, Yahya’s envoys were granted an audience with the tsar 

together with the Zaporozhian envoys. Whether anything of substance was said at the 

audience is not noted in the sources. However, the protocol of the reception reflected 

caution on the part of the Muscovite authorities—the envoys were brought to the tsar’s 

hand without being announced. Three days later the envoys were summoned back to the 

kazennyj dvor for leave-taking. There the envoys were given a cordial but formalistic 

reply. The tsar wished Yahya good fortune and success in his venture but could not help 

him because currently Yahya was in the Lithuanian land (i.e., in the Commonwealth) with 

the Zaporozhian Cossacks who were subjects of the Polish king, who in turn, was an 

enemy of the tsar. Hence the king would not allow Muscovite troops to pass through his 

lands. The tsar could not even issue for Yahya a gramota. This was ostensibly because 

should the document fall into Polish hands, the king, currently at peace with the sultan, 

could have harmed Yahya for carrying out talks with the tsar with the purpose of going 

against the Turks. Then the envoys were presented with generous gifts for Yahya,

19Materijaly (KuliS), pp. 169-70 (1/11 January 1625, from the Zaporizhia).

20Materijaly (KuliS), p. 171.
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consisting of sables, fox skins, and golden velvet (barxat) worth 1,000 rubles, as well as 

some luxury textiles and money for themselves, and given leave to return to the Ukraine.21

Meanwhile, after staying in the Zaporizhia for 50 days, on 20 January 1625, Yahya 

went north to the region inhabited by the town Cossacks (Terextymyriv, Ferejaslav, and 

Kaniv are mentioned in the sources) where he stayed until early May (St. Egor’s—23 April 

OS).22 By this time, despite all the plans and apparent opportunities, it was becoming 

increasingly clear to Yahya that his crusading plans for 1625 would fall through. 

According to Yahya, the main problem was that many Cossacks went out on their own 

raids in the Black Sea and did not return in time for an organized campaign (see below).23 

Hrusevs’kyj was of the opinion that the Cossacks were not fully satisfied with Yahya’s 

offer and that that was why he wrote to Florence requesting an additional 60,000 gold 

ducats.24 In addition to these factors, as the year progressed, -die Ukrainian Cossacks were 

increasingly on the defensive before the Crown, as relations deteriorated over the status of 

the Cossacks as a military and social entity and over the state of the Orthodox church (see
i

below). The sources are not very clear about Yahya’s whereabouts or activities from 

February, when he was back in the Cossack towns, through the fall of 1625. It appears 

that sometime in May, he returned to the Zaporizhia where he was detained by the 

Cossacks until one of their apparently major fleets returned from the sea, which was 

around Epiphany (15/25 August 1625). At that time Yahya returned to the region north of 

the Zaporizhia and remained there until November.

21Materijaly (KuliS), pp. 172-73.

^M aterija ly  (KuliS), p. 215. At the end of January Yahya stayed in the monastery at Terextymymriv 
(on the right bank of the Dnieper, upriver from Kaniv and not far from Perejaslav) which was under the 
authority of Boreckyj; the metropolitan himself paid a visit at the same time (Materijaly [KuliS], op. 160- 
62).

23Materijaly (KuliS), p. 216.

■^HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, p. 527.
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§ahin Gerey’s Campaign to the Bucak, 1625

§ahin Gerey, after his unsuccessful attempts to meet Yahya, set out from the Zaporizhia for 

the Bucak to mount a campaign against Kantemir. This occurred soon after the New 

Year.25 For Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, the escape of Kantemir from their control and his 

return to the Bucak during their struggle with the Ottomans in the previous year 

reconstituted a serious threat to their security. Thus the renewed subjection of Kantemir’s 

horde was a high priority for the brothers after their military success against the Ottomans. 

Already around the New Year, §ahin Gerey wrote to Zygmunt III that he was about to go 

with his army to the steppes of Akkerman to take strict control of Kantemir, his brothers, 

and other mirzas, and to expel from the Bucak all Tatars, forcing them to migrate to the 

Crimea.26 On 26 November/6 December 1624, several weeks before §ahin Gerey set out 

for the Bucak, Roe reported that a Tatar army had entered the region of Akkerman. This 

was a vanguard force sent in advance of the kalga. In the capital, fears were renewed that 

the Crimeans intended to invade and take Edime, although Roe for one was aware that the 

real mission of the intruders was against Kantemir.27

Details on this campaign are very scant, and both the sources and secondary 

literature contain conflicting versions of its outcome. Na‘ima recounts §ahin Gerey’s 

penetration into Rumeli, his siege of the town of Baba Dagr, and his eventual defeat in a 

fierce and bloody battle on the Danube by the forces of Kantemir that included a combined 

force of Nogays and provincial Ottoman forces from Rumeli. Although §ahin’s forces

25Three days after Christmas (28 December 1624/7 Januray 7 1625) according to the aforementioned 
Cossack envoys in Putivl’ (Materijaly [KuliS], p. 159) and certainly before 12/22 January 1625 when 
Borec’kyj wrote a letter mentioning this event (Materijaly [Golubev], p. 275).

26BO 200, fol. 359a-363a (11-20 Rabi‘ 1 1034/22-31 December 1624).

27The Negotiations o f  Sir Thomas Roe in His Embassy to the Ottoman Porte, from  the Year 1621- 
1628 Inclusive, London, 1740, p. 315.
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were annihilated, the kalga managed to escape in a boat.28 Na'ima’s version of events, 

repeated by Hammer and Zinkeisen, is accepted by HruSevs’kyj.29 Baranowski, 

suspicious that later events were confused with those of early 1625, is skeptical of 

Na‘ima’s story and notes that had there been such a major defeat, there would have been 

some notice in the Polish sources. Moreover, he points to a Polish copy of a relation of the 

affairs of the Crimean Khanate to Commonwealth authorities by an envoy of §ahin Gerey 

in which it is implicit that it was §ahin Gerey who defeated Kantemir. However, 

Baranowski considers it difficult to decide which version is closer to the truth.30

Novosel’skij, on the basis of the Muscovite sources, unequivocally states that the 

successful outcome of §ahin Gerey’s expedition is the correct version of events. Adding to 

his sources the testimony of Polish and other sources leaves no doubt that it was indeed 

§ahin Gerey who was the victor in early 1625. There are no specifics on any possible 

military encounters between the forces of §ahin Gerey and Kantemir. What is known is 

that §ahin Gerey campaigned in the Akkerman steppe and in the Bender (Tehinia) region. 

According to the Muscovite sources, he actually occupied Akkerman but then withdrew 

upon hearing that Ottoman troops were on the way.31 However, in a confession 

(iconfessata), a Tatar captured by the Poles claimed that just as the Turks never allowed 

Kantemir to enter the citadels of Akkerman or Bender (Tehinia) so §ahin Gerey too was 

barred entry.32 Perhaps the lack of any mention of battles indicates that there were none

28Mu§{afa Na'Ima, Ravzatii'l-huseyn f i  \}ulci$ati afrbdri'l-bqfikayn, 2 [=Tarih], Istanbul: Matba‘a-i 
‘Amire, 1281-1283/1864-1866, 2 pp. 340-41.

29Joseph Hammer, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches, 5, Pest: C. A. Hartleben’s Verlag, 1829, 5, 
pp. 44-43; Johann Wilhelm Zinkeisen, Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches in Europa, Gotha: 
Friedrich Andreas Perthes, 1856,4, pp. 491-92; HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, pp. 532-33.

30Bohdan Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna w latach 1624-1629, L6dz: Lddzkie Towarzystv/o 
Naukowe, 1948, p. 38.

31A. A. Novosel’skij, Bor’ba Moskovskogo gosudarstva s tatarami v pervoj polovine XVII veka, 
Moscow and Leningrad: Izdatel’stvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1948, p. 114 {Krymskie dela).

32BK 201, fol. 242a (after 6 February 1625).
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and that §ahin Gerey’s forces were so overwhelming that Kantemir and his Tatars chose to 

yield without a fight. A variety of sources (Cossack, Tatar, Ottoman) claim that §ahin 

Gerey deported the entire Bucak horde, including all of their flocks and herds and other 

possessions, beyond the Dnieper.33 However, as was probably the case in the forced 

migration of the Bucak horde in late 1623, the indications in the sources as to the extent of 

the migration is exaggerated at least to some degree. While most of the sources state that 

the Bucak Tatars were sent to the Crimea, §ahin Gerey notified Koniecpolski that in 

deporting the entire Bucak horde, he sent some to the Crimea and others to the so-called 

Dzikie Pola (“Wild Fields”), that is, the steppes beyond the Dnieper and north of 

Perekop.34 The Tatar confessata speaks of a two-stage deportation, with part of the Tatar 

mirzas and all of Kantemir’s belongings and wives to the Crimea first and the rest, 

including Kantemir and 4,000 Nogays, remaining with §ahin Gerey until he returned to the 

Crimea 35 §ahin Gerey’s envoy to the Commonwealth places Kantemir and his Nogays as 

eventually nomadizing in the steppes outside of Perekop and describes a surprisingly good 

state of relations between the two: “Kantemir. . .  often visits §ahin Gerey and takes

33Two Zaporozhian Cossacks to Koniecpolski, February (?) 1625 (BK 201, fol. 248b); Mehmed Pasha, 
ka'im makam, to Zygmunt III, 11 March-8 April 1625 (BK 0142-d); Mehmed Pasha, ka'im  makam, to 
Crown chancellor, 11 March-8 April 1625 (BK O 142-d); J. Zbaraski to Zygmunt III, 22 September 1625 
(Listy ksi&ia Jeizego Zbaraskiego kasztelana krakowskiego z  lat 1621-1632, ed. August Sokolowski, in 
Scriptores rerum polonicarum/Pisarze dzlejdw pclskich, 5 = Archiwum Komlsyi historycznej, 2, Cracow: 
Nakiadem Akademii umiej$tno£ci, 1880, no. 50, p. 97; Osmanskaja imperija v pervoj Setverti X V II veka. 
Sbomik dokumentov i  materialov, eds. X. M. Ibragimbejli, N. C. RaSba, Moscow: Izdatel'stvo «Nauka», 
Glavnaja redakcija vostoCnoj llteratury, 1984, p. 254). The Muscovite sources say that §ahin Gerey 
deported Kantemir and his brother Gullm Divay (“Dlveev”) and their uluses to the Crimea (Novosel’skij, 
Bor'ba, p. 114 [Krymskie dela]).

34BK 201, fol. 259 Gate November [?] 1625).

35According to the confessata, the first to go to the Crimea were Sultan Orak Mirza, Kutlu Shah 
(“Kotlusza”) Mirza, Salman Shah Mirza, Veil Shah “Walisza” Mirza, Safa Gerey Sultan (son of a khan) and 
three sons of Kantemir, Sultan Mehmed Mirza, “Swin” Mirza, and “Tochtlmir” Mirsza; remaining with 
§ahin until he left the Bucak were Kantemir, “Azuthort” (?) Mirza, “Animlr” (?) Mirza, Ibrahim Mirza, 
“Kazibai” Mirza, “Mulah” (?) Mirza Tatarowie (BK 201, fol. 242a).
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advice from him . . .  Salmaza (?) Mirza nomadizes nearby Kantemir and goes to ‘Kozlow’

(Gozlev? [in the western Crimea on the Black Sea coast]) and also often visits §ahin.”36

Aside from his own Crimean Tatars, a force of Lesser Nogays and Zaporozhian

Cossacks supported §ahin Gerey in his Bucak venture of early 1625. Although there is

only one reference to the participation of the Lesser Nogays,37 that of the Zaporozhians is

attested to by various sides. The Muscovite sources inform that already in late 1624, §ahin

Gerey sent substantial supplies (1,000 sheep, 300 cows, wine, bread) to the Zaporozhians

and bid them to prepare to move against Kantemir.38 This suggests that the kalga had an

immediate purpose in going to the Zaporizhia aside from the wider plan to make a formal

alliance with the Zaporozhian Cossacks so as to strengthen his position vis d vis the

Ottomans and other possible foes. The already mentioned Tatar confessata said that there

were 400 Cossacks with §ahin Gerey in the Bucak 39 There exists an undated letter to

Koniecpolski from two Zaporozhian Cossacks, Ivan KubuCka (Kubuczka) and Lavryn

Zuk, who were with §ahin Gerey in the Bucak, informing that the latter was in full force in
»

the plains of Akkerman, driving to the Crimea all the Nogays in the Bucak who harmed the 

Commonwealth.40 Finally, two dispatches of the nuncio in Warsaw speak of 2,000 

Zaporozhian Cossacks who had been in the service of §ahin Gerey earlier that year 41

Aside from subjecting and deporting the Bucak horde, there was a subplot in this 

campaign that serves as a good example of §ahin Gerey’s opportunism and never-ending

36BK 201, fol. 234.

37Novosel’sklj, Bor’ba, p. 114 (Krymskie dela).

38Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, p. 114 (Krymskie dela).

39BK 201, fol. 242a (after 6 February 1625).

■^BK 201, fol. 248b (undated, probably February 1625 or thereafter).

41Dispatches of 31 May and 13 June 1625 (Litterae Nuntiorum Apostolicorum historiae Ucrainae 
illustrantes (1550-1850), 4 : 1609-1620, ed. Athanasius G. Welykyj, Rome: Basiliani, 1959, nos. 1791, 
1795, pp. 180, 182).
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quest for intrigue. When he left the Zaporizhia he had with him a certain Bogdan, son of 

the late Moldavian voyvoda Ieremia Movila (1595-1600,1600-1606).42 The further story 

of this Bogdan is found in the relation made to the Commonwealth authorities by §ahin 

Gerey’s unnamed envoy mentioned above. This person, who it is implied was a pretender 

(“he called himself the son of Ieremia”), managed to convince §ahin Gerey that there was a 

treasure in a monastery in Suceava where his late father was buried. §ahin Gerey awarded 

him with a silver kaftan and assigned to him a certain Ca‘fer Kadi and Ahmed Aga along 

with several dozen men. §ahin promised the claimant that if he brought him the treasure, 

then he would make him voyvoda of Moldavia. However, on the way to Suceava, the 

claimant fled and there is no further mention of his fate or §ahin Gerey’s Moldavian 

plans.43

§ahin Gerey and the International Relations o f the Crimea, 1625 

Regardless of whether §ahin Gerey had any hostile intent toward the Ottomans in his 

Bucak expedition of 1625, officially the Porte approved of his venture. It should be 

remembered that in the fall of 1623, the Porte had acceded to the demands of the Crown 

that Kantemir be removed from the position of Ozi governor-general (beglerbegi) and so at 

this time as well, the Porte at least pretended before the Commonwealth that it was in full 

accord with §ahin’s action in the Bucak. In a series of letters to the king, the Crown 

chancellor and the Crown hetman, ka’im makam Mehmed Pasha stated that the sultan had 

ordered the khan to resubject Kantemir and that the khan in turn ordered §ahin to go to 

Akkerman and Bender and deport the Bucak horde 44 As is evident from their 

correspondence, Ottoman officials were eager to take credit in the Crown’s eyes for the

42Materijaly [Golubev], no. 41, p. 275 (Jov Borec’kyj to Josyf Bobryc’kyj, 12/22 January 1625).

43BK 201, fol. 235a.

^ B K  O 142-d (all dated , Djumada II 1034/11 III-8 IV 1625); also BCz 2246, p. 76, (to Zygmunt III, 
delivered to Warsaw sejm 3 March 1625).
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suppression of the Bucak horde, thus demonstrating that they were doing everything 

possible to carry out the terms of the recently established peace and, at the same time, 

putting pressure on the Commonwealth to act more decisively against the Ukrainian 

Cossacks. The opportunism of the Porte in claiming that the Bucak expedition was carried 

out upon its order is apparent in a report by Roe: “There [at the Porte] is arrived an 

ambassador from the Tartar khan [who offered] service [to] his master, and excusing the 

entry of the Tartars into the frontier of the empire, as being done in the service of the grand 

seignior, only to fetch Cantemir Mirza and his followers out of Silistra, and to compel them 

to retire . . Roe also commented on the political capital gained vis-d-vis the 

Commonwealth in acting against the Bucak horde: . . to avoid and take away all

occasion from the Poles to lament of the injuries done by them [i.e., by the Bucak Tatars], 

and thereby they also might take the like order for their Cossacks, and so the peace might 

be duly on both sides observed.”45

For his part, Mehmed Gerey also took credit in Warsaw for §ahin Gerey’s actions 

in the Bucak, presenting them as acts of his own initiative.46 As for §ahin Gerey’s official 

posture before the Porte, Mehmed Deak Pasha revealed in one of his letters to the Crown 

that upon taking control of the Bucak horde, §ahin too sent envoys to notify the Porte of 

this action 47 It is obvious that the brothers were mindful of avoiding any Ottoman reaction 

to Crimean operations in Rumeli, particularly considering the jitters in the capital about 

Tatar activity in Rumeli and the past rumors of a planned invasion of Edime. There was 

likely something more behind the brothers’ seemingly more conciliatory attitude toward the 

Porte.

45Roe, dispatch of 12/22 March 1625 (Negotiations, p. 362).

^M ehm ed Gerey to Zygmunt in, presented at Warsaw sejm on 3 March 1625 (BCz 2246, pp. 73-77).

47Mehmed Pasha to Zygmunt in, Djumada I I 1034/11 March-8 April 1625 (BK 0  142-d).
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Baranowski sees a definite improvement in relations between the Khanate and the 

Porte at this time. According to him, although there are no direct Ottoman or Crimean 

sources explaining how such an improvement came about, it is reflected in the change in 

the tenor of the letters to the Crown from the end of 1624 or beginning of 1625. As was 

typical of normal, that is, bordering on hostile, Crimean-Crown relations, the letters 

contain demands for the regular and timely delivery of the annual upominki and 

exhortations of the king to be on good terms with the Porte. Mehmed Gerey even 

demanded that the Cossacks be suppressed and prevented from going out onto the Black 

Sea.48 Baranowski is correct in sensing a change in attitude to the Crown in Mehmed’s, 

and even in §ahin Gerey’s, letters. The reasons for such a shift went beyond the 

inclination of Mehmed Gerey toward a reconciliation with the Porte as is evident above and 

the preference on the part of both brothers to “play it safe” during §ahin’s Bucak venture. 

Given the Crown’s cautious and noncommittal reaction in the previous October to the 

kalga’s overtures for a full alliance, a rapprochement with the Porte was desirable, if not 

imperative. However, as Baranowski himself points out, §ahin Gerey (unlike the khan) 

still mentioned in his letter his relationship with the Zaporozhian Cossacks.49 Thus it is not 

entirely accurate to speak in terms of Crimean-Ottoman relations, and at that, of a warming 

in those relations. Rather, what occurred was another bifurcation in the Crimea’s 

international relations that was the result of the two brothers’ differing political orientations. 

If Mehmed Gerey had been willing to acquiesce to §ahin Gerey’s alliance with the Polish 

Crown and Ukrainian Cossacks in the second half of 1624, certainly by the early 1625 he 

was earnestly, although probably not sincerely, mending his relations with the Porte. As 

for §ahin Gerey, his present loyal posture before the Porte was a complete sham. As 

always, he was playing off two, three, or more sides ai the same time. Thus, not only did

48Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, pp. 38-39.

49Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, p. 39.
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he mention in his letter his relationship with the Zaporozhians, but he also requested the 

king to allow an unspecified number of them to join him after their Easter. Moreover, in a 

letter to Crown hetman Koniecpolski from the same months, §ahin Gerey listed the 

Ottomans among the common enemies of the Khanate and Commonwealth. Although in 

this and in the aforementioned letter to the king, §ahin Gerey adopted a friendlier tone than 

did Mehmed Gerey, the return to a more traditional relationship with the Crown is evident 

in the kalga’s insistence on the Crown’s payment of the traditional upominki in addition to 

the dispatch of Zaporozhian troops. By contrast, as evident above, in his first overture to 

the Crown in August 1624, he was willing to forego cash upominki entirely if only he 

would be sent powder and lead.50

Despite any gestures that §ahin Gerey made to the Porte, by no means did the 

Ottomans now trust him, nor did he feel his position to be more secure in the Crimea. 

According to a Tatar confessata, §ahin Gerey made haste in returning to the Crimea at the 

end of the Bucak campaign, lest the Ottomans make a move for the Crimea by sea in his 

absence.51 Indeed, during the late spring of 1625, there were several Ottoman attempts to 

reconnoiter the Crimea and strengthen their position in Kefe. Roe told of a single galley 

arriving at Kefe to “discover the countenance of the Tartars,” only to have its captain 

advised by the local Ottoman pasha not to come ashore. And so the galley returned to 

Istanbul with uncertain news. (Certainly the Ottomans still felt their position in the Crimea 

to be in jeopardy, as shortly thereafter, news, or more accurately, a rumor, arrived at the 

capital that the Tatars and Cossacks were making new plans to take Kefe).52 The 

Muscovite sources relate another Ottoman mission to the Crimea, also in the spring, in 

which a different scenario evolved. When new Ottoman forces arrived at Kefe, Mehmed

50BK 201, fol. 240b-41a.

51BK 201, fol. 242a.

52Roe, dispatch of 12/22 June 1625 (Negotiations, p. 410).
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Gerey came out to them and honoring them, declared that he stood with and not against the 

sultan. Meanwhile, §ahin Gerey fled the Crimea with his kizilba§ retinue toward the 

vicinity of Ozi where he summoned to his side forces of the Lesser Nogays. However, the 

Ottoman force acted with caution and, strengthening their authority and garrison in Kefe, 

departed without engaging either of the brothers.53

The Raids o f the Cossacks and the Battle o f Kara Harman, 1625 

In 1625 the Cossacks, especially the Zaporozhians, operated in virtual armadas on the 

Black Sea. Considering the magnitude of the Cossack presence, however, the available 

information on their raids is rather scarce. In February, the papal nuncio in Warsaw 

reported that not only had the Cossacks increased the number of their boats, but that their 

new ones were larger than usual.54 After the disaster in the Crimea and the trouble on the 

Black Sea in the previous year, the Ottomans were under no illusions as to what would 

follow in the current year. Throughout the winter, the naval arsenal in Istanbul prepared 

for the fleet to sail into the Black Sea, resigned to leaving the Mediterranean undefended for 

a second year in a row.55

The Crimean-Zaporozhian alliance heightened Ottoman vulnerability in the Black 

Sea. Already in the spring of 1625, according to §ahin Gerey’s envoy to the 

Commonwealth, the kalga sent his envoy Begtimir to the Cossacks bidding them to go out 

to sea, promising to send men (as guides?) and money. This envoy stated that 120 boats 

did set out under DoroSenko, while 3,000 Zaporozhians remained in their kuren’s with a 

certain Zaxara as hetman,56 According to the Muscovite sources, as early as March, the

53Novosel’skij, Bor'ba, pp. 116-17 (Krymskie dela).

54Dispatch of 9 February 1625 (Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1753, p. 159-60).

55Roe, dispatch of 21 February 1625 (Negotiations, p. 357).

56BK 201, fol. 234b.
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Zaporozhians had sent out two large flotillas of 150 and 120 boats.57 On 12/22 March, 

Roe wrote that the Cossacks had been spotted and were rumored to exceed 300 boats, 

news that resulted in a large movement of the residents of the Bosphorus into Istanbul.58

By the first days of June, word reached Istanbul that a major raid had occurred at 

Trabzon. A large fleet (160 boats and 6,500 men, according to a nuncio in Boscencir.o; 

250, according to the nuncio in Poland; 250 boats, according to de Cesy, and 300, 

according to Roe), destroyed the suburbs and attacked the neighboring coast, but the inner 

fortress of Trabzon survived.59 In the Muscovite sources, a stoiy is related which claims 

to explain why the entire city war ; destroyed: Sometime in the spring, the Zaporozhians 

and Don Cossacks60 set out to sea, but before crossing, decided to divide into separate 

parties and rendezvous on the Anatolian shore. When the Don Cossacks arrived first and 

found Trabzon within view, they decided to attack without waiting for their allies.61 After 

a battle which lasted for foar days, they were able to take the outer city. However, even 

after the Zaporozhians arrived, the inner walls held up and the Cossacks were forced to 

retire after suffering serious casualties.62 According to the papal nuncio in Boscencino, the

57Novosel’skij, Bor’ ba, p. 114 (Krymskie dela). Novosel’skij says that these two raids were undertaken 
to defend the Crimea from the Ottomans, but it is not clear whether this information is in his source or this 
is merely his own supposition.

58Negotiations, pp. 362-63.

59De Cezy, dispatch of 5 June 1625 (Historica Russiae monumentalAkty istoriCeskie otnosjaS£iesja k  
Rossii, 2, ed. A. I. Turgenev, St. Petersburg: Tipograflja Eduarda Praca, 1842, p. 430); Roe, dispatch of 
12/22 June 1625 (Negotiations, p. 410).

60Only the number of Don Cossacks, 2,030, is given, which would have meant about 40 Zajkas 
{Donstde dela, 1, ed. B. G. DruZinin, St. Petersburg: ArxeografiCeskaja kommisija, 1898 =Russkaja 
istoriSeskaja biblioteka, 18, col. 219; also in Vossoedinenie Ukrainy s Rossiej. Dokumenty v trex tomax, 
1 :1620-1647, Moscow: Izdatel’stvo Akademii nauk, 1953, no. 18, col. 235).

61 In the opinion of one author, out of greed (IstoriSeskoe opisanie zemli Vojska donskogo, 1, 
NovoCerkassk: Izdanie Vojskovogo statistiCeskogo komiteta, 1869, p. 187), and in that of another, so as not 
to lose the element of surprise (Ju. P. Tu5in, Russkoe moreplavanie na Kaspijskom, Azovskom i Cemom 
moijax (XVII vek). Moscow: Izdatel’stvo «Nauka», Glavnaja redakcija vostoCnoj literatury, 1978, p. 114).

62Donskie dela, 1, col. 235; IstoriCeskoe opisanie, pp. 187-88 {Krymskie and Donskie dela). After the 
withdrawal the Zaporozhians accused the Don Cossacks of violating their agreement to besiege the city
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Cossacks raided three other fortified places besides Trabzon, killing many people and 

suffering heavy losses themselves (3,000 men including two commanders [generate] and 

eight boats with their crews sunk in a storm).63 They captured three Turkish notables 

including a naval official (prefetto di que mari, perhaps a local kapudanl) who, in vain, 

offered the Cossacks a ransom of 300 enslaved Cossacks.64

After sailing back across the sea, at least some of the Cossacks, rather than 

returning to their river homes, stopped over at the port of Gozleve (Jevpatorija) in 

southwestern Crimea, which was under the authority of the Crimean Khanate.65 De Cezy 

and the papal nuncio in Venice confirmed that the Cossacks went to the Crimea after the 

Trabzon raid, and the papal nuncio stated that they moved their booty there. These latter 

two reports placed Cossacks—probably a different party returning from Trabzon—at Kefe, 

although it should be noted that around this time, the Ottomans strengthened their control of 

Kefe. In any event, these stopovers were seen as certain proof that the Zaporozhian 

Cossacks and Tatars were in alliance.66 Later on in September, Jerzy Zbaraski, perhaps 

referring to this incident, wrote, “when a storm on the sea cast them about, they landed

together and so, a battle broke out between them resulting In the death of “one o f the best Don atamans." 
Thereafter the two sides separated and went their own ways. The papal nuncio also reported that the 
Cossacks did not take the citadel but nevertheless captured very rich booty (dispatch from Venice, 12 July 
1625, Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1804, pp. 187-88).

63In a Polish copy of a letter from Mehmed Diak Pasha to Koniecpolski, the same figure of 3,000 
Cossacks slain at Trabzon is given. In this letter it is stated that the Cossacks unsuccessfully attacked 
Samsun before going to Trabzon; after three days there they moved on to attack a place called “Oliwar” 
where they were also unsuccessful and suffered heavy losses (again 3,000 claimed by Mehmed Pasha); 
finally they burned some empty galleys and withdrew. Another letter, by kaymakam  Giircii Mehmed 
Pasha, states that there were 205 Zaporozhian and Don Cajkas involved in these raids and that they lost less 
than a thousand men at Sinop. (HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, p. 536, n. 1).

^D ispatch of 11 July 1625 (Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1801, p. 186-87). An envoy o f §ahin Gerey to 
the Commonwealth also mentions the Cossak raid on Trabzon (“this year the Cossacks slaughtered 
Trabzon,” BK 201, fol. 235a).

65BK 201, fol. 235a.

66The nuncio as well as de Cezy placed the Cossacks in Kefe, which would have been unlikely as by this 
time the city was back in Ottoman control (dispatch of 12 July 1625, Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1804, p. 
187-88; De Cezy, dispatch of 5 June 1625, Historica Russiae, pp. 429-30).
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near one of his [the khan’s] towns which lies on the sea, and they were given provisions 

and their boats were fixed upon his order.”67 §ahin Gerey’s envoy to the Commonwealth 

provided further evidence of the solidarity between the Zaporozhians and §ahin, as well as 

of a rift between §ahin and his brother, Khan Mehmed Gerey, regarding relations with the 

Ottomans: “[after the raid on Trabzon] §ahin Gerey ordered his barber-surgeon (balwierz) 

to care for some of the heavily wounded officers (starszyny) and [regular] Cossacks. 

When the khan learned this, he wrote to him that he should send them to Istanbul. Having 

read this, [§ahin] tore up the card in front of the [khan’s (?)] envoy.”68

The evidence of a functioning alliance between the Zaporozhian Cossacks and 

§ahin Gerey increased the anxiety of both the Porte and the Poles. Roe related that a galley 

was sent to Kefe to feel out the attitude of the khan, but upon its arrival, the governor of 

Kefe advised its captain not to even set foot in the city. Instead of clarifying the situation in 

the Khanate, a rumor began to circulate that the Tatars and Cossacks had designs on Kefe, 

which Roe in this context called “the chief seat and port of the Euxine.” It was at about this 

time that the grand admiral (kapudan pasa) set sail for the Black Sea, having with him 

besides the ships of the naval arsenal, “all the galleys of the Archipelago,” that is, the so- 

called beg ships (beg gemileri, see glossary s.v. beg gemisi), altogether, Roe suggested, 

numbering 60 ships69 of all types.70 In his letter to the king, Zbaraski notes with alarm the 

continued relations of the Zaporozhians with §ahin Gerey:

67Iis/y  Zbaraskiego, no. 50, p. 97 (22 September 1625, from Pilic); also in Sbornik letopisej, p. 254.

68BK 201, fol. 235a.

69According to Katib £elebl, Receb Pasha’s fleet consisted of 43 galleys and galliots (Katib Celebi, 
Fezleke, 2, Istanbul: Ceride-1 Havadis Matba'asi, 1287/1870-1871, p. 52).

70Dispatch of 12/22 June 1622 (Negotiations, p. 410). The rumors in Istanbul had been even more 
ominous according to Roe. It was said that had the winter not been so mild and the Danube not frozen 
over, the Tatars would have take advantage of the season when the Ottoman forces were largely demobilized 
by coming up to very the gates of the city.
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. . .  [§ahin Gerey] could in no way desert [the Cossacks], not because of 
agreement which he has with them, for such faith is not worth much on 
either side, but because of his own needs which forces him to keep to the 
agreement with them, for he has [at his side] the ever-hostile Turks who he 
cannot trust and for this there is no better aid than [the Cossacks] to thus 
inspire fear in the Turks. . .  The Commonwealth has come to the state that 
these its servants (the Cossacks) have such a chief ally who will of 
necessity defend them. I take this danger more seriously than Gustav 
[Adolphus] and all others . .  .71

In the second half of July or in early August of 1625, the Zaporozhians encountered 

Ottoman forces near Ozi. Earlier in the month when the fleet entered Varna, a bloody clash 

between the janissaries of the fleet and the cebecis garrisoned in the city had occurred in 

which at one point all the janissaries left the ships to join the fray, leaving the ships 

defenseless before possible Cossack attack.72 When thereafter a mutiny of the janissaries 

further delayed the fleet, grand admiral Receb sent a fleet of 180 boats (“frigates,” i.e., 

firkatas) ahead under the command of a certain Saksaki (“Sacksachi”) Pasha to guard the 

mouth of the Dnieper. Upon arriving at Ozi and finding all quiet, Saksaki went ashore, as 

it was the first day of the bayram after Ramadan (“the Biram day,” 7 July). During the 

feast the Cossacks made a surprise attack and destroyed his fleet, killing many of his men 

and nearly capturing him.73 According to a letter by Zbaraski, the Cossacks not only killed 

many Turks and destroyed many of their boats (czajky, i.e., §ayqas), but also captured

7122 September 1625, from Pillc (Listy Zbaraskiego, no. 50, p. 97; also in Sbornik letopisej, pp. 254- 
55).

72Dispatch of 14 July 1625 (Negotiations, pp. 419-20). Katib £elebi gives a brief mention of this 
incident, but his date, 'id-i adha (10 Dhu'l-Hijja/13 September 1625) is unacceptable; perhaps he meant the 
‘td -ifa r  which in 1034 A. H. fell in July, which correlates with Roe’s dispatch (Katib Celebi, Fezleke, p. 
72).

73Dispatch of 30 July 1625 {Negotiations, p. 426).
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artillery pieces and thereafter proceeded to storm the Ozi fortress complex itself. However, 

their assault was unsuccessful and cost the Cossacks one or two thousand lives.74

Learning of the trouble at Ozi, Receb Pasha and the main fleet sailed with all speed 

for the mouth of the Dnieper but upon arrival found no sign of the Cossacks. According to 

Roe, Receb Pasha proceeded on to Kefe only to receive word from the governor-general of 

Ozi that, on the night after he left, the Cossacks had entered the Black Sea and headed 

toward the Bosphorus.75 According to Katib £elebi, Receb Pasha was persuaded by the 

residents of Ozi to guard the mouth of the Dnieper by which the Cossacks would 

undoubtedly pass on their return trip; after a period of defending the “Ozi Straits,” he set 

out for the Bosphorus out of fear that the Cossacks would strike there.76 What followed 

was a great naval battle with the Cossacks which made a greater impression on the sources 

than any before or after. There are two main independent accounts which are for the most 

part in agreement, namely, that preserved in the Ottoman chronicle tradition, and that of 

Thomas Roe.77 In addition, some important details are given by de Cesy and d’Ascoli78

Near Kara Harman (today Vadu, at the southern end of the Danubian delta), the 

fleet caught up with the Cossacks just as the morning rose. Because the sea was extremely 

calm and because the galley oarsmen were exhausted from the pursuit, the ships of the fleet 

had spread out along the way—of 43 ships, only 21 were with the grand admiral. Of

7422 September 1625 (Listy Zbaraskiego, no. 50, p. 96).

75Dispatch of 30 July/9 August 1625 (Negotiations, p. 426-27).

76However the information in Roe makes it impossible for Receb Pa§a to have stayed at Ozi for a month 
and a half as is stated by the chronicle (Katib Celebi, Fezleke, pp. 72-73).

77Katib Qelebi, F ezleke, pp. 72-74 and T uhfet, pp. 110-11; N a'im a, T a r ih ,2 , pp. 356-60; 
Collecteanea, pp. 178-82; Hammer, Geschichte, 5, pp. 50-52; Negotiations, p. 427 (dispatch of 30 
July/9 August 1625).

78Dispatches of 13 July and 5 October 1625 (Historica Russiae, p. 430); [Emiddio Dortelli d'Ascoli], 
“Opisanie Cemogo morja i Tatarii sostavil dominikanec Emiddio Dortelli d’Ascoli, prefekt Kaffy, Tatarii i 
pro5.1634,” ed. A. Berthier-Delagard, Zapiski Odesskogo obSZestva istorii i drevnostej 24 (1902), p. 98.
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these, nine were janissary ships.79 The Cossack fleet had 350 or more Sajkas (with 50 

musketeers per boat, according to the chronicle and 40 to 80 musketeers, according to 

Roe). The Ottoman chronicle states that the Cossacks were emboldened by the calm waters 

since “in windy weather a hundred Sajkas cannot battle a single galley, whereas in calm 

weather a single Sajka can do battle with a galley,” and thus they attacked Receb Pasha’s 

fleet. According to both accounts, the battle was furious to the utmost. The Cossack fleet 

engulfed its enemy, with several Sajkas surrounding each galley. The Sajkas and galleys 

were so mingled that the Ottomans could not lend mutual support or use their artillery 

without harming their own ships. The Cossacks boarded the ships and engaged the Turks 

in hand-to-hand combat. Because the stems of the galleys were armed with cannons 

(darbzen) and had musket-armed troops, the Cossacks preferred to board the ships from 

the front and sides. They especially went after the ba§tarda of the grand admiral, 

distinguished by the three lanterns that hung from its stem. Boarding its deck, they fought 

their way toward the rear, reaching as far as the middle or main mast. From the rear they 

broke off the rudder (which was refasiened “by four Christian slaves,” according to Roe) 

and cut the ship’s rigging.80 To add to the problems of the grand admiral’s bcujtarda, the 

chronicle reports that all of its oarsmen were Cossack slaves (kazak forsa in Fezleke) 

who quit rowing when the battle began, and according to Na‘ima, would have joined the 

battle on the side of their compatriots had they not been bound by chains. Other 

commander’s ships did not fare much better. The chronicle mentions the ship of Hacx 

Mehmed (“Memi,” the tersane kethuda, or the deputy of the grand admiral) as nearly lost 

and that of Uzun (“Long”) Piyale as attacked by a great number of Cossacks. The 

casualties on both sides were high (Roe claimed that the janissaries were almost entirely

79In the Ottoman fleet different troops wefre carried on separate ships; hence the sources refer to yeniqeri 
gemileri, cebeci gemileri, etc.

80D ’Ascoli claims that the Cossacks actually took control of the stem part of the kapudan's ship.
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demolished). The chronicle does mention some Ottoman successes in the first part of the 

batde—the sinking of some of the Cossack Sajkas around the grand admiral's ba§torda by 

using its cannons, Piyale’s ability to overcome his attackers who vastly outnumbered him 

(for his bravery, after the battle he was named as the new ter sane kethudasi)i l ; the 

effective performance of the janissaries on the ship of Katib Mahmud Efendi, and the 

unequaled swiftness of Can ‘Alim-zade Aga’s ship and the performance of its musket- 

bearing troops. But according to all the sources, the Cossacks increasingly took the upper 

hand, and annihilation of the entire fleet was imminent

Suddenly a strong north wind arose, raising the sea and filling the sails of the 

galleys. This brought a complete turnabout in the battle—the Cossacks were forced to 

retreat to their boats, many of which capsized under the waves. With the wind separating 

the galleys from the Sajkas, the former were able to turn their artillery against the latter. 

The Ottoman chronicle tradition, Roe, de Cesy, and d’Ascoli82 all testify that the Ottoman 

fleet was on the verge of annihilation. But instead of an incredible Cossack victory, 

according to the chronicles, out of 350 Sajkas, 30 with great difficulty fled to the shore and 

the rest filled with water. However, despite the flooding, the boats managed to stay above 

water, which Na'ima explains by the bunches of reeds the Cossacks had tied to their 

Sajkas, and they continued to fight through the evening. 83 The gajkas that did not sink 

and those Cossacks who did not drown, 170 and 781, respectively, were captured and 

registered. According to Roe, the losses of the Cossacks were 30 Sajkas and 600 or 700

81On Piyale’s distinguished career see Victor Ostapchuk, “Five Documents from the Topkapi Palace 
Archive on the Ottoman Defense of the Black Sea against the Cossacks (1639)” in Raiyyet RusumH: 
Essays Presented to Halil inalctk on his Seventieth Birthday by his Colleagues and Students, 
Cambridge, Mass., 1987 = Journal o f Turkish Studies 11 (1987): 49-104.

82Accordlng to d’Ascoli, this was the opinion of eyewitnesses to the event.

83Na‘ima, Tarih, 2, pp. 359.
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men captured while de Cesy places the losses at a very low 200 or 300 men for each 

side.84

The Ottoman chronicle calls the encounter at Kara Harman the greatest naval battle 

ever fought with the Cossacks and tells of Receb Pasha’s return to the Porte with great 

honor and his presentation of the captured gajkas and Cossacks. Roe also mentioned the 

great triumph of the grand admiral at Istanbul as he brought back 270 Cossacks and was 

received as if he were a second Pompei. Aside from the lower figures for the number of 

boats and men lost by the Cossacks in Roe and de Cesy, there are other indications that the 

chronicle exaggerates the degree of the Ottoman victory.85 De Cesy simply stated that the 

grand admiral did not gain as great an advantage over the Cossacks as he advertised at the 

Porte and was only saved by the north wind. In fact, according to the French ambassador, 

when the wind began to die down in the evening, the Cossacks were ready to give chase to 

the Ottoman fleet. That the danger from the Cossacks was still present is clear in Roe 

where Receb Pasha appeals to the capital for reinforcements and supplies and in response 

to which all available troops including retirees (emeriti miHtes), seven galleys, and 

supplies were sent to guard the Bosphorus at Kavak (Canachi) and to the fleet.86 After 

relating Receb Pasha’s triumph, Roe gave the following assessment of the encounter:

Non de victoria, sed de non victo triumphavit. They esteem this sea-fight 
next to that of Lepanto, and nobler for the escape: for doubtless, if the wind 
had not risen too great for the frigates [i.e., gajkas], which were in number

84The letter of K. Zbaraski to the king from 22 September cited above states that together the storm and 
the galleys destroyed several tens of Zaporozhian boats (Listy Zbaraskiego, no. 50, p. 97).

85For another example of the difference in figures, whereas the Ottoman chronicle says that there were 20 
to 30 Saykss for each galley, Roe gives a figure of three or four for each galley (dispatch of 30 July 1625, 
Negotiations, p. 427).

86Dispatches of 10/20 and W ill  August 1625 (Negotiations, pp. 427,431).
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above 400, the whole fleet had been in danger to have been towed 
northwards.87

The opinion that the claims of the Ottoman chronicle were exaggerated is expressed by 

other authors as well.88 Nevertheless, it is confirmed by both the chronicles and Roe89 

that the Ottoman fleet lost only four galleys, and not in the battle, but afterward in a storm 

at Balcik.90

Despite their disaster at Kara Harman, the Zaporozhians still managed to attack Kili 

and Akkerman on the way back.91 In fact, according to reports of the papal nuncios, the 

Cossacks continued to be active on the Black Sea throughout the summer of 1625.

87Dispatch of 9/19 September 1625 (Negotiations, p. 439).

88HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, p. 536; Zinkeisen, Geschichte, p. 497; Berthier-Delagard in his commentary 
to d’Ascoli (d’Ascoli, “Opisanie,” pp. 147-48); TuSin, Moreplavanie, p. 115.

»

89Dispatch of 9/19 August 1625 (Negotiations, p. 431)..

90Various reports of papal nuncios refer to a great battle in 1625 which they considered to have been a 
Cossack victory (dispatches of 17 [Naistatt], 24 [Naistatt], 27 September [Venice] and 4 October 1625 
[Rome], Litterae Nuntiorum, no 1813, pp. 191-92; no. 1814, p. 192; 1815, p. 192-93; no. 1818, p. 94). 
The most detailed report, from Naistatt dated 1 October, relays reports from agents of the emperor in Sofia 
and Istanbul. First it ieiis of an encounter between ’’Sedar [i. e., serdar] Sciakracksv Bassa” (probably the 
same as Saksaki [“Sacksachi”] Pasha above) who was in charge of a fleet of 260 boats which was almost 
completely wiped out by the Cossacks near Ozi (“Osia”). Three days latter 16 galleys (in the other reports 
mentioned above a figure of 40 for the number of Ottoman galleys is given) were attacked by the Cossacks 
and, in a battle which took place from sunrise to sunset, the Cossacks boarded the galleys and especially 
went after the galley of the kapudan pa$a in which they destroyed the sails and rudder. They would have 
done the same to the other ships had not a great storm come up. While the galleys were severely damaged 
“with no more that 20 persons surviving on each one,” the Cossacks suffered light damages and after the 
battle were reinforced with 120 more boats so that with a fleet of 500 boats, they were preparing to attack 
Istanbul. Despite the somewhat different outcome of the second battle, the features of this report seem 
unmistakenly to be those of the battle of Saksaki Pasha near Ozi related above and that of the battle at Kara 
Harman. However, in light of the reports by de Cesy and Roe, the first ones of which were from 12 July 
and 30July/9 August, respecUvely, the dates given in this Italian report for the actual battles, 6 and 9 
August, seem to be erroneous.

^  Listy Zbaraskiego, no. 50, p. 97 (they “burned the Kili town” according to Zbaraski); HruSevs’kyj, 
Istorija, 7, p. 536, n. 1 (letter of Mehmed Deak Pasha to Koniecpolskl). Although both of these sources 
consider the attack on Kili to have been perpetrated by Cossacks from the fleet returning from Kara Harman, 
from what is now known about the widespread operations of separate parties of Cossacks it cannot be ruled 
cut that this raid was carried out by another flotilla or that the Kara Harman Cossacks were reinforced on 
their return trip (see Ostapchuk, “Five Documents ”).
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Unfortunately, most of these references are without specifics and it is usually impossible to 

determine the date of the reported news.92

The Polish Campaign against the Cossacks o f 1625 and its Aftermath 

In the second half of 1625, Warsaw finally moved against the Ukrainian Cossacks with a 

commission headed by the Crown hetman Koniecpolski and backed up by the Crown 

army as well as by private armies of various magnates and nobles. In Chapter I, it was 

seen that already in late 1621, after Cossack service at Xctyn’ had ended and it had become 

evident that the non-registered Cossacks would not obediently demobilize and leave the 

Cossack estate, a commission to deal with the Cossack problem was planned and in the 

first half of 1622, it was already functioning. However, in that year as in the following, a 

lack of funds in the state treasury, which provoked a confederation of unpaid Crown troops 

into being, meant that a reckoning with Cossacks had to be put off another year. In 1624 

those troops which the Crown could afford to pay for were engaged against the large raid 

from the Bucak. Meanwhile, in the years since Xotyn’, the Cossacks had not only become 

immune from the government’s attempts to restrict their activities, but they had also grown 

into a force that began to act on the international scene, independently and boldly as never 

before. With every year, their presence on the Black Sea burgeoned. As to the Crimea, 

not only had they assisted it militarily, but they concluded a formal treaty and were 

continuing to coordinate their Black Sea adventures with §ahin Gerey’s interests. At the 

same time, in conjunction with the Orthodox hierarchy, they were carrying on relations 

with the tsar, in hope of financial and religious support93

92TypIcal references are “the Cossacks continue to depredate the Ottoman regions” (dispatches from 
Venice, 9 August 1925, Litterae Nuntiorum, nos. 1807, 1808, p. 189), “ the Cossacks have made new 
raids on the Black Sea” (dispatches from Venice, 12 July and 30 August 1625, Litterae Nuntiorum, nos. 
1803,1809, 1810, pp. 187, 189-90).

93The basic work on the Pollsh-Cossack war of 1625 and its aftermath is still Rudnyc’kyj, “Kozac’ko- 
pol’s’ka vijna.” See also the important section in HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 7, pp. 537-61 and Baranowski, 
Polska a Tatarszczyzna, pp. 40-43.
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By the summer of 1625, as the Zaporozhians were operating in unprecedented 

numbers in the Black Sea, the Crown decided that a decisive move had to be made lest the 

Ottomans make peace with the Safavids and again declare war on Poland-Lithuania. The 

situation was in fact dangerous for the Commonwealth, since at this time a new war with 

Sweden was brewing, and it was anticipated that in the following year, it would be 

necessary to move the Crown army out of ihe Ukraine to the Baltic. While the literature 

points to the general danger of an Ottoman war or a renewal of major Tatar raids, it was 

§ahin Gerey’s successful campaign against Kantemir in early 1625 that was crucial in 

determining the timing of hetman Koniecpolski ’s move against the Cossacks. Since 

1624, the Crown had demanded that before it could act to stop its Cossacks from raiding 

the Black Sea, the Bucak horde first had to be reduced to obedience. Now, thanks to the 

decisive action of Sahin Gerey (albeit undertaken to strengthen the Crimean Khanate’s 

position in the steppe outside the Crimea rather than to help improve Ottoman-Crown 

relations), the Bucak horde was bridled. Soon after §ahin’s campaign, letters began to 

arrive to the king, the Crown chancellor, and the Crown hetman from the Ozi governor- 

general Mehmed Deak Pasha stating that the Ottoman part of the bargain had been kept to, 

and now it was up to the Crown to fulfill its part.94 And among the leaders of the 

Commonwealth, there was full recognition that indeed their turn had come. Although 

raiding parties from among those Tatars remaining in the Bucak, as well as the Crimean 

Tatars, were present on the frontiers, the summer of 1625 brought no major incursions, 

whether from the Bucak or the Crimea.95 Thus, on the eve of the campaign against the 

Cossacks, Jerzy Zbaraski wrote to Zygmunt HI, “the Turks have no small point on their 

side in that they made good on [their side of] the pact between us, for this year they

^Jum ada II [1034]/11 March-8 April [1625] (BK 0142-d, no pagination).

95The presence of Koniecpolski on the frontier undoubtedly played a role in discouraging Tatar raids 
(also, see below; Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, pp. 39-40).
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brought down the Bucak along with Kantemir and all his Tatars who, praise be to God, did 

not visit us, and so, [the Turks] will cast before us the fact that we, and not them, are guilty 

of violating the peace.”96

The Polish authorities viewed the Cossack-Crimean relationship as a significant 

obstacle in suppressing the Cossacks. Just as the Cossacks had come to the aid of the 

rebellious khan and kalga in 1624 against their suzerain the Porte, so it was feared that the 

opposite would happen if the Cossacks were threatened by their suzerains, or even worse, 

the alliance would solidify and a league headed by the Cossacks and Tatars would form 

against the Commonwealth. Consequently, before moving against the Cossacks, 

Koniecpolski acted to neutralize the Cossack-Tatar alliance. During that summer, §ahin 

Gerey had been among Tatar raiding parties prowling the Commonwealth’s frontiers.97 

The sources do not provide an explanation for his activities; perhaps he was planning to 

enter Podolia because of the Crown’s failure to deliver upominki in the last years. Or 

worse yet for the Crown, perhaps he was preparing to intervene on the side of the 

Cossacks should they be attacked by the Crown’s forces. At this point Koniecpolski, who 

was standing with his army between the Comyj and Kucmans’kyj trails (the two major 

paths used by the Tatars to reach Podolia and Moldavia, respectively),98 acted decisively 

not by attacking §ahin Gerey, but by buying him off. Sometime in August, the hetman 

contacted both the kalga and Khan Mehmed Gerey in the Crimea, notifying them that the 

upominki for the last two years were waiting in Kamjanec’-Podil’skyj. Because of the 

critical importance that his bid be accepted, the hetman had his own people deliver these 

payments directly to Baggesaray, rather than bringing them halfway, as was the normal

96J. Zbaraski to Zygmunt III, 22 September 1625, from Pilic (Listy Zbaraskiego, no. 50, p. 97).

Materijaly (KuliS), pp. 266-67.

98 According to the diary of Koniecpolski’s expedition against the Cossacks, he stood there between 5 
July and 13 September 1625 (Zbidrpamietnikdw historycznych o dawnej Polszcze z  r^kopismdw, tudziet 
dziei w nSinycn j§zykach o Polszcze wydanych, oraz z  listami oryginalnych krdldw i  znakomitych ludzi w 
kraju naszym, 6 ,1 st edition, ed. J. U. Niemcewicz, Lw6w: Ossolineum, 1833, p. 143).
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practice. In addition, he promised that from then on, the Commonwealth would again 

deliver the payments regularly, that is, on an annual basis. And so §ahin Gerey withdrew 

to the Crimea, leaving the Cossacks with no chance for Crimean support." Unfortunately, 

there is nothing in the sources about the repercussions of §ahin Gerey’s withdrawal among 

the Cossacks, neither positive nor negative, nor on how he viewed his acceptance of the 

upominki (of course he considered them his due). In the literature, Koniecpolski is 

considered to have dissolved the Cossack-Tatar alliance.100 Certainly this was a 

possibility. The Cossack officers who were involved in the agreement drawn up at the end 

of 1624 may have felt betrayed, that is, if they were still in power. However, if those 

Cossacks, particularly the rank and file, who fought with §ahin Gerey against the 

Ottomans in 1624 or against Kantemir in early 1625 treated their relationship with the kalga 

as a mercenary one, there would have been no obligations incumbent upon the kalga after 

the given operation, provided he compensated the Cossacks for their services (in the case 

of the first operation, they were indeed well-compensated, as shown above). Neither side 

would have felt that §ahin Gerey owed them anything more. In light of the lack of 

evidence on Cossack attitudes in late 1625 and thereafter to the agreement made with §ahin 

Gerey in late 1624, it is safest to state that for the time being, any possible Cossack-Tatar 

alliance was not in effect.101

99M aterijaly (KullS), pp. 268-69; Rudnyc’kyj, “Kozacko-pol’ska vijna,” pp. 13-14; HruSevs’kyj, 
Istorija, 7, 539-40, Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, pp. 41-42.

100Rudnyc’kyj, “Kozacko-pol’ska vijna,” p. 14; HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 1, 539-40.

101Baranowski is more measured in his judgment, stating that the Tatars remained neutral (Baranowski, 
Polska a Tatarszczyzna, p. 41). Novosel’skij claims that the Cossack-Tatar alliance must have still been 
in effect, even after §ahin Gerey’s failure to help the Cossacks, since during the following negotiations 
between Koniecpolski and the Cossacks, they were required to break their alliance with the Tatars 
(Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 117, n. 71). However, the source which Novosel’skij has in mind concerns only 
the complaint of the Crown against die Cossacks for their past transgressions, and not necessarily the actual 
situation after §ahin Gerey’s withdrawal. The source in question is the Cossack commission’s declaration 
against the Cossacks in which among their past wrongs is Included their carrying on relations with foreign 
powers and elements such as Muscovy, §ahin Gerey, the Patriarch of Jerusalem, and Yahya and other 
“imposters” (Zbidr pamietnikdw, 6, p. 179).
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With §ahin Gerey and the Tatars neutralized, Koniecpolski was free to move 

against the Cossacks. During his approach toward and manoeuvres against them, which 

took several weeks, negotiations were carried out in hopes that a peaceful resolution could 

be reached. Also the Cossacks were biding their time until more forces arrived from the 

Zaporizhia. Finally at the end of October, in a battle near Kurukiv Lake (near KremenEuk) 

in which neither side won a convincing victory, the Cossacks outnumbered and in an 

inferior position were forced to give in and accept the conditions laid upon them by the 

Crown commission. Above, it was seen that the unprecedented level of Zaporozhian 

Cossack raiding activity on the Black Sea, particularly in 1625, was one of the main 

reasons the Crown was forced to move against them in the fall of that year. However, the 

large Cossack presence in the Black Sea in the summer of 1625 (a fleet of 300 Sajkas meant 

15,000 Cossacks), their heavy losses in the battle of Kara Harman, and the fact that not all 

the surviving Cossacks (and in all likelihood, new expeditions were mounted in the fall) 

were back in time to aid their brethren contributed to the Cossack defeat at Kurukiv.102

During the negotiations before and after the battle, the Cossack response to the 

demand that they give up their Black Sea raiding activity is telling. In principle, they were 

ready to revoke this activity entirely if only their pay from the Crown would increase. The 

Cossacks said they were even prepared to bum their boats, but the Crown had to, in 

exchange, open up some avenues for their subsistence within the Commonwealth. The 

contents of these negotiations provide good evidence that indeed the great mass of 

Cossacks who were unregistered, that is, not on the Crown’s payroll, had few options but 

to descend to the Black Sea in order to subsist103

The main terms 2t Kurukiv were harsh for the Cossacks. These included a strict 

enforcement of the 6,000-man Cossack register—all Cossacks beyond the register, that is,

102Hru§evs’kyj, Istorija, 7, p. 537.

103On the negotiations see HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 1, pp. 547-52,556-61.
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the vypysdyky, were to leave the Cossack estate and return to their previous station, which 

for most meant serfdom; all expeditions to the Black Sea were to be forgone and the boats 

were to be burned; and the Crown would have the final say in the choice of Cossack 

hetman. The new hetman approved by the Crown, Myxajlo DoroSenko, was given the 

difficult and delicate task of actually executing the Kurukiv terms. That fall, into the first 

half of 1626, Dorosenko toured the Zaporizhia determining who was eligible for the 

register and who was not, as well as systematically burning the Cossack boats. The fact 

that he was able to accomplish his mission to the satisfaction of the Crown while 

maintaining his authority among the Cossacks is testimony to his skill as a politician.104

In 1626, perhaps under the influence of the events of the previous summer, a larger 

than ever Cossack presence on the Black Sea was expected by the Ottomans.105 Instead, 

to the great surprise of the Crown, in February, a large Tatar raiding army entered Galicia 

led by Kantemir.106 §ahin Gerey did not participate in the raid, but rather, maintained 

diplomatic contact with the Crown, informing it that the raid was ordered by the Porte. He 

reportedly even tried to blame the latter by sending to Warsaw an alleged firman of the 

sultan ordering the raid. Until now, Kantemir had been under Mehmed and §ahin Gerey’s 

control and, unfortunately, there are no indications as to how the relationship between the 

Nogay chief and the Crimea changed at this time. Nor is the reaction to this raid of the 

Porte vis d vis the Khanate and Kantemir apparent. Before the Commonwealth, however, 

the Ottomans firmly denied any complicity in this raid. Crown forces, along with the 

registered Cossacks, intercepted many of the Tatars on their return so that in the end, the 

raid was not very successful.

104jvjyxajio Hrusevs’kyj, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, 8, Kiev, 1922; reprint ed., New York: Knyho-spilka, 
1956, pp. 19 ff.

105The comments here are based on discussion and sources cited in HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, pp. 24- 32.

106Novosei’skij, Bor'ba, p. 117, esp. n. 75 0Krymskie dela). Previously, without the benefit of the 
Muscovite sources, this raid was considered the work of Mehmed Gerey, which did not make sense 
considering the aims of both the Khanate and the Porte at the time (cf. HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, pp. 24-25).
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As for the Cossacks, the Crown also expected them to be back on the Black Sea, 

particularly the “unregistgered” vypysSyky. To this effect, Dorosenko was sent on an 

additional tour of the Zaporizhia to bum boats and establish a loyal Cossack garrison in the 

Sich. However, a part of the vypysSyky did manage to make it out to the sea. In the 

spring, 60 Sajkas encountered the Ottoman fleet, which was guarding the vicinty outside 

the Bosphorus, but were defeated. (In earlier times an incursion by 60 Sajkas would have 

been considered a major Cossack raid.) Meanwhile, there were other smaller expeditions 

in other regions of the Black Sea. One worth noting is a combined Zaporozhian and Don 

Cossack expedition mounted from the Don by 400 Cossacks on eight boats which 

successfully raided the vicinity of Trabzon.107 It is very likely that, as in 1622 when the 

Zaporozhians were strictly forbidden by the Cossack commission to go to the Black Sea, 

so too in this year, Zaporozhians, particularly vypysSyky, fled to the Don to continue their 

“tirade” there. In any event, the combination of the costly battle at Kara Harman in 1625, 

the defeat at Kurukiv, and the Crown’s determined efforts to take control of the Zaporizhia 

and destroy the boats meant that in 1626, the Zaporozhian Cossack presence on the Black 

Sea was at a significantly lower level than the previous few years.

In September 1626, another large Tatar raid, supposedly led by nureddin ‘Azamet 

Gerey, took place. There was sizable participation by Kantemir’s Nogays, although 

Kantemir himself did not participate. It is also known that neither Mehmed nor §ahin 

Gerey took part. This time the raid was directed at the Right Bank Ukraine, in the region 

of Bila Cerkva. The timing of the raid was an opportune one for the Tatars, since the main 

Crown forces had recently departed the Ukraine for the Baltic where a new war with 

Sweden was brewing. Although the raid caused serious damages and dislocation, Crown 

forces led by Stefan Chmielecki, together with the registered Cossacks led by Dorosenko, 

defeated the main Tatar force near Bila Cerkva. Again it is not clear who was responsible

107HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, pp. 26-27.
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for ordering the raid. Baranowski’s argument that §ahin Gerey may have ordered it in an 

attempt to demonstrate to the Porte that he was not acting in collusion with the Crown is not 

convincing.108 Although the sources do not allow a definite explanation for the renewed 

Tatar raiding activity on the borderlands of the Commonwealth in 1626, one possibility is 

that there was too much population pressure on the Crimean Tatar economy. It should be 

recalled that in 1625, §ahin Gerey forced a large portion of the Bucak horde to migrate to 

the Crimea and neighboring steppe. Thus there must have been a swell in the Crimean and 

neighboring population. Meanwhile, as was pointed out in Chapter n, raids on Muscovy 

were severely restricted by Mehmed and §ahin Gerey because of Moscow’s assiduousness 

in paying the pominki. The Commonwealth, on the other hand, still owed the Khanate 

several years of unpaid upominki. This circumstance, in combination with population 

pressure, perhaps caused the raids of 1626. The occurence of raids at precisely a time 

when the Cossacks were subdued was again a symptom of the inability and an example of 

the frustration of the central powers in attempting to control their peripheries. Just as in 

1625, when the Crown was unable to keep its Cossacks from deluging the Black Sea even 

though the Porte had succeeded in subduing the Bucak horde, so in 1625, when the Crown 

finally did succeed in bringing the Cossacks under control, the Porte could not hold back 

its Tatars.

108Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, p. 61-65.
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CHAPTER IV

Hasan Pasha’s Campaigns to the Northern Black Sea 
and the Fall of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, 1627-1628

The Campaign o f Hasan Pasha to Ozi, 1627

In December 1626, the Venetian bailo in Istanbul reported that the Ottomans were 

preparing a fleet, to be led by the grand admiral (kapudan pa§a), whose mission was to be 

the building of a new fortress to defend against the Cossacks. In January 1627, it was 

reported that the voyvodas of Moldavia and Wallachia had received orders to assist in this 

expedition and that §ahin Gerey was also ordered to participate.1 At the same time, the 

French ambassador, de Cezy, reported that the construction site would be in the estuary of 

the Dnieper.2 Reports of preparations for a large expedition continued to come out of 

Istanbul in the following months.

This campaign is noted in the main Ottoman chronicle tradition. According to it, the 

initiative for the expedition came from the Crimean Khanate, as followsr sometime in 

1626, Mehmed Gerey sent his master of the horse (mirahur), Zu'l-fikar Aga, to the Porte 

with a letter proposing that if the Ottomans would construct a new fortress on the Dnieper

^ h n e a  Berindei, “La Porte ottomane face aux Cosaques zaporogues, 1600-1637,” Harvard Ukrainian 
Studies 1 (1977): 273-307, esp. p. 296.

2De Cezy, dispatch of 28 January 1627 (Histories Russiae monumentalAkty istoriSeskie otnosjaSSiesja k  
Rossii, 2, ed. A. I. Turgenev, St. Petersburg: Tipografija Eduarda Praca, 1842, p. 432); see also papal 
nuncio disoatch from Istanbul, 12 March 1627, (Litterae Nuntiorum Apostolicorum historiae Ucrainae 
illustrantes (1550-1850), 4 : 1609-1620, ed. Athanasius G. Welykyj, Rome: Basiliani, 1959, no. 1940, p. 
266).
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on the ruins of an old fortress (built in the time of Sultan Suleyman, according to Na‘ima, 

or of Seiim II, according to Fezleke) at a river crossing called Togan Ge9 idi3 through 

which Cossack Sajkas freely passed, he would build another fortress on the other side of 

the river. According to the chronicle, this proposal was accepted by the Porte, which 

ordered grand admiral Hasan, who was a vizier, to set out with the fleet and begin 

construction by the Ruz-i Hizr on 3 May (sic—actually this was the traditional date on 

which the fleet left the capital for the naval campaigning season). In addition, the 

Wallachian and Moldavian voyvodas were ordered to proceed to the construction site, 

while Mehmed Gerey was sent a ceremonial sword and robes (hil'at) and ordered to the 

site as well.4 The authenticity of the information in the chronicle account, including its 

details, is supported by a firman of the sultan issued to Mehmed Gerey, ordering him to 

build the given fortress (the firman was published in Feridun Beg’s collection of Ottoman 

documents).5

The story of the Crimean proposal is supported by the contemporary diplomatic 

reports from Istanbul.6 The English ambassador, Sir Thomas Roe, deduced that the 

proposal was Mehmed Gerey’s clever response to an Ottoman plan to order him to lead his 

forces to eastern Anatolia to participate in the struggle with Iran.7 For Mehmed Gerey, 

departure from the Crimea on a distant campaign would have left him vulnerable to

3Jo g an  Gegidi, “Falcon Ford”; the name o f this ford in the Polish sources is Sokoli Brod (e.g., 
AGAD, LL 30, fol. 387a), which has the same meaning as the Ottoman; the site of the fortress was to be 
on the right bank of the Dnieper just above the mouth of the Inhulec’ and opposite the island of Tavan.

4Katib Celebl, Fezleke, 2, Istanbul: Ceride-i Havadls Matba'asi, 1287/1870-1871, p. 91-92; Mustafa 
Na'ima, RavzatU'l-hUseyn f i  fjuldfati af}bdri’l-l}dfikayn, 2 [= Tarih, Istanbul: Matba‘a-i ‘Amire, 1281- 
1283/1864-1866, pp. 398-99.

5A similarity of composition suggests that the chronicle account was composed using a copy of this 
firman (Feridun Beg, MUn§e’dtU's-Selatin, 2, Istanbul, 1275/1858-1859, pp. 126-29).

6A Venetian report mentioned the khan’s master of the horse coming to the Porte (Joseph Hammer, 
Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches, 5, Pest C. A. Hartleben’s Verlag, 1829, p. 70).

7Roe, dispatch of 12/22 June 1626 (The Negotiations o f  Sir Thomas Roe in His Embassy to the 
Ottoman Porte, from the Year 1621-1628 Inclusive . .  . London, 1740, p. 569).
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deposition in his absence. For §ahin Gerey, such a mission would have been out of the 

question, for not only would it have left him vulnerable to elimination from power in the 

Crimea, but it would also have meant going to war against his long-time patron and in-law, 

Shah ‘Abbas (see Chapter H).

The notion that the expedition to Ozi in 1627 was mainly the result of Crimean, and 

in fact, §ahin Gerey’s, intrigue has found acceptance in most of the literature.8 However, 

there is no doubt that the Ottomans had sufficient reasons of their own for such an 

undertaking. The relative calm on the Black Sea in 1626 after the Polish-Cossack war of 

the previous fall and measures by the victorious Crown to restrict Cossack activity (see 

Chapter HI) did not lull the Porte into believing that the Cossack depredations experienced 

in previous years were a thing of the past Moreover, the Tatar raids of 1626 and the angry 

reaction of the Crown, which included a threat to sponsor a massive reprisal raid by the 

Cossacks, was an indication that sooner or later, more Cossack raids were inevitable. The 

Ottomans, therefore, decided to take advantage of the respite from the Cossacks to 

strengthen the defenses of the region. In 1626 a new fortress was constructed at Biiyiik 

Dere on the Bosphorus which, as was seen in Chapters I-1H, was ravaged between 1623 

and 1625.9 By fall 1626, the upcoming campaign season must have seemed a good 

opportunity to seriously bolster the defense of the Black Sea. There was a pause in the war 

with Iran, although the main Ottoman army was still stationed in eastern Anatolia.10 

Meanwhile, the Crown hetman, Stanislaw Koniecpolski, had gone with the Crown’s main

8Myxajlo HruSevs’kyj, Istorija Ukrajiny-Rusy, 8, Kiev, 1922; reprint ed., New York: Knyho-Spilka, 
1956; Bohdan Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna w latach 1624-1629, L<5dz: Lddzkie Towarzystwo 
Naukowe, 1948, pp. 66-67.

^Hammer, Geschichte, 5, p. 71; Stefan Rudnyc’kyj, “Ukrajins’ki kozaky v 1625-30 nr.,” Zapysky 
Naukovoho Tovarystva im. SevSenka 31-32 (1899): 1-76, esp. 20.

10Ismail Hami Dani§mend, Izahlt osmanht tarihi kronolojisi, 3: M. 1574-1703, H. 987-1115, 
Istanbul: Tiiridye Yayinevl, 1972, pp. 335-36.
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army to the Baltic to fight Sweden.11 In addition, a substantial force of Cossacks, mostly 

vypysSyki or Cossacks not allowed into the register, were being enlisted for the Baltic war. 

This lent hope to the Ottomans that, as long as these Cossacks were away, raiding activity 

on the Black Sea would remain at a lower level.12

Initially there were signs that a truly large Ottoman force was to be massed at the 

mouth of the Dnieper. According to de Cezy, the imperial divan’s original decision was to 

send 50 galleys from Istanbul and 500 boats from the Danube. The Venetian bailo 

indicated that Moldavian and Wallachian forces sent by land were to be 5,000 men each.13 

These Rumanian forces were called upon to help defend the construction site lest the 

Cossacks attempt to obliterate the new impediment to their entry into the Black Sea.14 

The Crimean Tatar force was, also according to the Venetian bailo. to be a large one.15

As the traditional time of the fleet’s annual departure approached Gate April or early 

May), it became clear that there were problems in assembling the intended force. There is 

no information on the proceedings in the imperial naval arsenal in Istanbul, whether delays 

were caused, for example, by problems with the repair, construction or the outfitting of the 

ships, by shortages of materials, or by tardiness in the arrival of oarsmen from the 

provinces. Neither is there any information on the preparations of the troops and laborers 

to be carried by the ships. At one point the nuncio in Venice transmitted news which

^T hus, the papal nuncio at the Porte reported that the expedition was being mounted to take advantage 
of the war between the Commonwealth and Sweden (dispatch of 12 March 1627, Istanbul, Litterae 
Nuntiorum, no. 1940, p. 266).

12Rudnyc’kyj, “Ukrajins’ki kozaky v 1625-30,” p. 26. Rudnyc’kyj acknowledges that even without the 
Crimean offer to help build fortresses, the Ottomans had plenty of reasons on their own.

13De Cezy, dispatch of 28 January 1627, (Historica Russiae, p. 432); Zorzi Giustinian, dispatch of 28 
January 1627, Istanbul (Documente privitoare la istoria Romanilor, ed. Eudoxiu de Hurmuzaki, 4-1: 
1600-1649, Bucharest: Sub auspiciile Mlnisteriului Cultelor §i Instructiunii publice §i ale Academiei 
Romane, 1882, no. 372, p. 417).

14Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, pp. 67-68. Such an attack was considered almost a certainty.

15Of course his figure o f40,000 Tatars was highly exaggerated (Zorzi Giustinian, dispatch of 28 January 
1627, Istanbul, Documente [Hurmuzaki], 4-1, no. 372, p. 417).
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suggests that there were problems in preparing the fleet. According to the report, the fleet 

destined to sail for the Black Sea would have no more than twenty or twenty-five galleys,16 

which would have meant a naval expedition nearly half the size of the traditional imperial 

fleet of 40 ships. Meanwhile, at the end of April it was reported from Istanbul that on the 

twenty-sixth of that month, the galley of a certain Mehmed Pasha departed from the city 

together with some galliots (galiotte, i.e, the Ottoman kalyata) to sail toward Kefe in order 

to gather information (per pigliar lingua, i.e., by capturing informants) and repel a force of 

70 Cossack Sajkas that had supposedly gone out to impede the progress of the fleet and 

was near Varna.17 This was probably the same Mehmed Pasha whom the Ottoman 

chronicle mentions as the man considered most capable of overseeing the necessary 

preparations at the site and who was therefore appointed as the new governor-general 

(beglerbegi) of Ozi.18 As for the Cossacks, despite the hope of the Porte that their presence 

on the Black Sea would decrease in 1627, rumors in the capital’s diplomatic community 

persisted all spring that the Zaporozhians in particular would cause some mischief in order 

to prevent the construction of the fortresses.19 There is, however, no confirmation in the 

Polish sources or in the correspondence between the Porte and the Crown of any such 

Cossack actions that spring.

Sometime at the end of May, grand admiral Hasan Pasha led his fleet into the 

Bosphorus. Diplomatic reports issued after the actual departure from the arsenal almost 

unanimously referred to 50 galleys, while Ottoman correspondence to Warsaw boasted of 

an even larger naval force. In addition, there were two galleons laden with hardware.

16Nuncio dispatch of 10 A^rii 1627, Venice (Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1944, p. 268).

17Nuncio dispatch of 30 April 1627, Istanbul {Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1951, p. 271-72).

18Katib £elebl, Fezleke, p. 92.

19De Cezy, dispatch of 30 April 1627, {Historica Russiae, p. 432); nuncio dispatches of 20 April, 
Provato; 8 May, Venice; 22 May, Venice {Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1946, p. 269; no. 1952, p. 272; no. 
1954, p. 273).
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Later on it would be reported on the Polish side that Hasan Pasha arrived in Ozi with 46 

ships.20 Therefore, despite earlier indications that the fleet might not be so large, in the 

end, Hasan Pasha did manage to outfit a rather large fleet. However, judging by the 

problems that the Ottoman fleet had had in recent years in manning its ships with oarsmen 

and warriors21 and by the weakness of Hasan Pasha’s forces during his upcoming mission 

at Ozi (see below), it seems that this fleet of about 50 ships must have been seriously 

undermanned.

By 6 June 1627, the fleet was in the harbor of Kavak, the last major port on the 

Bosphorus before entering the Black Sea. From this date it would take five weeks to reach 

Ozi.22 In this era, the progress of large fleets with many men was slow because of the 

need for frequent stops for food and water, and in the case of Hasan Pasha’s expedition, 

there was much business, both campaign- and noncampaign-related, to attend to on the 

way (see Chapter V). According to Hasan Pasha’s firman register (muhimme-i ordu), 

from Kavak until Balcrk, he was occupied with the mobilization of provincial forces that 

were to travel to Ozi by land. Besides timariot sipakis, these included elite groups with 

various non-military functions such as muteferrikas, gavuges, and scribes from various 

Rumelian districts (sancak). The districts to which most of the firmans were directed were 

Silistre (Silistria), Vidin, and Nigboli (Nikopol). From the very first firman, issued from 

Kavak, it is clear that there were problems with the mobilization of these provincial forces, 

despite previous orders from the Porte for them to mobilize for the defense of the Ozi 

frontier and the fortress construction at Togan Gegidi. Despite the fact that the fleet had

2°M. Pnzerebski, Sieradz castellan, to Zygmunt III, Warsaw, 5 August 1627, (BJ 211,479a-80b).

21Roe often referred to the problems in manning and outfitting the ships of the fleet in the 1620s 
(Negotiations, pp. 27 ,61 ,76 , 150,223).

22MD, 83, no. 51.
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already set out, the provincial forces had not even begun to mobilize.23 At the next two 

port calls, at Varna and Balcik, the situation was not appreciably different. On 19 June 

1627, thirteen days since the fleet was in Kavak, Hasan Pasha sailed from Baicik for Kili, 

issuing firmans with strict orders to the kadis in the districts targeted for mobilization to 

make sure the troops and functionaries were mobilized and mustered and that those men 

who refused be stripped of their salaries and positions and replaced with new men. If these 

orders were not executed, the positions of the kadis themselves would be jeopardized.24 

A presentation and analysis of the mobilization firmans and a discussion of the various 

troop types is in Chapter V (see Table 1 there for a summary of the mobilization firmans 

issued in 1627).

From around 26 June to approximately 9 July 1627, Hasan Pasha paused at the 

outlet of the northernmost branch of the Danubian delta known as the Kili Straits (Kili 

bogazi; Kili lies 40 km inland), and in the harbor of Akkerman, in the estuary of the 

Dniester River. Of the twelve firmans issued during this time, half were related to the 

campaign. Five were concerned with arranging and transporting necessities for the 

construction at Togan Ge?idi—timber and additional hardware for the construction and 

food supplies for the men involved in the construction and its defense.25 One firman 

mobilized additional troops, be§lu$ from ismail, for the construction work at Togan Ge9 idi 

and the defense of the area.26 Chapter V provides a presentation and analysis of these 

firm a.iS . Those firmans not directly related to the campaign covered matters such as 

unsanitary and unsafe conditions at the Kili fortress, disorder in its garrison, problems with

23MD 83, no. 2.

24MD 83, nos. 3, 26, 27,28.

25MD 83, nos. 29 ,40 ,47 , 48,49.

26MD 83, no. 44.
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Tatars living near Kili, and a conflict between Christian and Muslim re'aya over their 

respective taxation burdens (see Chapter VII).27

The Commonwealth initially reacted to the news of Hasan Pasha’s campaign with 

caution. In March 1627, while the fleet was still being prepared in the arsenal, hetman 

Koniecpolski, in reply to a message from King Zygmunt III, made the following 

observation from his camp near the Baltic Sea:

That fortress which the Turks want to build opposite Ozi (na przeciwko 
Oczakowu) will not harm in any way your royal majesty’s state, and neither 
will it help them much, for at that place the water is so wide that there is no 
cannon capable of defending it [i.e., preventing passage]. However, if they 
want to lay stone somewhere closer to us, on the narrower Dnieper, I would 
not want your royal majesty to have such a neighbor in such proximity, just 
so that he can impede the Zaporozhian Cossacks with greater ease.

Then Koniecpolski demurred, stating that it should be hoped that the Ottomans would be 

satisfied with the king’s suppression of the Cossacks (a reference to the Kurukiv terms 

imposed on the Cossacks in late 1625) and forego the construction of those fortresses. In 

the end he added, making light of the entire matter, “and if [the Turks] are concerned with 

the Don Cossacks, then surely they have obtained poor maps for themselves, for they do 

not know that [these Cossacks] go not by the Dnieper, but by the Don.”28

However, as the fleet in Istanbul neared readiness, caution gave way to alarm. 

With the main Crown army occupied in the Baltic and the willingness of even the registered 

Cossacks to act in its defense not assured (following the repressions of the previous year), 

the Commonwealth was in a vulnerable position. With the main Ottoman army camped in 

eastern Anatolia, there was no serious possibility of an Ottoman attack against Poland- 

Lithuania. However, the great danger was that the Ottomans would significantly increase

27MD 83, nos. 41, 42 ,43, 45, 46.

28Koniecpolski to Zygmunt III, 19 March 1627, Czcow, original (BJ 211, fol. 103a-104b).
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their military presence in the northern Black Sea. In particular, if by moving inland they 

built and manned new fortresses in the frontier zone near or within the “no man’s land,” 

there was a potential for an upset in the age-old balance of power in the region. The 

reaction by the Commonwealth in the coming summer would show that this possibility was 

not taken lighdy.

The man Koniecpolski left behind in charge of the defense of the Ukraine was 

Stefan Chmielecki, the colonel (putkownik) of the Crown army and the hero of the rout of 

the Tatars at Bila Cerkva in the previous year. In addition to his skill as a frontier warrior, 

he was known for having good relations with the Cossacks.29 Bohdan Baranowski, on 

the basis of the Polish sources, provides a good portrayal of his role in the confrontation 

and negotiations with the Ottomans in 1627. Upon receiving news of the Ottoman plans, 

Chmielecki gathered his meager forces, which consisted mosdy of local gentry (according 

to a register, no more than 2,000 men), and moved with them into the steppe, where he set 

up camp to await further developments. In the middle of April, a proposal was made from 

Warsaw that hetman Myxajlo Dorosenko be encouraged to lead a Cossack strike at the 

Crimean and the Ottoman forces, once the latter had gathered at Ozi. Chmielecki, however, 

vetoed this idea, fearing that his own forces would be greatly outnumbered by those of the 

Ottomans and Tatars, should they mount a reprisal. He preferred to operate by diplomatic 

means rather than by force. And so sometime in May, he dispatched his envoy to Silistre 

on the Danube, the usual seat of the Ozi governor-general, with instructions to press the 

Ottomans to renounce their planned expedition. However, the mission brought no concrete 

results.30

29See Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, pp. 53 ff.

30Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, pp. 68-69. Although according to the Polish sources, 
Chmielecki received an answer from Mehmed Pasha, the new Ozi beglerbegi, it is not clear whether this 
letter was from him or merely in his name, as at the time he was on his way to Ozi or Kefe.
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The sources do not give much concrete information on the developments on the 

Commonwealth side of the frontier from mid-May until mid-July. Sometime in the middle 

of July, Chmielecki received a letter from a vassal of the sultan, the Moldavian voyvoda 

Miron Bemawski, with an offer of assistance in the mounting crisis. On his way to Ozi, 

Bemawski had halted with his army at Bender. The letter, dated 4 July 1627, opens 

expressing surprise that until now he had not received any reply to a letter he had written 

earlier to the king nor had he received any word from Chmielecki. But the voyvoda, 

revealing his awareness of the fact that the Crown was not at all pleased with the planned 

fortress construction, promised that once he had arrived at Ozi (which was to be within 

twelve days) and had met with Hasan Pasha, he would learn the true intentions of the 

sultan and immediately pass the information to the Crown. For the meantime, he advised 

the Poles to insist that the Ottomans reaffirm the “pacts of Sultan Suleyman and of other 

sultans of the Ottoman house,” while he for his part would do what he could to lessen the 

resolve of the Turks.31

The offer by Bemawski to mediate, in effect, between the two sides was the 

beginning of an exchange of correspondence that would continue throughout the campaign. 

In a letter to the king ten days later, Bemawski cleverly stated that he himself did not want 

or have any need to go on the campaign but nevertheless was going in order to help bring 

peace between the two sides through his intercession.32 This statement is a warning that 

the voyvoda was not acting in complete sincerity with the Crown, for as seen above, the 

Porte had ordered him to participate in the Ozi campaign. Of course, Bemawski had no 

interest in becoming involved in a military encounter with the Commonwealth on the side 

of the Ottomans. At one point Jerzy Zbaraski wrote to the king that he could well

31Bemawski to Chmielecki, 4 July 1627, Bender, original (Documente privitoare in istoria Romanilor. 
Urmare la colegtiunea Eudoxiu de Hurmuzaki, supplement 2-2: 1601-1640, documente culese din 
archive si biblioteci Polone, ed. loan Bogdan, tr. I Skuplewski, Bucharest: Sub auspiciile Ministeriului 
Cultelor §i Instructiunii publice §i ale Academiei Romane, 1895, no. 244, p. 539.

32Bemawski to Zygmunt III, 17 July 1627, Ozi, (Documente Hurmuzaki, 2-2, no. 246, p. 542).
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understand the position of Bemawski, for “the poor devil is concerned about his skin and 

is looking to earn favor before the pasha so as to be sure about his life, as now he is in the 

hands of the Turk.”33 However, the question arises, was the Moldavian voyvoda acting in 

his own interest, or was he also acting in the interest, and even at the behest, of the 

Ottomans?

On 17 July 1627, Bemawski dispatched a letter to Maximilian Przer?bski, castellan 

of Sieradz, in which he clearly exaggerated the strength of the Ottoman forces at Ozi, 

claiming that the grand admiral had arrived with 70 galleys, 250 Rumelian §aykas from the 

Danube, 300 additional §aykas from the Aegean Sea, and several begs “with good 

forces.”34 Meanwhile, he reported, Mehmed Gerey was about to cross the Dnieper at Ozi 

and go up the left bank with the Ottoman forces. The only explanation for this misleading 

report is that the voyvoda was intentionally presenting the Crown with a threatening 

situation. It was in his interest to present a strong Ottoman force at Ozi so as to dissuade 

Chmielecki and the Ukrainian Cossacks (that is, both Zaporozhians and registered 

Cossacks from the frontier towns) from making a preemptive strike and to convince them 

that the best way to proceed was through negotiations. With the main army of the Crown 

at war with Sweden and major reinforcements unavailable, Chmielecki would have been 

particularly reluctant to take any action with his modest force.35 And with Warsaw’s main 

forces in the north, Bemawski, by misrepresenting the strength of the Ottoman forces, did 

not risk provoking an immediate full-scale military reaction by the Crown. As far as the 

voyvoda was concerned, should Chmielecki send a strike force or attack with all his 

forces, believing that the Ottoman forces at Ozi were ver/ weak, he, Bemawski, would

33J. Zbarazski to Zygmunt III, 8 August 1627, original (BJ 211, fol. 485a-86b).

34Bemawski to Przer^bskl, 17 July 1627 (Documente Hurmuzaki, 2-2, no. 248, p. 545).

350 f  course such a tactic had validity because Bemawski knew that Hasan Pasha’s mission was defensive, 
not agressive, In purpose, something that Chmielecki and the Crown were not willing to take for granted. 
Although Chmielecki may not have been willing to attack the full Ottr- nan force assembled at Ozi, there 
was certainly the danger that he would have attacked the lesser force that was to move up to Togan Ge?idi.
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have to either do battle with the attacking forces or risk compromising himself before the 

Ottomans. It was a situation in which he had little to gain (at most, recognition for his 

loyalty to the Porte) and much to lose.

At the same time, Bemawski was acting in the interest of Hasan Pasha, although it 

is not clear whether intentionally so. For as the latter’s forces were much smaller than 

planned for the given task, he was in danger that the other side, knowing the true state of 

his forces, would seek to take advantage of his vulnerability. Moreover, as early as early 

July Chmielecki made a stand with his weak forces—a display of nerve that may have 

given the Ottomans reason to believe that the Polish frontier commander would be willing 

to act on the offense as well. When leaving Bender, some of the regular Ottoman 

provincial forces from Rumeli along with the Moldavians and Wallachians attempted to 

proceed from Bender to Ozi in a more direct line and thereby avoid some bad river 

crossings and go above the deeper waters. Chmielecki, fearing that they might pass too 

close to the territory of the Commonwealth, posted his forces near enough to their path so 

that they changed their route and passed closer to the sea to avoid any chance of an 

encounter.36

Upon receiving the letter from the Moldavian voyvoda, Chmielecki decided that it 

was time to send his own envoy, Baltazar Witkowski, to Hasan Pasha. In a letter to the 

king at this time, he informed him that “knowing how slippery those people are [i.e., the 

voyvoda and the Turks] . . .Witkowski will better be able to see from up close the 

readiness of the pagans and understand their further goals . .  .”37 The main points in the 

instructions given to Witkowski by Chmielecki were 1) to learn everything possible about 

the planned fortresses on the Dnieper, 2) to tell Hasan Pasha that the Crown was surprised 

that he was planning to build new fortresses “on the border” and that it was against

36Chmieleckl to Zygmunt III, 23 July 1627, (Documente Hurmuzaki, 2-2, no. 252, pp. 552-53).

37Chmielecki to Zygmunt III, (Documente Hurmuzaki, 2-2, no. 252, pp. 552-53).
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previous agreements; 3) to tell him that this plan had caused a great uproar not only among 

the Cossacks but also the people o f the frontier land (Ukraina), who had sworn that “they 

would rather lose their heads” than allow the construction of such fortresses, and that upon 

even the mere rumor that construction has commenced, the Cossacks and all of the Ukraine 

would rise up and descend upon the site, both by land and by the Dnieper, which would 

surely bring an end to peace; 4) to find out about the army of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, 

whether they had come to the Dnieper yet, and of their plans concerning the fortress 

construction; and 5) if the subject of the upominki due to the Tatars was to come up, to 

counter by mentioning the Tatar raids of the previous year.38

Hasan Pasha and the fleet had arrived at Ozi between 9 July, when it was still in 

Akkerman, and 12 July, when the first firman issued from Ozi was recorded.39 Bemawski 

and the Moldavian forces met up with the grand admiral on 15 July (there is no information 

on the Wallachian force). It is striking that during the first weeks at Ozi, there is no 

mention in the sources of fortress construction at Togan Gegidi. For this period, there is 

only one entry in the finnan register relating to construction materials—an order to the kadi 

of Akkerman that some timber previously deposited at Akkerman be sent to Ozi40—but no 

specifics as to its planned use. The silence of all sources on any possible activity at Togan 

Gegidi in the second half of July indicates that no ground was broken at the site. Although 

there is no reference in the firman register to the planned fortress on either side of the 

Dnieper, the Ottoman chronicle reports that on the Crimean side, a river flowing into the 

Dnieper needed to be filled in before construction could begin and for this reason, the Kefe

38i5ere/a doistoriji Ukrajiny-Rusi, 8: Materijaly do istoriji ukrajins ’koji kozadSyny, 1: Dokumentypo rik 
1631, ed. Ivan KrypjakevyC, Lviv: Naukove Tovarystvo im. SevCenka, 1908, no. 194, pp. 310-12).

39MD 83, nos. 50, 51.

40MD 83, no. 5 (23 July 1627).
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governor-general was ordered to proceed to the site with suitably equipped laborers.41 

However, there is no further reference to this project in the Ottoman sources. The Polish 

sources report that indeed at this time §ahin Gerey started constructing a fortress on the 

Dnieper. However, it was not opposite Togan Gegidi, where the Ottomans had planned, 

but rather at Aslan Kerman (also known as Islam Kerman; Aslangrad in the Polish 

sources), which was a dozen or so kilometers upriver, opposite the northeastern part of the 

island of Tavan (rather than at its southern end). In fact, according to a contemporary 

anonymous Polish relation of the reign of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, “Mehemd Gerey and 

§ahin, having the order from the Porte, gathered sufficient troops, artisans, common folk, 

and wagons, went and built a little fortress (zameczek) on their own side [of the Dnieper], 

on a site that suited their whim, and not where the sultan and pasha wanted it.”42

• Two firmans issued by Hasan Pasha during the first two weeks of his stay at Ozi 

yet again ordering the mobilization of provincial troops confirm the suspicion raised by the 

firmans issued on the first leg of his expedition, namely, that there would be serious 

difficulties with the Rumelian timariot forces. The two strident finnans, full of complaints 

and accusations, relate that while Hasan Pasha had already been at Ozi with the Moldavian 

and Wallachian voyvodas for more than two weeks, none of the troops repeatedly called to 

mobilize from the districts of Silistre, Nigboli, Vidin, £irmen, Vize, and Kirk Kilise had 

appeared.43 These are the last mobilization firmans issued by Hasan Pasha at Ozi in 1627. 

A muster register of those Rumelian forces that did eventually come to Ozi reveals that their 

number was only 1,582, with only 1,169 troops, the rest being various types of aides

41Katib £elebi, Fezleke, p. 92.

42“Relatia o nieprzyjaini mi§dzy D2anibeg Glrajem i Muhammed Girajem i Szahln Girajem, Carami 
Prekopskiemi” in Ukrainne sprawy. Przyczynek do dziejow polskich, tatarskich i tureckich, XVII. 
wieku, ed. Stanlsi aw Przyi^ckl, Lw6w: W Drukaml Piotra PtUera, 1842, p. 6.

43MD 83, nos, 55 (15 July 1627); note the discrepancy between the fact that it could not have been more 
three days since Hasan Pasha arrived and when he made the statement In the firman that it was fifteen days 
since he arrived at Ozi and still no provincial troops had arrived), 6 (21-24 July 1627). See also Chapter V.
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(miueferrikas, gavugcs, scribes).44 Throughout the finnans on the mobilization of the 

Rumelian provincial forces occurs a formula to the effect that “many soldiers and capable 

men are needed for fortress construction and for the defense of the Ozi frontier.” By 

August, authorities in the Crown had learned the true strength of Hasan Pasha’s forces at 

Ozi. Jerzy Zbaraski, in a letter to the king, dislcosed that he had two servants at Ozi, one in 

the service of the Moldavian voyvoda, and the other in the service of the Wallachian 

voyvoda. From them he learned that “the Turk came here with a weak force of not more 

than 5,000 and of those that did come they were very shoddy (lichi).”45 Unfortunately, it 

is not clear if this figure meant only Hasan Pasha’s troops or the entire force that came, 

including the Rumanian troops (it is assumed that the regular Ozi garrison was not included 

in this figure). Przer?bski, also writing to the king, gave a figure of 6,000.46

The failure of these troops to appear promptly and in respectable numbers, perhaps 

in combination with problems with the military force on board the fleet and with the 

accompanying Rumanian voyvodas, would have meant that Hasan Pasha would not have 

the soldiery needed to defend the construction at Togan Gegidi and perhaps even lacked 

sufficient labor for the actual task. That he indeed abandoned the project by the end of July 

would come out at the negotiations at Ozi between the grand admiral and the agents of the 

Crown.

Witkowski’s mission to Hasan Pasha occurred sometime in the last third of July.47 

Vivid details of his negotiations with Hasan Pasha are available in several relations and

^ T T  751 (see partial text and translation in appendix, see also Chapter V, esp. Table 3 for the exact 
breakdown of types of ttmariots).

45Jerzy Zbaraski to Zygmunt HI, Warsaw, 8 August 1627, original (BJ 211, fol. 485a-86b).

46Przer?bski to Zygmunt III, Warsaw, 5 August 1627, (BJ 211,479a-80b).

470 n  23 July, Chmielecki wrote to the king in a letter already cited that he was sending Witkowski 
(Documente Hurmuzaki, 2-2, no. 252, pp. 552-53); though the actual report is dated 29 July 1627, 
Witkowksi himself stated in the report that he was granted leave by the pasha two days later, i.e., on 31 
July (see following n.); by 5 August 1627 a document relating various points of it appeared (BJ 211, fol. 
483a-84b; AGAD, LL 30 491a-92a).
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letters, both published and unpublished. The discussions between the envoy and grand 

admiral, at which Moldavian voyvoda Bemawski was also present, touched on many 

interesting problems of the frontier, both relating to its realia and the Crown’s and Porte’s 

varying concepts o f the frontier and notion of a border. Until now, the material on these 

discussions has not been fully analyzed, even though much of it has been published.48 

Unfortunately, the record is biased in one direction because there is only Polish and no 

Ottoman documentation of these discussions. Nevertheless, these materials deserve a full 

analysis elsewhere, if only to understand more accurately the position of the Crown. Here 

only the main points will be brought out49

The first issue in the negotiations between Witkowski and Hasan Pasha v/as the 

location of the planned Ottoman fortress in relation to the boundary between the two states. 

Hasan Pasha claimed that the site was still on traditional Ottoman territory, as evidenced by 

the presence of some Muslim grave markers in the vicinity. As to the legal basis of 

Ottoman claims, the grand admiral claimed that the boundaries were old, had recently been 

confirmed and fixed in writing by the grand ambassador of the king (i.e., Zbaraski in 

1623), and were well known by both sides. Had he truly said this, he could have been 

correct only with regard to the Dniester as a mutually agreed border between Ottoman 

Moldavia and the Commonwealth. In fact, neither in the treaties of Suleyman nor in later 

times is the subject of the border directly addressed. There are merely statements to the 

effect that the Ottomans and Poles were not to allow any raids across the Dniester, and that 

people crossing the river in either direction for purposes of trade or nomads crossing into 

the Commonwealth for pasture were to announce themselves and pay the customary fees. 

Whether the Dniester was the border even in its lowest reaches (at Bender) was left open to

48&reZa, 8, no. 195, pp. 312-16.

49Baranowski gives a precis of Witkowksl’s mission (Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, p. 71).
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conflicting interpretation. Nor is there any indication of the status of the steppes above Ozi 

and of the Dnieper itself.50

The next issue was the fortress that §ahin Gerey had begun to construct on the left 

bank of the Dnieper. Hasan Pasha supposedly stated that the kalga was constructing this 

fortress without permission. Although the Ottomans had ordered §ahin Gerey to construct 

a fortress, as was seen above, there is sufficient evidence that Mehmed or perhaps §ahin 

Gerey had made a proposal to build such r fortress as early as 1626. Technically speaking, 

the grand admiral was speaking the truth, since, as we have seen above, the sources 

indicate that §ahin Gerey ignored the Ottoman plans and started working on a fortress at a 

site of his own choosing, slightly up-river from the site designated by the Ottomans. In 

any event, it made sense to avoid the issue, which is exactly what Hasan did, steering the 

conversation to the problem of Cossack incursions and suggesting that if the Crown was 

truly sincere about stopping Cossack raids, it should also erect some fortresses of its own 

to keep the Cossacks out of the Zaporizhia. This led to a long discussion of whether it was 

the Cossacks or the Tatars who were primarily responsible for provoking the retaliatory 

raids. At one point, Hasan Pasha claimed that one of the reasons the Ozi fortress complex 

needed repair was better to regulate Tatar crossings of the Dnieper there and thereby make it 

more difficult to move large forces to raid the Commonwealth as well as Moldavia and 

Wallachia.

^K a ta lo g  dokumentdw tureckich: Dokumenty do dziejdw Polski i krajdw oSciennych w latach 
1455-1672, ed. Zygmunt Abrahamowicz, Warsaw: Pafistwowe Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1959, no. 30, pp. 
44-45 (Sultan Siileyman, 1533); Katalog, no. 138, pp. 138-39 (Sultan Siileyman, 1553); AGAD, Dz. 
turecki, k 72, t 304, nr 557 (Katalog, no. 256, pp. 246-49, the second decade of Rabi‘ II 1032/12-21 
February 1623). During the discussion of this point, Hasan Pasha made a proposal that was apparently a 
new addition to Ottoman desiderata regarding the regulation of the frontier, namely, that he wanted to have a 
fortress built on the confluence of the Czapczak and the Buh Rivers to prevent Cossack incursions. If the 
Crown were not willing to destroy the town of RaSkiv (Raszkow) along with nine other towns, it should 
have strict watch and command over the insubordinate (swawolny) people who live there so that no raids on 
Turkish or Moldavian lands be made. For some reason, no response by Witkowski to this proposition is 
recorded. Cf. the firman drawn up upon the order of Hasan Pasha, but never issued, during his campaign in 
the following year in which a similar project was envisioned, namely, to construct some forts (palanka) 
near Cubriga (somewhere in the Akkerman district [kadilik], MD 83, no. 140).
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Finally, after retelling a discussion on the wisdom of adhering to the “old pacts of 

Suleyman,” Witkowski’s relation turns to a portrayal of the “sincere and positive” role 

played by the Moldavian voyvoda Bemawski by his supposedly persuading Hasan Pasha 

that to build a new fortress on the Dnieper would be folly. The voyvoda reportedly argued 

to the grand admiral that much blood would be spilt, and that great harm could befall the 

Ottoman house. Further, he maintained, that even having built the fortress, “it would not 

stand for long, for the Cossacks would hasten to demolish it.”51

On 29 July 1627, two days before Witkowksi left Ozi, a galley arrived from 

Istanbul with two kaftans for Hasan Pasha from the sultan himself. The Polish envoy 

viewed the kil'at ceremony, during which “72 galleys” performed a cannon salute, and he 

interpreted it as not only a sign of favor, but an indication that the grand admiral had the full 

confidence of the Porte to come to terms with the Crown.52 Whether this was the correct 

interpretation and whether it was indeed Bemawski who convinced Hasan Pasha to 

abandon the construction of a new fortress at Togan Gegidi cannot be said for certain. As 

far as Togan Gegidi was concerned, as was seen above, Hasan certainly did not act as if he 

were about to move up the Dnieper to commence with the project, in all likelihood because 

of the shortage of troops and hands. What is of particular significance is that on 25 July 

1627, during Witkowski’s mission, or perhaps just before, Hasan Pasha issued his first 

firman ordering that mukata'at, see glossary) of the Danubian region be assigned to the 

salaries of the garrisons of the Ozi, Bender, Akkerman, Kili, and other fortresses.53 Two 

weeks later, he issued the first firman proclaiming the assignment, for an indefinite period, 

of Danubian mukata'at for the salaries of the Ozi province’s (eyalet) main fortress 

garrisons. That is, Hasan Pasha proclaimed these mukata‘at as ocakliks in order to

5 iZereIa, 8, p. 316.

52ZereIa, 8, p. 316.

53MD 83, no. 7.
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provide a sound financial basis for the manning of these garrisons. In the following 

weeks, Hasan Pahsa issued repeated firmans directing this transfer process. The 

application of this basic yet little understood Ottoman financial mechanism, and the firmans 

issued in connection with it, will be the subject of a separate inquiry in Chapter VI, where 

there will also be a discussion of the reorganization of the regional financial system that 

Hasan Pasha effected by creating a new Ozi financial district (defterdarhk) out of the older 

Danubian one.

In fact, during the negotiations, Hasan Pasha apparently revealed to the Crown 

envoy that he had redefined his entire mission to Ozi. During the discussion of how to 

control the Tatars, Hasan Pasha is said to have mentioned that for better control and to keep 

an eye on §ahin Gerey and the movement of the Tatars over the river fords, it would be a 

good idea for the pasha of Silistre to reside in Ozi.54 Later on, in the middle of September, 

the Polish sources record that when Hasan Pasha would depart for the winter, Mehmed 

Baltaci Pasha, the Ozi governor-general, would indeed remain in Ozi rather than return to 

his usual seat in Silistre.55 Finally, in a letter to Chmielecki, Hasan Pasha, obviously 

somewhat misrepresenting the past, announced that from the very beginning his mission 

had been to come with his armada and army to repair the Ozi fortress, provide it with 

people, and properly supply it with the view of bringing peace, “so that traders from both 

sides could pass to and fro as in olden times.” Having done this, the grand admiral 

promised that not a single Cossack boat nor any of the faithless Bucak Tatars would be able 

to bring harm to their neighbors.56 In Chapter VI, some financial documentation is 

brought to bear on further measures that Hasan Pasha undertook to assure the proper

54i?ere/a, 8, p. 314. Although the governor-general of the province of Ozi was referred to as the Ozi 
beglerbegi, Ozi, because of its location, was not considered an attractive seat of the province and it was the 
custom for the Ozi beglerbegi to reside in the prosperous Danubian town of Silistre. This is one of the 
reasons the Ozi beglerbegi was also referred to as the governor or pasha of Silistre.

5525sre/a, 8, no. 196, p. 319.

56BJ 211, fol. 470a-71a.
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manning of the Ozi fortress complex and to provide the financial incentive and basis for the 

Ozi governor-general to stay in this forlorn and dangerous location.

It is also possible that the galley from the Porte delivered orders from the imperial 

divan, or even from the sultan in the form of a hatt-i humayun, bidding Hasan Pasha to 

reorganize the defense of the Ozi province and provide it with a sound financial basis. 

Perhaps the galley gave the Porte’s approval to an earlier proposition by Hasan Pasha. In 

as far as is known, the Crown authorities did not take any serious notice of this redefined 

mission of Hasan Pasha. However, for the defense of the Black Sea against the Cossacks 

and Ottoman control of the northern seaboard in general, it was potentially a more 

significant Jtep ihar: the placement of a new fortress in the lower Dnieper, which had 

caused the Crown such apprehension.

In the first half of September, Chmielecki sent another envoy, Aleksander 

Chocimirski, to Hasan Pasha for further discussions on frontier matters.57 The matters 

discussed included again the pacts of Suleyman and the more recent one of Murad IV. 

When Chocimirski refused even to discuss altering them, Hasan Pasha insisted that the 

Crown send a grand ambassador to the Porte as soon as possible. To this, the envoy 

refused to make any commitment on the grounds that he did not have the authorization. 

Next came the subject of the Tatars and how to insure against their raids. Little came of 

this discussion, with the exception of the proposal that the Moldavian voyvoda act as 

mediator between the Khanate and the Commonwealth. A discussion of the fortress at 

Aslan Kerman, which the Tatars had started to build, followed. On this point, Chocimirski 

was adamant that its construction would bring not peace, but the very opposite. He 

claimed that the Tatars were constructing it to assure a close and well-protected passage

57i5?re/a, 8, no. 196, p. 316-19. Baranowski gives a precis of Chocimirskl’s mission (Baranowski, 
Polska a Tatarszczyzna, p. 71-2).
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over the Dnieper into Crown lands. The Cossacks in their stations (whso) would be the 

first affected and would never tolerate such a threat.

The envoy’s characterization of the situation on the frontier was right on the mark: 

“Whatever these two monarchs (the sultan and king) build for peace and eternal friendship 

today, tomorrow those other two (Cossacks and Tatars) will render into dust”58 Here was 

the crux of the matter—the two great powers could have the best of intentions, but it 

seemed that no matter what measures they took, they could not bring under control their 

respective peripheries. Instead it appeared that the latter could at will sabotage relations 

between the two states, as if it were the peripheries and not the center that held control. 

However there is another point implicit in Chocimirski’s stance. With regard to the 

construction of fortresses in the frontier zone of the Dnieper River, the Ottomans and Tatars 

were in a very strong strategic position which amounted to a double-losing proposition for 

the Crown and the Cossacks: By creating fortress strongholds on a crossroads of the 

Cossack highway to the Black Sea and a major Tatar pathway into the Commonwealth’s 

Ukrainian lands, the Ottomans and Tatars could conceivably shut off the former and open 

wide the latter, thereby achieving an upset in the balance of power between the Cossacks 

and Tatars.

Hasan Pasha insisted that his purpose was not at all hostile, but defensive. 

Moreover he stated that he had sufficient funds to build a fortress opposite, for example, 

Aslan Kerman during that very season. However, in the interest of peace and thanks to the 

persuasions of the Moldavian voyvoda, he had agreed not only to abandon his own 

fortress on the right bank, but had ordered the Tatars to pull back from their construction. 

Hasan Pasha let it be known to Chocimirski that the Tatars had no choice but to terminate 

their project because they could not bear the costs themselves. They had asked the grand

58iferefa, 8, p. 318.
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admiral to send ships to the site, presumably to aid in supply and transport, but his 

categorical refusal meant that their undertaking had come to a halt

After Chocimirski’s mission, the crisis seemed defused and direct negotiations 

came to an end. Until the end of the campaign, Bemawski maintained contact with 

Chmielecki and Warsaw, continuing his mediatory role. In the end, the assessment of his 

services on the side of the Crown was mixed. To some, as evident in the two relations of 

Witkowski and Chocimirski, he was the hero who had found a way to defuse the crisis, 

with the interests of the Commonwealth in mind. Yet to others he had played a false role, 

pretending to act for the Crown, but actually acting as an instrument of the Ottomans. Thus 

an anonymous reporter on the negotiations of Witkowski was convinced that he had seen 

through the perfidious voyvoda when he read his letter about the great strength of the 

Ottoman force, both on land and on sea, as well as the might of his own army. This 

observer, seeing how the voyvoda was placing himself as the mediator between the Crown 

and the Porte, expressed doubt as to his sincerity and was convinced that his real aim was 

rather to serve “the Turk” with the harm of the king in mind. With this assessment, the 

anonymous reporter cautioned Chmielecki to be on guard for attempts at manipulation by 

the voyvoda.59

After the negotiations with Chocimirski, Hasan Pasha remained in Ozi for another 

month and a half. Although he renounced construction of a new fortress at Togan Gegidi, 

during the remainder of his stay he used the available forces and materials to perform some 

repairs on and additions to the Ozi fortress complex. Unfortunately, there are hardly any 

details on this activity. There is only a reference in a firman from near the end of the fleet’s 

stay at Ozi to a newly constructed cannon tower and palanka.60 As will be seen below, in

59BJ 211, fol. 483a-84b; AGAD LL 30, fol 491a-92a.

60MD 83, no. 77 (see Chapter V).
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the following year, Hasan Pasha would issue orders that repairs commenced at Ozi in 1627 

be completed.

During the remainder of Hasan Pasha’s stay at Ozi, as evidenced by the firmans 

issued by him, he was preoccupied with the reorganization of the finances of the Danubian 

defterdarlik, which was now redesignated as the Ozi defterdarligi (however, the firmans 

continued to use the old designations Tuna defterdarligi and Tuna aklami [finance bureau 

or district] alongside the new one). This flurry of activity continued even after Hasan 

Pasha and the fleet left Ozi in the middle of September to return to Istanbul. Going again by 

way of the Rumelian coast, Hasan apparently sailed directly for the Kili Straits, where he 

stopped for at least ten days (21 September-1 October 1627). Aside from financing, Hasan 

Pasha was concerned with punishing troops who had deserted during the campaign and 

rectifying various abuses in the provinces (see Chapter VII).

As far as the defense of the frontier was concerned, one of the important matters to 

attend to was the state of the Danubian boat flotilla used in the defense of the Black Sea 

coast. Apparently there were shortcomings in the flotilla mobilized in 1627, for in 

July/August as well as at the very end of the campaign, Hasan Pasha issued several firmans 

ordering that local officials in the Danubian basin see to it that gaykas manned with 

warriors be outfitted by specific locales. In issuing these orders, Hasan Pasha was making 

sure that there would be a proper organizational and financial basis for this flotilla in the 

following campaign season.61

For the entire campaign at Ozi, there is no concrete evidence of Cossack activity on 

the Black Sea. In September 1627, Toma Kantakuzin, the Ottoman envoy to Moscow, 

informed the Patriarch Filaret in Moscow that the Don Cossacks together with the 

Zaporozhians had been active on the sea, including in the vicinity of Istanbul, where they

61MD 83, nos. 15,110 (this entry represented at least eight separate firmans).
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“took many towns, villages, and hamlets, buring them and killing their inhabitants.”62 

However, as there had been a hiatus in Ottoman-Muscovite relations between 1623 and 

1627, it is not clear whether this complaint concerned the current or the previous several 

years. It appears, however, that at least the Zaporozhian Cossacks chose not to enter the 

sea in any large capacity until Hasan Pasha withdrew. Thereafter, in the fall, a 

Zaporozhian fleet of 60 boats did go out to sea. There is no information as to where it 

struck, but according to an angry letter from the sultan to the king, it caused considerable 

damage to “merchants and common folk” until it was intercepted by the imperial fleet. In 

the ensuing encounter, fifteen to twenty Cossack boats were taken while the rest fled and, 

according to the letter, continued their raiding activity.63 On the basis of this information, it 

appears that this Cossack fleet headed for the lower coast of Rumeli where it encountered 

Hasan Pasha’s returning fleet.

As for the new fortress at Aslan Kerman, for the moment it remained standing. As 

became apparent from the Zaporozhian expedition in the fall of 1627, it did not seriously 

impede their passage to the sea. As will become evident below, at the very start of the 

following campaign season the Cossacks dealt with it as they saw fit, as had been expected 

in the Commonwealth as well as among diplomats at the Porte.

Hasan Pasha, the Cossacks and the Fall ofMehmed and §ahin Gerey, 1628-1629 

At the end of 1627 the political situation that had arisen on the northern Black Sea frontier 

with the ascent of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey began to unravel. The beginning of the end 

for Mehmed and §ahin Gerey’s rule in the Crimean Khanate was the rekindling of the feud 

between §ahin Gerey and Kantemir. The origin of the new phase of their struggle was in

62Donskie dela, 1, ed. B. G. Dru2inin, St. Petersburg: ArxeografiCeskaja kommisija, 1898=Russkaja 
istoriSeskaja biblioteka, 18, col. 271-74.

63Murad IV to Zygmunt III, [fall 1627] (Documente Hurmuzaki, 2-2, no. 261, p. 579); see also 
HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, p. 38-39.
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fact a blood feud that broke out in the winter of 1627-1628. Khan Mehmed Gerey was on 

an expedition against Circassians disloyal to the Crimean Khanate, when Salman Shah 

Mirza, a cousin of Kantemir who was with the Crimean force, killed a certain Circassian 

loyal to Mehmed Gerey. This murder was perpetrated allegedly because five years earlier, 

the unnamed Circassian had killed Salman’s father. The Circassian happened to be a son- 

in-law of Mehmed Gerey, which meant that retribution for the murder by the khan was 

unavoidable. And so Salman Shah fled from the khan with his Nogays.64 The khan 

immediately notified his brother §ahin Gerey, who was in the Crimea, to detain Kantemir. 

However, Kantemir managed to escape with a few hundred of his retainers, although much 

of his family and their families and other mirzas loyal to him were captured by §ahin and 

cruelly executed.

Recognizing the danger that the return of Kantemir to the Bucak meant to the 

strategic position of the Crimea, §ahin Gerey set out with his forces for the Bucak at the 

end of February 1628. According to a letter of the Moldavian voyvoda Bemawski, §ahin 

Gerey crossed the Dniester in the first week of April with 6,000 men of only his own and 

the khan’s retinue, not daring to have with him other Tatars, Circassians, or any other 

potentially unreliable elements.65 After sacking a locale near Akkerman, the kalga pushed 

on toward the Danube, where Kantemir was with his forces. The Crimean forces went 

past Kili and ismail, and pushed toward Babadagi on the southern end of the Danubian 

delta. While §ahin Gerey’s army was encamped on the shore of the Danube in a state of 

readiness, the forces of Kantemir attacked. The Bucak chief had amassed a large force 

(30,000, according to Na‘ima) which aside from Tatars from the Bucak and Dobruca also 

included recruits from the local population around Silistre, who felt threatened by the

64Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, pp. 75-76; A. A. Novosel’skij, Bor’ba Moskovskogo 
gosudarstva s tatarami v pervoj polovine XVII veka, Moscow and Leningrad: Izdatel’stvo Akademii nauk 
SSSR, 1948, pp. 118-19

65Bemawsld to M. Przer?bski, Sieradz castellan, Ia§i, 8 April 1628 (fJkrainne sprawy, p. 22).
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invading Crimean Tatars. In addition, according to Na‘ima’s chronicle, local Ottoman 

forces also supported Kantemir’s force. There on the shore of the Danube a great battle 

occurred in which Kantemir and his allies won a resounding victory. §ahin Gerey’s 

decimated forces were scattered while the kalga himself had to flee for his life with a few of 

his retainers.66

After the battle on the Danube, Kantemir sent an envoy to the Porte appealing for 

the deposition of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey and the appointment of Canbeg Gerey, the 

former khan expelled by the two brothers in 1623. The Ottomans, leaving aside the 

humiliation that they suffered at the hands of the two brothers in 1624, had plenty of new 

reasons to wish to remove them from power. As recently as Hasan Pasha’s expedition in 

the previous year, §ahin Gerey had helped undo Hasan Pasha’s plans by deliberately 

building his fortress on a different site than had been decided. While both brothers had 

proved unwilling to lead their armies to eastern Anatolia, Canbeg Gerey had been making 

offers to serve in the East should the Ottomans return him to the Crimean throne.67

In the meantime, Kantemir set out for the Crimea to follow through with his 

success.68 While §ahin Gerey entered the Crimea on 23 April, six days later Kantemir, 

with a large force including many Crimean Tatars who were dissatisfied with Mehmed and

66Mustafa Na'ima, Ravzatii'l-huseyn f t  (fulafdti af}bdri’l-f}dfilcayn, 2 [=Tarih], Istanbul: Ma{ba‘a-i 
‘Amlre, 1281-1283/1864-1866, pp. 340-41. The anonymous Polish relation of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey’s 
reign cited above confirms many of the details in Na'ima Including the participation of Ottoman forces in 
the battle (see Ukrainne sprawy, pp. 6-7). Mehmed and Na‘ima‘s account is misplaced s.a. 1033/1624 
between the entries for the Ottoman-Crimean war of 1624 and the Cossack attack on Yenl Ktty. This event 
is not recorded in Katib Qelebi’s Fezleke.

67Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, pp. 77; Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 119.

68The main sources on these events are relations and correspondence from a Crown chancery copy book 
from 1626-1628, formerly held in the Ossolineum in Lviv and today in the Biblioteka Ossolinskich in 
Wroclaw (ms. 209). These materials were entered into the copy book under the heading “Ukrainny sprawy 
(Frontier affairs).” In 1842 these materials were published by Stanislaw Przylecki under the same title. 
HruSevs’kyj’s and Baranowski’s accounts of these events are primarily based on these materials. Here the 
account of these event relies on them, with reference, when necessary, to the actual Polish materials, as 
well as to new information from the Muscovite sources (Krymlde dela) made available by Novosel’skij 
and to the Ottoman and other archival sources.
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§ahin Gerey’s tyrannical rule, followed on his heels.69 With §ahin and Mehmed Gerey 

and their remaining supporters in Bag$esaray, Kantemir laid siege to the Crimean capital. 

It seemed that the two brothers were about to meet their doom. However, again as in 

1624, at the moment of truth, §ahin managed to reverse his desperate situation by obtaining 

the support of the Zaporozhian Cossacks. At some point the kalga sent several loyal 

mirzas as envoys to the Zaporozhian Sich asking for aid. It is not clear whether this was 

before or after he was besieged in the capital. In any event, because there was very little 

time if the brothers were to to be saved, hetman Myxajlo Dorosenko, without consulting 

the Crown, gathered his available forces, which were only 4,000 Cossacks, and taking 

along artillery, hastened for the Crimea.70

Hrusevs’kyj states that §ahin Gerey’s envoys reminded the Zaporozhians about 

their old oath of alliance and promised a high payment.71 However, in the sources he cites 

there is no mention of an oath, only of money. According to an anonymous report, “the 

Cossacks were enlisted by §ahin Gerey through Bulhar Mirza only by a verbal promise, 

that is, the Mirza promised them a great pay from §ahin Gerey if only they went to the 

Crimea.”72 In fact, there is no explicit evidence that the oath of alliance of 1624 came into 

play, and as was pointed out above, it is clear looking back at some of the intervening 

events, that the Cossacks had ample reason to consider any alliance broken. The latest 

such instance was §ahin Gerey’s visible role in the project to construct new fortresses on 

the Dnieper. Baranowski is convinced that because of the intervening events, there was no 

question of any alliance being in effect at the time when §ahin Gerey appealed to the

69Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 120 (Krymslde dela).

70Ukrainne sprawy, pp. 27,50. According to the report of Muscovite envoys Tarbeev and Basov, who 
were in the Crimea at the time, there were 6,000 (Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 120 [Krymskie dela]).

71Hru5evs’kyj, Istorija, 8, p. 42.

72Ukrainne sprawy, p. 50.
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Cossacks.73 On the other hand, as has been pointed out above, §ahin was a consummate 

politician not to be underestimated and capable of presenting and justifying his actions in 

exactly the light necessary to assuage any doubts of his past or present sincerity. In his 

favor was precisely the ambiguity of many of his actions such as the construction of the 

fortress at Aslan Kerman. On the other hand, Dorosenko was no mean politician himself, 

with proven skills demonstrated in 1625 and 1626, when he was able to weave a course 

between the demands of the victorious Crown and the disaffections of the defeated 

Cossacks. It is very possible that, given this wonderful opportunity to intervene in the 

affairs of the Khanate, he chose to interpret past events in the most propitious light, which 

meant acting as if he actually felt bound by an agreement to protect his ally.

As far as the threatening fortress at Aslan Kerman was concerned, it was no longer 

a factor. Earlier in the year, just as the Tatar world was thrown into new turmoil by §ahin 

Gerey and Kantemir, the hetman himself set out for the fortress with a Cossack force.74 

According to a letter from the Zaporozhians to Zygmunt, Aslan Kerman could have held 

out for a long time, as it had been well-manned and stocked by the Ottoman fleet.75 

However, owing to “skill and bravery,” the Cossacks took the fortress, leveled it, and 

returned to the Sich with several dozen captured cannons.76

Whether or not the alliance was invoked, the Cossacks were willing to join the 

embattled kalga for the promise of high pay just as in 1624, as would any mercenary army. 

As Baranowski points out, the Cossacks must have remembered that those who rescued 

§ahin four years prior were highly rewarded.77 In fact, as was seen in Chapter II, not only

73Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, p. 79.

74Kru5evs’kyj, Isiorija, 8, p. 41.

75Cf. HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, p. 41 where it is stated that the fortress was taken easily.

76Zaporozhian Cossacks to Zygmunt III, 28 July 1628 (Ukrainne sprawy, pp. 26-27).

77Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, p. 79.
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had they been well-compensated by payment from §ahin and with spoils from the Crimean 

countryside, they had also taken booty from the defeated Ottoman force and the city of 

Kefe.

The Cossacks were fortunate that Kantemir underestimated them, thinking that only 

a band was coming rather than a force (albeit a modest one), led by the hetman. And so 

they were able to make it past Perekop with little difficulty.78 Once in the Crimea, the 

Zaporozhians were several times engaged by Kantemir’s troops and were forced to move 

toward Bag?esaray in wagon-camp formation. Kantemir’s forces could not stop the 

Cossacks, and after an embattled six-day march through the Crimean steppe, they finally 

reached Bagsesaray.79 However, during one of the batdes on the way, their leader, 

Dorosenko, as well as an earlier hetman, Olyfer, fell to enemy bullets.80 The fact that the 

hetman was the victim of gunfire is in itself significant. According to the anonymous 

Polish relation of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey’s reign:

There, while nearing Bagsesaray, Myxajlo Dorosenko was killed by the 
segbans (seymen in the Polish) of whom there were 500. They who had 
been [in service] guarding the Danube came in a ship, with a certain pasha, 
from Akkerman to Balaklava and going straight over the mountains and 
through the forests to Bagsesaray to join Kantemir’s army.81

Thus, just as §ahin Gerey obtained musket-armed infantry in the form of the Cossacks, so 

too Kantemir came by an analogous, albeit smaller, force, namely, the Ottoman segbans 

(see glossary).

78Ukrainne sprawy, p. 50.

79Ukrainne sprawy, p. 27.

80Ukrainne sprawy, p. 51.

81Ukrainne sprawy, p. 6.
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As Hrugevs’kyj points out, the death of their talented and capable leader was a great 

loss to the Cossacks, and they later pointed to it as one of the reasons their expedition fell 

short of success.82 The Cossacks chose a new hetman on the spot by the name of 

“Mojrzenica” and entered the city, where they were immediately awarded with five gold 

coins (zloty) each from money that had been delivered recently to Bag§esaray by Muscovite 

envoys as pominkiP  Then together with the Cossacks, §ahin Gerey, whose forces at the 

time the Cossack’s arrived were said to number only a few hundred, broke out of 

Kantemir’s blockade into the open field. By this time, because of the arrival of the 

Cossacks, the tide began to turn as Tatars began to leave the Bucak chief for the other 

camp.84 Kantemir’s camp was stormed and occupied by the Cossacks, and he and his 

forces were forced to flee toward Kefe.85

§ahin Gerey and the Cossacks made their way to Kefe in pursuit of Kantemir. 

Outside Kefe, Kantemir decided to make a stand and so another battle was fought. 

However, he was again defeated, this time decisively, and forced to take refuge in the 

city.86 However, the Cossack casualties were not slight—one source gives a thousand 

Cossack dead. To encourage and reward those who survived, §ahin Gerey promised that 

he would deliver, according to the same source, “one hundred thousand thalers and a herd 

of several hundred (horses?).”87 With this further payment, the Cossacks agreed to stay 

on and set siege to this major Ottoman port. According to an entry from Hasan Pasha’s

82Hru5evs’kyj, Istorija, 8, p. 43.

83Ukrainne sprawy, p. 27.

^Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, p. 82.

83Ukrainne sprawy, p. 51.

86HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, p. 44.

87Ukrainne sprawy, p. 51.
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firman register, “the Cossack bandits came upon the Kefe fortress, set up a wagon-camp 

(]abur) and surrounded [the fortress]. . .  in siege.”88

The siege lasted thvee to four weeks.89 During the siege, Kefe underwent 

considerable hardship, though the approach from the sea was apparently not cut off since 

Kantemir, fearing that he would be turned over to §ahin Gerey by the city’s beleaguered 

residents, spent the nights on a galley at sea. It was rumored that the city was not taken 

thanks only to the restraint of Mehmed Gerey, who feared that if  the city fell and a 

slaughter of the population ensued, he would have no chance for rehabilitation at the 

Porte.90

On the last day of June 1628, the Ottoman fleet sailed into the harbor of Kefe after 

crossing the Black Sea from Sinop. As in the previous year, it was led by vizier and grand 

admiral Hasan, who was again the commander in chief of all Ottoman forces in the Black 

Sea region, both on land and sea.91 At the same time, an army from Rumeli under vizier 

Ken‘an Pasha was making its way to the northern Black Sea by land.92 In the winter and 

spring of 1628, the Ottomans had planned to send the grand admiral with the main part of 

the fleet to the Mediterranean Sea, where it was badly needed because Of corsair activity

88MD 83, no. 123.

89Surely not three months, and probably not as long as a month and a half, as Baranowski and 
HruSevs’kyj, respectively, contend (Baranowski, Polska a Tatarszczyzna, p. 83; HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, 
p. 44). Unfortunately the previous concrete date concerning the events in the Crimea is 29 April 1628 
when Kantemir entered the Crimea At least several days, if not weeks, must have elapsed from the this 
date until he laid siege to Bag?esaray and the Cossacks arrived in the Crimea. Taking into account the 
succeeding events leading up to the siege of Kefe, namely, the six-day march of the Cossacks from Perekop 
to Baggesaray, the ensuing battles there, the move of the belligerent parties to Kefe, and the battle there, 
three to four weeks, the figure suggested by the Ottoman document, appears as the most likely duration of 
the siege.

"H ruaevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, p. 44.

91MD 83.no. 119.

92Ken‘an Pasha to Zygmunt III, [September 1628], Ismail, original (AGAD, Dz. turecki, k 73, t320, nr 
581; Katalog, no. 273, pp. 264-65).
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there, and only a smaller flotilla to the Black Sea.93 There is no doubt that it was the 

breakout of the conflict between §ahin Gerey and Kantemir and the former’s invasion of 

regular Ottoman territory, combined with the latter’s appeal to the Porte, that prompted the 

Ottomans into action. In Hasan Pasha’s firman register, the first entry from 1628 is 

registered under 1 Ramadan 1037/5 May 1628. This firman, issued by Hasan Pasha while 

he was still in the capital, was sent in separate versions addressed to the Ozi governor- 

general, the governors (sancakbegi) and kadis of ten districts (sancak) in the Danubian 

basin belonging to the province of Ozi, as well as to the Moldavian and Wallachian 

voyvodas.94 Revealing the recency and urgency of the Hasan Pasha’s changed assignment 

is the heading for this section of the firman register which states that the firmans that follow 

are issued with the aim of “rapidly mobilizing the appointed district {sancak) armies.”95 

The other mobilization firman issued while still in Istanbul was to the governor of Budun 

(Buda), vizier Murtaza Pasha, who was to mobilize with the troops of five districts in his 

province.96 Both the Ozi and Budun forces were ordered to travel not to the Crimea, but to 

Ozi, and defend the frontier there as well as help finish the repairs of the previous year at 

the Ozi fortress complex (on these mobilization firmans, see Chapter V). Apparently the 

Ottomans were concerned about the possibility of attacks on Ozi, while the main Black Sea 

force was engaged in the Crimea or that a large Cossack fleet might pass out of the Dnieper 

to aid the Cossacks at Kefe from the sea side or attack the fleet.

During the leg of the trip from the Bosphorus to Amasra, Hasan Pasha issued 

further mobilization firmans to the Ozi governor-general and other Rumelian commanders

93Roe, dispatch of 22 March/1 April 1627 (Negotations, p. 782). Roe reported that there were many 
disorders in the Mediterranean—the waters outside major Ottoman ports were swarming with pirates and the 
coasts o f Sicily and Naples were not only secure before the Ottomans, but their own privateers had been 
striking the Ottoman coasts of Albanis and the Morea.

94MD 83, nos. 79 and 86 (= one firman).

95MD 83, no. 78.

96MD 83, no. 87.
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berating them for having not yet moved with their armies, even though the fleet had already 

set out, and a firman relating to the supply of tar for the Istanbul arsenal (the fleet was in 

the §ili harbor on 9 Shawwal 1037/12 June 1628 and in Amasra on 15 Shawwal 1037/123 

June 1628).97 After pausing at the harbor of Amasra, Hasan Pasha sailed on for Sinop 

where he called into port (the firman register records his presence there on 20 and 21 

Shawwal 1037/23 and 24 June 1628). The firmans he issued at Sinop included one 

concerning the repair of broken cannons in the fortress and its defenses from seaside 

against the Cossacks, one to expedite the construction of two new galleys in the port’s 

naval arsenal, and one to the Ozi governor general and the Akkerman kadi arranging for 

two ships to bring grain from Akkerman to Kefe for the gathering troops there.98

Upon arriving at Kefe, Hasan Pasha’s first order was to the kadis of Kefe, Sudak, 

and Taman, proclaiming Mehmed and §ahin Gerey deposed and calling the general 

population to rise in arms against them (nefir-i ‘amm, see Chapter V).99 The next firman 

was addressed to the Nogay begs and mirzas subject to the Crimean Khanate calling them 

to abandon Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, and with all of their clans and tribes to come to the 

side of the newly proclaimed khan, Canbeg Gerey.100 Next in the firman register, under 

the date 28 Shawwal 1037/1 July 1628, are two firmans, one addressed to Mehmed and the 

other to §ahin Gerey. Graciously worded, they inform the brothers that because of “some 

unavoidable considerations” it was necessary to appoint Canbeg Gerey as khan and Devlet 

Gerey as kalga and order the brothers to peacefully cede the throne to them and “cut all ties

97MD, 83, nos. 89, 80, 81, 83.

98MD 83, nos. 114, 118.

"M D  83, no. 119 (27 Shawwal 1037/30 June 1628, Kefe).

100MD 83, no. 120.
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with the Crimea.”101 However, these firmans were not sent out because there was no 

longer any need, according to a note above the first firman.

The Ottoman documents indicate that although §ahin and Mehmed Gerey and the 

Cossacks did not immediately upon the arrival of the Ottoman fleet end their siege, it 

nevertheless did not last long.102 According to the firmans, while on 1 July (the fleet’s 

second day at Kefe) the brothers were still besieging Kefe together with their allies, by 5 

July, the siege had been lifted and the besiegers had left.103 According to the last firman, 

the Cossacks were unwilling or unable to give battle to the Ottoman force and withdrew. 

While Mehmed Gerey fled into “the impenetrable mountains,” §ahin Gerey went with the 

Cossack wagon-camp, “choosing unbelief and error.” According to the Polish sources, 

although under constant attack by the forces of the new kalga Devlet Gerey, the Cossacks, 

with' §ahin Gerey in their wagon-camp, successfully made their way out of the Crimea and 

were back in the Zaporizhia by the middle of July.104 While the same sources relate that 

the Zaporozhians brought back as trophies Polish cannons that had been captured by 

Kantemir in the battle of Cecora in 1620, the Ottoman sources claim that when the 

Cossacks abandoned Kefe,105 they left behind cannons, tents, banners (bayrak) and 

baggage.106 What is clear from both the Polish and Ottoman sources is that the Nogays 

and other Tatars who defected from Mehmed and §ahin Gerey to Canbeg Gerey and the 

Ottomans played a decisive role in the final outcome of the siege of Kefe. Indeed, perhaps

101MD 83, nos. 121, 122.

102The Polish sources only suggest that the siege did not last long after the fleet’s arrival (see 
HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, p. 44).

103MD 83, no. 123.

104Hruievs’kyj, Istorija, 8, p. 44.

105Hru§evs’kyj, Istorija, 8, p. 45.

106MD 83, no. 123.
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the first decrees proclaimed by Hasan Pasha at Kefe, aimed at the Crimean populace and 

the Nogays, enabled the Ottomans to prevail without having to do battle with the 

Cossacks.107

From the firman informing of the Cossack withdrawal from Kefe it is clear that 

Hasan Pasha did not consider the danger in the region to have passed. In this firman, 

Hasan Pasha strictly ordered the newly appointed Ozi governor-general, ibrahim, who was 

the Ozi defterdari in the previous year, to make sure that when the troops mobilized to 

come to Ozi and Akkerman arrive, they were not to say “we have done our service and 

there is no longer a need for us to stay,” and return home. To this effect no leaves were to 

be granted and all the forces were to be massed ready for defensive duty and await the 

arrival of the grand admiral with the fleet.108 Clearly, the danger of some Cossack action 

at Ozi or entry by a large fleet of Sajkas was considered real, at least at that point in the 

campaigning. However, after this order, no further firmans relating to mobilization of 

troops are recorded in Hasan Pasha’s firman register. In 1628 the turnout of the provincial 

timariots (570) was about a third of that of the previous year although it is difficult to 

compare the figures from the two campaigns because of the difference in missions and 

circumstances.

Having ordered the Ozi governor-general to hold fast with his forces at Ozi, Hasan 

Pasha turned in earnest to the task he had begun in the previous year’s campaign at Ozi, 

that is, putting into order and reorganizing the finances of the region with the aim of 

providing a sounder financial basis for the region’s fortress defenses. Within a few days 

of the withdrawal of the Cossacks, Hasan Pasha issued his first firmans for that season 

concerning financial matters. The very first one was to the Ozi governor-general, ordering 

that a mukata'a  revenue be indefinitely assigned for the Ozi fortress garrison (i.e.,

107HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, p. 44.

108MD 83, no. 123.
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assigned as an ocaklik, see Chapter VI). At the same time he issued many orders intended 

to rectify various abuses in the taxation system, as well as to punish smugglers, cheaters, 

criminals, and so forth (see also Chapter VII). He also issued orders to rectify various 

abuses in the provinces and to punish provincial troops who had deserted (see also Chapter 

V).

Although by July 1628 Canbeg Gerey was back in power in the Crimea, his and the 

Ottoman’s problems with §ahin Gerey and the Cossacks were not over.109 Unfortunately, 

there are no further available Ottoman documentary sources on Mehmed and §ahin 

Gerey.110 But in addition to the Polish sources used by Hrusevs’kyj and Baranowski, 

some important new Muscovite material is presented by Novosel’kyj. Here only a 

summary of the end of the careers of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey in the Crimea will be 

given.

In the fall §ahin Gerey, who was staying somewhere in the Zaporizhia near the 

Sich, was planning an expedition to the Crimea to regain his throne. During this time his 

supporters were carrying on a partisan war against Canbeg Gerey and Kantemir in the 

steppes outside of Perekop. In the meantime, the Cossacks sent several expeditions to the 

Black Sea but because of high winds could not progress farther than the environs of Ozi 

and the shores of the Crimea. There are no specifics on these raids. As for §ahin Gerey’s 

plans, apparently there was not too much enthusiasm among the Cossacks. Only in late 

November, when the former kalga was able to promise to pay them sufficiently (“ten gold 

pieces and a sheepskin coat ” per man) as well as to turn over the Nogay lands to them after

109The discussion of attempts by Mehmed and §ahin Gerey to regain their throne is based on a relation 
published in Seweryn Goie’oiowski, “Szahin Giraj i Kozacy,” Biblioteka warszawska 1852, no. 2: 1-27, 
esp. pp. 21-28. See also HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, pp. 45-56.

110Ottoman and Tatar chronicles do not add anything significant to the aftermath of Mehmed and §ah.;n 
Gerey’s expulsion from the Crimea. See Katib £elebi. Fezleke, 2, pp. 102-103; V. D. Smimov, 
Krymskoe Xanstvo pod verxovenstvom Otomanskojporty do naSala X V III veka, St. Petersburg, 1887, pp. 
495-99; Abdullah Ridvan Pa$azade, Tevdrfy-i De§t-i Kipqak in La chronique des steppes kiptchak 
Tevarlf}-i deSt-i QipSaq du X V IP  sitcle, ed. Ananiasz Zajaczkowski, Warsaw: Paiistwowe Wydawnictwo 
Naukowe, 1966, pp. 61-62.
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their victory was he able to convince the Zaporozhians to participate. By this time, §ahin 

Gerey had managed to find supporters in the Crown (headed by Chmielecki) who, with the 

knowledge of the king, privately urged the Cossacks to go with §ahin, while officially 

berating them for their adventure in the past summer. It was decided to see whether there 

was some chance that §ahin Gerey could regain the Crimea and become a vassal of the 

Crown. If complicity in such an attempt could be concealed before the Porte, at worst the 

Crown would profit from continued anarchy in the Crimea. And so to Ottoman and 

Crimean inquiries as to the whereabouts of §ahin Gerey, the Crown pleaded ignorance.

However, the attempt to regain the Crimea was doomed almost from its very

beginning. In the first half of November, 6,000 Zaporozhians, led by a new hetman,

Hryc’ko Comyj, and 8,000 Tatars, mostly Lesser Nogays led by §ahin Gerey, set out for

the Crimea. The force rendezvoused on the Dnieper with Mehmed Gerey, who had been

among the Lesser Nogays near Azak. Already on the first leg of the journey, some

Cossacks displayed dissatisfaction with their new hetman (who had been appointed by the
»

Crown without sufficient consultation with the rank and file) and expressed an 

unwillingness to be led by him. After a council was called, the dissenters were convinced 

to follow him, but this was already a sign that he did not have the necessary authority to 

command a disciplined force. In the middle of November, as the Cossacks and Tatars 

were approaching Perekop hoping to enter the Crimea by surprise, advance scouts reported 

a large herd of horses, which belonged to Kantemir and the Nogays, grazing nearby. 

Instead of continuing with the march, the majority decided to take the herd first. The 

operation was successful, but with it an alarm was sent to the Crimea and before the end of 

the next day Canbeg and Devlet Gerey arrived in Perekop to defend the Crimea with all 

their forces. Having learned this, the sentiment arose among the Cossacks that there was 

no reason to go on and that they should turn back since their own force was too small to 

risk entering the Crimea. And after all, they had already gained sufficient booty by taking 

the large herd. In the meantime, Canbeg Gerey’s forces began forays on the Cossack and
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Tatar camp. In light of this situation, neither the hetman nor §ahin Gerey could convince 

the Cossacks to go on toward Perekop. Instead, they decided to turn back before it was 

too late. Even so, the Cossacks and their Tatar allies were forced to give battle to the 

attacking forces of Canbeg Gerey, who in the meantime had been joined by Kantemir. 

Managing to survive repeated assaults, they slowly made their way back to the Dnieper. 

By the time they reached Aslan Kerman, the enemy ceased its attacks and they were able to 

rest and divide the captured herd of horses. Although §ahin Gerey was forced to retreat 

with the Cossacks, he continued his partisan war with Canbeg Gerey and Kantemir even 

after the expedition. He was encouraged by the continued support offered to him by the 

Lesser Nogays. Leaving Mehmed Gerey in the steppe with these Nogays, §ahin Gerey 

again withdrew to the Zaporizhia.

In April 1629, the two brothers made another attempt to regain the Crimea, again 

with the help of the naval forces of the Zaporozhian as well as the Don Cossacks.111 As in 

late 1628, an approach of Perekop was made by §ahin and Mehmed Gerey with the Lesser 

Nogays and Zaporozhians. This time the Zaporozhian force was much larger than in the 

previous fall. However, it consisted mostly of non-registered Cossacks, although regular 

Cossack officers did participate.112 A combined force of Don and Zaporozhian Cossacks 

set out from the Don and entered the Crimea near KerC and sacked Karasu. Another 

flotilla, of Zaporozhians, struck from the side of the Black Sea and sacked Mangub. 

Despite this promising plan, the land forces were again unsuccessful near Perekop because 

of a dire lack of water and defection by the Nogays in the face of the large force amassed 

by Canbeg Gerey and Kantemir. Meanwhile, the attacks from the sea apparently were not 

followed through by a push into the Crimea, but instead degenerated into mere raids for

111On this attempt to regain the Crimea see Novosel’skij, Bor’ba, p. 136-37 and the brief relation in 
Goi?biowski, “Szahin Giraj,” 8, pp. 26-27. See also HruSevs’kyj, Istorija, 8, pp. 60-63.

112Hru§evs’kyj, Istorija, 8, p. 63.
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booty. After this unsuccessful attempt, Mehmed Gerey, accused of dealing with the 

enemy, was murdered by the Zaporozhians. As for §ahin Gerey, he decided not to take 

any chances and fled to the Don region and from there to Iran.

At this point it is not clear to what degree and for how long Hasan Pasha’s 

measures to buttress the Black Sea defenses were successful. But by 1629, the situation in 

the northern Black Sea seemed no different than it had been prior to the ascent of Mehmed 

and §ahin Gerey. The new khan was hostile toward the Commonwealth and launched 

large raids against it. Meanwhile, the Zaporozhians resumed their depredations on the 

Black Sea, which brought a renewal of complaints and demands from the Porte. And the 

Don Cossacks continued their attacks in the Sea of Azov and against the Crimea, as well as 

in the Black Sea, often together with the Zaporozhians, while Moscow condemned them 

for their acts and disavowed any responsibility before the Porte. After all the efforts on 

each side to contol their frontiers, the same litany of complaints, denials, and promises 

continued as before.
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PART II

THE EXPEDITIONS OF HASAN PASHA (1627 AND 1628): 
A CASE STUDY OF THE OTTOMAN DEFENSE OF 

THE BLACK SEA
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CHAPTER V

The Mobilization of Men and Materiel

To gain knowledge and better understanding of the Ottoman defense of the Black Sea, it is 

useful to have a more concrete and detailed picture of its day-to-day workings. The starting 

point for this investigation are materials in the Archive of the Prime Ministry (Ba§bakanlik 

Ar§ivi) of Istanbul relating to Hasan Pasha’s expeditions to Ozi (Ocakiv) and the Crimea in 

1627 and 1628, respectively. The story of these expeditions aimed at strengthening the 

fortress defenses of the Black Sea and reasserting Ottoman control over the Crimean 

Khanate has been told in Chapter IV where some of the main documentary sources were 

referred to. The most significant source is volume 83 of the Ba§bakanlik Ar§ivi’s 

Muhimme defterleri. This volume, part of the M uhimme series, is not actually a 

miihimme register. Although the appearance of the text is no different from a typical 

muhimme defteri of the time, aside from a short section (see below), the firmans 

registered in it (originally entered in chronological order)1 were issued not by the imperial 

divan (divan-i humayun), but rather, by the supreme commander of an expedition from the 

field of operations, that is, by grand admiral (kapudan pa§a) vizier Hasan. They are 

addressed to various high and low officials and commanders located in near and distant 

regions in Rumeli or on the shores of the Black and Azov Seas. Most common are

a rebinding of the register, the order o f some of the pages was disturbed and hence, some of the 
documents are out of chronological order. Because the numeration of the documents was made after this or 
some later rebinding, it also does not completely correspond to the original order of the documents.
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govemor-generals and governors (beglerbegis and sancakbegis), district heads (kadis), 

and finance department chiefs (defterdars).

The firmans in Hasan Pasha’s firman register vary in content. Of the 135 firmans, 

about a third cover matters not directly connected, or at best, indirectly connected to the 

campaign. The other two thirds cover matters directly pertaining to the operations of the 

1627 and 1628 campaigns. These firmans can be divided into three groups according to 

their subject matter—mobilization, transport and supplies, and taxation and finances. In 

addition, there are a number of miscellaneous firmans relating to the actual business of the 

campaigns, covering diverse matters such as construction, promotions, and diplomacy.

None of the firmans relating to the actual business of the campaigns are orders 

concerned with directing the actual operations in the field. The one reference to battlefield 

military operations (to the combined Tatar-Cossack siege of Kefe in June-July 1628 in a 

firman ordering the governor-general of Ozi to make sure that troops assembled at Ozi and 

Akkerman were not dismissed prematurely) is marginal to the document’s contents—the 

information serves only as background and the firman contains no specific orders on the 

conduct of battle.2 There are no references to any construction work at the planned site of 

Togan Ge?idi (in Chapter IV it was seen that the this fortress was never commenced). 

There is only one specific reference to the construction and repair activity at Ozi in 1627— 

identical firmans praising the Moldavian and Wallachian voyvodas for their loyal sendee 

mention a newly constructed (or reconstructed) fortress, cannon tower (hi$arbeye), and 

palanka?

2MD 83, no. 123 (see Chapter IV).

3MD 83, no. 77.
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Troops and Mobilization

Mobilization firmans. A substantial portion of the firmans in Hasan Pasha’s finnan 

register relate to the mobilization of provincial forces in both 1627 and 1628.4 For neither 

campaign is there a single firman in the firman register proclaiming a general mobilization 

of the provincial forces and the forces of the Porte (kapikuli). Nor is there a single firman 

for the mobilization of only the provincial forces, timariot (n'mar-holding) or others. 

Instead, the mobilization was announced through decrees to individual governors and 

kadis of provinces slated for mobilization. In fact, the only part of the register in which 

initial mobilization orders could have been registered is the part that was written in the 

capital, that is, the brief regular muhimme-type section from 1628 in the middle of the 

volume (before the orders issued during the campaign of 1628). In fact, the tide of this 

section states that the firmans in it were issued for the purpose of rapidly mobilizing the 

troops of the districts that were assigned for Hasan Pasha’s campaigns.

In the section recording firmans issued in Istanbul in 1628, there is one basic 

firman, separate copies of which were sent addressed to governors and kadis in different 

districts. The full version given in the firman register, which can be considered a template 

for the other versions, is addressed to ibrahim, governor-general of Ozi and governor 

(mutasarrif) of the district (sancak) of Silistre. It calls for the mobilization of all the forces 

in that district for the completion of the repair of several “deficient places” at the Ozi 

fortress complex.5 The other addressees listed at the end of this documents for other 

firmans of the same content were to the governors (either governor or temporary governors 

[mutasarrifs by arpalik]) of Nigboli, Vidin, Alaca Hisar, £irmen, Viil^etrin, Dukagin, 

iskenderiyye, Prizrin, Kirk Kilise, Kostendil, to the Kostendil alay begi, the voyvoda of

*26 of the 135 finnans in MD 83 relate to mobilization.

5 Ozi kaTesindfl ku?ur kalan yerlerin Itmama irlgdiirlKip (MD 83, no. 79, see also no. 86). 
Probably the repairs to be completed were those being carried out by Hasan Pasha in the previous year.
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Moldavia, the voyvoda of Wallachia and the kadis in these provinces.6 This set of firmans 

called up the following types of provincial forces: timariots, from regular timar- and 

z e 'flmef-holders and their cebelu  retinues to the higher ranking Umar-holding 

miiteferrikas, gavu§cs, and scribes.7 The various roles of the different timariots and other 

provincial troops will be discussed below.

From the sources in Chapter IV we know that in 1627 the Crimean khan and kalga 

were also ordered to participate in the planned fortress construction on the Dnieper, but in 

Hasan Pasha’s finnan register there are no orders to them or reference to their participation. 

In 1628, aside from bringing regular troops for the struggle with Mehmed and §ahin Gerey 

Hasan Pasha made an effort to enlist the aid of available tribal forces, the local population, 

for aid against the rebellious brothers. As the fleet arrived in Kefe in late June 1628, he 

sent a firman to this effect to the Nogay begs and mirzas.8 In another firman Hasan Pasha 

resorts to a measure known as nefir-i ‘amm or “general call to arms” that was increasingly 

used by the Ottomans in the seventeenth century to mobilize the re'ay a in times of great 

urgency.9 The firman addressed to the kadis of Kefe, Sudak, and Taman orders that they 

proclaim a nefir-i ‘amm to all the re'aya in their kazas. Worth noting is the incentive 

given to the re'aya for their cooperation: in exchange for the re'aya’s mobilizing all of the 

cizye and ‘avariz taxes owed by them for hicri year 1037 would be cancelled.10 There is 

no information on the execution of the nefir-i ‘amm.

6This firman entry was written on two sheets which were separated during a later binding of the register. 
Its conclusion together with the thirteen bir suret-type notes is to be found in MD 83, no. 86.

7In this work, “timariot” refers to timar- and ze'amef-holders; “regular dmariot” is used to distinguish 
those timar- and zeamer-holders who performed military service as cavalry from those who held timar or 
ze'amets as salaries, stipends, and rewards—erbab-i timar and zu'ama, as opposed to timar or ze'amet- 
holding miiteferrikas, gavu§es, etc.

8MD 83, no. 120 (see Chapter IV).

9On nefir-i'amm see Halil inalcik, “Military and Fiscal Transformation in the Ottoman Empire, 1600- 
1700,” Archivum Ottomanicum 6 (1980): 283-337, esp. pp. 304-11.

10MD 83, no. 119.
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Although a decree by the sultan proclaiming a mobilization is not known to exist, 

the set of initial individual orders to the specific local authorities from 1628 refer to the 

initiation of the given mobilization and campaign: “the emr-i §erif has been issued in the 

matter [of this mobilization] upon the hatt-i hiimayun that is joined to felicity.” In other 

words, the initial command assigning Hasan Pasha to this expedition and ordering and 

empowering him to undertake the necessary mobilization was in the form of a personal 

order written in the hand of the sultan (hatt-i hiimayun or hatt-i §erif). As will become 

evident below, the sultan’s hatt-i hiimayun also initiated and authorized actions in other 

areas.

In the two firman register-proper sections of the Muhimme defteri 83 drawn up 

during the campaigns of 1627 and 1628, there arc several firmans similar in structure and 

content to the series of initial firmans issued in Istanbul in 1628. However, these orders 

were issued by Hasan Pasha after he had already entered the Black Sea and learned that 

previous firmans were not being heeded or were being carried out with great delays. Most 

often they are also addressed to governors or kadis. Therefore alongside what seem to be 

standard mobilizr lion formulas such as, “from one to a thousand [a&fa-valued timars] and 

from a thousand [a&fa-valued timars] to a hundred thousand [akga-valued ze‘amets], 

bring the army to your side” and “may the army appointed to the mentioned service become 

cognizant of this emr-i §erif and from the day this emr-i §erif arrives may every single one 

of them leave their homes with their arms and necessities and their equipment for battle and 

war and with capable cebeliis,” these firmans have formulas such as “we have already sent 

numerous decrees,” “let there be no further delays and procrastinations,” “let there be no 

further excuses and prevarications,” and “gather the forces in your sancak with all speed as 

decreed and proceed to Ozi going at a rate of two days march in one day.” In addition to 

the exhortations, there are warnings and threats directed at both the addressees responsible 

for effecting the mobilization as well as the actual troops. For example, “those that do not 

come to the assigned places of muster (yoklama) with their berats will lose their dirliks
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and you will lose your rank and be punished.” The firmans of 1628 add a further warning 

that the troops should not be tardy as in the previous year. Table 1 and 2 provide a 

summary of the mobilization firmans in Muhimme defteri 83 for 1627 and 1628, 

respectively.
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Table 1. Mobilization finnans of 1627 in MD 83
date  p lace  

firm an addressee co n te n t
6 June Kavak 

no. 2
kadis in Nigboli, Silistre, 

Kirk Kilise sancaks
timariot (geduklii and gedUksUz) mUteferrikas, 
scribes all of the Sublime Porte (der-gah-i mu'alia), 
regular timariots in kazas of these sancaks have not 
reported for duty at Togan Ge^idi, despite repeated 
orders; to be mobilized without delay

16 June Varna 
no. 3

kadis in Nigboli, Silistre, 
Vidin sancaks

agas, kethudas, oda basis, ‘azebs, timariots, salaried 
troops (‘ulufelu) in kazas of these sancaks to be sent 
for defense of Ozi and Togan Gegidi without delay

19 June Balcik 
no. 26

‘Osman, geduklii mUteferrika 
of the Sublime Porte 
assigned to defense of Ozi

timariot (geduklii and gedUksUz) mUteferrikas, 
scribes of imperial divan and treasury, sons of 
gavu§es and scribes, katip gagirds, all of the Sublime 
Porte, topcis, cebecis, fortress troops (kila 
neferati), dismissed (ma'zul) and applying (eli 
emirlU) timariots, akincis et al. troops, merchants, 
cerehors in Silistre, Nigboli, Vidin sancaks to be 
mobilized and sent to Ozi and Togan Ge$idi without 
delay

---------  [Balcik]
no. 27

kadis in Nigboli, Silistre, 
Vidin sancaks

timariot mUteferrikas, gavu§es, scribes of imperial 
divan, regular timariots in kazas of these sancaks 
previously several times ordered to Ozi and Togan 
Ge$idi but have not heeded call; to be mobilized 
without delay

---------  [Balcik]
no. 28

kadis in Nigboli, Silistre, 
Vidin sancaks

most of cebecis of the Sublime Porte that are assigned 
to Ozi and Togan Ge$idl reside in kazas of these 
sancaks-, though Hasan Pasha and fleet already sailed 
and on way to Ozi, theses cebecis have not yet heeded 
call; to be mobilized without delay

---------  [KiliJ
no. 44

Ismail kadi beglUs and their agas of Ismail fortress
to be mobilized without delay and sent to Ozi and
Togan Gevidl quickly

15 July Ozi 
no. 55

Hiiseyn, kapuci ba§i of the 
Porte assigned to 
mobilizing troops

the sancakbegis and timariot (geduklii and geduksuz) 
mUteferrikas, gavuges, scribes, sons of gavuges, 
katip sagirdis, all of the Sublime Porte, regular 
timariots, dismissed (ma'zul) and applying {eli 
emirlU) timariots, cebelU tatars and akincis, cebecis 
et al troops in Silistre, Nigboli, Vidin, Kirk Kilise, 
Cirmen, Vize sancaks have several times been strictly 
ordered to join Hasan Paja at Ozi but as yet none 
have even mobilized even though it is 15 days 
since Hasan Pasha arrived and been met there by the 
Ozi beglerbegi, Moldavian and Wallachlan voyvodas; 
if  these forces are not at Ozi by 23 July dirliks will 
be revoked and harsh punishments will be meted o u t

[21-24 July] Ozi 
no. 6

Nigboli, Vidin, £irmen, 
Kirk Kilise sancakbegis

20 days since Hasan Pasha entered Ozi these 
sancakbegis and their troops have not yet arrived; 
march double time or else punishments
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Table 2. Mobilization finnans of 1628 in MD 83 
date p lace

firm an  addressee
Ibrahim, 6zi beglerbegi and 

Silistre sancak mutasarrifi; 
Mehmed, Nigboli sancak 

mutasarrifi;
Mehmed, Vidin sancakbegi; 
Alaca Hisar sancakbegi; 
Cirmen sancakbegi; 
Viilgetrin sancakbegi; 
Dukagin sancakbegi; 
KOstendil sancakbegi; 
KOstendil alay begi; 
Iskenderiyye sancakbegi; 
Prizrin sancakbegi;
Moldavia voyvoda;. 
Wallachia voyvoda;
Mehmed, Kirk Kilise sancak 

mutasarrif; 
kadis in these sancaks

Mehmed, Nigboli sancak 
mutasarrif;

other assigned sancakbegis; 
kadis in assigned sancaks

kethuda yeris 
in Silistre sancak

content
5 May Istanbul 

nos. 79,86

12 June
no. 89

§ili

— Istanbul 
no. 81

timariot mUteferrikas, gavuges, scribes of imperial 
divan and treasury, sons of gavuges and mUteferrikas, 
katip gagirds, all of the Sublime Porte, alay begs, 
regular timariots are all to arrive at muster places with 
berats and proceed to Ozi with full equipment, 
supplies and cebelU retinues; not to be late like last 
year, but rather to arrive before Hasan Pasha

timariot mUteferrikas, gavuges, scribes, sons of 
gavuges and scribes, katib gagirdis, alay begs, 
regular timariots were already sent orders several times, 
but have not yet mobilized; to be mobilized and sent to 
Ozi without delay

sipahis [of the Sublime Porte] to be mobilized and 
brought to the Ozi beglerbegi for service at Ozi
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The types of troops listed in the mobilization firmans include timariots, various 

salaried troops (kapukuh and non-kapukult), and other groups. Most of these firmans 

have a sim ilar formulaic list naming the types of troops to be called up. Most common are 

firmans mentioning only timariots.11 Less common are those mentioning both timariots 

and salaried12 or those mentioning only salaried troops.13 Below is one example of a 

firman with an extensive listings of troops to be mobilized:

. . .  my imperial court’s ze'am et- and rimar-holding, geduklii and 
geduksuz mUteferrikas and gavuges and the imperial divan’s and imperial 
registry (defter-i hakani) [office’s] scribes and the sons of gavu§es14 and 
the sons of gavu§es and the sons of scribes and the scribal apprentices 
(katib gagirdi) [and the regular ze'amet- and timar-holders]15 and the 
topcis and cebecis and the fortress garrison-troops and the dismissed 
(ma'zul) and applying (eli emirlu) and the akincis and other military 
groups and, from every kaza, their [i.e., the timariot’s] assigned merchants 
and cerehors . .  .16

In the relevant firmans, the various types—timariots, salaried, and others—are listed in the 

same order.17 Within the first group, the timariots—muterrikas, gavu$es, scribes,18 sons

n MD 83, nos. 2, 27, 55, 86, 89.

12MD 83, nos. 3, 26.

13MD 83, nos. 28, 81. Of course there are many firmans mentioning the fortress garrisons (kila' 
neferatt) that are not strictly mobilization orders (see below).

14Also “sons of mUteferrikas” in MD 83, no. 89.

15The reference to the regular timariots is included in the slightly abbreviated repetition of this formula 
in the second part of this timar. In other firmans alay begs are mentioned before the timariot regulars.

16MD 83, no. 2 ,2 6  (see appendix; cf. MD 83, no. 55).

17Perhaps the timariots are listed first because their mobilization was the primary responsibility of the 
governors to whom they were addressed. Certainly they did not command a higher prestige than the 
kapikuli although the latter are always listed after them.

18In MD 83, no. 55 gavu§ was written before scribe (katib), then crossed and rewritten above and after 
scribe.
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of gavu§es, sons of scribes, scribal apprentices, alay begis and regular timariots (ze'amet- 

and ftmar-holding sipahis)—are also listed in the same order. Within the timariot group, 

the order of mention seems to be approximately one of descending prestige.19 As for the 

salaried troops, they are mentioned too seldom for there to be a significant pattern.

There is no information as to the reason for the delays in mobilization (or even for 

non-response by some provincial troops to the orders). Without good figures for similar 

campaigns, it is difficult to say for sure whether the ultimate turnout was normal or low, 

although from figures that are available (see below), it can certainly be said that in some 

districts only a small portion of their potential number reported. Perhaps the problems with 

tardiness and truancy were symptomatic of the general decline of the timar system in the 

seventeenth century. However it should be noted that the fact that the state insisted on the 

mobilization of timariots implies that there was a role for them in such expeditions. At the 

least they would have been useful as auxiliaries (for example, as guards of fortresses and 

setdements or at the construction sites). Perhaps their “apathy” was connected with the fact 

that in such defensive campaigns in which conquest did not occur, there was apparently no 

promise of booty.

Aside from truancy, however, several firmans address the problem of desertion. 

One reveals that some troops from Bender and Akkerman began to send back cattle, 

supplies and equipment, and were themselves beginning to return home even though they 

had not obtained permits excusing them from duty (icazet tezkeresi). Hasan Pasha 

ordered that the cattle and possessions that were being sent back be confiscated, that the 

names of the guilty parties be reported to the Porte, and that no icazet tezkeresis be 

issued.20 In two other firmans, the desertion by all sixfarisan of Vidin who attended the

19Note, however, that In the muster register to be discussed below the gavu§es and scribes are in reverse 
order.

20MD 83, no. 20.
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campaign was the cause for an order to confiscate their wages for the first nine months for 

the current year (A.H. 1036).21 On the basis of these few firmans it is impossible to say 

how widespread the problem of desertion was.

Of course the timariots were not the complete force sent to Ozi. The firmans 

mention that Hasan Pasha’s fleet was bringing janissaries, cebecis, and sipahis22 and that 

he had at his disposal the armies of the principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia. 

Unfortunately there are no figures on these forces. The only reference to the size of the 

fleet is in a letter sent in the summer of 1628 to the crown hetman, Stanislaw 

Koniecpolski, in which Hasan Pasha states that his fleet has more than one hundred galleys 

(kadirga), kalyatas, and firkatasP2 A fleet of such a size would have included a sizable 

force in the thousands or even tens of thousands of men (see glossary s.v. kadirga and 

kalyata for the typical number of troops carried by them).

Yoklama defterleri. A register containing two muster rolls (yoklama defteri) with 

detailed figures on the numbers of timar- and ze'amet-holders that were mobilized in 1627 

and 1628 exists in the Ba§bakanlik Archive.24 The register consists of a separate section 

for each year. At the beginning of each section is a title describing its contents. Thereafter 

follows a summary of the numbers of each troop type. Then there are detailed entries for 

each participant, again grouped under type. The entries include the participant’s name, the 

type of troop he belonged to, and the district or districts in which his timar lands were 

located (noted above the name in a different hand). Besides this there is other data recorded 

in these entries about which, unfortunately, only partial notes could be made. It was not

21MD 83, nos. 63, 99.

^ I.e ., sipahis from the maritime provinces under the grand admiral.

^A G A D , Dz. turecki,k 72, t. 315, nr. 575.

^ T T  751.
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possible to decipher many of the place names that were noted above the entries— 

presumably they were the names of the home village or town of the given timariot. Also in 

each entry there is either one or two figures in the tens or hundreds of thousands, with the 

second figure always being greater than the first; when there are two figures, the word 

yekun meaning “total” is written above the second one. Presumably these figures refer to 

the akga value of the given participant’s timar or ze'amet, with the first giving the base 

value of the dirlik  and the second the value after various raises (terakki). There are 

separate sections in the register for the regiments (cema‘at) of the mUteferrikas, scribes, 

and gavuges, as well as a section for a cema'a of muteferrika, scribe, and gavug sons 

(muteferrika-zade, katib-zade, gavug-zade). The regular timariots are grouped according 

to their district (liva).

Despite the basic importance of the yoklama defteri in the mobilization process and 

hence, for proper operation of the timar system, it has hardly been treated in the literature 

and there is no full publication of a yoklama defteri.25 Although the complete muster 

registers for Hasan Pasha’s campaigns of 1627 and 1628 are not presently available, a 

partial transcription and translation of this register is in the appendix.

Tables 3 and 4 give the breakdown of troops who reported for muster in 1627 

and 1628. The total numbers of reporting timariots, 1,582 in 1627 and 574 in 1628, are 

perhaps misleading since they does not include the accompanying cebelus, that is, the 

armed retainers which timariots were obliged to bring along on campaign. According to 

‘Ayni ‘Ali’s description of the timar system, in Rumeli, the timariot had to bring with him 

one fully armed retainer or cebelu for every 3,000 akga of his timar and for every 5,000 

akga of his zeamet.26 With the complete data from this register it would be possible to

25V. P. MutafSieva, “ProveroCnye spiski (joklama defterleri) 1014-1016 gg. kak istoCnik po 
obSCestvenno-fekonomiCeskoj istorii Osmanskoj Imperil XVII v.,” Vostodnye istoSniki po istorii narodov 
Jugo-vostoSnoj i  Central’noj Evropy, v. 2, ed. A. S. Tveridnova, Moscow, 1969: 212-17.

2^‘Ayn-i ‘All efendi, Qavdriin-i al-i ‘osman der huld$a-i mezdmln-i defter-i divan, Istanbul, 1979 
[=reprint of 1280/1863 edition], p. 39.
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estimate the actual number of troops the recorded participants brought along based on akga 

values of their timars. It is interesting that there were relatively many timariots from the 

districts of Silistre, Nigboli, and Vidin and that it was to these districts that the most 

mobilization-related firmans in the firman register are addressed. Perhaps the authorities 

concentrated on the provinces that they knew would be most responsive to the

mobilization.
Table 3. Summary of 1627 yoklama register (TT 751, pp. 1-2) 
type or origin of troops number o f troops
regiment (cema'at) of mUteferrikas and scribes 97

20 77 
geduklii gediiksiiz

regiment of gavuges 179
21 150 (?) 

geduklii gediiksiiz

regiment of mUteferrika and gavug sons and of scribal apprentices (gagirds) 111

regiment of mUteferrikas and gavuges and other appointed to the campaign 
by an emr-i gerif 26

Silistre sancak 263

Nigboli sancak 257

Vidin sancak 189

£irmen sancak 92

Vize sancak 29

Kirk Kilise sancak 13

izvomik sancak 215

regiment of topci 21

regiment of dismissed sipahis (ma'zul) 12

regiment of akincis 41

regiment of some kesan (?)who were brought as cebelus 37
to ta l 1582
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Table 4 . Summary of 1628 yoklama register (TT 751, pp. 45-58)
J22L̂ L̂ 8J2J2LJ£22E2-E££2£2L̂ L2̂ number of troops
regiment (cema'at) of m&teferrikas of the Sublime Porte

regiment of scribes of the Imperial divan

regiment of savug&s of the Sublime Porte

regiment of sons of gavu§es

regiment of sons of mUteferrikas

Silistre sancak

Vidin sancak

Prizrin sancak

Viilfetrin sancak

Vize sancak

Qirmen sancak

iskenderiyye sancak

tzvomik sancak

Nigboli sancak

16

10

39

30

3

211

10

1

1

1

34

3

206

9
to ta l

above-listed  troops who served with Hasan Pasha In the Crimea
regiment of mUteferrikas 

regiment o f scribes of the imperial divan 

regiment o f gavuges of the Sublime Porte and of sons of gavu§&s 

regiment o f ze 'amet and timar holders_______________________

574

16

9

27

45
su b to ta l  97

A muster register (yoklama) of Rumelian timariots who reported and travelled to 

the northern Black Sea in 1628 records only 570 timariots, of which 98 where aides-de- 

camp.27 The register also lists separately 97 timariots, from among the total 570, who 

served in the Crimea with Hasan Pasha.28 There is no information on the number of

27TT 751, pp. 45.

28TT 751, p. 57-58. There is no further on how these timariots were transported to the Crimea in time 
to support Hasan Pasha. Perhaps they were brought by ship from Akkerman.
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Moldavian and Wallachian troops that were present or on the activities of their voyvodas 

during the 1628 campaign. From the figures in the muster register it is clear that in 1628 

the timariot situation apparently did not improve, although it is difficult to compare the 

figures from the two years because of the different missions and the different lengths to 

which the state went to mobilize the troops in the two years.

In both 1627 and 1628, about a quarter of the names recorded in the yoklama 

defterleri were not regular timariot troops, but rather mUteferrikas, scribes {katib), 

gavuges, and their sons. Like the regular timariots, the mUteferrikas, scribes, and gavuges 

are listed in two separate groups, gedUklu and gediUcsUz. In many Ottoman institutions in 

general, whether they be timars, fortress garrisons, or even crafts guilds, gediiklU refers to 

a holder one of a limited number of permanent positions igedUk) that was confirmed by a 

berat. GedUksUz were those without such a position, who were in line for a gedUk to open 

up either through the death or demotion of the holder of gedUklU. As is well-known, one 

of the symptoms of the decline of the timar was the tendency of granting timars for non

military purposes to mUteferrikas, gavuges, scribes and various favorites of the court as a 

reward, salary, stipend, or pension.29

What were the functions of the non-military groups? In the sources on Hasan 

Pasha’s campaigns there are no explicit references to the functions they may have 

performed. The mUteferrikas, being an elite and highly paid formation of the outer palace 

service or birun, traditionally performed various functions in the sultan’s immediate 

retinue, and during campaigns they were always to be at his side, although they had no 

combat role. MUteferrikas were distinguished into two types according to the manner in 

which they were paid— ‘ulufelU, that is, those who received salaries, and timar- or 

zeamet-holders. Only the latter type are mentioned in Hasan Pasha’s campaign. Aside

29Halil, inalcik, The Ottoman Empire: The Classical Age, 1300-1600, London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1973, p. 116.
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from the sultan, some high officials, such as viziers, had mUteferrikas in their service and 

perhaps they were at the side of Hasan Pasha as well. Also in the literature there is little 

evidence concerning the concrete functions of mUteferrikas during campaigns.30 It seems 

that aside from direct service to the sultan or a high official, they were used in special 

missions. For example, mUteferrikas were employed on diplomatic missions.31 Thus, a 

letter from Murad IV to Zygmunt HI, concerning the events in the Black Sea in 1628, was 

delivered to Warsaw by a mUteferrika Hiiseyn.32 The yoklama defteri for the 1627 

campaign lists several mUteferrikas who served as scribes.33

Qavuges, also of the birun  or outer palace service, were ranked below 

mUteferrikas, a fact reflected in the order in which they are mentioned in the firmans and 

yoklama defterleri. Qavuges served both in the palace and on various missions on the 

outside, usually being to act as marshals, that is, execute orders of the Porte. During 

receptions of foreign diplomats, gavu§es escorted envoys to the sultan’s presence . 

Frequently they were sent to foreign lands as envoys.. In campaigns they protected order 

and maintained discipline in the army. One of their most important functions was to deliver 

and execute orders in the provinces.34

Scribes were indispensable in carrying out the administrative tasks during Ottoman 

campaigns. The practice was to bring many documents and registers along in connection 

with foreseen and unforeseen financial, diplomatic, and other matters. Thus a sizeable

30On mUteferrikas see, M. Tayyib Gflkbilgen, “Miiteferrika,” ZA, 8: 853-56; H. A. R. Gibb and Harold 
Bowen, Islamic Society and the West: A Study o f the Impact o f  Western Civilization on Moslem 
Culture in the Near East, v. 1: Islamic Society in the Eighteenth Century, pt. 1, London: Oxford 
University Press, 1950, pp. 87-88, 362; 1 Metin Kunt, The Sultan’s Servants: The Transformation o f  
Ottoman Provincial Government, 1550-1650, New York: Columbia University Press, 1983, pp. 33, 39.

31G0kbilgen, “Miiteferrika,” p. 856.

32AGAD, Dz. turecki k 73, t. 317, nr. 577;

33E.g., a certain Mehmed and Huseyn, katibs of the imperial registry (defter-i hakani), are also 
mUteferrikas of the Sublime Porte (TT 753, p. 3; for further examples, p. 4; see appendix).

34M. Fuad KOpriilii, “Cavu§,” lA , v. 3: 362-69.
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contingent of scribes and their apprentice-assistants {§agird) were needed for keeping the 

books and writing out finnans, reports, and memoranda.35 That the firmans registered in 

the firman register are written in nearly a dozen different hands is evidence of the employof 

a corps of scribes during the campaigns (see appendix). In the yoklama defterleri, the 

scribes are labelled as either of the imperial divan ('an katiban-i divan-i hiimayun) or 

of the imperial registry ('an katiban-i defter-i fyakani).

From the above examples indicate that the non-military provincial ri/nar-holders 

performed some important functions, from executing orders to writing them out. Their 

functions can best be classified as those of aides-de-camp, or simply aides.

Winter Quarters. After the 1627 campaign the situation on the Ozi frontier remained tense 

and unstable (see Chapter II). In order to protect the vicinity of Ozi, where the fortress 

repairs were not yet complete, in the beginning of October 1627 Hasan Pasha issued four 

firmans upon the authority of the sultan’s hatt-i §erif, assigning timariot forces in addition 

to the regular garrison troops to stay in the region over the winter.36 In the firman written 

out in full, Mehmed Pasha, the governor-general of Ozi, is ordered to spend the winter at 

Ozi with the garrison troops (referred to as yarar adamlar, “capable men”) and timariots 

under him 37 The basic firman specifies that all the given timariots, in the number in which 

they had reported for muster, were to winter in Ozi and that not a single leave was to be 

issued. While Mehmed Pasha is enjoined to make, with his forces, all efforts to defend the 

vicinity of Ozi from all enemies, he is also warned that nothing be done that would

35See Rhoads Murphey, “The Functioning of the Ottoman Army under Murad IV (1623-1639/1032- 
1049),” Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1979, pp. 65-69.

36MD 83, no. 109 (firman with three bir suret-notss).

37Referring to them only as liva’-l mezburufi zu‘am& ve erbab-1 tim §n, the document does not 
make clear which liva or livas the given timariots were from. Perhaps liva’-i mezbur was understood to 
be Silistre since this was the traditional seat of the 6 z l governor-general; in addition, in this campaign, 
with 263 reporting timar- and ze'amef-holders, Silistre was the province contributing the most timariots 
(see Table 3).
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endanger peace with neighbors (the Commonwealth). The other three firmans of the same 

content (indicated by notes below the above-mentioned firman) were to the governor of 

Nigboli ordering him to winter quarters at Akkerman , the governor of Vidin to winter 

quarters at Bender, and the governor of Airmen to winter quarters at Kili. These governors 

were probably chosen because their provinces were among those contributing the most of 

the overall timariot force in the 1627 campaign (263 from Silistre, 257 from Nigboli, 189 

from Vidin, 92 from £irmen, see Table 3). It was probably no coincidence that, 

proceeding from the winter quarters closest to the frontier at Ozi to the farthest from it at 

Kili, the assignments from among these governors were made in order of descending 

number of available timariots.

The §ayka Fleet. Aside from supplying troops, the Danubian region was responsible for 

maintaining a fleet of §aykas which, according to the firman register, played an important 

role in the defense of Ozi, as well as of the Danube. A firman to the kadi of Vidin from 

late July or early August 1627 orders that, as was the practice in the past, the kapudan of 

Vidin be empowered to obtain without delay the participation o f the fortress guards 

(mustahfiz) of the fortresses of Vidin, Filoridin, and Ercar (?).38 In the beginning of 

October 1627, a series of seven firmans was issued concerning the outfitting of §aykas by 

various Danubian locales.39 In preparation for operations in the next campaign season, the 

addressees were ordered before nev ruz (Persian new year, 22 March) of 1628 to outfit a 

requisite number of §aykas, including providing them with oarsmen (kurekgi) and soldiers 

(cengci). The kapudan of Hirsova was appointed the commandant (ba§ ve bog) of this 

fleet and all mobilized §aykas were to report to him. Each of the following were 

responsible for fitting out one such §ayka before: the kapudan if Feth-i islam, the ‘azeb

38 j Wj ! (?): MD 83, no. 15.

39MD 83 , no. 110 (one firman and seven bir suret [“one copy (to)”] notes).
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garrison of Feth-i Islam, kapudan of Vidin, the azeb garrison of Vidin, the ‘azeb garrison 

of Rahova, the re'ay a in the kaza of Nigboli who were immune from taxation (mu'af),40 

the m u‘a f re‘aya of the kaza of Ruscuk, the (mu‘af!) re'ay a of the kaza of Hursova, the 

(mu'af!) re'aya of the kazas of Tulca and isakci. From what is known about the capacity 

of the Danubian gayka, this fleet of nine boats must have amounted to about 200 to 450 

troops.41 The keelless §ayka was very important for military, as well as transport, 

operations on rivers and in shallow coastal waters. Thus in these firmans it is stressed that 

the timely mobilization of the §aykas was of utmost importance for the defense of Ozi.

Garrison Composition. Although the sources for Hasan Pasha’s campaigns make frequent 

reference to garrison troops (neferat) of the fortresses in the eyalet of Ozi, especially in 

regard the financing of their wages (see below), there is little specific information on the 

composition of these garrisons. Occasionally there is a there is a reference to specific types 

of troops, for example, in the form of an order to the commander (aga) of a particular type 

in a garrison. The unpublished catalogue for the Bagbakanhk Argivi’s Maliyeden 

mtidewer financial registers lists many pay-registers for fortresses in the Black Sea region. 

From brief descriptions of the registers given in the catalogue, as well as from some 

published surveys of some of these registers, it is possible to form a general idea of the 

types of troops stationed in the fortresses of this region 42 Unfortunately, in the literature 

not enough has been brought to light on the military and other functions of even common 

troop types such as cebecis and ‘azebs and from the available definitions and descriptions

40On taxation immuniUes granted to groups of re'aya  in exchange for certain services see Cengiz 
Orhonlu, Osmanh Imparatorlugunda derbend te§idi&ti, Istanbul: 1967 and idem, “Gemicilik,” TUrHyat 
Mecmuasi 15 (1968): 157-69.

41lsmail Hakki Uzun9ar§ili, Osmanh devletinin merkez ve bahriye te§kilati, Ankara: Tiirk Tarih 
Kurumu Basimevi, 1948, p. 458.

42Alan W. Fisher, “Azov in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries,” JahrbUcher fu r  Geschichte 
Osteuropas n.s. 21 (1973): 161-74; idem “Ottoman Sources for a Study of Kefe Vilayet: The Maliyeden 
MUdevver Fond in the Bagbakanlik Argivi in Istanbul,” Cahiers du Monde russe et soviitique 19 
(1978): 191-205.
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it is usually impossible to make full and clear distinctions between various types. From 

what is known about Ottoman fortress garrisons in general, including those in Rumeli and 

the Black Sea region, the troops included both kapikuh (“slaves of the Porte”) and non- 

kapikuh. All three main types of the kapikuh troops—janissaries, cebecis, and topcus— 

were usually present. Of the non-kapikuh troops, the main types were 'azebs,43 

bey/its,44 and farisanA5 A register of ocakhks (see below) includes figures for the 

number of troops garrisoned in the fortresses of the eyalet of Ozi, which are given in 

Table 5.

Table 5. Distribution of garrison troops in the eyalet of Ozi
fo rtress(es) tro o n s percentage o f total

Ozi complex 1,567 47.2

Bolder 511 15.4

Akkerman and Yamk 512 15.4

Kill 314 9.5

ibrail 148 4.5

Ruscuk 20 0.6

Nigboli 53 1.6

Culunik (?) 16 0.5

Rahova 102 3.1

Tul?a New Fortress 63 1.9

farisan in service of Tuna treasury 15 0.5
to ta l 3,321 100

The figures in Table 5 provide a view of the distribution of the garrison troops 

among the given fortresses of the eyalet of Ozi. In the column labeled “troops” it can be 

seen that the great majority (78 percent of the troops were in the fortresses closest to the

43MD 83, nos. 3, 8, 24,41, 110, 126.

^ M D  83, nos. 3 ,8 , 17, 18, 24 ,41 ,44 .

45MD 83, 96, 99.
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northern frontier, namely, the Ozi fortress complex and Kil Burun, Akkerman and Yanik 

(on the opposite shore of the Dniester liman), and Bender. Ozi and Kil Burun had the 

lion’s share, with nearly half (47 percent) of the total deployments. In addition, the 

garrison-size distribution was greatly skewed toward Ozi: the next largest garrisons, those 

of Bender and of Akkerman and Yanik (each with 15 percent of the total) were each a third 

the size of Ozi and Kil Burun, while the rest of the fortresses each amount to under 10 

percent.

Supplies and Transport

As evident from Chapter I, aside from the Crimea, the northern coast of the Black Sea was 

underpopulated and its resources underdeveloped. Thus military and construction 

operations there required not only the import of manpower but also of foodstuffs for the 

men and materials and tools for the construction. To obtain these necessities Hasan Pasha 

resorted to requisition from and impost on the more settled and developed regions of 

Rumeli, from Akkerman to various settlements on thd Danube. The first two firmans on 

this topic recorded in the firman register were issued on 13 Shawwal 1036/20 June 1627 

when Hasan Pasha was en route to Kili from Mankaliya or already at Kili. The first of 

them ordered the kadi and the mutesellim of Akkerman to take over all merchant ships in 

their ports, empty them of their goods, load onto them timber (kareste) and other supplies 

(miihimmat) that had been prepared for the fortress construction that was to take place at 

Togan Geqidi (on the right bank of the Dnieper just above the mouth of the Inhulec’ and 

opposite the island of Tavan ), and immediately dispatch them to Ozi.46 Any grain and 

barley unloaded from these ships was not to be sold or given to anyone but preserved at 

Akkerman until it could be transported to Ozi. Any delay or negligence, or any protection 

of a ship owner from this action on the part of the kadi or mutesellim would result in their

46MD 83, no. 29.
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dismissal from their posts and their punishment. In the second firman, addressed to the 

kadis of Kili and ibrail, also timber that had been prepared in their ports, along with 

peksimid or dried biscuit that was baked in their kazas, was to be loaded onto ships that 

were to be taken over in a similar fashion.47 In both firmans it is stated that the ships were 

to be rented. Navlun, derived from the Greek, is a term denoting rent paid for a ship.48 

The following statement in the second firman stresses this point: “the mentioned supplies 

[are to be transported] with a large nevlun [payment]; this is not a forced obligation.”

As in other construction projects in the northern Black Sea, Moldavia was called 

upon to provide supplies and equipment (imuhimmat) for the construction at Ozi.49 There 

is only one indirect reference to this—a firman from mid-October 1627 mentions that a tax 

or levy (teklif) was imposed upon the inhabitants of Moldavia (Bogdanlu) in order to 

obtain muhimmat for the construction work at Ozi.50

Another firman, addressed to the dizdar of the Kili fortress, provides specific 

information on hardware needed for the construction and repair work. This firman, dated 

14 Shawwal 1036/28 June 1627,51 orders the dispatch to Togan Ge§idi of the following 

munitions (obviously for moving earth by mining) and tools stored in the arsenal 

(cebehane) of the Kili fortress: 10 kantars of black powder (barut-i siyah), 5 kantars of 

cotton fuses (ri§te-i penbah), 223 pick axes (kazma), 3 metal shovels (kurek-i ahen), 2 

iron claw hammers (gattal gekig), and 10 kosekis (?). However, a significant amount of

47MD 83, no. 40.

48From N auX ov according to §emsii'd-din Sami, Kamus-i tUkri, Istanbul: «Ikdam» M atba'si, 
1317/1899-1900,1452-1453.

49E.g., see Victor Ostapchuk, “Five Documents from the Topkapi Palace Archive on the Ottoman 
Defense of the Black Sea against the Cossacks (1639)” in Raiyyet RUsumu: Essays Presented to Halil 
Inalcik on his Seventieth Birthday by his Colleagues and Students, Cambridge, Mass., 1987 = Journal 
o f Turkish Studies 11 (1987): 49-104, esp. p. 57.

50MD 83, no. 73.

51MD 83, no. 47.
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hardware was brought along with the fleet. According to a report by the papal nuncio in 

Istanbul, the Hasan Pasha’s fleet included “two ships full of nails and other hardware for 

the construction at the mouth of the Dnieper.”52

Once in Akkerman, on 24 Shawwal 1036/8 July 1627 Hasan Pasha issued several 

more orders concerned with timber. The kadi and the mutesellim of Akkerman were to 

transport timber (brought to Akkerman by the Moldavian voyvoda) to a place called Budak 

£elebi Ki§lagi “by way of imeci ('imeci {ariki-le)” re'aya in his kaza.53 In another 

firman, the janissary commander (serdar) of Akkerman and a certain Hasan, official 

(zabit) of evkaf established by Sultan Selim II (Sultan Selim evkafi; in Akkerman ?), 

were ordered to engage (also “by way of imeci”) the re'aya of these evkaf to aid the 

re'aya mentioned in the previous firman in transporting the Moldavian timber to the 

aforementioned place (called Budak £elebi Ki§lasi in this document).54 imeci or imece 

denotes a community’s cooperative labor undertaken for the community’s common good. 

The dictionaries and an article on imece by H. Eren treat it as a voluntary communal act.55 

The legal status of imece remains to be illuminated. However, in its use in the context of 

Hasan Pasha’s firmans there is obviously an understanding of imece as compulsory labor, 

since the re'aya are to be ordered to fulfill the required labor.

Although in the last two firmans it is stated that the timber brought to Akkerman by 

the Moldavian voyvoda was intended for the construction of a new fortress near Ozi, it is 

unclear why Hasan Pasha ordered that it be transported to Budak £elebi Ki§lagi or Budak

52Litterae Nuntiorum, 4, no. 1958, p. 275.

53MD 83, no. 48.

54MD 83, no. 49.

55James W. Redhouse, et al., Redhouse yeni Tdrkge-ingilizce sozlugU, Istanbul: Redhouse Press, 1968, 
p. 533; XIII. yUzyildan beri TUrkiye TUrkgesiyle yazilmi§ kitaplardan toplanan tamklariyle tarama 
sozltigU, v. 1-8. Ankara: Tiirk Dll Kurumu Yayini, Tflrk Tarih Kurumu Basunevi, 1963-1977, p. 2070; H. 
Eren, “Traditions of Collective Mutual Aid in Anatolia: imece," Archivum Ottomanicum 6 (1980): 107-14 
is primarily a discussion of the etymology of this word.
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£elebi Kijlasi. Since ki§lak denotes a sheltered winter quarters for animals, nomads, or 

troops and ki§la denotes a barracks or a sheltered winter quarters for animals,56 perhaps 

the timber was being transported to this place for storage over the winter. However, in 

another firman, issued on 10 Dhu’l-Qa‘da 1036/23 July 1627 at Ozi, again to the kadi and 

the mutesellim of Akkerman, timber from another source is ordered to be sent to Ozi57 

The firman speaks of good timber that had been cut by the Mehmed Pasha, the Ozi 

governor-general, for construction of a fort or fortress at a place called Tatar Pinari. 

However, some individuals made off with this timber now very much needed for repairs at 

Ozi without leaving a bill (bila temesslik) certifying its removal from where it had been 

deposited at Akkerman. The addressees were ordered to check (yokla-) the timber that had 

originally been brought to Akkerman and in whosoever’s possession they found it— 

whether the culprits were sipahis or janissaries (or other kapukuh)—they were to reposses 

it for the state and send it to Ozi. Anyone interfering in the repossession of this state- 

owned timber (miri kareste) was to be reported to the Porte.

Toward the end of the 1627 campaign Hasan Pasha issued two firmans on materials 

and supplies needed in connection with the return trip to Istanbul. In a firman to the kadis 

of Kili, Akkerman, and the kadi of an unnamed kaza, Hasan Pasha ordered that all miri 

timber located in their kazas be transported by way of imece to the straits of Kili (Kili 

Bogazi) on ships or barges called nasads.5& This timber was needed at the imperial naval 

arsenal in Istanbul (tersane-i ‘amire) and was to be loaded onto the returning ships of the 

imperial fleet and delivered to the arsenal in Istanbul.59 Not long before the fleet’s arrival

56Redhouse, TUrkge-tngilizce, p. 658.

57MD 83, no. 5.

58According to Fekete there were two types of nasads, large barges used for local transport on the 
Danube and larger ships used for long-distance shipping (Lajos Fekete, Die Siydqat-Schrift in der 
TUrkischen Finanzverwaltung, v. 1, Budapest: Akaddmiai Kiadd, 1955, p. 226-27 n. 5).

59MD 83, no. 25. Obviously the timber would be used in ship repair and construction during the winter.
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at the Kili straits, Hasan Pasha issued a firman to the kadis of isakci, ibrail, Ma$in, and 

Ismail, and to two other unnamed kazas, ordering them to have miri wheat from their 

kazas brought to Kili by the re'aya by way of imece.60 Intended for the imperial fleet, 

this wheat was to be ready by the time the fleet arrived in Kili.

For the campaign of 1628 there is only one firman pertaining to supplies in the 

firman register. Written on 20 Shawwal 1037/23 June 1628 from Sinop, where Hasan 

Pasha and the fleet stopped on the way to the Crimea, it is addressed to the governor- 

general of Ozi and the kadi of Akkerman.61 Because there was a shortage of grain 

provisions (zafclre) in the vicinity of Kefe and because much grain would be needed for 

the many troops that would be arriving there with the imperial fleet, Hasan Pasha ordered 

that two ships from Akkerman be loaded with flour, barley, and other grain provisions. 

Judging by the statement, “through buying and selling, the army’s shortage of grain will be 

remedied and the owners [of the provisions] would gain full profit,”62 it appears that the 

requested provisions were not taken from state storehouses, but rather, purchased on the 

Akkerman market

In both the mobilization- and materiel-related orders in Hasan Pasha’s firman register, a 

pattern emerges concerning the nature of the northern Black Sea frontier and the role of 

Rumeli, and in particular, the Danubian basin, in the defense of that frontier. Just as most 

of the territory in the province of Ozi consisted of districts in the Danubian valley, so also 

the troops and supplies for its upkeep and defense needed to be mobilized from this rich 

region. These firmans underline the fact that the northern seaboard of the Black Sea, 

particularly the region around Ozi, was underpopulated and underdeveloped and could not

60MD 83, no. 94.

61MD 83, no. 116.

62. . . bey ‘ u glra eyleyflp ‘asker-i ia fe r-m e’aslrtlm e d e f‘-l mflzayika ve §ahlblerine 
ktllli intif&M ha?il ola.
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rely on its own meager resources to man and supply its defense. The mobilization firmans 

certainly suggest a breakdown in the timar-systcm during this period, but perhaps they are 

more indicative of how undesirable service on this frontier was and how difficult it was in 

general to find willing men to man the desolate and dangerous defense on this frontier.
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CHAPTER VI

Taxation and Finances

The largest category and, in fact, the most significant material in the firman register 

(muhimme-i ordu) from Hasan Pasha’s campaigns relates to taxation and finances. Of the 

135 different firmans in Muhimme defieri 83, sixty-five belong to this category and about 

half of these bear directly on Ottoman military operations in the Black Sea in 1627 and 

1628. The other half, not direcdy concerned with the business of the campaigns, were 

issued with the purpose of eliminating abuses and restoring order to and imposing 

regularity on the provincial administration.

The primary concern behind these firmans that relate directly to the campaigns was 

the wages of troops involved in the defense of the Black Sea frontier. The firman register 

amply demonstrates that the main sources of cash for these wages were mukata'at of the 

lower Danubian basin. A mukata‘a (pi. mukata'at, lit. “section,” from the Arabic roots q 

t ‘ denoting the action of cutting, cutting off, separating out) was a revenue source that was 

under the direct control of the state treasury as opposed to a timar—a revenue ceded to a 

public functionary in exchange for some sort of service, usually military—or a vakf—  a 

revenue held in mortmain for pious or charitable purposes. In the classical period of the 

Ottoman state (fifteenth and sixteenth centuries), a mukata ‘a was usually farmed or 

auctioned out, through a system called iltizam, to a multezim  or ‘amil, that is, a tax-
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farmer.1 The tax-farmer was usually a private individual who contracted, typically for 

three years, to deliver regular installments to the state. Such an individual usually had to 

have enough financial assets to make an initial cash down-payment. In return for paying 

the contracted installments, the tax-farmer was allowed to keep all the revenues accruing 

from the given mukata'a above the sum that he had contracted to deliver. The tax farm 

was subject to government regulation by various officials, including the emin, an agent 

charged with checking the accounts of a multezim, and the nazir or inspector who 

periodically oversaw of the tax farm’s the operation. The mukata'a, timar, and vakf were 

the main instruments for realizing revenue in the Ottoman financial system, with the first 

two applying to the state and and the latter primarily to religious and charitable institutions. 

Although the mukata'a was one of the most important Ottoman financial mechanisms and 

it in itself can be referred to as an institution, it has been insufficiently studied, particularly 

for the seventeenth century. Thus-there are varying opinions in the literature as to what the 

actual functions of the ‘amil/multezim, emin, and nazir were and how they evolved and 

changed over the centuries. As will become evident in the following discussion, by the 

seventeenth century the distinctions between the three major mukata'a functionaries and 

officials had blurred, with the emin primarily playing the role of the tax-farmer, that is 

being the holder of the iltizam contract on a mukata'a or mukata'at.

By the first half of the seventeenth century, there was a decline in the timar-system 

and of the timariot cavalry that was mainly the result of the rise of firearms, a situation 

which heightened the importance of salaried infantry and various specialized troops. This 

meant a rise in the importance of the mukata'a for financing operations such as the ones 

undertaken by Hasan Pasha in the Black Sea. In addition, the importance of fortresses in 

Ottoman frontier defense underlined the need for cash revenues for the upkeep of

1Thus, in the literature mukata'a  is often translated as “tax farm.” Usually this is not a misleading 
rendition, but technically the term referred to the object of a tax farm, i.e., the revenue that was farmed out 
However, a mukata'a was not always fanned out, e.g., mukata'a held on the basis of emanei {her vech-i 
emanet, see below).
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garrisons. This was particularly the case in the northern Black Sea region where the timar- 

system was not widely applied.2

The Havale and the Ocakhk

The documents in Muhimme defteri 83 concerned with problems of financing wages of 

Ozi frontier forces provide a good picture of how funds deriving from mukata'at were 

actually applied. Crucial to the funding of wages was a mechanism by which mukata'a 

revenues were transferred to an intended recipient This mechanism involved assigning a 

mukata'a to a particular recipient as an ocaklik. The terms ocak3 and ocaklik* have a long 

record in the history of Ottoman institutions. In Ottoman provincial administration, 

ocakhk, often used interchangeably with yurdluk, “domain” (liberally, “that belonging to 

the yurt or native land, home pasture”),5 referred to the basis on which the rule of certain 

eastern Anatolian provinces was granted to tribal chieftains who had aided the Ottomans in 

their conquest of the region and remained loyal to them. Such provinces were held 

hereditarily and the timar system was not applied in them. Rather, in exchange for fielding

2According to Evliya Qelebi, there were no timars in the region around the town of Ozi (Evliya Celebi, 
Seyahatname, v. 5, Istanbul: «Ucdam» Ma(ba‘si, 1315/1897-1898, p. 180; idem, Kniga puteSeslvija 
(IzvleSenija iz  soSmenija tureckogo puteSesivennika XVII veka), tr. and ed. A. D. 2eltjakov, A. S. 
TveriUnova et al., Moscow: Akademija nauk SSSR, Izdatel’stvo vostoCnoj literatury, 1961, p. 111. On 
the absence of the timar-system in the Crimea see Irfene Beldiceanu-Steinherr, Mihnea Berindei, Gilles 
Veinstein, “La Crimde ottomane et l ’institution du «timar»,” Annali dell’Istituto orientale di Napoli n.s. 
29(1979): 523-62,14 pi.

3Ocak denoting “hearth, group,dynasty” in Turkish (from which it entered other languages with the same 
meaning, e.g., Russian oSag) also referred to a group of men who formed some sort of a military unit. For 
example, in early Ottoman times ocak denoted a unit of Lwenty-four nomads, one of whom would be called 
upon to go on campaign (Rudl Paul Lindner, Nomands and Ottomans in Medieval Anatolia, 
Bloomington, Indiana: Research Institute for Inner Aslan Studies, 1983, p. 56). In iauer times, ocak 
referred to the various kapikulu military corps as a whole, such as the cebecis, topgus, and, o f course, the 
most renowned ocak o f all, the janissary corns (yenigeri ccagi). In fact, the janissary corps was 
commonly referred to as simply the ocak (see Ismail Hakkt Uzun^arjtli, Osmanh devleti tegkilatindan 
kapukulu ocaklari, v. 1, Ankara: TUrk Tarih Kurumu Bastmevi, 1943).

^Ocaklik literally denotes “hearth place, fireplace” (Redhouse, T&rkge-ingilizce, p.897); ocak with the 
suffix -lik literally means “that which belongs to the hearth.”

5E.g., ‘Aym ‘All, Kavanin, pp. 27 ff.
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a fixed number of troops, all revenues belonged to the tribal chief.6 Although the 

mukata'at assigned as ocaklik may have been thus named because of certain structural 

similarities to the ocaklik-type province, the former is a completely separate concept.7

For an understanding of the ocakhk system, the financial transaction known as 

havale must first be introduced. The best treatment of this financial term is by Halil inalcik 

who has called it, along with the mukata'a, the basis of the financial system in the Ottoman 

as well as other Islamic states.8 A havale transaction was the transfer of a certain 

mukata'a revenue to a specific party. The term also referred to the sum affected by the 

havale transaction as well as to the document (hiikm) ordering the transfer of the given 

sum. To obtain a revenue assigned by havale, the bearer of the havale-order would 

present the document to, for example, a tax-farmer, in effect, the order served as a kind of 

draft on a specific mukata'a. Upon yielding the cash amount indicated in the havale, the 

tax-farmer would receive from a kadi a huccet or receipt containing relevant information 

concerning the havale transaction. This huccet would be submitted when the next 

installment from the given mukata'a was paid by the tax-farmer to account for the shortfall 

in the installment rendered by the havale draft. According to inalcik, the basic reasons for 

the use of the havale were considerations of speed and efficiency, as well as security.9 

Clearly it was faster and more efficient to transfer funds that were in specie directly from 

their revenue sources than to deliver them first to the central, or even to a provincial,

6Inalcik, Ottoman Empire, pp. 105-107.

7Murphey, pointing to the similarity o f the conditions attached to both types o f  ocakliks and even the 
use of the same phrases in their respective documentation, sees them as basically the same institution 
(Murphey, “Ottoman Army,” pp. 187-88).

8The following discussion of havale follows Halil inalcik, “Hawala,” El2, 3, fasc. 45-46 (1966): 283- 
85; see also Frede Lokkegaard, Islamic Taxation in the Classic Period: With Special Reference to 
Circumstances in Iraq. Copenhagen: Branner and Korch, 1950, pp. 63-64.

9inalcik, “Hawala,” pp. 283,284.
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treasury. And the less the coins travelled, the less chance of loss through robbery, 

embezzlement, or accident

An ocaklik was a mukata'a revenue assigned to a certain party for an indefinite 

period, that is, until it was reassigned or revoked.10 In effect, an ocaklik-txamiex was an 

extended havale while a havale was a single draft on a mukata'a. In other words, a 

mukata'a that had been assigned as an ocaklik was a continuing havale or draft on a 

mukata'a. The assignee of both a havale and an ocaklik could be a person or a group, 

such as an institution, office, or fortress garrison, inalcik gives three main types of havale 

assignees: salaried military forces in the provinces, officials in charge of making purchases 

for public works in the provinces or for the palace, and kuls of the sultan sent to collect a 

sum for the state treasury.11 On the basis of the evidence provided below, it seems that in 

the case of the ocaklik, the assignee was usually a group or institution.

In the following are some examples of the ocakhk assignation of funds: In his 

treatise on Ottoman administration, Kara Mustafa Pasha stated that upon being named 

grand admiral (kapudan pa§a ) in 1635, he “assigned sufficient funds as ocaklik to the 

imperial naval arsenal so that the arsenal could outfit forty ships [annually] (ocaklik 

bagladi, lit. “tied up [funds] as ocaklik”).”12 In a 1636 memorandum to Sultan Murad 

IV on tax farm revenues of Anatolia and portions of Syria published by Rhoades Murphey, 

it was recorded that the revenue of the mukata'a for alum works (§abhane) of a place 

named Gediz near Kutahya, worth 316,666 akga, was assigned as an ocaklik for the naval 

arsenal.l3 In the same source other mukata'at that were assigned as ocaklik are so

10See Murphey, “Ottoman Army,” pp. 180 ff.

^inalcik, “Hawala,” p. 284.

12Faik Re§lt Unat, “Sadrazam Kemanke§ Kara Mustafa Pa§a utyihasi,” Tarih vesikalan 1 (1942): 443- 
80, esp. p. 455.

13Regional Structure in the Ottoman Economy: A Sultanic Memorandum o f  1636 A D . Concerning 
the Sources and Uses o f the Tax-Farm Revenues o f Anatolia and the Coastal and Northern Portions o f 
Syria, ed. Rhoads Murphey, Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowltz, 1987, pp. 134-35. Uzun$ar§iii claims that
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indicated with a note above their entries. In most cases the assignee is an entire fortress 

garrison,14 although occasionally a type of soldiery based in a given fortress.15 In a later 

source, an Ottoman budget from 1079-1080/1669-1670, a list of assignees of ocakliks 

ranges from fortress garrisons to the imperial naval arsenal and from the imperial court to 

the imperial kitchens (matbah-i'amire).16

In the campaigns of 1627 and 1628 the havale was used to finance, at least 

partially, the wages of troops brought by the imperial feet, such as janissaries, cebecis, 

and sipahis, while the ocaklik was used to finance the wages of troops stationed on the 

Ozi frontier. The great majority of the firmans in Hasan Pasha’s firman register on 

campaign finances have to do with the application of the ocakhk system. At present there 

is only a rudimentary understanding of this system, its rules, the range of its application, 

and its evolution. A closer examination of the data on the ocaklik system in the sources 

will provide a key to understanding the financing of the Ottoman defense of the Black Sea 

and perhaps other frontiers as well.

Although no explicit sources are available, common sense dictates that the basic 

reason for the existence of the ocaklik system was the same as that for the havale, namely, 

the desire for speed and efficiency. In an age of pre-modem communications in a vast state 

such as the Ottoman Empire, it simply did not make sense to transport cash revenues from 

some far-flung territory to the central treasury only to ship them to another territory in the 

same region or even to the same territory. It was more efficient to transfer such funds

materials located in various places that were needed by the fleet, such as lumber, pitch, and sail cloth, were 
assigned as ocakiliks for the arsenal (Uzungargili, Merkez, pp. 448-49).

14E.g., M ar‘ag kaT esl neferfltinufl ocalfligidur, “ocaklik of the garrison of the Mara? fortress” 
(Regional Structure, p. 14; for further examples see pp. 14-15,72-77,98-107).

15E.g., Trabzon kaT esi begliindfl m evaciblerl ocakhgindandur, “one of the ocakliks for the 
wages of the besliis of theTrabzon fortress” and Amid ‘azebleriniili ocakligidnr, “ocaklik of the 
‘azebs of Amid” (Regional Structure, pp. 42-43,78-79; for further examples see pp. 26-27,44-45,74-75, 
110-11).

16Omer Lutfi Barkan, “1079-1080 (1669-1670) mail yilina ait bir osmanh biitgesi ve ek’leri,” istanbul 
Univeristesi Iktisat Fakultesi Mecmuasi 17 (1956): 225-303, esp. pp. 253-60.
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laterally and preferably directly from the source of revenue to the place of expenditure. 

Moreover, it seems that the ocaklik system became widely applied by the first half of the 

seventeenth century, by which time a general shift in the source of funding for distant 

military ventures occurred . Murphey has demonstrated that, whereas in the sixteenth 

century the larger portion of the funding of fortress defenses on distant frontiers was 

shouldered by the central treasury, in the seventeenth century this burden was covered 

mostly by provincial m ukata'at by means of the ocakhk  system.17 According to 

Murphey, such a shift in the source of funding was necessitated by the fact that by this 

period, the number of kapukuli and ft'mar-holding mustafizan (fortress guards) was 

insufficient for the demand and thus the proportion of other troops that were not paid out of 

central treasury funds, such as gonulliiyan and 'azebs, increased. The primary reasons 

behind this shift were developments in fortification technology and siege craft that required 

larger and larger garrisons, particularly in light of Ottoman expansion on the eastern 

Anatolian frontier.18

The Assignment o f Mukata'at as Ocakliks

In Hasan Pasha’s two campaigns, mukata'a revenues of the lower Danubian valley were 

assigned or reassigned (depending on whether or not a given mukata'a was already an 

ocaklik) to the troops on the Ozi frontier. The firmans relating to ocakliks are addressed 

to, on one hand, officials and private individuals involved in matters of finance and 

taxation— the Tuna or Ozi defterdar, emins, and nazirs involved in the affected 

mukata'at, and on the other, officials in the political establishment—governor-generals 

(beglerbegi), governors (sancakbegi), and kadis. The locales in the lower Danube region 

most often;, if fee ted by the firmans included, for example, the districts (sancak) of Hirsova,

17Murphey, “Ottoman Army,” pp. 171-87.

18Murphey, “Ottoman Army,” pp. 181-84.
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ibrail, isakci, Kili, Nigboli, Ruscuk, and Silistre, as well as kazas in these districts. 

Typically such a firman informs or reminds the addressee or addressees that a particular 

mukata'a or all or some mukata'at in an entire kaza or district have “become ocaklik” 

(ocakhk ol-) or “been assigned as ocakhk” (ocaklik ta 'y in  olin-) for the wages of 

troops variously indicated as being on the Ozi frontier (serhadd), in the province of Ozi 

{eyalet), or in the fortress complex of Ozi .19 All of the mukata'at assigned as ocakliks 

are qualified in the sources as belonging to the Danubian region (Tuna etrafi) or to the 

Tuna financial department bureau (Tuna aklam, see glossary s.v. kalem), that is, the 

Tuna defterdarlik. The specific types of m ukata'at involved, ranging from those 

consisting of customs duties to those consisting of inheritance taxes, will be discussed 

below.

The first task in the process of setting up mukata'at as ocakliks was to see to it that 

the mukata'at slated for ocaklik-statas were in order and functioning properly. Thus, 

Hasan Pasha’s firmans state that he was appointed as commander in chief (serdar) of the 

land and naval forces in order to “review” (tahrir), “correct” (tashih), and “improve” 

(islah) the mukata'at in the Tuna aklam and that this is one of the most important aspects 

of his mission.20 Furthermore the firmans strictly order kadis to extend all efforts so the 

officials (usually emins) in charge of mukata'at assigned as ocakliks for Ozi deliver in full 

the due tax revenues.21 To achieve optimal functioning of the mukata'at that were to 

become ocakliks, Hasan Pasha did not rely merely on orders to relevant government and

19In the given contexts, it appears that usually when the assignee Is given as the “Ozi fortress,” in fact 
the entire eyalet is the actual referent

20 E.g., Tuna etr&finda olan muk&ta‘St lgl&lu u tagfeibi milhlmm&tdan ol-. . . , “one of 
the most imporant duties is to correct and rectify the mukata'at in the Tuna region” (MD 83, no. 7); see 
also MD 83, nos. 9 ,2 1 ,5 9  (in the last firman tashih u tahrir is mentioned in regard to hass, as well as to 
the mukata'a  revenues), 100 (here the Tuna defterdar is explicitly instructed to make sure that, unlike 
during the term of the previous j'Wzam-holder of the given m ukata 'at, there be no shortfalls in the 
collection of revenue from these mukata'at now being assigned as ocakliks), 105.

21MD 83, nos. 108, 148.
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mukata'a officials. Rather, to accomplish his crucial mission, the grand admiral vizier 

actively intervened in the affairs of these mukata'at. The firmans repeatedly mention the 

need for Hasan Pasha and his agents to take control (kabz, “seizing” and zab{, "gaining 

possession o f ’) of the mukata'at that were to be assigned as ocakliks. Undoubtedly 

because of the importance and immediacy of the military mission at hand, Hasan Pasha was 

vigilant and unrelenting about defiance toward, interference in, or sabotage of the ocaklik- 

transfer process by local officials or functionaries with connections to affected mukata'at. 

In theory, it should not have made any difference to an emin in charge of a mukata'a to 

whom he paid his installments, whether it was the treasury, some local institution, or a 

frontier garrison. But presumably a corrupt or incompetent emin would not favor a 

situation in which the state was extremely keen on the proper functioning of the mukata'at 

and the prompt and full submission of due installments.

To achieve control Hasan Pasha took an active role in the affairs of these 

mukata'at. To this end, he to ordered concerned parties to appear before him for an audit, 

even if that meant travelling hundreds of kilometers. In the first firman dealing with 

mukata'at Hasan Pasha ordered the Tuna defterdar to gather the enrins and scribes 

(ikatibs) connected to those Tuna mukata'at that were to be checked, along with the 

currently available mukata 'a cash and all account registers (mukasebe and miifredat 

defterleri) from their terms of office. Together with the emins, scribes, registers, and 

cash, the defterdar was to go to him at Ozi with all speed so that the mukata 'a affairs 

could be looked into (ahval-i mukafa'ati gdrmek).22 Similarly, two other firmans sent 

from Ozi on 31 July 1627 order the kadis of Nigboli and Silistre to make sure that the 

former emins and scribes of mukata'at in the Nigboli and Silistre kazas were escorted to 

the Tuna defterdar along with all the accounting registers for the time of their mukata'a

22MD 83, no. 7.
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tenure, and that they all make the trip to Ozi as soon as possible.23 A few days later, a 

firman ordered the kadi of Nigboli to gather also the new emin, and along with the 

aforementioned officials, board a galley for Ozi without further delay. This document, 

which is the first mention of the assignment c f ocakliks, states that the presence of the 

Nigboli kadi at Ozi is indispensable for the review and discussion of the mukata1 at since 

besides being “honest and pious,” he is a complete expert in and indisputable in his 

knowledge of the affairs of the mukata’at of the kaza of Nigboli.”24

If an audit revealed that an emin had mismanaged a mukata'a, he was dismissed. 

Thus the firman to the kadis of the Nigboli and Silistre mentioned above ordered that 

because the emins failed to appear for an audit they were to be removed from office.and 

replaced by, in the case of Nigboli, an unspecified official of the Sublime Porte (der gah-i 

mu'alia), and in the case of Silistre, another official of the Sublime Porte, a kapukuli 

sipahi named Hasan.25 A finnan, dated 11 August 1627 and sent from Ozi to the kadis of 

Nigboli, Rahova, and Zi§tovi, ordered the removal of two teams of Jewish emins who had 

fallen into conflict over the same mukata'at and announced that an unnamed agent of 

Hasan Pasha was on his way to take charge of their mukata'at.26 The dismissed emins 

were to be escorted to Hasan Pasha at Ozi along with any money they had collected.27

23MD 83, nos. 9 ,9 /1 . Although the assignment of ocakliks is not mentioned yet, in this firman and in 
the previously mentioned finnan it is stated respectively that, the improvement and correction of the 
functioning of mukata'at located in the Tuna aklam is one of the most important matters, and that Hasan 
Pasha is appointed to improve and correct the Tuna mukata'at (MD 83, no. 7, no 9)

^ M D  83, no. 14. A firman from 1628, unconnected to ocakliks, orders the governor-general of Kefe 
and kadi of GOzleve to have their men escort the emin of Gtizleve—who was 600,000 akga in debt to the 
state treasury—together with his assistants and account books (muhasebe) all the way to Istanbul for an 
audit (MD 83, no. 129).

25MD 83, nos. 9, 9/1.

260 n  Jews as Ottoman tax-farmers see Haim Gerber, “Jewish Tax-Farmers in the Ottoman Empire in the 
16th and 17th Centuries in Raiyyet RUsumu: Essays Presented to Halil inalcik on his Seventieth 
Birthday by his Colleagues and Students. Cambridge, Mass., 1986 = Journal o f Turkish Studies 10 
(1986): 143-54.

27MD 83, no. 16.
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Toward the end of August 1627, a series of firmans to the kadis of the isakci, 

ibrail, Tulca, Ma5 in, Hirsova, Kili, and Akkerman kazas were drawn up with the aim of 

removing a certain Ahmed from nazir- ship over a whole series of mukata'at and replacing 

him with agents of Hasan Pasha or with kuls of the Porte.28 These agents or kuls were to 

be installed not as tax-farmers on the basis of iltizam contracts (ber vech-1 iltizam), but 

rather, as salaried officials (ber vech-i em&net). The holding of mukata'at on emanet 

basis has not been studied, but presumably an official in charge of a mukata'a by emanet 

was a government employee and was paid a daily wage (yevmiye) for his services relating 

to the mukata'a.29 This was, of course, in contrast to the more lucrative situation of the 

holder of a mukata'a by iltizam, who was allowed to keep all funds collected above the 

fixed sum that he had contracted to deliver to the state. The question that comes to mind is, 

would it not have been more lucrative for the state to install its kuls into all mukata'at on 

the emanet basis, rather than allowing private individuals to hold mukata'a by iltizam and 

reap substantial profits above the sums that they had contracted to deliver to the state? A 

plausible answer is that tax-farming was a business that required know-how, experience, 

capital, and, undoubtedly, connections. Below it will become evident from firmans in the 

firman register that the emanet-type tenure of mukata'at was a temporary measure used in 

urgent situations such as that of Hasan Pasha’s campaigns. The firmans ordering that 

agents of Hasan Pasha be allowed to take over mukata'at controlled by nazir Ahmed 

suggest this, by stating that “it is necessary that [the given mukata'at] be held by emanet 

until an applicant appears and takes the oath [for an iltizam-contract on the mukata'at]”30

28MD 83, nos. 60, 61,61/1, 61/2.

2^Kildy-Nagy, however, is of the opinion that the holder of the mukata'a tenure by emanet was on 
commission, which presumably means that the official would have been paid a percentage of the take 
(Gyula Kdldy-Nagy, “Tureckie reestrovye knigi mukata’a kak istoriCeskie istoCniki,” VostoSnye istoSniki 
po istorii narodov Jugo-vostoSnoj i central’noj Ewopy, eu. A. S. Tveritinova. Moscow: Izdatel’stvo 
«Nauka»-Glavnaja redakcija vostoCnoj literatury, 1964:76-90, p. 77).

3 0 . . . b ir  (a lib  Zuhur idiip der ‘uhde oh n m iy a  degln b e r vech-1 em anet zab t 
ItdUrilmek lfizlm gelmek. . . (MD 83, no. 60; also no. 61).
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A closer look into the case of nazir Ahmed provides some insight into Hasan 

Pasha’s interventions and manipulations into the mukata'at affairs of the Danubian region. 

The relevant firmans make no explicit statement why Ahmed was to be removed from his 

position as nazir oyer many mukata'at. Certainly dissatisfaction with his performance 

may have been the reason. It is significant that, strictly speaking, Ahmed was not being 

dismissed. Rather, once his tahvils or tenures of appointment over separate sets of 

mukata'at expired, they were not to be renewed.31 The firmans stated that because these 

mukata'at were to be assigned as ocakliks, it was necessary to give contracts to new tax- 

farmers in his place.32 One possibility was that the state, always willing to transfer 

mukata'at to higher bidders (even in the middle of a tax-farmer’s term),33 may have 

decided that it could gain a higher return if it put his extensive mukata'a holdings up for 

auction. In fact, a substantial portion of Ahmed’s mukata'at were slated for transfer not to 

Hasan Pasha’s agents, but to a team consisting of a sipahi-zade Mehmed, an ‘Ali, and two 

Moldavian or Greek zimmi re'aya inhabitants of ibrail.34 They were to be sworn into a 

joint (ber vech-i i§tirak) iltizam contract for unspecified mukata'at held by Ahmed in 

isakci, Tulca, Masin, Kili, Akkerman, ibrail, and Hirsova.

The firmans \Jk ilRoUU PuSilSi make it clear that, because of the ocaklik transfer 

process and his role as its executor, all tahvils of affected mukata'at would be under his 

scrutiny and their holders would be subject to dismissal or non-renewal of their tahvils. A 

motive in the initial decision not to renew Ahmed’s tahvil may have been an effort to

31His tahvil for the mukata'at of the customs duties of Kili and Akkerman and the public and private 
beytU'l-mal of Akkerman expired on 25 Jumada II 1036/12 March 1627 (MD 83, nos. 61, 69); for the 
mukata'at of the customs and other revenues of isakci, Tulca, Magin and their dependencies on 1 August 
(Agustos) by the Julian calender or 29 Dhu’l-Qa'dah 1036/11 August 1627 (MD 83, nos. 60, 68): for 
unspecified mukata'at in isakci, Tulca, Mafin, Kill, Akkerman, Ibrail, Hirsova sometime before the 
beginning of the new year 1037 AH (12 September 1627) (MD 83, nos. 61/1,61/2,67).

32MD 83, nos. 60,61, 67.

33E.g., Kildy-Nagy, “Mukata’a,” pp. 77.

34£ostan tln  veled-i B atista and K ostanpn veled-i M izokos (MD 83, no. 67).
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prevent him from becoming too powerful and entrenched as the controller of extensive 

revenue sources of an entire region (in the discussion of his mukata'at holdings below it 

will be seen that indeed Ahmed had very substantial mukata'a holdings spanning the lower 

Danubian basin). However, despite initial plans, from an “ocakhk register” (see below) it 

is evident that by the start of the new hicri year of 1037 Ahmed (identified in this register 

as “nazir Ahmed Beg, former governor [mir liva] of Akkerman”)35 was allowed to regain 

those holdings that had been turned over to Hasan Pasha’s agents, as well as retain the 

other holdings that were to have been turned over to the team of tax-farmers mentioned 

above.36 Similarly, in the case of the aforementioned competing Jewish tax-farmers, about 

a month after their dismissal and after their replacement by Hasan Pasha’s agent, one of 

them named Arslan was given a new itozam-contract and reinstated as emin 37

The firmans make it clear that in reinstating these officials Hasan Pasha was 

exercising his prerogative with regard to mukata'a affairs. Thus it was “through Hasan 

Pasha’s opinion and action (rey u m a'rifeti ile)” that Ahmed and Arslan were 

reinstated.38 In another firman to Tuna defterdar ibrahim, Hasan Pasha’s role and 

prerogative in this connection is made clear: “. . .  you are to act as vizier Hasan Pasha. . . ,  

who has been appointed to check [the mukata'at that are to be assigned as ocakliks], sees

35It is quite clear that this nazir Ahmed is the same nazir Ahmed in Muhimmed dejieri 83 since the 
register states that he was the previous nazir of the same mukata'at mentioned in connection with the 
Ahmed in the firman register (TT 748, fol. 3a).

36In fact, there are notes above three of the firmans indicating that they were never sent out (MD 83, no. 
67 -the  firman concerning the unspecified mukata'at in isakci, Tulca, Ma?in, Kili, Akkerman, ibrail, 
Hirsova that were to go to the team mentioned above and MD 83, nos 68, 69-firmans relating to other 
mukata'at o f the isakci, Tulca, Ma?ln and Akkerman). With regard to his reappointment, in the finnan 
register there is only a firman to the kadi of isakci, stating that Ahmed is to receive a new appointment 
( tahvil) for the mukata'a of the customs duties of isakci beginning on the first day of 1037 AH (MD 83, 
no. 93). The lack of further firmans relating to the other mukata'at to which he was reappointed can only 
be explained by the possibility that some pages are missing from MUhimme defteri 83 or that the same 
finnan was sent to other kadis but the scribe recording it in the register ommitted the bir suret-type note 
(see appendix).

37TT 748, fol. 4a; MD 83, no. 92.

38MD 83, nos. 92, 93.
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as being prudent and suitable with regard to the granting [of iltizam] contracts to those 

who come forth.”39

Another example provides some insight into the reinstatement of Ahmed and 

Arslan. In the following year, on 10 July 1628, soon after arriving in the Crimea from 

Sinop, Hasan Pasha issued a firman stating that Solak Mustafa, the nazir of the Kefe 

mukata'a, has been ordered by an emr-i §erifoi the maliye to travel to the Porte for an 

audit (muhasebe) with his scribe and the detailed registers (mufredat defterleri) covering 

the one and a half years of his tenure and that a certain sipahi named Mehmed was to take 

over in his place on the basis of emanet. However because of some unspecified 

impediments, Solak Mustafa was unable to travel to Istanbul and instead he obliged himself 

to dispatch with all speed 200 kantars of clarified butter (yag) for the imperial kitchen 

(matbah-i 'amire). Because of this promise, Hasan Pasha ordered that Solak Mustafa 

send his mufredat defterleri to the Porte for the audit along with the butter, and that in the 

meantime, pending the outcome of the audit, he share (ber vech-i ijtirak) control over 

his mukata'at with the sipahi Mehmed who was to serve as he had been appointed, that 

is, on the basis of emanet.40 Nine days latter Hasan Pasha announced that the newly 

appointed Mehmed was not competent, had already caused a loss to the mukata'a revenue, 

and that his activity was very harmful to state finances (miri), while Solak Mustafa was 

competent to the utmost in the collection of state revenues, as well as in the supply of butter 

for the imperial kitchen. As a result, the state funds collected during the activity 

(miiba§iret) of Mehmed were to be seized by the governor-general and the kadi of Kefe 

and turned over to the state through Solak Mustafa.41 Apparently the Kefe nazir's 

competence, as well as his willingness to provide what was essentially a bribe, led to a

39MD 33, no. !00.

40MD 83, no. 135.

41MD 83, no. 124.
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reversal of the decision to remove him from his post. Perhaps also in the above-mentioned 

case of Ahmed, the team of emins slated to take over part of his mukata'a holdings had no 

hope of measuring up to his competence and experience—a competence and experience 

demonstrated by his extensive previous holdings, as well as his eventual reinstatement as 

nazir over the majority of the mukata'at assigned as ocakliks in 1627.42 Similarly, the 

appointment of Arslan as emin of two large mukata'at suggests the state’s confidence in 

him as a competent manager of an important segment of revenue.43 Again, the usefulness 

to the state of nazirs or emins such as Solak Mustafa, Ahmed, and Arslan suggests the 

inadequacy of the agents that had been installed in their place on the emanet basis. Of 

course, in all three cases, it cannot be ruled out that influence and connections played a role 

in the ultimate decision to retain their services.

Among the problems that Hasan Pasha had to contend with in setting up the 

mukata'at for ocaklik status were conflicts over the control of mukata'at and interference 

into their operations by outsiders. Above, reference was made to a conflict over the same 

mukata'at between two teams of Jewish emins. The Tuna defterdar of the time, Mustafa, 

had installed Arslan and Baruh as emins of the mukata'at of the ports (iskele, “landing 

places, docks”) of Nigboli, Zi§tovi, Rahova just when these mukata'at were to be 

assigned as ocakliks. Meanwhile, an unnamed ga.vu§ had installed Saltyar, Harun, and 

Arlsan, son of Yasef, as emins of the same mukata'at and, upon their request, obtained an 

emr-i gerif, or imperial rescript, from the Porte confirming their investiture. Pursuing their 

claim, the second party proceeded to “break up” the ocaklik and bring complete disorder to 

the collection of these mukata'a revenues. As was related above, both teams were 

dismissed and sent to Hasan Pasha with any funds that they had collected.44 Another

42Eight out of the fourteen conglomerate mukata'at in the ocaklik register (see below).

43TT 748, fol. 4a.

^ M D  83, no. 16.
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firman relating to mukata'at of Nigboli and Ruscuk informs the kadis of Nigboli and 

Ruscuk that Arlsan is to be supported as emin of mukata'at in Nigboli and Ruscuk against 

his Jewish rivals.45 Here again, the rival emins, making false reports against Arslan, 

obtained an emr-i serif from the Porte sanctioning their actions. That is why Hasan Pasha 

warned the kadis of Nigboli and Ruscuk to be wary of claimants coming forth with 

evamir-i strife  obtained at the Porte and to take away any documents (temessuk) 

presented by such rivals, place them in a sack (kise), and dispatch them back to the Porte.

Such interference into mukata'a affairs was also perpetrated by state officials. 

When Hasan Pasha was at Kili on his way back to the capital in the fall of 1627, he learned 

that some kadis were acting as miifetti§es, or mukata 'a-inspectors, on their own, without 

being appointed, while others had obtained divan tezkeresis from defterdars appointing 

them-as miifettisQs. In fact, mufettislik was a common and legitimate role of kadis (see 

glossary s.v. mufetti§). However, here their intent was to interfere with the mukata'at 

assigned as ocakliks and embezzle their funds. Some of them already succeeded in 

disrupting the ocaklik mukata'at and caused a loss in state revenues. To end this 

interference Hasan Pasha ordered Tuna defterdar ibrahim to remove from office these 

kadis and hereafter issue no further permits for miitettislik to other such kadis.46 In all 

these cases of interference into mukata'a affairs, private and public individuals took 

advantage of the size and complexity of the vast Ottoman state apparatus, with its central 

and provincial jurisdictions. Because of this situation, throughout the firmans there are 

warnings against issuance of orders of certificates permitting actions contrary to current 

policy and undertakings. In attempting to set up priorities, officials were reminded that the 

orders to set up ocakliks had primacy over all other orders since the former were initiated

45MD 83, no. 92.

46MD 83, no. 103.
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by hatt-i humayun or hatt-i serif—orders written by the sultan’s own hand.47 Just as 

with some of the mobilization firmans discussed earlier in this chapter, these firmans 

invoked the absolute authority of the padishah by referring to the sultan’s hutut-i §erife.

A further indicator of the top priority imparted to the ocakliks by the state was its 

insistence that with the assignment of a mukata'a as ocaklik, any debts by an emin to 

private individuals were not to interfere with the payment of his current installments. In 

order to obtain a tax-farm or to keep up with the regular payments to the state, it was a 

common practice by tax officials to borrow money from private individuals. The inability 

of a tax official to pay back his creditors often led to complications that impeded the 

functioning of a mukata'a. One of the dangers occurred when a tax-farmer’s term of 

tenure (tahvil) over a mukata'a came to an end or was terminated by the intervention of the 

state but his creditors insisted that they were owed not by him but by the mukata'a itself 

and would consequently attempt to collect on their debts from the new tax-farmer, which of 

course reduced the revenue of the mukata'a and disrupted its workings. According to 

Hasan Pasha’s firman register, in 1628 such a situation occurred in Gozlev and in Kefe, 

although not in connection with mukata ‘at assigned as ocakliks. The creditors invoked 

precisely the principle that it was the state, or at least the mukata'a, and not the former 

emin that was in debt to them: “We lent our money to the state mukata'a, so whoever 

becomes [the new] emin of the mukata'a, we will recover our money from him.”48 In his 

firmans Hasan Pasha denied this principle, stating that such creditors had no right to collect 

their debts from “new state revenues” (mal-i cedid-i miri), that is, the revenues collected 

by the new emin, and that they should not present evamir-i serife obtained from the 

finance department (maliye).49 Although according to the firman register this problem did

47Eg., MD 83, no. 92; also no. 90.

48MD 83, no. 126.

49MD 83, nos. 126, 130.
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not come up with mukata'at assigned as ocakliks, it is recognized as a danger in a firman 

to Tuna defterdar ibrahim. There the principle in regard to debts owed by former emins is 

extended to the previous debts and obligations of new emins in the following declaration: 

“relations with all other parties of emins of mukata'at, the revenues of which were 

assigned to the wages of the Ozi frontier troops, are not to continue. . .  the audits for their 

debts from previous years are to be processed by the Ozi treasury [according to the well 

established procedures] as they are by the Budun (Buda), Bosna (Bosnia), and other 

frontier treasuries . .  .”50

The Ocaklik in Ottoman Accounting. The notion of immunity to outside interference 

applied not only to the activity of the officials in charge of the ocaklik mukata'at, but also 

to the ocakliks in the context of the Ottoman accounting system. An ocaklik was 

considered to have been removed from and independent of other fiscal categories (aklam). 

The firmans refer to the process of assigning a mukata'a as an ocaklik as a “separating” or 

“removing” a given mukata'a from its usual accounting category and forming its own 

category. Consider the following excerpts:

. . .  as considered suitable for the wages of the troops on the Ozi frontier, a 
sufficient amount of revenue is being separated out (tefrik) from the hass 
revenues and becomes an ocaklik.51

[because] the mukata'at of the public and private beytu'l-mal and their 
dependencies in isakci and Tulca and Ma9 in and ibrail and Kili and 
Akkerman and Silistre and Nigboli and Balcik and Ruscuk and ivraca and 
Varna and Ahyoli and in these livas, all part of the Danubian fiscal accounts

50MD 83, no. 112.

51 Ozi serhaddi neferati m evaciblerl mlinasib gOrilen em val-i ba??adan k ifayet mikdari 
mai tefrlk .oiinup ocaklik  ohnm agm  (MD 83, no.98).
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(aklam) . . .  are being assigned as ocakliks for the wages of the troops in 
the eyalet of Ozi, they are being separated ou t . .  .52

. . .  the cizye and yava cizye of the re'aya have been being separated out 
(ifraz) and added and annexed (zamm u ilhak) to the fiscal categories 
{aklam) assigned as ocaklik for the troops of the Ozi fortress and 
[henceforth] do not allow anyone from outside to interfere.53

The separateness and inviolability of the accounts of the ocaklik mukata'a can be 

considered a crucial and almost an essential condition, without which the ocaklik-system 

could not function. A document cited by Murphey, concerning mukata'at assigned as 

ocakliks for the Egri fortress in Hungary, expresses this idea using the phrase mefruzii'l- 

kalem ve maktu ‘ il'l-kadem, “separated from accounts and cut off [from trespass] of 

the foot”:

Not a single one of these mentioned mukata'at nor the cizye of Feth-i 
islam are to be separated out and assigned to another. . .  and they are to be 
separated from [other] accounts and inviolable to trespass.54

Conflicting Ocaklik and Havale Assignments. Despite the imperative that the ocaklik 

funds be inviolable, the state itself, apparently inadvertently, at times violated i t . This 

could occur when havales were issued to pay for wages of forces brought with the fleet, as 

well as of some janissaries stationed in fortresses. The havales mentioned in the firman 

register were issued at the Porte by sebeb-i tahrir-type orders (hiikm) of the central finance

52Tuna akl&minda valfi* Isabel ve Tulca ve M a;ln  ve tb ray ll ve K ill ve Afckerm&n ve 
S llis tre  ve N lgboli ve Balcifc ve Ruscuk ve Ivraca ve V arna ve A hyoh ye elviye-1 
m ezburede vaki* beyta'l-m & l-i 'am ine ve [)a$$a ve tevabl* m u k a ta 'a la n  Ozi eyaleti 
neferatinufi m evacib leri-fU n ocak lik  ta 'y in  o linup  m u k a fa 'a t- i m ezbure. . . te frik  
olinup. . . (MD 83, no. 98).

53MD 83, no. 59 (for text see appendix).

54From an entry of a register of orders issued by the finance department (maliye ahkam defterleri) from 
1656, cited in Murphey, “Ottoman Army,” pp. 483-84, see also his glossary s.v. “mefruz'ul-kalem ve 
maktu‘ul-kadem,” p. 316.
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department. Because of apparent insufficient coordination between the Maliye department 

in Istanbul and Hasan Pasha in the field, the havales were often issued to be drawn on 

mukata’at that were to become or were already ocakliks. In such situations Hasan Pasha 

had to find a compromise and take measures to prevent such conflicts in the future.

For example, in 1627 Hasan Pasha stated in a firman issued from Ozi to the kadi 

and the mufettig of Ahyoli, that a sebeb-i tahrir hukmi, that is, a havale, based on an 

emr-i gerif, has been issued for half a million akga to be drawn on revenues of the Ahyoli 

saltworks (memleha) mukata'at in order to cover the wages of the efrenc troops with the 

fleet. But meanwhile Hasan Pasha, setting up mukata'at of the Tuna region as ocakliks, 

had assigned the same Ahyoli saltworks mukata'at as ocakliks for the wages of the Ozi 

forces. To resolve these conflicting orders, Hasan Pasha informed the kadi that the half 

million assignation to the fleet should be carried out but that all remaining revenues from 

these mukata'at were to become ocakliks for the Ozi forces and that hereafter no one was 

to interfere with these funds—even if someone arrived from the Porte with an order (emr) 

requisitioning money, he was to receive not “a single akga nor a single grain, as the given 

mukata'a has been assigned as ocaklik for Ozi in its entirety.”55

On 31 August or 1 September 1627, when Hasan Pasha and the fleet were on their 

way back to Istanbul, he ordered an unnamed official to make sure that one million akga 

from an unnamed Ahyoli mukata'a (presumably from the saltworks) that was to be 

transferred by havale through a sebeb-i tahrir decree to the efrenc sipahis and cebecis 

that were with the imperial fleet be ready by the time Hasan Pasha and the imperial fleet 

arrive.56 In this order there is no mention of any conflict with the ocakliks for Ozi.

55MD 83, no. 21.

56MD 83, no. 66.
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Presumably by this time a decision had been reached, either by Hasan Pasha or by the 

Porte, that in this particular case the wages for troops with the fleet took precedence.57

During the following year’s campaign, conflicts between havale drafts and ocaklik 

assignments continued. In late July or early August 1628, a letter to Hasan Pasha from the 

current Tuna defterdar, Ibrahim, stated that repeated hukm-i serifs had previously been 

issued ordering that no one else was to receive a single akga from the mukata'at assigned 

as ocaklik for the troops of the eyalet of Ozi, and that recently such an order was issued 

referring to a hatt-i humayun to this effect that was written on the register of these 

ocakliks.5* However, the defterdar pointed out that presently a havale-oxdtx for the 

wages of the janissaries defending Akkerman had been issued and this will make it 

necessary to break up some ocakliks. Hasan Pasha responded to this report by stating that 

it was against the imperial wish that any ocakliks be broken up at present and that until 

there was a hatt-i humayun announcing the dissolution of the ocakliks, not a single akga 

was to be diverted. Otherwise there would be as shortfall in the funds for the wages of the 

Ozi frontier forces.59 By the second half of August 1628, Ibrahim again reported to Hasan 

Pasha that some sebeb-i tahrir hukms were issued for the /wvfl/e-transfer of funds to the 

wages of sipahis who came with the fleet and other unspecified troops and that this made it 

impossible to pay the wages of the Ozi frontier troops. As a solution, he suggested that 

Hasan Pasha should issue a decree that, the Tuna defterdar, on behalf of the maliye, must 

issue emr-i serifs ordering that these havales instead be drawn on other revenues in the 

Tuna aklam, including the harac, bedel-i mekari, and ‘avariz. In other words, he was 

suggesting that the havales be drawn on revenues that were not assigned as ocakliks.

57Unless of course different Ahyoli mukata'at were involved.

58This is no doubt a direct reference to the ocaklik register (TT 748) that will be discussed below which 
has exacdy such a hau-i humayun.

59MD 83, no. 132.
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Hasan Pasha ratified this action.60 Finally, Hasan Pasha ordered the kadis in the districts 

of Nigboli and Silistre to make available for havales for wages of the janissaries and 

sipahis of the fleet, and issued, presumably inadvertently, to be drawn on the mukata'at 

assigned as ocakliks for O z i , the bedel funds collected for the state (miri) in their kazas 

from dismissed (ma'zul) sipahis and eli emirlus who did not attend the campaign. The 

kadis were warned that they would be held responsible and punished if any money from 

the Ozi ocakliks was diverted by these havales.61

The only havale mentioned in the firman register that did not conflict with the Ozi 

ocakliks is in the very first firman on troop wage finances in the register which was issued 

before the ocaklik-assignment process began (for the chronology of the assignment of 

ocakliks see below). Sent from Ozi on 16 July 1627 to Alexander, the voyvoda of 

Wallachia, this firman states that a sebeb-i tahrir-decree had been sent from the Porte 

ordering that 2.5 million akga of the annual Wallachian cizye collection be applied by 

havale to the wages of the janissaries with the imperial fleet. While of this sum, one 

million had already been remitted, the voyvoda is ordered to send to Hasan Pasha, without 

any delays, the remaining 1.5 million of the cizye funds along with another million 

previously borrowed by him from the ig hazine.62 In late September/early October Hasan 

Pasha sent his kapuci ba§i Siyavuj to the Wallachian voyvoda with a firman ordering that 

2.2 million akga assigned to the fleet’s janissaries still outstanding was to be paid at 

once.63 Altogether the havales from 1627 mentioned in the firman register that were 

issued for kapikuli and other troops with the fleet amounted to a total of 4 million akgas

60MD 83, no. 144 (firman to Ibrahim), 147 (firman to Ibrahim and kadis of districts of Nigboli, Vidin, 
and Silistre).

61MD 83, no. 150.

62MD 83, no. 56.

63MD 83, no. 97. Note that in this second order the million akga owed to the inner treasury was added 
to the 1.5 million of the cizye funds transferred by havale. Thus since the first order, the voyvoda had 
delivered another 300,000 akga.
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(see Table 6).M As will become evident later, this was a significant sum as it was equal 

to about forty percent of the amount that was applied by ocaklik to the Ozi fortress 

garrisons.

Table 6. Havales for kaptkuli and other troops with the fleui in 1627 (in million akgas)
am o u n t revenues drawn on assig n ees

2.5 Wallachian cizye janissaries

0.5 Ahyoli saltworks mukata'a efrenc sipahis

1.0 Ahyoli saltworks mukata'a efrenc sipahis, cebecis

One of the last firmans of the 1628 campaign, issued at or after Kili, concerns troop 

wages that were neither ocaklik-, nor, apparently, havale-based. Addressed to the kadis 

of isakci, Ma9 in, and Tulca, it orders them to expedite the collection of the ‘avanz in their 

kazas for the year A.H. 1037.6'  This money was to go to the wages of the janissaries of 

Akkerman who were in very difficult straits because of a shortfall in the payment of their 

wages. It is interesting that the firman states that this difficult situation arose because until 

then, no word had arrived from the Porte ordering the collection of these ‘avariz revenues. 

To collect it, the kadis are informed that a divan tezkeresi with a seal (mu.hr) has been 

issued by the Tuna defterdar. For some reason these 'avariz revenues were not collected 

(perhaps because of negligence or to some misunderstanding) and so, Hasan Pasha had to 

employ an emergency stopgap measure and intervene through the office of the Tuna 

defterdar.

The Chronology o f Ocaklik Assignment. On the basis of the firman register alone, the 

chronology of the process of assigning ocaklik mukata'at seems problematical at first. In 

both 1627 and 1628, the first firmans in Hasan Pasha’s firman register relating to the 

assignment of mukata'at as ocakliks are from about the midpoint of the campaign season, 

in late and mid-July, respectively, and they continue until early October 1627 and mid-

^ 2 .5  million from the Wallachian cizye (MD 83, no 56);

65MD 83, no. 149.
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August 1628. However from the information in Chapter IV it is clear that Hasan Pasha 

turned to the reorganizaton of the finances for the fortress garrisons only after it became 

clear that it would not be possible to build the new fortress at Togan Gepdi. At about this 

time (29 July 1627) a galley arrived from the sultan. It is very possible that this galley 

brought orders from him, perhaps in the form of the sultan’s hatt-i serif, commanding him 

to asign ocakliks for the garrisons. It should be noted that the title paragraph of the 

ocaklik register (see below) clearly states that Hasan Pasha was empowered by the sultan’s 

hatt-i serif to review the mukata'at of the Danubian fiscal region (Tuna defterdarlik) and 

assign them as ocakliks as of 1 Muharram 1037/12 September 1627

It is only from mid-August 1627 that the first firmans mentioning ocakliks are 

recorded. The first is from between 8 and 11 August and the second is from 11 August.66 

The first firman relating to ocakliks that mentions the imperial rescript of the sultan ihati-i 

humayun) is from some time in September 1627.67 All this supports the notion that Hasan 

Pasha must have been in contact with the Porte during these expeditions and received 

general directives, or perhaps even specific orders, although there is no detailed 

information on the content of such communications.68 From other sources it is known that 

communication from a place like Ozi, whether by land or sea courier, could be extremely 

rapid.69

Was there any other reason to undertake the assignment of ocakliks so late in the 

season beside the abandonment of the original mission to build a new fortress? One 

possible reason is that Hasan Pasha, upon arriving at Ozi, learned that the forces there and

66MD 83, nos 14,16.

67MD 83, no. 90 (of course it is possible that this hatt-i hUmayun reached Hasan Pasha in August when 
he issued the finnans first mentioning ocakliks).

68It is well known that commanders of such expeditions regularly sent reports ('arz-i hat) to the Porte 
(e.g., see Qstapchuk, “?■: e Documents”).

69E.g., in 1639 a report sent to the Porte by Piyale Pasha in Ozi was deliverd in four or five days, 
according to notations on this document (Ostapchuk, “Five Documents,” n. 101).
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in other fortresses in the eyalet were underpaid and weak. Another factor may have been 

the danger of intervention by the Commonwealth or the Zaporozhian Cossacks against the 

construction of the fortress at Togan Ge$idi which these northern neighbors regarded as a 

threat to their security (see Chapter IV). However there was clearly another factor which 

must have influenced the timing. Most of the activity relating to ocakliks occurred toward 

the end of the lunar year A.H. 1036 and lasted through about the first half of Muharram 

1037, that is, the first month of the new lunar moon. In fact, during this period, 22 of the 

27 firmans on mukata'a or ocaklik affairs were entered into the firman register for the 

1627 campaign. It is significant that the ocaklik register was being drawn up this very time 

(it was completed by, or at least officially dated on 1 Muharram 1037/12 September 1627). 

In the seventeenth century, wages were paid in quarterly installments according to a lunar 

fiscal calendar, beginning on the first of Muharram and ending on the last of Dhu’l- 

Qa'dah.70 Although there is no reference to or information on the quarterly schedule of 

payments, it seems that an important factor in the timing of Hasan Pasha’s firmans on the 

ocaklik was the need to set up the funds for maintaining the Ozi frontier garrisons for the 

year 1037/12 September 1627-30 August 1628. It is significant that perhaps the most 

important firman on the ocaklik in the 1628 campaign, in which new annual totals of 

ocaklik-dQrived wages for the Ozi fortress were set for the new lunar year 1038, was 

issued about two weeks before the start of 1038.71

70Halil Sahlllloglu, “ S j v z j  Year Crises in the Ottoman Empire,” Studies in the Economic History o f 
the Middle East from  the Rise o f Islam to the Present Day, ed. M. A. Cook, London: Oxford University 
Press, 1970: 230-52.

71MD, no. 139 (see below and appendix). Although in 1628 there were less than half as many firmans 
on mukata'a and ocakliks relating to the campaign, a pattern similar to that of 1627 occurred: the first 
recorded firman on ocakliks was from nearly two weeks after Hasan Pasha arrived at Kefe, his primary 
destination In that year, and most of the activity on ocakliks was also near the end of the lunar year.
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The Register o f Ocakliks

There is another source on the ocaklik-system besides Hasan Pasha’s firman register, 

namely, the ocaklik register already referred to several times. This important source 

contains concrete figures on the funds assigned to the fortresses defending the Black Sea 

during Hasan Pasha’s campaigns and provides the structure of these finances. This 

document may indeed best be classified as a defteri-i ocaklik register (ocaklik register) 

and this is in fact the title given at the beginning of the main text:

Register of ocakliks for fortresses in the Ozi eyalet [assigned] from among 
the mukata‘at of Tuna which are in accordance with the condition of the 
treasury (§art-i hazine) and the condition of the fortresses (§art-i kila');
[mukata'at] which . . .  vizier and kapudan \pa§a] Hasan Pasha . . .  with 
the hatt-i humayun that is tied to felicity had newly surveyed and inspected 
and which he assigned. [And with this, a register of] the annual salaries of 
the above-mentioned [fortresses. Valid] from 1 Muharram the blessed in 
the year one thousand thirty seven (12 September 1627).72

Although another such register has not yet been published or found in the archives, 

its uniform structure and well-developed and systematic composition suggest that it was a 

type and not a unicum. On the page preceding the main text there is a full-page black ink 

tugra of Sultan Murad IV. On the page with the tugra, on one of the middle pages, and at 

the very end of the register is the seal (miihr) of an ibrahim, no doubt the same Ibrahim in 

the firman register who was Tuna defterdar at the time. At the end of the register, just 

above the final miihr, is the official dating of the register: “drawn up (tahriren) on 1 

Muharram of the year one thousand thirty seven” (12 September 1627). This is perhaps 

the true date when the final version of the register or the official completed but for sure it is 

the official date of the document, that is, when the ocakliks listed in it took effect. Just

72TT 748, fol. 2b; for a description, text and translation of the entire register see appendix.
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below the date are three defterdar-type signatures (kuyruklu imza),73 and judging by 

them, the register was prepared by three finance department officers, including Tuna 

defterdar Ibrahim. Above the leading entry of the main text is a hatt-i humayun in the 

rough and unpracticed hand characteristic of Ottoman sultans: “This register is to be acted 

upon and hereafter it is not to be altered or changed.” This note is surrounded by a filigree- 

type decoration framed in gold ink, that is, a so-called gergeve which was used to fill the 

space around hatt-i humayuns so that they could not be altered or added to easily. The 

register has two main parts: first, a one-page list of the assignees of the ocakliks set up by 

Hasan Pasha for the defense of the Ozi frontier, including the amounts they were to 

receive, and second, a more than four-page list of the mukata’at and other miscellaneous 

forms of revenue (see below) which formed these ocakliks with indications of the persons 

in charge of them and details of their finances.

The §art-i Hazine and §art-i Kila'. Before presenting and analyzing the data in the 

ocaklik register, it is necessary to introduce a concept that is featured throughout the 

register. In nearly every entry of the register—both those for revenues and those for 

expenditures—there is a breakdown of the akga amount into a §art-i hazine (“condition 

or stipulation of the treasury”) and a §art-i kila‘ (“condition or stipulation of fortresses”). 

In the few available sources in which they occur, these terms are used without any explicit 

elucidation of their meaning. Because of this and because they have hardly been touched 

upon in the mukata'a literature, there are many problematic points. For many of them only 

a hypothetical interpretation is possible. However without a grasp of the §art-i hazine and 

gart-i kila', the workings of the ocaklik-system would be less than fully comprehensible. 

At this point the terms will only be introduced. After the available data has been presented, 

further considerations will be given.

730 n  kuyruklu imzas see Velkov, “Ba§defterdar".
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In iltizam contracts in general, the word §art by itself, or the plural gurut, refer to 

the condition or conditions under which a given mukata'a was farmed out to a tax-farmer. 

First of all this meant the amount which the tax-farmer contracted to deliver to the treasury, 

but in addition it may also have included the schedule of payments and other crucial 

information such as the amount of the surety (kefil) and its guarantor.74 In Hasan Pasha’s 

firman register, the terms gart-i hazine and gart-i kila' occur in only one firman.75 

Addressed to Tuna defterdar ibrahim, it is concerned with an audit (muhasebe) of the 

activity of Ahmed (who was already discussed above) in his function as nazir of isak?i, 

Tulca, and their dependencies. In this context the revenue arrears of Ahmed are referred to 

as owed in accordance with the gurut-i hazine and gurut-i kila' (gUruf-i hazineden ve 

gUruf-i kiladen zimmetine lazim gelen mall). There is a more revealing use of this 

term in a firman from the time of Murad III (1594) relating to a havale for the wages of a 

group of martoloses in the district of Semendere. It orders that the given havale sum be 

drawn on the funds that have been designated as gart-i kila', and that under no 

circumstances are any funds to be drawn from the gart-i hazine:

. . .  it is to be drawn by havale from the money that is gurut-i kila' which 
[was paid] in installments (kist) for the mukata'a of the Vidin port and its 
dependencies during the term (tahvil) of tax-farmers; I have ordered that 
[6,920] akgas are to be given from the money that is gart-i kila' and by no 
means are they (the akgas) to be given from the gart-i hazine.16

Another example is in an order to the governor-general and the defterdar of 
Diyarbakir in which a certain official was awarded a district as arpalik for 
meritorious service (1633):

740 n  §art name, a document specifying the conditions of an iltizam, see Cohen, Palestine, p. 191-92.

75MD 83, ro . 108 (see appendix for text and translation).

76 . . . V idin  Iskelesi ve tevabi*i m uka(a‘asi k ispndan  m iiltezim ler. . . tahvilinden 
§0rut-i kila* o lan  akcadan havale iafip buyurdum  k l. . . [6,920] akgayi ja rf-i kila* 
olan akgadan viriip zinhar §art-i hazineden vlrmiyeslz. . . (BBA, All Emiri tasnifi, Murad II, 
no. 178). I thank Andris Riedlmayer for bringing this document to my attention.
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. . .  the district of Hisn Keyf is assigned to him starting on this eleventh day 
of Sha‘ban of this [year] 1043 with [a salary of] 3,300 gurus of sart-i 
hazine state funds (mal-i miri) . . .  in accordance with the emr-i serif 
given to his hand by the divan-i humayun, the 3,300 gurus sart-i hazine of 
the aforementioned mukata'a (the Hisn Keyf hasses which are subject to 
the Diyarbakir kalem) are put into his control and he is to collect the 
revenues (mahsulat) arising from them, and no one from the outside is to 
interfere. .  ,77

From these examples it is clear that mukata ‘a t revenues were divided into two 

shares, a “treasury share” and a “fortress share.” The reason for such a partition and the 

rationale for, as will be seen, setting various proportions between the sart-i hazine and 

Sart-i kila' in the different mukata'at is not clear. Going only by the denotations of the 

terms hazine and kila' it can be guessed that sart-i hazine originated as a designation for 

funds that were destined for the coffers of the hazine, or treasury, while §art-i kila' was 

used for funds that remained outside the sphere of the treasury and, remaining in the 

provinces, were deposited for safekeeping in fortresses (kila*). It can further be surmised 

that while mukata'at funds designated sart-i hazine were under normal circumstances sent 

to the central treasury or one of its provincial branches, funds designated sart-i kila' were 

intended to cover local costs such as wages of provincial fortress garrisons of other 

provincial troops, as is the case in the document just cited.

That there was a division of mukata'a revenues into those to be deposited in the 

treasury and those to be spent in the provinces is reflected in the organization of some 

sections of the 1636 register, published by Murphey, on assignation of mukata'at revenue 

in Anatolia and Northern Syria that has already been referred to. In the listing of the 

mukata'a revenues of the eyalet of Diyarbakir there is one section giving all mukata'a 

revenues designated for the Diyarbakir treasury under the heading mal-i mukata* ai-i

77Murphey, ’’Ottoman Army,” p. 490 (from Maliyeden mudevver defterleri).
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frazine-l Diyarbakir, “revenue from mukata'at of the treasury of Diyarbakir.” The 

rest of the Diyarbakir mukata'a revenues were assigned as ocakliks for the fortresses in 

the Diyarbakir eyalet and are listed under the heading mal-i mukata‘it- i  ocaklikha-i 

k ila ' der cyalet-i Diyarbakir, “revenue from mukata'at [for] -cakliks of fortresses 

in the eyalet of Diyarbakir.”78 A similar dichotomy is present in the listing of the 

mukata'a revenues of the eyalet of Erzurum: mal-1 m ukata'at ve cizye-i gebran-i 

eyalet-i Erzurum tdb i'-i frazine-1 mezbure, “revenue from m ukata'at and from 

cizye-i gebran of the eyalet of Erzurum, subject to the aforementioned (Erzurum) 

treasury” and mal-i me§rUtdt-i ocaklikha-i k ila  '- i  serhadd der eyalet-i 

mezbure, “revenues stipulated for th.e ocakliks o f the fortresses of the frontier in the 

aforementioned eyalet (of Erzurum)” (emphases added).79 In the recapitulation at the end 

of the register, the sum total of the revenues listed in the document are subdivided into two 

categories, those assigned to the treasury and those assigned as wages to fortress 

garrisons.80 But while there is such a partition of the mukata'a revenues in this register, 

the terms sart-i hazine and sart-i kila' do not occur in it anywhere. In fact there is a basic 

difference between the partition of the mukata'a revenues in the 1636 register and in the 

sources from Hasan Pasha’s campaigns. In the former, revenues of entire mukata'at are 

assigned either to the treasury or to the provinces, while in the latter, revenues within a 

mukata'a are partitioned into sart-i hazine and sart-i kila' shares.81 A further basic 

difference in the latter case is that, at least in the year A.H.1037/1627-1628, mukata'at

78Regional Structure, pp. 56-57, 72-73.

79Regional Structure, pp. 96-99.

^Regional Structure, pp. 210-11.

81However, in the case of some of these mukata’a  the entire revenue was designated under the sart-i 
hazine only (see below).
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labeled sart-i hazine, contrary to the surmise in the previous paragraph, were also 

delivered to provincial garrisons rather than the treasury. This fact will be dealt with later.

It has been assumed that the §art-i hazine and sart-i kila ' were collected 

separately. In a brief surmise, Murphey suggests that revenues from a mukata1 a assigned 

as ocaklik were paid in “two separate installments individually stipulated in the iltizam 

contract, namely, the §art-i kila1 (garrison installment) and the sart-i hazine (treasury 

installment)”; one of the duties of the nazirs was to see to it that these installments were 

paid out as allocated.82 Although no specific sources are referred to in making this 

statement, evidence in a register of ocakliks relating to Hasan Pasha’s campaigns, which 

will be discussed below, suggests that these surut were indeed collected as separate 

installments. However, as will become evident below, the fact that the sart-i hazine and 

Sart-i kila' may have been collected as separate installments is only one aspect and not the 

central feature of the sart-i hazine/sart-i kila' phenomenon.

The Arrangement o f the Defter-i Ocaklik. The ocaklik register was drawn up with the 

ultimate concern of paying troop wages which, as was stated earlier, were paid in quarterly 

installments according to the lunar calendar. Accordingly it was prepared at the end of 

1036 in preparation for the coming year of 1037. On 1 Muharram 1037/12 September 

1627, the register went into effect, that is, when the mukata'at listed in it were officially 

assigned as ocakliks for the Ozi fortresses, but before their funds were actually delivered to 

them. In other words, the ocaklik register is a prospective, rather than retrospective, 

document—a type of budget for future rather than summary of past expenditures. As 

stated above, the part of the ocaklik register giving expenditures, that is, the assignees of 

the ocakliks, precedes the part giving the income sources and corresponding figures, that 

is, the mukata'at and their revenues. It is interesting that in the retrospective Ottoman

82Muiphey, ’’Ottoman Army," pp. 270-71.
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account registers of inflow and outflow of state treasury funds (of the type icmal-i varidat 

ve mesarif-i hizane-i ‘amire), the order is reversed—the incomes are given first and 

expenditures second.83 Perhaps in the ocaklik register the expenditures are listed first 

because of a greater interest in the ultimate goal of the ocaklik assignment process, namely 

the salaries and wages of those serving on the frontier. Moreover, it is plausible that the 

expenditures were drawn up first because they were indeed established first, while the 

funds needed to cover them, that is, the listed mukata’at, were sought out and arranged in 

the register to match up to them thereafter. After all, it is likely that the garrison troops 

(whose numbers are given in the first section) were already in place. Hence the repeated 

statements firmans of the need to arrange funds for the Ozi frontier troops implies that these 

troops were already in place. And there is never a mention of the need to recruit new 

garrison troops for the Ozi eyalet fortresses. In any event, the ocaklik register is clearly a 

clean, final copy84; the register must have been prepared on the basis of other registers, and 

perhaps many other registers, including mukata’a defterleri and mevacib defterleri. 

Despite the order of the two parts of the register, the discussion here will first cover the 

more detailed and complicated second part listing the mukata’at and their revenues.

The Ocaklik Revenue Sources. The mukata’a and other revenues assigned by the ocaklik 

transfer process to the Ozi frontier are divided into sixteen entries. Listed first are fourteen 

large mukata’at followed by two entries for some cizye revenues.85 The structure and 

features of the entries for the mukata’at will be discussed first. The first part of each 

entry, which begins with mukata‘a-i . . . {mukata 'a of . . .), gives the taxes it was

83Barkan, “1079-1080 (1669-1670) biit$esl”; Murphey, “Ottoman Army,” pp. 457-79 (budgets for 1036- 
1037/1627,1037-1038/ 1628,1039-10401630-1631).

^O nly  on the page preceding the tugra are there some notations that appear to have been added at some 
point after the intial writing of the register. Throughout the main body of the register there are no words 
crossed out or obviously written in.

850ne of the mukata'at entries also includes cizye revenues (TT 748, fol 4b).
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made up of, thus defining the given mukata'a. These large mukata'at consisted of 

smaller mukata'at from one or more towns or locales. In other words at some point the 

smaller m ukata'at had been clumped together to form these larger, composite or 

conglomerate m ukata'at. When there is risk of confusion between the smaller 

“componznt-mukata 'a t' and these larger “composite-mukata ‘at" that make up the main 

entries in the ocaklik register, the latter will be referred to as “main mukata'at.” Most 

often the entry for a main mukata'a starts with the mention of the mukata'a of one or more 

ports (iskele), that is their customs duties (giimriik). The ports for which mukata'at are 

included in the register are Akkerman, Balcik, Kili, Hirsova, ibrail, isakci, Kadi Koyi, 

Kara Harman, Kostence, Ma$in , Mankaliya, Nigboli, Rahova, Ruscuk, Silistre, 

Tutrakan, Tulca, and Zi§tovi. The Ottoman Empire was divided into a number of large 

customs zones, and duties were levied on goods passing into or out of these zones.86 The 

Danube River was a boundary between two or more such zones—to the south, regular 

Ottoman provinces of Rumeli and to the north, Wallachia and the Bucak. Unfortunately, at 

present, little is known about the boundaries of these zones. After the mukata'at for port 

customs duties, the mukata'at listed most often within the main mukata'at entries are the 

pencik or the “one-fifth tax” on slaves, the public and private beytu'l-mal (beytii'l-mal-i 

*amme ve ba$$a) or revenues collected from the estates of deceased private individuals 

and government officials, respectively, and the zarar-i kassabiyye or a tax imposed to 

cover extra expenses for the meat supply of the janissaries. Revenues occurring less often 

are from the tax on state saltworks (milh-i miri), tax on candle works (§em‘ hane), 

mefkud and kagkun, ciirm and cinayet, badihava, cizye-i yava, and resm-i kantariyye 

(see glossary). Often included in the m ukata 'a t of these revenues are so-called 

“dependencies” (tevabi'). These were revenues, often in neighboring towns or villages,

860 n  the Ottoman customs system see Halil Inalctk, Caffa Customs Register (forthcoming); also see 
Rechnmgsbucher.
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that had been attached to a given mukata'a and were included in the accounting of the main 

tax revenues in the mukata'a because, for example, they were the same type of revenue, 

were generated in the same vicinity, or because of some other expediency. Fifteen of the 

sixteen main entries in the ocaklik register, including the two cizye entries, are listed in the 

first column of Table 7 (omitted from the table is the entry for the mukata'a of the iskele 

of Ozi and Kil Burun which, the authorities decided, was not to become an ocaklik, see 

below).
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Table 7. Mukata'at assigned as ocaklik by Hasan Pasha in 1037/1627-1628
m u k a ta 'a t  

under n eza re t  o f  Ahmed Beg
gross annual revenue 

h a z in e  k i l a '
an n u a l

s tip en d s
net annual revenue 
h a z in e  k i l a '

tsakci, Tulca, Magin ports (iskele)* 1,638,322 
784,161 854,161 

48% 52%

142,280® 1,486,042 
631,881 854,161 

43% 57%
Akkerman port, pengik* 1,577,777 

777,777 800,000 
49% 51%

113,760 1,464,017 
664,017 800,000 

45% 55%
Kill port, pengik, talyans* 2,053,333b 

533,333 1,550,000 
26% 74%

445,480 1,607,853 
397,853 1,210,000 

25% 75%
Ibrail port* 1,214,377 

500,000 714377 
41% 59%

47,520 1,166,857 
452,480 714,377 

39% 61%
Akkerman, Kili beytU'l-mal 166,666 

166,666 0 
100% 0%

0 166,666 
166,666 0 
100% 0%

Akkerman, Kili zarar-i kassabiyye 51,722 
51,722 0 
100% 0%

0 51,722 
51,722 0 
100% 0%

isakci, Tulca, Magin, Hirsova 
zarar-i kassabiyye

88,888 
88,888 0 
100% 0%

0 88,888 
88,888 0 
100% 0%

s u b to ta ls 6,791,085° 
2,872,547f 3,578,5388 

43% 57%

[727,440]d 6,032,046e 
2,435,007h 3,578,538 

40% 60%

*Plus the unspecified “dependencies” (tevabi*) connected to this mukata'a.
T h e  difference between the listed income and expenditure (first and third column) is actually 152,280. 

This is probably the correct figure since it is also the difference between the two sart-i hazine figures (from 
which all of the expenses were paid). These total annual stipend figures were.arrived at by adding the wages 
listed for each group (e.g., mUteka'idan, mUrtezika, etc., for a breakdown according to the various 
stipendiary groups see Table 8).

T h e  sum of the given sart-i hazine and sart-i kila' shares is actually 2,083,333. Because in the first 
subtotal of the register (see below), the sart-i hazine shares also add up to 30,000 less than this figure, 
probably the correct sart-i hazine share here Is 503,333.

T h is  sum amounts to 59% of the total gross revenue (see below) of the mukata'at assigned as ocaklik.
T h e  stipendiary expenses associated with the mukata'at contracted to Ahmed Beg amounted to 11% of 

the gross revenue of those mukata'at. In this and other tables below, figures in brackets are not actually in 
the text but are implicit or have been calculated on the basis of other figures.

T h is  sum amounts to 61% of the total net revenue of the mukata'at assigned as ocaklik. Subtracting 
the total for the second column from the hypothetical total of the first column gives 6,063,645. Totaling 
the sums of the third column gives 6,032,045. The sum of the total sart-i hazine and sart-i kila' shares is 
6,013,545. However, the sum of the hyothetical sart-i hazine share (2,453,507) and the sart-i kila' share 
is 6,032,045 in agreement with the first operation in this note, which suggests that this is the correct total.

fThc actual sum of the listed sart-i hazine shares is 2,902,547. However, the given figure is probably 
correct; this figure reflects the extra 30,000 mistakenly given in the Kili sart-i hazine share.

T h e  actual sum of the listed sart-i kila ' shares is 3,918,538 which is probably correct since it Is 
consistent with the given and actual total of 6,791,085.

T h e  actual sum of the sart-i hazine shares is 2,453,507, which is probably correct (see n. e).
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Table 7 (continued)
m u ka ta  'a t  

contracted to o ther officials
gross annual revenue 

h a z in e  k i l a '
an n u a l

s tip e n d s
net annual revenue 
h a z in e  k i l a '

Silistre, Hirsova, Kadi KOyi ports, 
their zarar-i kassabiyye, state 
saltworks, pencil'*

1,000,000 
1,000,000 0 

100%. 0%

147,600 852,400 
852,400 0 
100% 0%

Nigboli, Rahova, Zi§tovi ports, 
their zarar-i kassabiyye, pengik, 
public beytu'l-mal in vicinity 
of these ports, state saltworks

1,492,337 
1392337 100,000 

93% 7%

172,000 1,320,337 
1320337 100,000. 

92% 8%
Ruscuk, Tutrakan ports, 
their pengik, state saltworks

580,303 
320,303 260,000 

55% 45%

134,640 445,603a 
185,663 260,000 
42% 58%

Nigboli, Silistre, Cum'a Bazan, 
Ala Killse, Baba Dagi, Hirsova 
sancaks' beytWl-mal, gayib, 
mefkud, kagkun, cUrm and 
cinayet, cizye-i yava in 
aforementioned kazas;
§umni, Tulca resm-i kantariye; 
Silistre pengik, gem' hane; 
Greek, Armenian, Wallachian, 
Moldavian cizye-i yava

486,500

[486,500] [0] 
100% 0%

192,600 293,900

[293,900] [0] 
100% 0%

Balcik, Kostence, Kara Harman, 
Mankaliya ports; Mesih Pasha, 
Eski Istanbulluk havass-i 
humayun; beyt&'l-mal, yava, 
kagkun, §em' hane, cwrm and 
cinayet, cizye-i yava 
in aforementioned kazas

707,000

[707,000] [0] 
100% 0%

207,000 500,000

[500,000] [0] 
100% 0%

havass of the town of Ruscuk* 100,000 
[100,000] [0] 

100% 0%

[0] 100,000 
[100,000] [0] 

100% 0%
ziyade cizye from
evkaf of villages of Mihal ‘Ali Beg
in town of Plevna*

64,000 
[64,000] [0] 
100% 0%

[0] 64,000 
[64,000] [0] 
100% 0%

ibrail province (vilayet) cizye-i 
gebran; cizye-i yava in 
Ibrail kaza

330,000 
[330,000] [0] 

100% 0%

[0] 330,000 
[330,000] [0] 

100% 0%
[su b to ta ls ] [4,760,140]b 

[4,400,140] [360,000] 
92% 8%

[853,840]° [3,906340]“ 
[3346,300] [360,000] 

91% 9%
to ta ls ll,551,225e 

7372,687 4378 ,535f 
63% 37%

1,612,880 9,938,345 
5,999,807 3,938,538 

60% 40%
aThe sum of the hazine  and k ila ' shares is 445,663. This figure is probably correct since it is 

corroborated by subtracting the net hazine share from the gross hazine share, 
b lhis sum amounts to 41% of the total gross revenue of the mukata'at assigned as ocaklik. 
cThe stipendiary expenses associated with the mukata'at contracted to others than Ahmed Beg was 18% 

of the gross revenue of those mukata'at.
dThis sum amounts to 39% of the total net revenue of the mukata'at assigned as ocaklik. The sum of 

the figures for the hazine and kila' shares given in brackets below (arrived at by calculation) is 3,906,300. 
^ e  sum of the total hazine and kila' shares is 11,551,222.
frhe  actual sum of the given kila ' shares is 3,938,538, which is 340,000 less than the given sum. 

However, this is the margin by which the kila' shares in the first part of this table are short. This confirms 
that the 340,000 deficit is due to an error and that the sum given here is correct
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Immediately below the definition of a main mukata'a follows the annual amount 

due, in akgas, as stipulated in the iltizam  contract (ber muceb-i gart-i iltizam) for that 

mukata'a. The amounts for these mukata'at range from as low as about 50,000 to as 

high as over 2 million akgas, with the mean being 770,082 and the total being 11,551,225 

akgas. These amounts for each entry are given in top-middle figures of the second column 

of Table 7, under the heading “gross annual revenue.” Appended to these figures, are 

two sub-entries giving the breakdown of this annual amount into hazine and kila' shares 

(ber gart-i hazine and ber gart-i kila'). The figures of these sub-entries are also given in 

the second column of Table 7, below the gross annual revenue of a given mukata'a. In 

all but one instance the gart-i hazine and gart-i kila' shares add up to the given amount 

due for each m ukata'aP  In about two thirds of the mukata'at the entire amount due is 

drawn from the gart-i hazine, in which case there are in the register no sub-entries giving 

the gart-i hazine and gart-i kila' breakdowns.88 In the various main mukata'a  the 

proportions between the gart-i hazine and the gart-i kila' vary from about 1:3 to 1:1 to 

9:1, with the overall average proportions between gart-i hazine and the gart-i kila 

(including those mukata'at which were wholly subject to the gart-i hazine) about 63 

percent gart-i hazine to 37 percent gart-i kila' (see Table 7 for the proportions of these 

gart-i hazine and gart-i kila' figures given in the form of percentages).

The Mukata'a stipendiaries. After the definition of a given mukata'a and its financial 

conditions there follow several entries written side by side with figures that were obviously 

deducted from the amount of revenue due from that mukata'a (this operation is indicated

87There Is a minor discrepancy of 30,000 akga in the Kill m ukata 'a , see Table 6, n. b.

88In about half of these, the fact that the entire amount due was subject to the sart-i hazine only is noted 
explicitly with the phrase ber muceb-i ja rf-l iltizam  hem §ar{-l fyazine, “in accordance with the 
stipulation of the iltizam all [of which is part of the] to the stipulation [i.e., share] of the treasury.” In the 
rest of these entries, there is no reference to the gart-i hazine or gart-i kila' but calculations involving the 
final totals given at the end of the register, which include a breakdown for the gart-i hazine and gart-i kila', 
make it clear that they belonged to the former.
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by the word minha, “from them,” that is written above these side-by-side entries) before 

the revenues were turned over to the Ozi frontier forces as ocakliks. These entries are 

mostly for wages (mevacib) of various groups whose payroll was covered by the 

mukata1 at. Many of these payees were in effect pensioners (see below). On one hand, to 

include both the wage-earning officials and the pensioners into one category, and on the 

other, to distinguish the corresponding category of expenditures for their wages from the 

category of expenditures for the wages expended on the Ozi frontier forces, the former 

expenditures will be called stipends and their recipients, stipendiaries. The total 

expenditures for these stipendiaries from each main mukata'a in the ocaklik register is 

given in the third column of Table 7, under the heading “annual stipends.”

Each stipend entry gives both the aggregate daily (yevmiye) and the aggregate 

yearly stipend. There were twc _..^i groups whose daily and yearly stipends are listed in 

separate entries in the register. Listed first are so-called “servants of the given mukata'a” 

(hademe-i mukata‘a-i mezbure), that is persons hired to perform lower level tasks 

such as collecting taxes and running local accounts. Altogether this group was slated to 

receive wages of 344,600 akgas in A.H. 1037. Then come various retired (miiteka'id) 

soldiers—sipahis and cebecis—and du'a-guyan (prayer reciters, see glossary). The 

wages of the muteka'idan were in effect pensions. Listed along with these are a group 

known as murtezikas, whose wages derived from the evkaf founded for imperial 

mosques. Murtezikas included imams, muezzins, and mosque caretakers (kayyum),89 

although in this register they are only referred to as miirtezika-i cevamiM  gerife 

(“murtezika of imperial mosques”). Altogether the muteka'idan and murtezikas were to 

receive an annual 928,280 a&pas.90 Aside from the two main groups of regular

89Murphey, “Ottoman Army,” pp. 199 ff.

90This is the figure given in a total for the miiteka'id and mUrtezikas at the end of the register; however, 
adding all the separate entries yields a figure of 888,200 akga, which is about about 4 percent less than the 
given figure.
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stipendiaries of the given mukata'at, three miscellaneous outlays are listed that were to be 

deducted before the ocakliks funds could be applied. The largest was 340,000 akgas for 

unspecified expenses (mesarij) associated with the Kili talyans (“fishing-net stations,” see 

glossary).91 The main mukata'a from which this expense was to be deducted was the 

m ukata'a  of the port of Kili, its pencik, and the Kili talyans?1 The next largest 

miscellaneous outlay was 24,480 akgas for the annual wages for a group of eight 

“farisan— servants (kadern) of the port of [Akkerman]” 93 Unfortunately there is no 

information on the duties of these farisan  and why they were connected to the Tuna 

defterdarlik. The final miscellaneous outlay is an annual 10,000 akgas for supplies for 

state-owned §aykas (muhimmat-i §ayka-i mzn)-94 The groups whose wages were 

covered by the mukata'at in the ocaklik register and their aggregate daily and yearly wages 

are given in Table 8.

91 Perhaps expenses were for fishermen working at the talyans', however, note that only the aggregate 
yearly wage and no yevmiye is given.

92TT 748, fol. 3a.

93TT 748, fol. 3a.

94TT 748, fol. 4a.
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Table 8. Mukata'a stipends according to type and location (in akgas)
ty p e  o f  m u k a ta 'a  stipend 

general location
agg reg a te  

dally  wages
agg reg a te  

yearly  wages
mukata'a employees (hademe)

tsakci, Tulca, MaQin 180 54,800

Akkerman 80 28,800

Kili 75 27,000

ibrail 80 28,800

Silistre, Hirsova, Kadi Ktiyi 100 36,000

Nigboli, Rahova, Zigtovi 150 54,000

Ruscuk, Tutrakan 60 21,600

Nigboli, Silistre, Cuma Bazari, Ala Killse, 
Baba Dagi, Hirsova

100 36,000

Balcik, KOstence, Kara Harman, Mankaliva 160 57,600
su b to ta l 344,600a

retired sipahis and cebecis; murtezikas; duaguan

lsakci, Tulca, Ma;in 243 87,480

Akkerman, Bender 168 60,480

Kili 158 56,880

Kili 60 21,600

ibrail 53 18,720

Silistre, Hirsova, Kadi KOyi 310 111,600

Nigboli, Rahova, Zigtovi 300 108,000

Ruscuk, Tutrakan 314 113,040

Nigboli, Silistre, Cuma Bazan, Ala Kilise, 
Baba Dagi, Hirsova

435 156,600

Balcik, Kttstence, Kara Hannan, Mankaliva 415 149,400
s u b to ta l
talyan fishermen 

KOI

883,800b

340,000

farisan (8 men) 
Akkerman 68 24,480

equipment and supplies for state gaykas 
Nigboli, Rahova, Zistovi 10,000

to ta l 1,602,880

aThe same total is given at the end of the register (fol. 5a) for the total aggregate yearly wages of the 
mukata'a employees.

bAt the end of the register there is a total of 928,280 for the aggregate yearly wages of the retired sipahis 
and cebecis, mUrtezikas, duagus plus the funds for the gayka supplies and presumably also the salaries of 
the 8 farisan  at Akkerman.
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At the end of the register there are three entries giving totals for three categories of 

outlays to the stipendiaries and miscellaneous expenses: 344,600 akgas for the mukata'a 

employees; 928,280 for the miiteka'id sipahis, cebecis, murtezikas (883,800 for the 

murtezikas), the costs for equipping the state-owned §aykas (10,000), and the eight 

farisan of Akkerman (24,480)95; and 340,000 for the talyan employees. Altogether these 

three entries add up to 1,612,880. In four of the mukata'at, as well as in the two cizye 

entries toward the end of the ocaklik register, there is no record of any expenses associated 

with attached officials and servitors. In those instances the entries basically consist of only 

an indication of the type or types of revenue and their annual amount.

The stipendiary payments equalled 14.0 percent of the total gross annual revenue 

recorded in the ocaklik register, and more significantly, 15.0 percent of those mukata'at 

revenues from which they were drawn. Although stipends were a drain on direly needed 

funds in A.H. 1037 for the defense of Ozi, their registration in the ocaklik register indicates 

that they were to be honored. However, there is evidence that the state sought ways to 

limit them by cutting off unworthy stipendiaries. A firman to the kadis in the districts of 

Nigboli, Silistre, and Vidin and another to the Tuna defterdar ordered that all murtezikas, 

miiteka'id sipahis, janissaries, and cebecis, du'a-guyan who draw their stipends from the 

mukata'at that are assigned as ocakliks for the Ozi frontier are to have their berats 

checked with the registers at the Porte.96 Those who complied (and presumably whose 

berats were genuine and valid) were to be issued certificates (temessuk) or indicating that 

they had undergone the inspection. Anyone who failed to present such a certificates to the 

relevant authority come time of stipend payment was to be refused his payment. The 

firman to the Tuna defterdar specifically instructs the addressee, in the case of any 

irregularity, or even a suspicious-looking segment in a berat, to act in the way most

95Actually the last three figures add up to 918,280.

96MD 83, nos. 104,105.
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beneficial to the miri, in other words, by no means to give such a stipendiary the benefit of 

the doubt.97 Here it should be pointed out that the need to account for the stipendiary 

expenses before diverting funds to the ocaklik assignees is another way in which the 

assignation of ocaklik funds differed from the assignation of funds by havale. Aside from 

being a one-time assignation of a specific fund, the execution of a havale did not entail the 

complicated process of first deducting these regular expenses.

While the word minha, “from them,” is written above the entries for the stipend 

expenses to indicate that the stipend figures are subtracted from the gross revenue figures 

written above them, below these entries is the word lleyh, “to it,” indicating that what 

follows is the result of this subtraction. These remaining figures following ileyh represent 

net revenues of the mukata1 at that were to be go to the objects of the ocakliks. In other 

words, the net annual revenues given for each main mukata'a (and the two cizye entries as 

well) represent the actual amounts of the ocakliks. These amounts are listed in the top- 

middle of each row in the fourth column of Table 7, under the heading “net annual 

revenue.”

Like the original gross revenue, this net revenue is followed by two sub-entries 

giving the §art~i hazine and sart-i kila' breakdown (also given in the fourth column of 

Table 7). That the §art-i hazine/§art-i kila' partition was maintained in the ocaklik 

register’s listing of the net annual revenue available for expenditure as ocaklik is an 

important feature of this partition. Its implications will be returned to in the discussion of 

the ocaklik assignees below. Table 7 allows a comparison to be made between the 

proportions of the sart-i hazine and sart-i kila' shares in the gross revenues and in the net 

revenues. In the respective columns for gross and net revenues, below the §art-i hazine

97In the same firman there is also a general order to crack down on all timariots or holders of taxation 
immunities (mu'af) who failed to provide their obligated state services. In a slighdy different situation in 
which ocakliks were net the issue, Hasan Pasha orders the Kefe governor-general and kadi not to renew the 
berats of those fortress guards (mustahfizan), mUteka'ids, and other stipendiaries (ehl-i vazife) who 
harassed the new nazir of Kefe for debts owed to them by the previous nazir (MD 83, nos. 127).
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and gart-i kila' figures, the relative proportions are given in percentages. In those entries 

with stipend expenses, the change in proportion of the §art-i hazine and gart-i kila‘ shares 

was of course due to a different proportion drawn from the §art-i hazine and §art-i kila' 

shares for the stipends. In all but one instance, the entire stipend expense was drawn from 

the §art-i hazine and not the §art-i kila‘ share. Only in the case of the mukata'a of the 

port, pengik, and talyans of Kili were funds drawn from both shares, with a majority of 

72 percent from the §art-i kila‘ share. The gart-i kila' contribution to the stipendiary 

expenses of this mukata'a, arrived at by subtracting the net §art-i kila‘ from the gross 

§art-i kila' share, was 340,000. This is exactly the amount given in one of the four entries 

for stipend expenses of this mukata'a, namely, for the wages of the talyan workers. In 

fact, in this entry, the disbursement of funds from the gart-i kila' share is noted: “before 

this, [the talyan expense was given] from the §art-i hazine and now it is given from the 

§art-i k i l a ' . Thus it appears that for some reason an exception was made contrary to the 

policy (of that year only?) of using the funds of the §art-i hazine share to cover the 

stipendiary expenses. Table 9 lists the main mukata'a entries, the total stipendiary 

expenses of each" and the calculated absolute and relative contributions of the §art-i 

hazine and gart-i kila' shares.100

98r r  748, fid. 3a.

"Determ ined by subtracting the net revenue from the gross revenue and double-checked by adding the 
specific stipend amounts indicated in the ocaklik register for a particular group or other recipient (in 
parentheses); discrepancies are noted.

100Also as determined by subtracting the net shares from the gross shares.
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Table 9. Stipends according to mukata'at and their yart-i hazine- and yart-i kila

m u k a ta ’a _stl£endlaries_

'-shares (In akgas) 
to ta l stipends 

h a z in e  k i l a ’
Isakci, Tulca, Ma$ln ports* •hadem-i mukata’a (54,800) 

•mUteka'id sipahis, mUrtezikas, 
du'a-guy an (87,480)

152,280a
152,280

100%
0

0%
Akkerman port, pengik* •hadem-i mukataa (28,800) 

•mUrtezikas, mUteka'idan, 
du'a-guy an (60,480)
•8 farisan (24.480)

113,760 
113,760 0

100% 0%
Kill port, pengik, talyans* •hadem-i mukata'a (27,000) 

•mUrtezikas, mUteka'idan, 
du'a-guyan (56,880)
•other mUrtezikas (21,600) 
•talyan workers (340,000)

475,480b

135,480 340,000°
28% 72%

Ibrailport* •hadem-i mukata'a (28,800)
•mUrtezikas, mUteka'idan (18,720)

47,520 
47,520 0
100% 0%

Silistre, Hirsova, Kadi Kfiyi ports, 
their zarar-i kassabiyye, 
state saltworks, pencik*

•hadem-i mukata'a (36,000) 
•mUteka'id sipahis, du'a-guyan, 
mUrtezikas (111,600)

147,600 
147,600 0

100% 0%
Nigboli, Rahova, Zi$tovi ports, their 
zarar-i kassabiyye, pengik, beytU'l-mal 
in vicinity of these ports, state saltworks

>hadem-i mukata'a (54,000) 
•mUteka'id sipahis and cebecis, 
mUrtezikas, du'a-guyan (108,000) 
•supplies for state savkas (10,000)

172,000
172,000

100%
Ruscuk, Tutrakan ports, 
their pengik, 
state saltworks

•hadem-i mukata'a (21,600) 
•mUteka'id sipahis and cebecis, 
du'a-guyan, mUrtezikas (113,040)

134,640
134,640

100%
Nigboli, Silistre, Cuma Bazan, Ala Kilise, 
Baba Dagi, Hirsova sancaks’ beytU'l-mal, 
gayib, mefkud, kagkun, curm and cinayet, 
cizye-i yava in aforementioned kazas\ 
§umni, Tulca resm-i kantariyye', Silistre 
pengik, gem' hane; Greek, Armenian, 
Wallachian, Moldavian cizye-i yava

’hadem-i mukata'a (36,000) 
•mUteka'id sipahis and cebecis, 
du'a-guyan, mUrtezikas (156,600)

192,600

192,600
100% 0%

Balcik, KCstence, Kara Harman, Mankaliya 
ports; Mesih Pasha, Eski istanbuliuk 
havass-i hUmayun; beytU'l-mal, yava, 
kagkun, gem' hane, ciirm and cinayet, 
cizye-i yava in aforementioned kazas

•hadem-i mukata'a (57,600) 
•mUteka'id sipahis and cebecis, 
du'a-guyan , mUrtezikas 
(149,400)

207,000

207,000
100%

0
0%

to ta l 1,642,880 
1,302,880 340,000

79% 21%

*Plus the unspecified “dependencies” (tevabi*) connected to this mukata'a.
aAdding the aggregate wages given in this entry o f the register gives 142,280. However, 152,280 is 

obtained by subtracting the net revenues from the gross revenues (1,638,322-1,486,042); this figure is 
corroborated by subtracting the initial and final yart-i hazine figures (784,161-631,881, see first row in 
Table 7). This latter figure is being used so as to determine the relative contribution to the stipends from 
the yart-i hazine and yart-i kila' shares.

bAdding the aggregate wages given In this entry of the register gives 445,480.
°According to a note in this entry, previously this payment was made from the yart-i hazine share and 

now an order had been issued that it be made from the yart-i kila' share.
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Is the fact that with one exception, all the stipends were paid out of the §art-i 

hazine funds significant? Was this the normal procedure or did the pattern differ from year 

to year? For example, were the stipends in some years instead paid out of the sart-i h la “ 

funds and in others, out of a combination of both §art-i hazine and §art-i kila’l  Why, 

after all, were the stipends in this year paid out of §art-i hazine funds? Does this signify 

some basic difference between the gart-i hazine and §art-i kila"! Here, as with the 

question of the reason for the gart-i hazine/§art-i kila' partition, without more sources 

(and, in particular, sources for other years), these key questions cannot be answered.

The Ozi and Kii Burun Mukata’a. The above discussion of the logic, structure, and 

contents of the ocaklik register applies to all but one of the main mukata’at listed in the 

register. Not treated was the mukata’a of the ports of Ozi and Kil Burun because at the 

time the ocaklik register was drawn, it was not assigned as an ocaklik and hence its 

revenues were not included in the totals at the end of the register. The entry for this 

mukata’a explains why: This mukata’a, which used to be given out by iltizam for an 

annual 164,666 akga, was now included in the hass of the governor-general of Ozi in 

accordance with an emr-i serif issued by Hasan Pasha. Below this is a paragraph 

recapitulating the circumstances of this mukata'a in recent years. Briefly, the revenues of 

the mukata'a had been shared originally by the Ozi governor and the state (miri), with the 

former receiving the ihtisab, bac, and bazari dues, and the latter receiving the Ozi customs 

duties. However, because this arrangement proved unworkable and because, the Ozi 

governor did not even reside in Ozi, the state took control of the entire mukata’a , which in 

turn resulted in a decline in collected revenue to 75,000 akga for two years. Therefore it 

was decided to turn the entire mukata’a over to the Ozi governor-general, Mehmed Pasha, 

who had proved to be an able administrator, and it was preferred that this policy be 

continued with his successors. In a marginal note written in a different hand and dated 

more than five months after the register (15 Sha'ban 1037/20 April 1628), it is stated that
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Mehmed Pasha was removed from his post and that Hasan Pasha had issued an emr-i gerif 

ordering that the revenues that had been “ocaklik for the Ozi governor-general” be applied 

toward the repairs at Ozi and toward the costs of other fortresses (the amount available at 

the time was 146,600 akga).101 Unfortunately, neither the text of the register nor the 

marginal note indicate what the revenues of the Ozi and Kil Burun mukata’a were at the 

time Hasan Pasha declared them ocaklik. In any event, the story of this mukata’a gives a 

good example of the state manipulation of the flow of mukata ‘at funds in search for 

desired and presumably optimal arrangement and of Hasan Pasha’s strong prerogative to 

decide, as vizier and therefore a bearer of the Porte’s authority, such an arrangement and 

execute his decision.

Officials in Charge o f Mukata'at Assigned as Ocakliks fo r  the Ozi Frontier. The 

definitions of the main mukata’at indicate the official or the tax-farmer entrusted with the 

collection of the mukata'at revenues. In fact, these mukata’at are arranged in the register 

according to the persons in charge of them. Table 10 gives the data on the mukata’at as 

it relates to these persons.

The first seven mukata'at were contracted (der ‘uhde-i. . . ,  “under the oath of 

. . . ”) to nazir Ahmed Beg, the previous governor of Akkerman, who has already been 

discussed in connection with his dismissal and eventual reinstatement to nezaret over his 

mukata’at in 1627. The extent and worth of the mukata’at under his responsibility were 

so great that they formed a separate section of the register, beginning with a special heading 

that states that the supervision (nezaret, “nazir-ship”) over the docks of isakci, Tulca, 

Macin, Akkerman, Kili, ibrail, and their pengik (that is, the supervision over their 

mukata'at) was contracted to nazir Ahmed starting with the first day of A.H. 1037102 and

101TT 748, fol. 3b.

102TT 748, fol. 3a.
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ending with an entry giving totals for his seven main mukata*at.103 According to the 

totals, Ahmed Beg was responsible for the collection of about 6.79 million akga or 59 

percent of the total gross revenue of the mukata1 at to be assigned as ocaklik, and about 

6.03 million akga or 61 percent of the total net revenue, that is, the actual amount of the 

ocakliks.

lfl3See TT 748 in appendix; for a synopsis of these mukata'at see the first seven rows of Table 7.
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Table 10. Officials in charge of mukata'at assigned as ocakliks for the Ozi frontier (in akgas)

o ff ic ia l m u ka ta  ‘a t
gross annual 

revenue
stip en d

exgenses
net annual 

revenue
Ahmed Beg, nazir 

(previous mir liva 
of Akkerman)

•ports (iskele) of Isakct, Tulca, Ma?in, 
Akkerman, Kill, tbrail*;

•pengik of Akkerman, Kill ;
Kill talyans*;
•beytU'l-mal of Akkerman, Kill 
•zarar-i kassabiyye of Akkerman, 

Kill, Isakct, Tulca, Macln, Hirsova 6,791,085 727,440 6.032,046
Kasim Beg, (emin by 

iltizam
(previous mirliva 
ofKil Burun)

•ports, zarar-i kassabiyye, state 
saltworks, pengik* of 
Silistre, Hirsova, Kadi Kflyl,

1,000,000 147,600 852,400
Arslan Yahudi, emin 

(previous emin of 
the mullezims of 
Nigboli)

•ports, state saltworks, pengik of 
Nigboli, Rahova, Zijtovi,
Ruscuk, Tutrakan;

•zarar-i kassabiyye, beytU'l-mal of 
Nigboli, Rahova, Zistovi 2,072,640 306.640 1.766.000

Ibrahim Beg (son of 
a sipahi) emin

•Nigboli, Silistre, Cum‘a Bazan, Ala 
Kilise, Baba Dagi, Hirsova sancaks’ 
beytU'l-mal, gayib, mefkud, 
kagkun, cUrm and cinayet, cizye-i 
yavagan in aforementioned kazas\ 

■§urnni, Tulca resm-i kantariye; 
•Silistre pengik, gem' hane;
•Greek, Armenian, Wallachian, 

Moldavian cizye-i yava 486,500 192,600 293,900
Huda Virdi Cavu§, 

emin
•ports of Balcik, Kflstence, Kara 
Harman, Mankaliya;

•havass-i hUmayun of Mesih Pasha, 
Esld istanbulluk;

•beytU'l-mal, yava, kagkun, gem' 
hane, curm ve cinayet,

•cizye-i yava in kazas of above- 
mentioned locales 707,000 207,000 500,000

revenues not collected 
by iltizam

•havass of the town of Ruscuk*; 
ziyade cizye of evkaf of villages 
of Mihal ‘All Beg in town of Plevna" 

•cizye-i gebran of tbrail vilayet 
cizye-i yava in tbrail kaza 494,000 494,000

Of the remaining six main mukata’at listed in the ocaklik register, five were 

contracted to four different officials. The mukata’a for the ports of Silistre, Hirsova, Kadi 

Koyi, and for other revenues were contracted by iltizam to emin Kasim Beg, the previous 

mir liva of Kil Burun.104 The mukata’a of the ports of Nigboli, Rahova, Zijtovi and

*Plus the unspecified dependencies (tevabi*) connected to this mukata'a.

104See TT 748 in appendix for the description of his and the following mukata'at', see second part of 
Table 7 for a synopsis.
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other revenues, as well as the mukata1 a of the ports of Ruscuk and other revenues, were 

contracted to emin Arslan Yahudi (the “Jew”), a resident of Nigboli,105 who was also 

previously emin of the same mukata1 at.106 Hasan Pasha’s strong support of Arslan 

Yahudi in several firmans suggests that he was considered a capable mukata'a functionary 

who would be an asset in the process of arranging ocaklik funds for the Ozi frontier. The 

next mukata'a in the ocaklik register— for the beytu'l-mal, gayib, m efkud,yava , 

kagkun, curm, and cinayet, and other dues in Nigboli, Silistre, Cum‘a Bazari, Ala Kilise, 

Baba Dagi, and Hirsova (including the dependencies of these mukata'at)—was contracted 

to emin ibrahim Beg, who had previously been emin of the same mukata'a.101 Finally, 

the mukata ‘a for the ports of Balcik, Kostence, Kara Harman, Mangaliya, and other 

revenues was contracted to emin Hoda Virdi £avu§, who also had previously been emin 

of the same mukata'a.10* For the last listed main mukata'a for the hass of the town of 

Ruscuk (nefs-i Ruscuk) and its dependencies, no tax-farmer is indicated.

The Ocaklik Assignees. Now that the part of the ocalchk register relating to the mukata'at 

that became ocakhks has been analyzed, it is possible to turn to the beginning of the main 

text of the defter (fol. 2b), which covers the beneficiaries of the ocakliks, that is, the 

assignees of the ocaklik funds. Listed first are the annual salaries (salyane) of appaiendy

105This is clearly the same Arslan discussed above who was displaced from e/nin-ship of the mukata'at 
o f the ports of Nigboli, Rahova, and Zi§tovi and their dependencies by a rival group of Jewish tax-farm 
officials.

106Emin-i mUltezim in TT 748, fol. 4a. Further on in the register, in reference to Ahmed and other tax- 
farm officials, the wording is emin-i miiltezim-i sabik or simply emin-i sabik which in the given contexts 
mean that the given officials were formerly emins of the given mukata'at and were now being reappointed 
to them. In suppport of this interpretation of emin-i sabik note the following: A certain Ibrahim, the 
official in charge of the next mukata'a in the ocaklik register, is also referred to as emin-i sabik while in a 
firman dated just after the ocaklik register , namely on 18 Muharram 1037/29 September 1627, the same 
Ibrahim is indeed referred to as emin of the same mukata'a  (MD 83, no. 95). Note that in the case of 
Arslan, his official date of reappointment, the first of the new year 1037, coincided with the offlcal date of 
composition of the ocaklik register (MD 83, no. 92 and TT 748, fol 5a).

107TT 748, fol. 4b.

108TT 748, fol. 4b.
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the three most important local officials in the province of Ozi, namely, the governor-general 

{mir miran) of Ozi, the defterdar of the “Ozi treasury {hazine)" and the governor {mir 

liva) of Kil Burun, who was also charged with the post of kapudan of Ozi. Their 

respective salyanes for 1037 were 400,000, 300,000, and 100,000 akga (see Table 11). 

Then there are ten entries for fortresses in the eyaiet of Ozi, with the entry for the Ozi 

fortress complex and the fortress of Kil Burun fortress across the mouth of the Dnieper at 

the head. After these there is an entry for the small cema'at offarisan attached to the Tuna 

treasury referred to earlier. Each entry includes a troop total, the aggregate daily wages 

(yevmiye), and the aggregate yearly wages {mevacib). These figures are given in the 

second, third, and fourth columns of Table 12. At the end of this page there is a sum 

(yekun) of these expenditures plus the total salyane for the top three Ozi officials (see last 

lines of Table 12).
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Table 11. Salaries (salyane) covered by ocakltks assigned for 1037/1627-1628

O zi high officials
s a ly a n e  
(a k c a s ) m ukata 'a  sh a re

Ozi beglerbegi 400,000 hazine

Ozi defterdar 300,000 hazine

Kil Burun sancakbegi and kapudan 100.000 hazine
to ta l 800,000

Table 12. Wages (mevacib) covered by ocakltks assigned for 1037/1627-1628
fo rtre ss(e s) tro o p s aggregate aggregate annual m u ka ta 'a

daily wages wages (akcaa) share
Ozi (Old Fortress, New
Fortress, New Palanka,
New Hasan Pasha Fortress; 1,567 14,637 5,053,996 hazine
and Kil Bunin

Bender 511 3,307a 1,288,350 kila'

Akkerman and
Yanik palanka 512 3,399 1,175,762 kila‘

Kill 314 2,218b 814,656 kila '

tbrail 148 840 291,164 kila'

Ruscuk 20 80 28,320 kila'

Nigboli 53 289 111,058 kila'

Culunik (?) 16 85 29,990 kila'

Rahova 102 563 200,810 kila '

Tulca New Fortress 63 319 112,926 hazine

Corps offarisan serving
the Tuna treasury 15 97 33,174 hazine

to ta ls 3,321 25,834° 9,140,206

totals fo r salaries (sa ly a n e ) and wages (m eva c ib ) hazine kila'
9,930,206d 6,000,096e 3,930,110f 

60% 40%

a3,265 according to two subtotals (1,271 and 1,994) given below this entry (see appendix).
*>2213 according to two subtotals (1,575 and 743) given below this entry (see appendix. 
c25,787 using the figures in the previous two notes.
dThere is a mistake in the addition; the sum should be 9,940,206 (see the previous note). The difference 

between the total wage expenditures here and the total income after mukata'a expenses of 9,938,345 (see 
Table 7) is 8,139.

eThe difference between this total §art-i hazine expenditure and the total §art-i hazine income of
5,999,807 (see Table 7) Is 289.

fThere is a mistake in the addition; the sum of all the §art-i kila' entries is 3,940,110. The difference 
between this total §art-i kila' expenditure and the total kila income of 3,938,538 (see Table 7) is 8,428.
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The first thing to note is that the total of the ocakkk expenditures listed on this page 

of the register, 9,930,206 akga, is approximately the same as these ocaklik's net annual 

revenue of 9,938,345 akga (see bottom lines of Tables 13 and 7). The difference of 

8,139 akga is negligible (less than 0.01 percent of either the income or the expenditures) 

and can be ascribed to arithmetic error. However, note that Table 13 is based on the 

official sums given in the register, which, as was made evident above, are not entirely 

consistent with hypothetical sums arrived at by adding the actual entries. While it was seen 

above that the total net revenue figure given in the register seems to be accurate, the given 

annual salary and wage figure is ten thousand akga less than that obtained by adding up the 

separate entries for the fortresses (a difference of.0.1 percent).109 With a total salary and 

wage expenditure of 9,940,206 akga, there is a slight deficit of 1,861 akga (also less than 

0.01 percent of either the income or the expenditures). Thus, although a surplus would be 

expected in the ocaklik-xaxisitx process, the discrepancies of the figures serve as a warning 

against making hard and fast conclusions regarding this specific matter, while their 

negligible size assures that the result is basically reliable.

Table 13. Net revenue income and salary and wage expenditures of 1037/1627-1628 ocaklik funds
net annual revenue 
a k c a  % o f total

annual salaries and wages difference
(akca)

hazine  sh a re  

k i la '  share 

to ta l

5,999,807 60.4

3,938,538 39.6

9,938,345 100.0

6,000,096 60.4

3,930,110 39.6

9,930,206 100.0

-289

8,428

8,139

The §art-i Hazine and §art-i Kila‘ before and after the Assignment o f Ocakliks. From 

Table 13 it is clear that, as they are recorded in the ocaklik register, the proportions 

between the §art-i hazine and §art-i kila’ in the funds assigned as ocakliks (net annual 

revenue) and the funds expended for the annual salaries and wages in the Ozi frontier are

109This discrepancy stems from a discrepancy between the given and hypothetical total gart-i kila‘ 
shares o f the expenditures (see Table 12).
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the same at 60 percent to 40 percent, respectively.110 This fact reveals an important 

property of the §art-i hazine and §art-i k ila’ partition of mukata"a funds. Above in 

Table 7, it was seen that the §art-i hazine/§art-i kila’ designation on mukata’a funds 

was maintained after the stipend amounts were subtracted. From the figures in Table 7 it 

could be clearly seen that, for example, a drop in the size of the §art-i hazine share of a 

given mukata’a revenue could be accounted for exactly by the amount diverted to that 

m ukata 'a 's stipendiaries. That part of the §art-i hazine share could not have been 

transferred to the §art-i kila’ share or to some other designation.

From Table 13 it can be seen that the same §art-i hazine/§art-i kila’ partition of 

funds was maintained one step further. Funds that were §art-i hazine when they were 

assigned as ocaklik and collected minus the stipend expenses remained §art-i hazine when 

they were expended on the ocaklik assignees. The same holds for §art-i kila’ funds. In 

other words there was no transfer of funds from the §art-i hazine shares to the §art-i kila’ 

shares and vice versa between the time the given revenue was assigned as ocaklik, 

collected, and paid out to the ocaklik assignees. Considering the present understanding of 

the gart-i hazine and §art-i kila’ that the funds in the hazine and kila’ shares were not 

reallocated but remained fixed, it is not an obvious point. And so, a §art-i hazine fund 

delivered not to the central treasury, but rather, to a fortress garrison was not necessarily 

redesignated §art-i kila’. This maintenance of the same designation suggests that the §art-i 

hazine and §art-i lala’ partition was not a mere accounting device but connected with the 

actual collection of the funds. It also implies, as Murphey has suggested (see above), that 

the §art-i hazine and §art-i kila’ funds were collected as separate installments.

For a given salary (salyane) or for the wages (mevacib) of a given fortress the 

funds assigned were either entirely §art-i hazine or entirely §art-i kila ’ funds. This is of 

course in contrast to the mukata’at, six out of fifteen of which consisted of both §art-i

110Within 0.05 percentage points.
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hazine or gart-i kila’ funds. Why was there no combination of gart-i hazine or gart-i 

kila1 funds in the expenditures? It would seem that there would have been some significant 

reason other than simplification of account-keeping, but again, without a wider source 

base, this question cannot be answered.

Another pattern worth noting is that not only were the larger gart-i hazine funds 

applied to a greater portion of the salary and wage expenditures, but they were also applied 

to the most important (from the point of view of rank of office or of efficacy for the Ozi 

frontier defense) recipients of the ocakltks, the three top officials in the eyalet of Ozi and 

the Ozi fortress complex and Kil Burun (see Tables 11 and 12). With the exception of 

the Tulca New Fortress and the Tuna treasury farisan, which also received only gart-i 

hazine funds (a total of 146,100 akga, or 2.4 percent of the total gart-i hazine  

expenditure), the rest of the fortresses, from Bender through Rahova (which were more to 

the rear of the frontier and hence presumably less important to its defense), were paid 

solely out of gart-i kila ‘ funds.

With the present dearth of documentation of the gart-i hazine and gart-i kila' (e.g., 

gartnames, iltizam berats) it is hardly possible to determine conclusively the purpose of 

this partition of mukata'a funds. It seems that before the assignment of ocakltks for the 

Ozi frontier forces, the given mukata'at (and probably also mukata'at not involved in the 

ocaklik-transfer of funds) were already partitioned into the gart-i hazine and gart-i kila' 

shares.111 What the rationale was for making a particular portion of a mukata'a gart-i 

hazine and another portion gart-i kila' is unclear. With the data in the ocaklik register it is 

safe to conjecture only on the logic of the gart-i hazine/gart-i kila' partition during the 

ocaklik assignment process. Above, it was surmised on the basis of the meanings of 

hazine and kila' and on expressions in the register from 1636 relating to ocakliks (in

^ I t  is also not known if and when the proportions of the gurut-i hazine and gurut-i kila ' of the gross 
revenue were altered. If they were altered it might have happened when a new iltizam contract was drawn up 
for the given mukata'a.
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which these words occur), that those funds subject to the hazine were intended for the 

central treasury or one of its provincial branches headed by a defterdar, while those funds 

subject to the gart-i Jala' were intended for the provinces and perhaps stored in fortresses, 

whence the word kila". In the ocaklik register the situation is of course different since all 

of the mukata'a funds, even those designated as gart-i hazine, went to the provinces. As 

for the funds subject to the gart-i kila', it of course made sense that in 1627 they went to 

the frontier, since in that year funds were needed on the periphery rather than at the center. 

However, it can be further surmised that, because more funds were needed on the 

periphery than were available from the total gart-i kila' shares alone, gart-i hazine shares 

of those mukata'at (and also some mukata'a that were entirely gart-i hazine) were 

assigned as ocakltks for the Ozi frontier (minus of course the stipendiary expenses).

. In theory, it should not have made any difference whether the stipendiary expenses 

were drawn from the §art-i hazine or the gart-i kila' share since in either case, the 

remainder that would become part of the ocaklik fund would be the same. Again, 

presumably, since the gari-i kila' share funds would be applied to garrisons in a normal 

year anyway, so too in this year they remained with the same assignation. And so only the 

gart-i hazine share remained to be drawn upon for the stipend expenses.112 Perhaps the 

decision to draw the stipends off of the gart-i hazine funds was connected with the 

availability of these funds, for, example, with the possibly varying schedules of collection 

of the hazine and kila' installments (as stated above, the latter could have automatically 

gone to the fortresses). Or perhaps, the hazine funds were chosen because they were more 

regularly collected. (This scenario of course assumes that the payment of the stipends was 

a higher priority than the delivery of the ocakltks). In any event, following this logic it can

112Another line of speculation goes as follows: Perhaps the preference In this case to draw upon the 
gart-i hazine share for the stipend expenses was determined by considerations of expediency. For example, 
depending on whether the stipends or the frontier forces were a higher priority, the gart-i hazine share could 
have been the preferred source for the former expenses because its funds were more available or less 
available. Or perhaps it was a matter of timing, that is, the schedule of payment of the gart-i hazine funds 
by the tax collectors.
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be suggested that in situations of less urgency on the frontier, the state would have taken an 

opposite approach and insisted that stipends were paid out of the §art-i kila‘ funds and the 

§art-i hazine funds (and even the remaining §art-i kila’ funds) be diverted to, for 

example, some need in the capital. Another example in which the state had a definite 

preference as to which portion of a mukata1 a revenue an expense should be covered has 

already been cited in the document relating to a havale order for the wages of martaloses in 

the district of Semendere, in which it is strictly ordered that the havale be drawn from §art- 

i kila‘ and not §art-i hazine funds (see above).

The Delivery o f Ocaklik Funds. As stated above, the ocaklik register drawn up under 

Hasan Pasha was a type of budget for planned expenditure for A.H. 1037. During the 

course of that year, only a few changes were noted on it—the addition of the Ozi and Kil 

Burun mukata'a to the ocakliks113 and some other modifications that were written on a 

blank page in the front of the register.114 However, in both the register and the firmans, 

there is little concrete evidence on the actual execution of the ocaklik-transier process. 

There is nothing that would give some indication of the schedule of payments—whether, 

for example, the year’s ocaklik funds were delivered in one lump sum, or, as would seem 

more likely, in quarterly amounts, which is how garrison troops were normally paid. 

There is little on who actually collected the funds and who delivered them and whether 

those two were the same or different officials.

The firmans above have shown that when Hasan Pasha announced the assignment 

of mukata'ai as ocakliks, officials connected with the given mukata'at, from the Tuna 

defterdar to the various emins, were strictly ordered to make sure these mukata'at were in 

good working order. In addition the defterdar and some emins and even a kadi were

113>IT 748, fol. 3b.

114TT 748, fol. lb .
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commanded to travel to Ozi with registers and revenues. It is unclear whether this was the 

usual procedure or an emergency measure. What is clear is that there were definitely 

problems in carrying out the ocaklik-transfer of funds. As seen earlier, problems of 

interference and non-compliance by various officials at the location of the mukata ‘at

« m  X J n c A m  I J a n  1 ^ n ^ n  a i v i m  n ^ A M t n  A  1 4 l * a « « a I *  1  a —<aiwdUiLwu in  j.j.aSaxi x a o n a  a o v n u in g  m  uib  w m i a g v n tb . m u i u u g i i  uiw lu m a i i a  u u m  i u ^ /  axv

not sufficiently specific, it is likely that these agents were sent not only to take control of 

problem mukata'at but also to deliver the actual funds to their assignees. Murphey has 

given several examples of the state bypassing uncooperative mukata'a officials and 

assigning the delivery and even the collection of ocakliks to the assignees themselves, 

which in his examples were garrisons. This seems to have been the practice when the 

revenue source and the assignee were in relatively close proximity. But in such 

arrangements there were also problems. For example, in one case, the state was forced to 

remove the garrison tax-collectors because they repeatedly abused the re'ay a and to place 

the collection responsibility into the hands of a muteferrika. When longer distances were 

involved, Murphey states that emins would be appointed, which again included the risk 

that all or none of the funds would reach the assignees.115 Thus, leaving aside the 

collection of the ocaklik funds, as far as their delivery was concerned, it was executed by 

three different types of officials: the relevant mukata'at official (usually an emin), 

officials sent from the assignee (such as trusted garrison members), and special officials 

assigned by the state (e.g., muteferrika, kapici ba§i, sipahi-zade116 et al.).

One very important document from the end of A.H. 1037 reveals some details on 

the execution of that year’s ocaklik-aansfers. This document, a firman from Hasan Pasha

115Murphey, “Ottoman Army,” pp. 200-203. In the last example Murphey refers to a document in 
which an emin was assigned to take over the collection of the ocaklik funds. It is not clear whether this 
was the emin of those m ukata'at, a new emin for them, or a special official assigned to the task of 
collecting and delivering rather than a mukata'a emin {emin, meaning “commissioner,” was applied to 
several different officials throughtout the Ottoman bureaucracy).

116MD 83, no. 98.
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to the Ozi defterdar, was written in the second half of July or the first half of August 

1628.117 In the opening lines of the narratio it is revealed that when Hasan Pasha arrived 

at Ozi, commanders from the garrisons118 came to him to complain of serious shortfalls in 

the delivery of the ocaklik funds assigned to them. According to the agas, “of the 

mukata ‘a t assigned as ocakliks, some of their revenues had already been collected 

beforehand, while others, even with the passage of some time, still remained uncollected. 

And so there was not enough to cover all of our salaries and we were unjusdy wronged.” 

Then, according to the firman, they proposed a solution: “All of the fortresses’ wages and 

ocakliks should be separated and assigned one by one.” The firman goes on to list the 

four Ozi fortresses and Kil Burun, giving the mukata1 at (including the amounts) assigned 

as ocakliks for them. Thereafter the procedure for their collection and delivery is spelled 

out: “Havales119 and nazirs from among the select men from the four aforementioned 

fortress garrisons are to set out to the aforementioned mukata"at. . .  the deserved wages 

of the aforementioned garrisons are to be paid out of ocakliks assigned to each company.” 

These passages confirm that the A.H. 1037 mukata'a revenues registered in the 

ocaklik register were not transferred to the assigned fortresses in full. Although the 

document gives no figure for the shortfall, it was obviously not insignificant nor was it 

necessarily near total. Taking into consideration the testimony of this firman and the 

difficulties with the functioning of many of the mukata'at attested to in other firmans (see 

above), there is little doubt that the shortfall was mainly due to the insubordination of the 

local emins. The solution for the following year of 1038 is more complicated and far- 

reaching than it may appear at first glance While representatives of the fortress garrisons

117MD, no. 139 (this document has already been referred to in connection with the chronology of 
ocaklik assignment).

118The document says “all (cumle) the neferat agalan” came to Hasan Pasha, but it is unclear whether 
these were from Ozi and its vicinity or from the entire eyalet.

119Here havale in the sense of the person assigned to collect a drafted sum.
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were to be sent to retrieve the assigned ocaklik funds, it is interesting that these men are 

referred to as havales and nazirs. The first term is not surprising—it means that the 

responsibility for the actual delivery of the funds to the fortresses was to be transferred 

from the local mukata'a officials to the recipients. (It should however be noted that the use 

of havale here underlines the close relation between the havale- and the oca&'ta-transfer of 

funds that was suggested above). The second term implies something more, namely, that 

supervisors from the fortresses were also to arrive and oversee the actual collection of 

mukata'a revenues. In fact it appears that these nazirs, along with the havales, were to be 

involved in the* actual collection, judging by the phrase “. . .  Havales and nazirs . . .  are to 

set out to the aforementioned mukata'at [while] through [the Ozi defterdar's] action and 

with your tezkeres they are to be brought under oath as emins (iimenaya der ‘uhde 

olinmak) and the majority of the aforementioned mukata'at are to be taken hold of by 

[the defterdar] . . . ” That garrison officials were to become directly involved in revenue 

collection is confirmed in the firman’s dispositio: “. . .  havales and nazirs of the 

[fortresses] are to collect (tahsil) the wages of each [of their] fortresses from the assigned 

ocakliks . . . ”

The remedies applied in Hasan Pasha’s firman are complicated and far-reaching for 

further reasons and in fact shed light on a problem that has . not yet been addressed. 

Throughout the firman register there is the standard formula “mukata ‘a t assigned as 

ocaklik for Ozi or for the Ozi frontier.” When looking at the ocaklik figures in tire “net 

annual revenue” column and comparing them with the effectively equivalent figures in the 

“annual salaries and wages” column of Table 13 (see above), the question arises, how 

were the separate (net) mukata'a revenues listed in Table 7 matched up with the annual 

salary figures for the three top Ozi officials and annual wage figures and for the Ozi eyalet 

fortresses summarized in Tables 11 and 12, respectively? Were specific mukata'a  

assigned to specific beneficiaries? Or even, given the fact that the §art-i hazine and §art-i 

kila' funds were kept separate and probably collected at different times, were specific §art-
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i hazine and gart-i kila' shares assigned to specific beneficiaries? Of course, for an 

affirmative answer to these questions there need not have been a strict one-to-one 

matching—several mukata1 at could have gone to one beneficiary. The key question is, 

were any gart-i hazine or gart-i kila' funds divided between one or more beneficiaries?

These are of course fundamental questions concerning the organization and 

execution of the ocaWtfc-transfer of funds. According to Hasan Pasha’s firman to the Ozi 

defterdar, there was no particular matching of mukata'a or mukata'a share to fortress 

garrison in 1627.120 In order to be sure, considerable algebraic manipulations of the net 

gart-i hazine and gart-i kila' figures Table 7 were completed to ascertain whether it was 

possible to match those figures with those of the beneficiaries in Tables 11 and 12 

without splitting any of the hazine and kila '-share figures. After an exhaustive check of 

the possibilities, it became evident that it was impossible to distribute and combine the net 

revenue figures without splitting some of them. The unavoidable conclusion is that 

ocakliks did not proceed directly from revenue source to beneficiary. Instead they, or at 

least part of them, were at some point lumped together before distribution among the 

beneficiaries. The likely candidate for this task is the Tuna defterdar, which calls to mind 

one of the first firmans relating to transfer of mukata'a revenues to Ozi, in which the Tuna 

defterdar was ordered to gather available mukata'a funds and proceed to Ozi.121 Of 

course, such a process was more indirect than a one-to-one ocaklik transfer and lacked the 

advantages of speed and efficiency. Here it should be pointed out that under such and 

indirect arrangement of lumping and redistributing funds, the maintenance of the 

distinction between gart-i hazine and gart-i kila' funds seems all the more curious.

120That is why there is the phrase her ka!‘enufi mevacibi ve ocaklik  ay n lub  bagka bagka 
ta 'y in  olinmak in regard to the altered execution of the ocaklik transfer in 1038 (MD 83, no. 139).

121MD 83, no. 7, also no. 14 (discussed above).
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As stated earlier, Hasan Pasha’s firman to the Ozi defterdar gives a breakdown of 

the amounts received by the separate fortresses at Ozi and Kil Burun and names of 

mukata1 at from which funds were specifically assigned to these fortresses. The figures in 

this document are summarized in Table 14.

Table 14. Ocakliks assigned to the Ozi fortress complex and Kil Burun according to a finnan from July- 
August 1928 (MD 83, no. 139; in akgas)

annual wages
assigned o c a k ltk s

Silistre and Ruscuk mukata'at

Isakct mukata'a! and dependencies, tbrail cizye

Nigboli mukata'at and dependencies

Balctk mukata'a, hass of town of Ruscuk, ziyade 
of the registered cizye, beytu’l-mal of Silistre, Prevadi 

and other dependencies

0m eva c ib , 
in  a k c a s )

1,037,504

2,183,712

1,049,544

7,045,448

fo rtre ss

Old Fortress

New Palanka

[New] Fbrtress

New Fortress of 
Hasan Pasha and 
Kil Burun
"total r  [11,316,208]

Unfortunately, this firman gives data for only the Ozi and Kil Burun and not for 

the other fortresses receiving ocaklik funds. If there was a ocaklik register for A.H. 1038, 

presumably the specific mukata’a amounts given in this firman would match up with the 

specific net annual revenues of the same mukata’at listed in such a register, that is, if there 

truly was a matching of the separate ocakliks and beneficiaries as was prescribed by Hasan 

Pasha.

What Table 14 shows that is of particular interest is that between 1037 and 1038 

the ocaklik assignments for Ozi and Kil Burun more than doubled, from 5,053,996 to 

11,316,208 akga. Leaving aside for now the implications for the frontier and the defensive 

requirements in 1628, this change shows that ocakliks could be changed from year to year, 

even drastically. That they were changed is rather an obvious point A more profound one 

is with what frequency were they changed? Every year, or every couple of years? Of 

course it had to depend on the changing situations on the various frontiers, as well as in the 

center. Without more sources, only idle speculation is possible. There is, however, a very
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revealing note made in passing in one of Hasan Pasha’s firmans (from the early fall of 

1627) to the effect that the year before the mukata'a of Nigboli and Ruscuk were assigned 

as ocakliks to the eyalets of Budun, Bosna, and “other frontier eyalets,” but this year 

they were “separated out” (tefrik:) and assigned as ocakliks  to the Ozi frontier 

garrisons.122 This brief reference gives an important glimpse of the great versatility of the 

ocaklik- system.

The Gradient ofTroop-Wage Expenditures. Above, in the discussion of the distribution 

of the garrison troops, it was seen that the fortresses closest to the northern frontier (Ozi 

fortress complex, Kil Burun, Akkerman, Yanik) contained more than three-quarters of all 

the garrison troops covered by the ocaklik register and that troops garrisoned in Ozi and 

Kil Burun alone amounted to nearly half of the total deployments. Besides the distribution 

of the ocaklik revenues among the garrisons and the distribution of the garrison troops 

among fortresses, the ocaklik register also provides a view of the troops’ daily wages 

(yevmiye). Table 15, repeating the figures for the garrison-troop numbers (second 

column) given in Table 5, gives the figures and percentages for the average per diem 

wage and the annual wages. In regard to the average per diem wage expenditure, the 

figures display a similar trend to that in the distribution of the garrison troops, that is, the 

per diem was higher in the fortresses closer to the frontier. In other words, these 

fortresses had troops that were slighdy more highly paid and/or their mix of troops was of 

higher-ranking, and therefoie higher-paid type of troops (see third column in Table 15). 

The combination of these two trends in the troop and the wage distribution meant that 

altogether the three fortresses closest to the frontier, Ozi and Kil Burun, Bender, and 

Akkerman, commanded 82.3 percent of the ocaklik funds assigned to the eyalet, while 

Ozi and Kil Burun alone received 55.3 percent (see last column in Table 15).

122MD 83, no. 90.
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Table 15. Distribution c 

fortress

f  the garrison troops and ' 
troops 

% of 
men total

vages in the eyalet of Ozi 
average yevmiye  

% of 
ak ca  Ozi yev.

in 1037/1627-1628 
annual wages

% of
akca  to ta l

Ozi and Kil Burun 1,567 A l l 9.34 100 5,053,996 55.3

Bender 511 15.4 6.47 69 1,288,350 14.1

Akkerman and Yamk 512 15.4 6.64 71 1,175,762 12.9

Kill 314 9.5 7.06 76 814,656 8.9

ibrail 148 4.5 5.68 61 291,164 3.2

Ruscuk 20 0.6 4.00 43 28,320 0.3

Nigboli 53 1.6 5.45 58 111,058 1.2

Culunik (?) 16 0.5 5.31 57 29,990 0.3

Rahova 102 3.1 5.52 59 200,810 2.2

Tulca New Fortress 63 1.9 5.06 54 112,926 1.2

farisan of Tuna treasury 15 0.5 6.47 69 33,174 0.4
total 3,321 100 ___a ___ 9,140,206 100

To appreciate the relative size of the funds expended for the fortresses of the eyalet 

of Ozi, it is useful to compare them with expenditures as listed in other contemporary 

registers. Because of significant fluctuations in the value of Ottoman currency in the period 

under discussion,123 it is important to use for comparison sources as close as possible in 

date to the ones used here. In Murphey’s dissertation, there is a wealth of financial data for 

the first half of the seventeenth century. Especially important is a series of account books 

(muhasebe) covering the incomes and expenses of the imperial treasury for 1627 (Rabi II 

1036-Rabi I I 1037) and 1628 (Rabi II 1037-Rabi II 1038), that is, contemporary to Hasan 

Pasha’s campaigns.124 Of course, the finances of Hasan Pasha’s campaigns were not

aThe average yevmiye is 6.09; excluding the farisan, the average is 6.05; the average of the interior, 
non-frontier fortresses (tbrail through Tulca) is 5.17.

123E.g., see Halil Sahillioglu, “XVII. asnn ilk yansinda istanbulda tedaviiledekl sikkelerin niici,” 
Belgerler 1 (1964): 227-33.

124Murphey, “Ottoman Army,” pp. 250-51 (tables); 457-69 (appendix).
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included in them since as ocakliks, they were by definition separated (mefruzu'l-kalem ve 

maktu'ul-kadem) from the accounts of the central treasury. Table 16 gives some annual 

figures of troop wages in the account books of 1627 and 1628.

Table 16. Sample annual aggregate wages (mevacib) in 1627 and 1628
t ro o p s ._______________________________________________ wages (million akcas)
7 ^ 6 7JL t
janissaries 58.6

cebecis 2.5

top cis 1.0

unspecified fortress garrisons (presumably in Eastern Anatolia) 3.5

1628
janissaries 67.8

cebecis 3.2

topcis 1.5

some fortress garrisons on the Erzurum, Ahisha and Kars frontier
and in Mosul, Erbil, Ardahan and others 4.2

From these contemporary figures it is evident that the ten million akgas assigned as 

ocaklik for the fortresses of the eyalet of Ozi and the five million assigned to Ozi itself 

were not insignificant sums considering the size of the empire and the fact that at the time 

there were active hostilities on the eastern Anatolian frontier. The same can be said even in 

the context of the total annual wages of the troops on campaign in the east, 181.3 million 

akga in 1627 and 219.6 million akga in 1628. Of course it must be remembered that the 

ten million does not include the wages of the kapikuli and other forces brought with Hasan 

Pasha’s fleet or the forces of Wallachia and Moldavia (approximately another five million 

by havale, see Table 6).

In principle, the assignment of tax revenues from one part of the empire for the benefit of 

another was a simple notion. However, as the firmans of Hasan Pasha show, both the 

execution and financial intricacies of the ocakhk-transfer process were no simple matter. 

First Hasan Pasha had to deal with resistance and perhaps even incompetence on the level
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of the local mukata'at who were slated for ocaklik status. The next problem was the 

various stipends drawn on the mukata'at by religious functionaries and retirees. While 

Hasan Pasha’s role in the ocaklik assignation process demonstrates the great power, and 

even prerogative, invested in a commander in chief of an Ottoman expedition, even he was 

not free to move in and assign at will the funds he wished for his objective. Prior 

conditions placed on the mukata'at funds had to be honored, provided the stipendists had 

valid patents to back up their status. Although the Danubian region was a prosperous one 

which is why it was slated for ocaklik assignation, an interesting question is, how did the 

transfer of funds out of it affect that region’s economy. Another problem was the 

coordination of Hasan Pasha’s actions with other financial operations ordered in other parts 

of the empire. The firman register gives several examples of one-time drafts or havales 

being issued at the Porte that conflicted with the ocakliks that he assigned. Aside from the 

various difficulties in executing the assignment and transfer of funds, there were certain 

rather complicated bookkeeping practices and considerations which were respected and 

maintained, as the discussion of the §art-i hazine and $art-i kila' showed.

The pattern that the material in the previous chapter suggested, namely, that the 

defense of the Black Sea frontier was dependent on the manpower and material of the 

Dunabian valley, is bome out in this chapter as well with regards to finances. The 

demands placed on the Danubian population are a telling indication of the economic impact 

of the Cossack problem—not only did the Cossack threat levy a cost on a region of the 

empire, but a region that was not even directly affected by the Cossack raids (since usually 

the Cossacks did not venture far up the Danube River) had to bear part of the costs.

The sources cited in Chapter IV show that in 1627 and 1628, Hasan Pasha was 

trying to establish more than just a sounder financial basis for the Ozi frontier fortress 

garrisons. In fact he intended to effect a broader reorganization of the finances of the 

region by abolishing the Tuna defterdarhk and establishing a new financial district, namely 

the Ozi defterdarhk. Without more sources, it is difficult to decide what this meant, for it
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seems that the same mukata’at that were in the former Tuna district were now part of the 

new Ozi one. Although there is no information as to whether this new district lasted, its 

creation is in any event another sign that the: Porte was trying to make administrative 

changes so as to upgrade the status of the Ozi frontier. This change seems analogous to the 

creation of the Ozi province (beglerbeglik) at the end of the sixteenth century, which was 

also in response to the Cossack threat.125 In addition, as was seen in the Polish sources in 

Chapter IV, Hasan Pasha was also trying to arrange the necessary iuuuS to assure that the 

Ozi governor-general resided permanently in Ozi rather than in the traditional seat of 

Silistre. As was seen above, in the register of ocakliks it is indicated that Hasan Pasha 

issued an order that the Ozi mukata1 at be turned over to the Ozi governor-general so that 

he could be required to live at Ozi.126 However, apparendy this reform was not successful 

for in April 1628, according to a marginal note, when Mehemed Pasha was dismissed from 

the govemor-generalship of Ozi, those funds were assigned as ocakliks for the Ozi fortress 

complex.

12-*Halil Inalcik, The Ottoman Empire: The Classical Age, 1300-1600, London: Weidenfeld and 
Nicolson, 1973, p. 105.

126TT 748, fol. 3b.
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CHAPTER VII

The Commander as Administrator: The Noncampaign Affaire of Hasan Pasha

Approximately one-third of the firmans in the firman register (muhimme-i ordu) 

that were not directly connected to the objectives of Hasan Pasha’s campaigns pertain 

mainly to local problems. Many of these firmans were issued in response to reports from 

local officials or petitions from concerned parties. However, some of these firmans were 

directed at improving or rectifying defensive capabilities and seem to have been issued on 

the initiative of Hasan Pasha or the Porte. Such a high proportion of firmans on affaire not 

directly connected to the business of the campaign is significant. An inquiry into these 

other affaire is crucial for a fuller understanding and appreciation of the tasks and problems 

of an Ottoman commander.

Of the entries in the finnan register on military affaire, only a few are not directly 

connected to the campaign. A firman from the end of July 1627 to the kadi and the 

mutesellim  of the governor of Kili deplores the piling of mounds of refuse near the 

fortress walls by the inhabitants of the suburbs (varo§). Because it was imperative that the 

trenches and grounds near the walls be kept clean, Hasan Pasha ordered that the re‘aya of 

the suburbs be mobilized by way of imece to remove the refuse heaps and that henceforth 

dumping near the walls be prohibited.1 In late June 1628 a series of firmans were issued 

on defense-related matters during the fleet’s call to port at Sinop on its way to Kefe. One

!MD 83, no. 45.
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matter addressed in the firmans was the collection of arrears on ‘avariz and other taxes in 

the districts (sancak) of Kastamom and Kangn that were to be applied to the construction 

of two new galleys in the port (iskele) of Sinop.2 The other matter addressed was the dire 

necessity of repairing cracked and broken cannons in light of the Cossacks’ frequent and 

close sailings past the Sinop fortress. A firman from July 1628 addresses the problem of 

the dilapidation at the old fortress at Bahklagu in Ottoman Crimea. In the past the re'ay a 

from several neighboring villages had been immune {mu'afu miisellem) from the 'avariz 

and other tekalif-i 'orfiyye, in exchange for performing repairs on the fortress. However, 

when some officials began disregarding the immunities and levied these taxes, they stopped 

performing their services, which resulted in the deterioration of the fortress. For this 

reason the firman reaffirms these immunities and forbids their violation.3 A firman from 

July-August 1628 to the voyvoda of Moldavia orders the repair without delay of a number 

of state-owned muskets (miri tiifeng) lacking stocks in the fortress of Bender.4 Finally 

there are several firmans commending officials or allies for their service or loyalty to the 

Porte that can be classified among the firmans relating to non-campaign military affairs.5

Hasan Pasha’s intervention into local affairs not directly connected to military 

affairs mostly involved redressing grievances, stopping abuses, and restoring or imposing

2MD 83, nos. 114, 117.

3MD 83, no. 136.

4MD 83, no. 138.

5Above, mention was made of firmans to the Moldavian and Wallachian voyvodas commending them for 
their service In the construction project at Ozi in 162?, and In fact reconfirming them as voyvodas of their 
respective provinces (MD 83, no. 77). While at Ozi in July 1627, Hasan Pasha commended two Nogay 
mirzas from near Azak, Kasay Mirza and ‘All Mirza for their loyalty and unspecified services to the Ports 
and in recognition, granted them ceremonial robes (hil'at) (MD 83, no. 54). In late July 1628 during his 
stop at Sinop, Hasan Pasha commended a certain Hasan for his capable service as governor of Gtinye (on 
the eastern Anatolian shore of the Black Sea) including in the defense of the district and repair and renewal 
of the GOnye fortress (MD 83, no. 115). In mid-August 1628 Hasan Pasha commended Salih, governor of 
Kil Burun and kapudan of Ozi, for his excellent service in the defense of the Ozi frontier, including in the 
construction work at Ozi in the previous year and in helping Kantemir enter the Crimea during the struggle 
with Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, and raised his annual salary from 100,000 to 140,000 akga (MD 83, no. 
143).
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order in the relations between various sectors of the provincial society. The problems that 

appear most often in the register are those connected with tax-paying peasant subjects, or 

re'ay a in Rumeli. The most common problems stemmed from the migration of peasants 

from their lands in search of better conditions, especially to ease their taxation burdens. 

For example, at the beginning of August 1627, some firmans were issued concerning 

Wallachian re'ay a who had migrated south across the Danube into regular Ottoman lands 

and joined large farms or giftliks set up by muteferrikas, sipahis, and janissaries.6 Other 

firmans were concerned with individuals from south of the Danube who had crossed into 

Wallachia and had illegally set up giftliks to which Wallachian re'aya would migrate. In 

both cases the Wallachian voyvoda was unable to collect the harac/cizye and other taxes 

from these re'aya. For this reason, Hasan Pasha ordered that such re'aya be returned to 

their places of origin. The concern with revenue decline was of course not unconnected to 

the concerns of the current campaign. Although there is no mention of the havales issued 

to cover wages of janissaries with the fleet that were to be drawn on the Wallachian cizye 

receipts, clearly such migrations by the peasantry threatened to reduce the funds slated for 

such transfer (see above). In one firman concerning a levy or tax (teklij) for supplies and 

equipment (muhimmat) for the fortress-construciion work at Ozi, a direct connection is 

made between migration of the re'aya and the current expedition. This firman from mid- 

October 1627, addressed to the kadi and the mutesellim of Bender, states that Moldavian 

re'aya living close to the border with the province of Bender had fled and settled in villages 

in Bender solely with the purpose of escaping these impositions and orders that they be 

returned to their villages in Moldavia.7 Other firmans ordering return of re'aya who had

6MD 83, nos. 10, 11,18.

7MD 83, no. 73.
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migrated speak only in general terms of the loss to the treasury that such migrations have 

caused, or of the desolation and ruin that occurred in the settlements abandoned by them.8

Aside from reversing migrations of the re'aya, Hasan Pasha also had to act against 

pvuSmutS who sought to escape their re'aya-status by joining fortress garrisons. Zimmi 

re'aya had become be§lus and 'azebs in the Kili fortress and in the ibrail fortress.9 Here 

also Hasan Pasha’s concern was the resulting loss in cizye and other revenues. There are 

several firmans addressing problems of the re'aya not affecting the immediate interests of 

the state that Hasan Pasha nevertheless had to resolve, such as abuses against re'aya by 

other groups,10 a conflict between the zimmi and Muslim re'aya ,n  and exploitation 

through heavy taxation.12

Two dealings of Hasan Pasha with the re'aya are of particular interest because of 

their connection to Qossack raids. In early October 1627, during the sail back to the 

capital, Hasan Pasha while at Kili issued a finnan to the kadi of Varna lowering the 

estimation of the number of households (hane) liable for the cizye. The impetus for the 

changed estimate was a grievance by the zimmi re'aya of Varna that although 480 hane 

were registered in the defter, some greedy officials had estimated their settlement at 770 

taxable hane and registered this amount in the defter. However, “several years ago, the

8MD 83, nos. 22 (migration by re'aya  of some villages belonging to evkaf has brought rain to the 
evkaf), 76 (evkaf re'aya moved to villages under the Moldavian administration but failed to pay the tithe 
or other taxes), 141 (migration of re'aya from havass of £ubri;a [see below] to Moldavia caused desolation 
in their old places and a loss to the treasury), 145. One finnan orders that nomadic Tatars (yortmfln 
taian) who had lived near Kili but for some reason migrated away be forced to return (MD 83, no. 46).

9MD 83, nos. 41, 24.

10MD 83, no. 75 (townsfolk and villagers from Ibrail and Ismail settled in Moldavian villages and abused 
the Moldavian re'aya)’, MD 83, no. 4 (Wallachian re'aya robbed by bandits from neighboring provinces at 
the Ume when the voyvoda and his army were at Ozi).

J1MD 83 no. 43 (concerning the relative service burdens of the zimmi and Muslim re'aya  in the Kili 
talyans).

12MD 83, nos. 23,72, 111. Also there is a firman confirming tax exemptions granted to Tatars living 
in the suburbs (varo$) of Kill in exchange for undisclosed service on the frontier that had been violated by 
certain Ottoman officials in Bender (MD 83, no. 42).
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Cossack brigands had sacked and plundered the aforementioned town (Varna) and killed or 

injured many of [its inhabitants] so that only 400 individuals survive, and of these, many 

are impoverished and they have not the means with which to pay [the cizye] for so many 

hane”13 According to Hasan Pasha’s firman, this matter was looked into by none other 

than Yahya, the famous Ottoman §eyhulislam and mufti of Istanbul, who decided that the 

cizye assessment should indeed be lowered. Although the maliye did lower the hane- 

number to 600, some cizye collectors and the Tuna defterdar continued to insist on a 

higher figure. Hasan Pasha decided in favor of the re'aya, mentioning the numerous 

services they had rendered in repairing the Varna fortress and, in addition, their obligating 

themselves to pay a tax of 12,000 akga annually that would go toward the repairs. 

Although it is possible that the re'aya exaggerated their losses in order to lower their tax 

burden, that Yahya Efendi, the maliye, and Hasan Pasha basically accepted their story after 

an investigation suggests that indeed the non-Muslim re'aya  of Varna had suffered 

considerably from the Cossack raid.

The other firman on the re'aya in the context of the Cossack raids is addressed to 

the kadi of Akkerman in the first half of August 1628. For some reason it was not sent 

out14 but regardless of its cancellation, it remains a source on an actual situation: The 

re'aya of a locale of the kaza of Akkerman request permission to build with their own 

funds (kendtl m allan) a palanka for defense against Tatars who had moved into the 

vicinity and against Cossacks who “because their fortresses were in the vicinity” frequently 

and without warning raided and plundered the re'aya. The firman granted permission for 

construction of such a palanka, provided that it was constructed at the cost of the peasants 

and that no services or taxes (teklij) were levied upon other re'aya for this purpose. On 

the basis of this example alone it is not possible to say whether such defense projects,

13MD 83, no. 113.

14MD 83, no. 140. Written across the document is the word vlrfllm em lj, “not given.”
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initiated, organized, and paid for by trie re'aya, were a common feature of the defense 

against the Cossacks. Also, this document suggests that the Cossacks had foreposts in or 

near Ottoman territory from which they launched raids, although it is unclear whether this 

information can be taken literally or whether it is an exaggeration and merely refers to the 

Zapororzhian Cossack settlements in the Zaporizhia.

There are a number of firmans in which Hasan Pasha deals with disorder in the 

provinces resulting from insubordination or illegal and even criminal conduct by officials or 

private individuals: a certain corrupt Wallachian, who in Moldavia carried on unspecified 

unauthorized transactions with an official from a foreign land (harbi memleket), was to 

be be dismissed from his post by the Moldavian voyvoda15; ten Wallachians were to turn 

over ail goods and monies they had embezzled from the estate of the voyvoda’s late 

father16; the estate of an heirless deceased sipahi in Prevadi that had been illegally seized 

was to be turned over to the state treasury17; the men of the household of a certain janissary 

responsible for stealing some horses, goats, and equipment belonging to the Tuna 

defterdar Ibrahim and to another janissary were to be arrested18; action was to be taken 

against persons responsible for plundering a giftlik that had been held b ya  late official of 

the former khan Mehmed Gerey while the giftlik was to revert to control of the state19; four 

Tatar agas wanted for questioning in an unspecified matter were to be found and 

incarcerated in the Akkerman fortress until Hasan Pasha’s arrival there20; proceedings were 

to be undertaken against a certain official in the region of Amasra who had illegally made

15MD 83, no. 70.

16MD 83, no. 71.

17MD 83, no. 101.

18MD 83, no. 84.

19MD 83, no. 152.

20MD 83, no. 131.
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certain extraordinary levies on the re'aya, on behalf of the imperial naval arsenal21; a 

person who had usurped the position of dizdar of the fortress of £emovi (south of 

Ruscuk), which was in ruins and without a garrison, was to be removed and the timar that 

had come with the dizdar office v/as to be subsumed into the imperial hass estates.22 In 

addition, a number of firmans were issued in response to problems of trade and 

commerce.23

By virtue of the traditional ties between the Porte and the Crimean Khanate, as well 

as the nature of the Hasan Pasha missions (especially in 1628 when the basic mission was 

to intervene in the internal affairs of the Khanate), it is not surprising that he intervened in 

some administrative and economic matters of the khans. There are several firmans 

concerned with the hass of £ubrica near Akkerman, which had been assigned to the 

khan.24 Because of the disorder that had resulted from the struggle between §ahin Gerey 

and Kantemir25 the giftliks in the khan’s Qibrica hass fell into ruin—Tatars outside of it 

raided it, taxes were not collected, cattle and possessions were looted, and many of its 

re'aya  fled to Moldavia. To remedy the situation, Hasan Pasha put one of his kapuci

21MD 83, no. 83.

22MD 83, no. 107.

^M erchant In Wallachia refusing to pay the bac sales tax (MD 83, no. 57); allegedly out of fear of the 
infidel (i.e., the Cossacks), ships of Ker§ and Taman avoid going to Azak, in recent years Nogays have been 
bringing goods such as horses, cattle, slaves, and especially clarified butter to the vicinity of Temriik and 
setting up unauthorized markets from which these goods were loaded directly onto ships bound for Istanbul, 
bypassing the Kefe customs and bringing a loss to the treasury; all such goods were to be routed through 
Kefe (MD 83, no. 125); salt was being sold outside of state storehouses (miri anbar) Silistre, Hirsova, 
Baba, Prevadi, §umni, Eski Cum‘a, and Ala Kilisa contrary to the iltizam  conditions for the salt 
mukata'a, bringing a loss to the treasury (MD 83, no. 144a); the use of unapproved measures was causing 
the treasury a loss in revenues (MD 83, nos. 146,151).

24The assignment of Ottoman hass lands was one of the Porte’s means of subsidizing the khan (see Alan 
W. Fisher, “Les rapports entre l’Empire ottoman et la Crimde. L ’aspect financier.” Cahiers du Monde 
russe et soviitique 13 (1972): 368-81, esp. p. 374).

^ S e e  Chapter II.
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ba§is in charge26 and ordered the re'aya to return from Moldavia.27 At the same time 

Hasan Pasha ordered the kadis located on the road from Ozi to Istanbul to provide food, 

fodder, and money, as well as escorts for any of Kantemir’s sons or dependents who were 

on their way to the Porte in search of refuge.28 While on the return trip after unseating 

khan Mehmed Gerey, Hasan Pasha alighted on a certain caravanserai (ban) near Ia§i (Ya§) 

that had been the khan’s, and after claiming it as his own property, ordered that it revert to 

the control of the Moldavian voyvoda.29

The wide range of affairs that were the responsibility of a commander in chief (serdar) of 

an Ottoman expedition (as well as of his staff, which remains anonymous in these sources) 

are testimony to the complexity of such an assignment. The material in Hasan Pasha’s 

firman register indicates that the duties and responsibilities of a serdar were as much, if not 

more, administrative than military. The firman register from 1627 and 1628 provides 

multifarious examples of the great authority and pov/er invested in a serdar such as grand 

admiral vizier Hasan Pasha. Indeed, by intervening with absolute prerogative into many 

spheres of Ottoman state order in the provinces, Hasan Pasha acted as an unequivocal 

surrogate of the sultan. Thus, as was the practice of Ottoman viziers, firmans issued by 

him were fashioned in the diplomatic formulas of the sultan himself and, in fact, were 

written in the name of the sultan, using the first person.

Literature connected with Ottoman campaigns often stresses their disruptive and 

burdensome effect on life in the provinces. Certainly, Hasan Pasha’s impositions of

26MD 83, no. 50. About a month later, Hasan Pasha issued a finnan summoning this same kapuci ba§i 
to the court of the kadi of Akkerman because it had been divulged that he himself had abused the re'aya 
there (MD 83, no. 19).

27MT> 83, no. 141.

28MD 83, no.13.

29MD 83, no. 142.
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special services and tax levies on some of the re'aya does not contradict such a picture. 

However, the great power invested in a commander such as Hasan Pasha, together with the 

fact that, a significant portion of his activity was devoted to local affairs unconnected to his 

campaign, at least brought some reimposition of order and the rectification of abuses in the 

provinces.
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CONCLUSION

After the War of Xotyn’ both the Porte and the Crown attempted to gain control of their 

respective frontiers to prevent a return to the conditions before the war. However, within a 

year, the Zaporozhians were raiding the Black Sea, together with the Don Cossacks, with 

unprecedented fury, while in the Bucak, a Tatar horde led by Kantemir emerged as a new 

threat to the Commonwealth. By 1624, the situation had become further complicated by 

the accession to the Crimean throne of Mehmed and §ahin Gerey, who were hostile to the 

Porte. §ahin Gerey, who took the initiative in Crimean foreign affairs during these years, 

had strong connections with Shah ‘Abbas and even had long-term plans to change the 

alignment of powers in the region by forming an axis from the Commonwealth all the way 

to Iran that would act against the Ottoman Empire on one side and Muscovy on the other. 

In the meantime, Muscovy and the Porte continued to have cordial relations and make plans 

for an eventual alliance against the Commonwealth.

For the Crimea, the existence of a strong Bucak horde was a serious threat to its 

position in the northern Black Sea steppes, a situation from which the Ottomans could 

profit, playing one Tatar entity off the other. However, the Ottomans could not afford to 

allow the strong Bucak counterweight to the Crimea to remain because of pressure from the 

Commonwealth. During Zbaraski’s embassy to the Porte after Xotyn5, the reduction of 

Kantemir’s Tatars was presented as a sine qua non for peace. And so the Ottomans 

allowed Mehmed Gerey to bring Kantemir and the main clans of the Bucak horde to the 

Crimea in late 1623. In the succeeding years, Kantemir would several times escape
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Crimean control, only to be forced back under it. It is ironic that Mehmed and §ahin 

Gerey, enemies of the Porte, by controlling Kantemir, were helping to fulfill the conditions 

of peace between the Porte and Crown.

The Ottomans seem to have underestimated the political talents and resourcefulness 

of §ahin Gerey when they decided in 1624 to depose him and his brother Mehmed Gerey. 

The force that came to the Crimea turned out to be insufficient to subdue the two brothers, 

for it did not expect that §ahin Gerey would arrange to have at his disposal a musket-armed 

force capable of facing the janissaries, namely, the Zaporozhian Cossacks. And so the 

Ottomans were defeated and §ahin Gerey and Mehmed Gerey remained in the Crimea. 

These Cossacks who served §ahin Gerey in 1624 were taken on by him as mercenaries. 

However, by the end of the year, §ahin Gerey came to the Zaporizhia and concluded an 

agreement with the hetman and officers who acted in the name of the entire Cossack Host 

With this began a relationship of great potential in the international arena to which 

historians have assigned much significance as the first functioning Cossack-Tatar alliance.

Meanwhile, in the following year, 1625, the Zaporozhians had their largest 

presence ever in the Black Sea. Sources from all sides speak of a fleet of 300 boats. In the 

years since Xotyn’, in large part because the Commonwealth could not support the 

Cossack masses it had mobilized for the war, raiding increased, as it was the only option 

available to an unemployed mercenary army. At this time, thanks to the ascendancy of 

§ahin Gerey, the Bucak Tatars were kept in check, and as a result, the Ottomans began to 

complain that while they had fulfilled their half of the bargain, the Commonwealth had not 

done its half, having failed to suppress the Cossacks. In part because of the great Cossack 

presence on the Black Sea in 1625, the Crown was forced to move against them and was 

successful in defeating them and imposing its harsh terms. As for the Cossack -Tatar 

alliance, at this time as throughout his career, §ahin Gerey did not come to the aid of the 

Cossacks. For him it was too risky to oppose the Crown which figured so prominently in 

his long-term plans. By 1626, the Cossack raids had subsided, but in the meantime, new
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Tatar raids began (though apparently not sponsored by §ahin Gerey). Thus the Crown and 

the Porte continued to be unable to control their peripheries at the same time.

In 1627, the Ottomans, hoping to take advantage of the respite in Cossack raiding, 

mounted an expedition to the mouth of the Dnieper to build, together with the Crimean 

Tatars, a new fortress on the Dnieper above Ozi. While the expedition was unable to fulfill 

its goal for lack of sufficient forces, the commander, Hasan Pasha, set about reorganizing 

the financial basis of the fortress defenses of the northern Black Sea. During this 

expedition, negotiations were carried out between Hasan Pasha and representatives of the 

Crown in which it became clear that the two sides had conflicting notions of the border in 

the steppes above Ozi. The expedition also demonstrated how difficult it was to gain a 

foothold in the steppe zone both because of the immediate region’s lack of manpower and 

materiel and because of the hostility of the opposing neighbor.

In 1628, a full struggle broke out between §ahin Gerey and Kantemir. This time 

the Ottomans decided to eliminate §ahin Gerey with a proper force, and Hasan Pasha was 

again sent to the Black Sea. As in the last occasion when he had to face the Ottoman army, 

§ allin Gerey again called upon the Cossacks. As in 1624, he obtained the cooperation of 

the Cossack rank and file, appealing to them as mercenaries. However, it is possible that 

the old agreement from 1624 was invoked since the Cossack hetman and officers 

participated. In any event, the expedition was in the end a failure because of the superiority 

of the assembled Ottoman force. Mehmed and §ahin Gerey were dethroned, and two 

attempts to regain the Crimea with Cossack help failed. By 1629, the situation on the 

frontier was again much the same as it had been in 1622, with the Tatars and Cossacks 

unrestrained.

Until now, our notion of the workings of the Ottoman defense of the Black Sea has 

been practically nonexistent. The documents from Hasan Pasha’s firman register and 

related materials from 1627 and 1628 provide a unique view of Ottoman Black Sea 

campaigns and the problems their commanders faced. An original result of the study of
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these materials is the demonstration of the importance of the wealth and resources of the 

lower Danubian basin for the defense of the northern Black Sea in terms of the frontier’s 

need for manpower, materiel, and money. The ocaklik-system, a mechanism by which 

revenues in the Danubian basin were transferred to the Black Sea frontier, was basic for 

financing the salaries of its fortresses. The implicit manner with which the firmans refer to 

the assignment of ocakhks and the organization of the ocakhk register suggest that at that 

time there was indeed a well-developed system of transferring tax revenues from one 

region to another. Having established some of the basic features of this system, the next 

task is to investigate how such a system operated in other years. Particularly important is 

to learn how the ocaklik-system operated in more typical years in which major expeditions 

from the capital were not mounted and in which local forces, in particular the fortress 

garrisons, had to shoulder the defensive burden alone. While the materials from 1627 and 

1628 give a very detailed picture of the Ottoman defense of the Black Sea in years in which 

a campaign was mounted, further research in the Ottoman archives is necessary before we 

can begin to understand the manning and finances of the frontier fortresses in non

campaign years. Such research will allow a fuller picture of the Ottoman defense of the 

Black Sea to to emerge.
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APPENDIX

Ottoman Documentary Sources

MD 83, no. 108 

text

sabilfS beglerbegisl olnb b&lfi Tuna defterdftn olan Ibrahim dame llfbSluhuya
hflkm ki Isabel ve Tulca ve tev&bl'l nfliin olan Abmed nfiiirufi zlmmetlne lazim gelen 
mfilflfi muhasebesi gflrtilmek ikti?a itmegln mln ba'd muijasebe t&rlfylnden mukaddem 
olan temesstlk&ti ve ev&mir-i gerlfesl mafrsub ohnmayub muhasebe gOrdOgl sene 
maiinden olan temessHkatin mahsub ldllb ve §Urut~l jjazlneden ve gflrut-l ^tld'dan 
zlmmetlne lazlm gelen mall der zlmmet (tkub ve Bender ve Ackerman ve Kill 
kal‘elerlnUfl giizejte ‘ulufelerlnden ve mevcQdlerlnjlfl ‘ulOfelerl mczbur zlmmetlne 
lazlm gelen maiden salyane olmak Igfln sudde-1 se'adetdme ‘ar? itmefl emr iddb 
buyurdum kl vu?ul buldulfda bu babda ?adir olan emr-1 §erifdm
muclblnce ‘amel ldllb da^l na?ir-i mezburufi zlmmetlne lazim gelen malllfi 
muhasebeslnl gflrlllmek ikti?a Itmegln mln ba‘d muhasebe tarijjlnden mukaddem olan 
temessttkati ve ev&mlr-l serlfesln mahsub itmeyub muhasebe gdrdflgl sene maiinden 
olan temessllkatin mahsub ldllb ve gllrut-l bazlne ve ^lia'dan zlmmetlne lazlm gelen 
mfill der zlmmet fikub be Bender ve Ackerman ve Kill ^al'elerlnafi gtlzejte 
‘ulufelerlnden ve mevcud olanlarinufi 'ulafelerl mezbur zlmmetlne lazim gelen maiden 
salyane olmak l(fln sudde-1 se'adetllme ‘ar? eyllyesln jflyle bllesln 
translation

Order to ibrahim-may l.is success endurel-prevlously the beglerbegl, presently the Tuna defterdar: 

An audit of the revenues that are in the arrears of nazir Ahmed, the nazir of Isakci and Tulca and their 

dependencies is required. Because of this, you are ordered, in the hereafter, not to enter into your accounts 

the temessUks and imperial orders (evamir-i $erife) that are from before the date of the audit (muhasebe). 

[Rather] you are to apply the temessuks relating to the revenues of the year which is [covered] in the audit 

[to that year] and to calculate the [remaining] arrears owed according to the “treasury” conditions (§urut-i 

hazine) and the “fortress” conditions (jiirut-i kila). And you are to submit a report to the sublime Porte
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concerning the yearly payment (salyane) of the past wages for the Bender, Akkerman and Kili fortresses 

from the revenues owed by the aforementioned and for the [other(?)] present [troops]. Thus I have 

commanded. So when [this firman] arrives act according to the imperial order that has been

issued in this matter. Do not count in the hereafter the temessuks and Imperial orders that are from before 

the date of the audit. [Rather,] apply the temessuks relating to the revenues of the year which is [covered] 

in the audit [to that year] and to calculate the [remaining] arrears owed according to the “treasury” and 

“fortress” conditions. And submit a report to the Sublime Porte concerning the yearly payment (salyane) 

o f the past wages for the Bender, Akkerman and Kili fortresses from the revenues owed by the 

aforementioned and for the [other(?)] present [troops]. Thus you are to know.
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i i 748. Register of ocakliks assigned to the fortresses of the province of Ozi, 1 Muharram 1037/12 
September 1627

text

fol. lb 1 
mnfc&ta'a-i
beyttt'l-tnSl-i ‘am m c ve bd?? ve yava ve k a f tu n  ve cflnn u cln&yet ve b&dlhavfi ve
tevabi'fca beray-i firu ocaklik-i neferat-i Ozi ta 'y in  §ud der 'u itde-i a ‘ySn-1 mezbure

fi sene 
509833

ferii nihade §ud ile v h
fi sene fl sene
309833 200000

zikr o lican  bej-y tlk  (okuz bifi sekiz yiiz otuz fig akga olm ak iizere ocaklik ta 'y in  
ohnub  zabf lderler ki 2g yuk fokuz bifi sekiz yiiz otuz tty ak jasm  firu  nihade 
itdU rm i§lerdilr

‘[an] mafygul-l
{ilyan ‘[an] canib-i voyvoda-i E flak dade 

fl sene 
100000

Eflak: begi {arafindan zabf ohnup 
YergOgl V al'esl meremm&ti lgOn 
v irtllm lgd tlr

m n k a ta ‘a-1
§em* ])ane-i liv a ’-i S ilistre  k i re 'a y a  ref* kerde ba  ferman

f i sene 
30000

re'fiy&dan ref* olinmigdur
fol. 2a
§ah M urad bin Ahmed ban el-mu±affer da 'im a (tugra) 

fol. 2b
bu defter m uciblnce 'am i olinub 

m in b a 'd  tebdll ve tagayydr olinm iya

hiive

defter-i
ocafclik-1 lpli‘-l eyalet-1 Ozi ‘[an] mu f̂tta'fit-1 ber jarf-l hazlne ve jarf-i fcilfi* ki 
fya?ret*i vezir-1 ‘ftll-mlkdfir fcapudan Hasan Paja ed&me'll&hu te'filft iclSlihu bfi b&lH 
hfimayun-i se'adet makrun mflceddeden tahrir ve ta?hih ve ta'yin kerde ma'a salyaneha-i 
mezkurin ‘[an] gurre-i mutaarremi'l-haram sene seb' ve selesin ve elf 
salyane-i salyane-i salyane-i
mir-miran-1 Ozi defterdar-i bazine-i m[ezbure] mirliva’-i K il Burun m a'a
fl sene fi sene lfapudanlilf-1 Ozi
400000 300000 fi sene

100000

^The entries on this page were written with a broader stroke quill and are the writing is larger than the rest 
of the text, excluding the tugra; it is reasonable to assume that they are an addendum and the true 
beginning of the register is on fol. 2 a
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be-fcal‘e-1 ‘atllf-1 nefs-1 Ozi ve kal‘e-1 cedld-1 Ozi ve palanka-1 cedld-1 m[ezbur] ve 
kal‘e-1 cedld-1 Hasan paga kl mQceddeden bind kerde ve kal‘e-1 Kil Burun ber muceb-1 
defter-1 taghlh kl be dsltane-1 se'&det teslim gQde ve goreteg der kal‘e-1 Ozi vaz* kerde 
ve mevdclMteg ber gart-1 I)425116-1 mnkdta‘dt-1 mezbure d&de fermude 
neferen 
1567

fi yevm el-mukarrer
14637 fi sene-i kamlle

f l f l 5053996
885 855
yevm yevm
4011 10626

fcal‘e-1
Bender ber § art-1 fcild'-l 
mukata‘at-1 m[ezbure] 

neferen 
511

fi yevm
JOU# •

el-m ukarrer 
fi sene-i kamlle

fcal'e-i
A^kermfin ve palanfca-1 Yanilf: 
ber gart-1 laid*

neferen 
512

fi yevm 
3399

fl f l  1288350 fi fl
885 855 885 855
yevm yevm yevm yevm
1271 1994 1192 2207

el-mukarrer 
fi sene-i kamlle 
1175762

fcal‘e-i
Kill ber gart-1 lp ia‘ 

neferen

kal‘s -1
Ibrfiyll ber § art-1 Iplfi* 

neferen
314 148

fi yevm el-m ukarrer fi yevm el-m ukarrer
2218 fi sene-i kamlle 840 fi sene-l kamlle

f l  f i 814656 fi f l 291164
885 855 885 855
yevm  yevm yevm yevm
1575 743 407 433

k a l‘e-1 kal‘e-i
Rusculf ber gart-1 Ifild* Nigboli ber gart-1 fciia*

nefersn neferen
2 0 53

fi yevm el-m ukarrer fi yevm el-m ukarrer
80 fi sene-l kamlle 289 fi sene-i kamlle

f i 28320 fi fi 111058
885 885 855
yevm yevm yevm

185 104

k a l‘e-i kal‘e-i
dU i ̂ JU. ber gart-1 kila* Rahova ber gart-1 kila*

neferen neferen
16 102

fi yevm el-m ukarrer fi yevm el-mukarrer
85 fi sene-i kamlle 563 fi sene-i kamlle

f i 29990 200810
885
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k a l 'e - i
cedid-i Tulca ber gart-i ^azlne

neferen 
63

fl yevm 
319

f i
885

el-mufcarrer 
fl sene-i kflmile 

112926

cemfi‘at-1
faris&n ‘[an] (jadem-l ^azine-l Tana 
ber gart-1 ^azine

neferen
15

fi yevm el-muVarrer
97 fl sene-l kdmlle

33174

yektin-1
mevftclb ve sdlyfineha ber gart-1 feazlne u gart-1 Vila*

9930206 
ber gart-i ber gart-i
bazine fcila*
fl sene fl sene
3930110 6000096

fol. 3a 
m ukata 'a t
ocaklik-1 mezkurin ki be-clhet-1 salyaneha ve m eviclb-i neferat-1 kilS‘-l mezkure ber 
canib-i hazret-1 vezir-1 mllgariin lleyh ta 'y in  glide el-vakl* fl gflrre-i muharremi'l-haram 
sene seb* ve gelesin ve elf

neiaret-1
iskele-1 tsakci ve Tulca ve M a;ln ve Akkerman ve Kill ve Ibrayil m a'a pen^lk-1 
usara’-l lskeleha-1 mezbure der ‘uhde-i naiir Ahmed beg mir llva’-l Akkerman sabik 
naiir-i mukata‘fit-i mezkure ‘[ani]'t-taribi’l-mezbur

mulfata‘a-1
lskele-1 isalfci ve Tulca ve Magln ve 
na4ir Ahmed beg el-mezbur

tevabl'lha tfibl'-l nei&iet-i mezbure der ‘uhde-1

fl sene 
784161

be-clhet-1 
mevaclb-i b&deme-l 
mukata‘a-1 mezbure ber muceb-i 
‘adet-1 kadim
fl yevm fl sene-i kamlle
180 54800

ber muceb-1 
gart-1 lltlzim  
fi sene 
1638322 

ber gart-i 
bazine

ber gart-1 
kila*
fi sene 
854161

m inha
be-cihet-1
mevflcib-1 mllteka'idan-i 
sipah ve vaiife-i milrtezlka ve du‘a- 
guy&n 
fl yevm 
243

fi sene-l kamlle 
87480

lleyh
1486042

ber gart-1 
bazine 
fl sene 
631881

ber gart-1 
kili*  
fi sene 
854161
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iskele-i Akkerman ve bavfl?-! mukafa’a-i mezbure-i penclk-i usdra’ ve tevabl'JM  tdbi‘-i 
ne?aret-i m[ezbfire] der ‘uhde-i Ahmed beg el-mezbur ’ [anfit-taribi'l-merkum

ber mdceb-1 
gart-1 lltizdm 
fl sene 
1577777 

ber gart-1 
bazine 
fi sene 
777777

m lnhd
be-clhet-1
vaiife-i mfirtczika-i 
cevam l'-l Akkerman ve Bender

ber gart-1 
kild* 
fi sene 
800000

be-cihet-1 
mevacib-i badem-i 
mukata‘a-i mezbure ber 
muceb-1 ‘adet-1 kadim
fi yevm 

80

fi sene-l
kfimlle
28800

ve mQtekd'lddn 
ve gayrlh 
fi yevm

b e-c lh e t-1 
mevacib-l farlsan 
badem-i iskele-i mezbur

u du'd-giiydn neferen fi yevm

fi sene-1 
kdm llc 

168 60480
lley h  

1464017 
ber gart-1 ber gart-1
bazine fcilft1
fi sene fi sene
664017 800000

8 68

fi sene-1
kam lle
24480

m nkata‘a -1
iskele-i Kill ve pen;ik-l usara ve talyanha-1 mukata‘a-1 mezbure ve tevdbi'iha tabi‘-l 
neidret-1 mezbure der ‘uhde-i Abmed beg el-mezb&re *[anl]t-tdribri-mezbur

ber muceb-1 
gart-1 iltlzam 
fi sene 
2053333 

ber gart-1 ber gart-1
bazine
fi sene fi sene
533333 1550000

m lnhd
be-clhet-1 be-clhet-1
mevaclb-l vaiife-i mdtrezlka-l
badem-i muk&ta'a-l cevSml* ve ba‘?-i
mezbure ber muceb-1 miitekd'lddn ve du‘d-
‘adet-i kadim guyan-i sayire

fi yevm 

75

be-clhet-1 
yevmiye-1 b a ‘z -1 
mllrtezika kl '[an] 
gedilk-i kal‘e lbd&g 
kerde ve lskele dade 
fermude

fi sene-1
kdm lle
27000

fi yevm fi sene fi yevm

158 56880 60
lleyh  

1607853 
ber gart-i ber gart-i
bazine kild*
fi sene fi sene
397853 1210000

fi senc-i
kdm lle
21600

be-cihet-i 
megarlf-1 talyanha 
pig ez in  ber gart-1 
bazine ddde ve hdld 
ber gart-1 ktla* dade 
fermude 
fi sene-1 
kam lle 
340000
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fol. 3b 
m nkata‘a -1
iskele-i Ibrayil m a'a tevabl'lha tdbi‘-i neidret-i mezbure ‘[ani]t-taribi-'l-mezbur

ber muceb-i 
gart-i iltizam  
fl sene 
1214377 

ber gar{-i ber garf-i
bazine kfl&‘
fi sene fi sene
500000 714377

mlnhfl
be-clhet-1
mevaclb-l kadim-i buddam-i mukata‘a-1 
mezbure ber muceb-1 ‘adet-i kadim 
fi yevm fi sene-i kamlle
80 28800

be-clhet-1
vaiife-i mUrtezlka-l cam l'-i 
Ibrayil m a'a mfltekd'id-i m[ezburin]

lley h
1166857

ber garf-l 
bazine 
fi sene 
452480

fi yevm 
53

ber gart-l 
kila* 
fi sene 
714377

fi sene-i 
18720

kamlle

muk&ta‘a-l
beytii'l-mal-i 'am u ba??a-i kazd-i Kill 
ve Akkerman tabl'-l nezaret-1 mezbure 
' [anl] t-tarib l'l-m ezbur 

ber muceb-1
gart-1 lltizdm hem gart-1 bazine 
fl sene 
166666

muk&ta'a-l
zarar-i kaggdbiyye-1 iskeleha-i 
Kill ve Akkerman tab l'-l neiaret-i 
mezbure ‘[ani]t-taribl'l-m ezbur 

ber muceb-1
gart-1 lltizdm hem gart-i bazine
fi sene
51722

m u k ata 'a -1
zarar-i kaggablyye-i iskele-i Isakci ve TulCa 
ve Ma$ln ve g irsova m a'a tevabl'lha 
tab l'-l neidre t ‘[anl]t-taribl'l-m ezbur 

ber muceb-1
gart-1 Iltizam hem gart-i bazine 
fl sene 
88888

cem* 'an
mal-1 neiaret-i mezbure ‘[an] gart-i bazine u gart-i k ila ' 

ber muceb-i 
gart-i Iltizam 

fl sene 
6791085 

ber gart-i her gart-i
bazine k ria '
fl sene fi sene
2872537 3578538
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mlnha
‘[an] mal-l neZaret-i mezbure b'adtl'l-megartf mukarrere ber mucib-I 

'adet-i kadim klsily ineha ve mevaclb-i Ipld'-i mezkure 
6032046 

ber gart-i ber gart-i
bazine fciia'
fi sene fi sene
2435007 3578538

m ukata‘a-1
iskele-i Ozi ve Kil Burun tabi‘-i neiaret-i mezbure fi sene 1646662 akfa iltizam kerde 
ve hallya be mirmiran-1 Ozi bag dade glide ber muceb-i emr-1 gerif ‘[an] canlb-i hazret-i 
vezlr mligarlln lleyh

Marginal note: zikr ohnan iskelenlifi mahgul-1 gdmrOkl ve sayir rflsumaU Ozi 
beglerbegislne ojaqllq olub anjaq Mehmed pagaya ta'yin ollnmigdi haliya Mehmed paga 
kalkmak ile mahgul-i mezbur Ozi meremetlerinllfi mllhimmatlanna ve saylre 
qal'eleriiiff mllhimmatlanna ta 'y in  cknub qapudan paSa ha?retleri (arafmdan emr-l Serif 
yazflmlgdur fi 15 g[a‘ban] sene 1037 fi sene 146600

muharrir-1 vilayet Ozi kal'esin  tahrir eyledfikde ihtisab ve resm-1 bac u bazar; 
miriivaya mahgul kayd ldllb ve gilmrllk-1 em tl'a ve resm-i iskele-i geqdd-l Ozi miriye 
kayd ldllb igtlraken zabf mlite'asslr oldugindan ma'ada mukata'a-1 mezbure bi hagil 
olub m a'a ha?a mirliva Ozide oturmamagla cilmlesi miri iQlln ?abt olinurken iki senede 
ancafc yetmlg bid alfsa fcagil olub mirmlrfin Ju lian  Ozide oturmafc ikti?a itmekle 
kendllye mahgul fcayd olinan kendllye ?abt itdtlrilmek lazim gelflb ol-tafedlrce mirlye 
gey’-l kalil kalub ve b l'l-fi 'l mirmiran olan Mehmed paga kullan kapusi mlikemmel 
ugur-i hilmayuna gayret qeker kullan olmagla kendllye feagg olmak tizere emr-i gerif 
vlrilllb bundan sofira mirmiran olanlara emr-1 gerif lie virilOrse febiha ve ilia defterdar 
kullan iltlzama virmek lizere mahalline gerh virildi

fol. 4a 
m ukata‘a-1
iskele-i S lllstre ve iskele-i H irsova ve Kadi KOyi ve zarar-i kaggabiyye-i iskeleha-i 
mezbure ve milh-1 m iri k i 20000 akqasinufi3 ‘[an] canlb-1 Eflak avarand ve  resm -i 
pen(ik -i iskcle-i mezbure m a 'a  tevab l'lha  der 'unde-i Kasim beg m irliva-i K il Burun-i 
sabifc em in ber vech-1 iltizam

ber muceb-i 
gart-i iltizam hem gart-i bazine 

fi sene 
1000000 
mlnha

be-cibet-i be-cihet-i
mevacib-lpadim-i buddSm-1 m uhat'a-i mevaclb-l mUteVa'ldan-l slpah
mezbure ber muceb-i ‘adet-1 lfadlm ve du'a-guyan ve mtlrtezllfa-i ba‘?-i cevaml'
fi yevm fi sene-i k im lle fi yevm fi sene-i kamile
100 36000 310 111600

lle y h
852400

2In siyakat.

3In siyakat.
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nihade
ber vech-1 mtlnagafa

mafc&ta'a-l
lskeleha-i Nigboll ve Rahova ve Zigtovl ma‘a  penglk ve zarar-1 ka??abiyye-l lskeleha-i 
mezbure ve beytll'l-mai-l 'amme u b&99& der nezd-1 iskele-i m[ezbure] ve milh-1 miri 
4d000 akgasmufl4 ‘[an] canlb-i Eflak dvarand der ‘uhde-i Arslan yahudi emin-1 
mflltezim-1 sabik '[an] saklnin -1 Nigboli

ber muceb-1 
gart-i iltizam £ayr ez f<M 

mufyaraba-l klkan ve zlyade-i gart-i Iplfl*
fi sene 

1492337 
ber gart-i 
bazine 
fl sene 
1392337

minha
be-cihet-1
mevaclb-l milteka‘idan-i 
sipah ve cebeclyan ve gayruh 
ve m(lrtezika-l ba‘g-1 cevami' 
ve du‘a-guyan-1 siylre

ber gart-1 
kila* 
fl sene
100000

be-clhet-i 
mevacib-i Jjadem-i 
mukata‘a-1 mezbure ve 
megarif-1 mukarrere ber 
muceb-i ‘adet-1 Ipadim 
fl yevm fl sene-1 

kam lle 
ISO 54000

be-clhet-1
mflhimmat-1 gayka-i miri 
ki be-her seflne-i lskele-1 
mezbure dade lBzlm amade 
ber muceb-i 'adet-1 badim

fi yevm 

300

fl sene-i 
kam lle 
108000 
lleyh 

1320337

10000

ber gart-1 
bazine 
fl sene 
1220337

ber gart-1 
kila*
fi sene 
100000

muVata‘a-1
lskele-1 Ruscult ve iskele-1 
ke ‘an canlb-i Eflak 10000 
m(iltezim-i sabik

fl sene 
320303

be-clhet-1
mevacib-1 kadim-i b&dem-i mukata'-l 
mezbure ve megarlf ber muceb-i‘adet-1 
kadim ve muhasebat-i katfl 
f i yevm fl sene-i kamlle
60  21600

Tutrakan ma'a penglk-l lskele-1 m[ezbure] ve mllb-1 miri 
[ak(a]sinufi avarand der ‘uhde-i Arslan yahudi emin-i

ber muceb-i 
gart-i iltizam 

fl sene 
S80303

ber gart-1 
bazine

mlnha

ber gart-1 
bazine 
fl sene 
185663

ber gart-1 
kila* 
fi sene 
260000

be-cihet-1
mevacib-1 mllteka*idan-i sipah 
ve cebeclyan ve du‘a-guyan ve ba‘z-i 
miirtezlka-1 cevam l'-i gerife

ileyh
445603

fi yevm 
314

ber gart-1 
kila* 
fi sene 
260000

fl sene-1 
113040

kamlle

4In siyakat.
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fol. 4b 
m ukata‘a-i
beyttl’l-mal-1 ‘3mme u gagga ve mal-i g&ylb ve mal-i mefkud ve yava ve kafkun ve 
ctlrm u cln iyet ve gem* gane m a'a tevabl'lha der liva’-i Nlgboli ve Sllistre ve Cum'a 
Bflzftn ve Ala Klllsa ve Baba ve [jhrsova ve resm-i Jgantflriye-1 §umnl ve Tulca ve 
penglk-i usara ve gem* gane-1 Sllistre ve clzye-1 kefere-1 yava-1 Rum ve Ermeni ve 
Eflak; ve Bogdan der tagt-i iltlzam-i god ve karye-1 J i J t  j l  Derbent der kaza-1 Pravadl 
ve ^  ve Novasll ve tevabl'-l lpura’-i m[ezbflre] der ‘uhde-1 Ibrahim beg 'an 
ebna '-l slpahlySn emln-l sabik

ber mficeb-1 
gart-i iltizam hem gart-1 gazine 

fl sene 
486S00 
m lnha

be-clhet-1
mevacib-i gadem-1 muk&ta'-l 
mezbure ber muceb-i ‘adet-1 kadim 
fi yevm fi sene-i kamlle
100 36000

b e-c lh e t-1
mevacib-i mUteka'ldan-1 sipah 
ve cebeclyan ve du*a-guyan-i sayire 
ve mflrtezika-1 b a ‘z-i cevami‘-i gerife 
fl yevm fl sene-i kamlle
4 3 5  156600

lleyh
293900

m ukata‘a -1
iskele-i Balcik ve iskeie-1 KOstence ve Kara Qarman ve Mankaliye ve gaggha-i 
bakiyye-i gavdgg-i Mesih Paga ve Eski tstanbulluk ve beytfi'l-mal-i ‘amme ve gagga ve 
yava ve kagkun Ve gem* gane ve ctlrm u clnayet ve clzye-1 yavagSn-1 ka?a-i mezkurin 
der 'uhde-i ftoaa Vlrdl £avug emln-i sabik ‘[an] mugarremU'l-garam sene seb* ve geleg 
in ve elf

ber muceb-1 
gart-i Iltizam 

fl sene 
707000 
m lnha

b e-clhet-1be-clhet-1
mevacib-1 gadem-1 mukafa'-i mezbure 
m a'a  magarif mukarrere ber muceb-l*adet-l 
kadim
fl yevm fl sene-1 kamlle
160 57600

lleyh
500000

mevaclb-i m iiteka'ldan-l sipah ve 
cebeclyan ve gayruh miirtezika-i ba‘z-i 
cevaml‘-l gerife ve du‘a-guyan-1 sayire 
fl yevm fl sene-i kamlle
415 149400

m ukata‘a-i
gagg-l nefs-1 Ruscuk m a'a tevabl’lha '[an] 
evvel-i nevruz el-valfi' fi5 recebtt'l- 
mtlxecceb sene 1037 

fl sene
hem gart-i gazine 
100000

ziyade-i
clzye-1 evkaf-i knrS’-i Mlgal ‘All Beg 
der nefs-i Pllevna m a'a tevabl'lha 
vaclb ‘[an] gurre-1 [rama?a]n sene 1037 
lia gayet-1 g[a*ban] sene 1038 
gane cizye
400 64000

fi
160

5In the original there is a blank space here.
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clzye-1
gebran-l vilayet-1 Ibrayil m a'a cizye-i yavagan-i kcfcre-1 
ka?&’-l mezbure ki ‘[an] neifiret-i Isabel ifriz  gtlde ve 
ber vech-1 makfu* m a'a agl-i cizye ve gullamiye-1 agl-i 
clzye-1 gebrdn-1 Ozi mahsub 9tide fermude ba ferman-i 
ha?ret-l vezlr-i mtlgartln lleyh vflclb ‘[an] gurre-1 [rama?a]n 
sene [10]36 11& gayet-1 g[a‘ban] sene 1037 

fi sene
m aktd'an ‘[an] yed-1 ah&li-i kura‘-i m[ezbure]

330000

el-m ecm d'
fUrubt-i mukata‘at-1 mezkurin ve cizye-1 mezburin 

fi sene 
11551225 

ber gart-1

fol. 5a 

be-clhet-1
mevaclb-l Vadim ve 
meg&rlf-i muVarrere-i 
mukata‘at-i mezbure 
fi sene 
344600

bazine 
fi sene 
7272687

ber gart-i 
Vilfi' 
fi sene 
4278535

m lnha
be-cihet-1
mevacib-1 mtlteVa'ldan-i 
sipah ve cebeclyan ve 
mtlrtezika-1 cevami‘-l gerife 
m a'a megarif-i gayka-i Nigboll 
fi sene 
928280

gahfj lleyh 
fi sene 

9938345 
ber gart-1 ber garf-i
bazine kila*
5999807 3938538
el-kasr
ber gart-1 b&ztae ber gart-1 Vila* 
289 8428

b e-cihet-1
m evaclb-l t&ty&nha-l
Kill ber gart-1 dade
fermude
fi sene
340000

tabriren fi gurre-1 muharremU'I-haram sene seb* ve selasin ve elf6

6Below this date there are three kuyurukli imzas and a seal of Ibrahim, Tuna defterdar.
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translation

fol. lb7 
Mukata'a of
the public and private beytU'l-mal and the yava and the kagkun and the cUrm and cinayet and badihava ve 
their dependencies assigned for the ocakltk of the troops of Ozi [and] contracted to the mentioned notables 
[i.e., the officials in charge of the mukata'at in the main body of the text below].

in a year 
509,833

ferii nihade §ud ileyh
in a year in a year
309,833 200,000

The mentioned five yOks [i.e, 5 x 100,000] and nine thousand eight hundred thirty three akga, assigned as 
ocakltk, they [i.e., the eminsl] took hold of and they deducted t!-.~ceyfifcs and nine thousand eighty three 
akga.

From the revenues of
of the talyan given over by the Wallacian voyvoda ‘[an] canib-i voyvoda-1 Eflak dade 

in a year
100,000.

Taken hold of by the Wallacian beg.
Given to the repairs of the YergOgi fortress.

Mukata'a of
the gem hane of the liva of Sllistre which the reaya abolished with [the confirmation of] a firman.

in a year
30,000

abolished [as a tax obligation] of the reaya

fol. 2a
The shah Murad, son of the khan Ahmed, always the victorious! (tugra) 

fol. 2b
This register is to be acted upon and hereafter it is not to be altered or changed (hatt-i humayun).

Register of
ocakltks for fortresses in the Ozi eyalet [assigned] from among the mukata'at of Tuna which are in 
accordance with the condition of the treasury (gart-i hazine) and the condition of the fortresses (gart-i 
kda1); [mukata'at] which the lofty vizier and kapudan [paga] Hasan Pasha—may the exalted God prolong 
his greatness!—with the hatt-i humayun that is tied to felicity had newly surveyed and inspected and which 
he assigned. [And with this, a register of] the annual salaries of the abovementioned [fortresses. Valid] 
from 1 Muharram the blessed in the year one thousand thirty seven (12 September 1627). 
ocakltks of the fortresses of the eyalet of Ozi from among die mukata'at of Tuna in accordance with the 
condiddon of the treasury (gart-i hazine) and the condidon of the fortresses (gart-i kda1), which vizier 
Hasan Pasha-may the exalted God prolong his greatness!--with the hatt-i hUmayun that is ded to felicity, 
had newly surveyed and inspected and assigned, and of annual salaries of the abovemendoned [fortresses. 
Valid] from 1 Muharram the blessed in the year one thousand thirty seven (12 September 1627). 
annual salary (salyane) of annual salary of annual salary of
the mirmiran of Ozi the defterdar of the said treasury the mirliva of Kil Burun and
in a year in a year [holder] of the kapudanlik of Ozi
400,000 300,000 in a year

100,000

7See n. 1.
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To the old fortress of the town of Ozi and the new fortress of the Ozi and the new palanka and of the 
aforementioned [i.e., Ozi] and the new fortress of Hasan Pasha which Is newly built and the fortress of Kil 
Burun in accordance with the correct register which has been submitted to the threshold of felicity [i.e., the 
Porte] and a copy of which is deposited in the fortress of Ozi and the wages [recorded] in it have been ordered 
to be given from the §art-i hazine of the aforementioned mukata'at.
men
1,567

inaday 
14,637

in
885
day
4,011

in
855
day
10,626

the fixed [wages] 
in a full year 
5,053,996

fortress of
Bender--from the mentioned gart-i hazine

fortress of
Akkerman and the Yamk palanka- 
from the gart-i kila'

troops troops
511 512

inaday el-mukarrer inaday el-mukarrer
3307 in a full year 3399 in a full year

in in 1,288,350 in in 1,175,762
885 855 885 855
day day day day
1,271 1,994 1,192 2,207

fortress of fortress of
Kili-from the gart-i kila' ibrail-from the gart-i kila'

troops troops
314 148

inaday el-mukarrer inaday el-mukarrer
2,218 in a full year 840 in a full year

fi fi 814,656 i n . in 291,164
885 855 885 855
day day day day
1575 743 407 433

fortress of fortress of
Ruscuk-firom the gart-i kila' Nigboli-from the gart-i kila'

troops troops
20 53

inaday el-mukaner inaday el-mukarrer
80 in a full year 289 in a full year

in 28,320 in in 111,058
885 885 855
day day day

185 104

fortress of fortress of
dU ; j i ^ - f r o m  the gart-i kila' Rahova-from the gart-i kila'

troops troops
16 102

inaday el-mukarrer inaday el-mukarrer
85 in a full year 563 in a full year

in 29,990 200,810
885
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new fortress of 
Tulca--from the sart-i hazine

troops 
63

In a day el-mukarrer
319 in a full year

in 112,926
885

sum of
the wages and annual salaries-from the sart-i

9930206 
from the sart-i 
hazine 
in a year 
3,930,110

fol. 2b 
Mukata'at:
The listed ocakliks, which are for the salaries (salyaneha ve mevacib) of the troops of the aforementioned 
fortresses, have been assigned by his excellence, the above mentioned vizier [and] they go into effect on the 
first of the sacred month of Muharram in the year one thousand thirty seven.

The supervision (nezaret) over
the docks of tsakci, Tulca, Ma^in, Akkerman, Kill and tbrail together with the pengik of enslaved captives 
(esir) for the aforementioned docks is under contract to nazir Ahmed Beg, the previous mir liva of 
Akkerman; [he] is the naztr of the aforementioned mukata'as as of the aforementined date.

fol. 2b 
Mukata'a of
the port (iskele) of tsakci and Tulca and Ma?in and their dependancies, subject to the aforementined nezaret 
in the contract of the aforementioned naztr Ahmed Beg.

in accordance with the 
condition of the iltizam 
in a year 
1,638,322

from the sart-i from the sart-i
hazine ktia'
in a year in a year
784,161 854,161

[subtract] from the above 
for for
the wages of the hadem of the the wages of the retired
aforementioned mukata'a in accordance with sipahi and pensions of the mUrtezika
ancient custom andduaguyan
in a day in a full year in a day in a full year
180 54,800 243 87,480

[remaining] to the above 
1,486,042 

from the sart-i from the §art-i
hazine kila'
in a year in a year
631,881 854,161

hazine and from the sart-i kila'

from the sart-i 
kila '  
in a  year 
6,000,096

cemaat of
farisan, servants of the treasury of Tuna- 
from the sart-i hazine 

troops 
15

in a day el-mukarrer
07 4*% ~ A.11y ! u ioiuu jfvoi

33,174
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Mukata'a  of
the port of Akkerman and havas of the aforementioned mukata'a of the pengik upon captives and their 
dependencies subject to the abovementioned nezaret In the contract of the aforementioned Ahmed Beg from 
the above-written date.

In accordance with 
Sart-i iltizam 
in a year 
1,577,777

from the sart-i from the sart-i
hazine kila'
in a  year in a year
777,777 800,000

for
the wages of the hadem of the 
aforementioned mukata'a in 
accordance with the above ancient 
custom
in a day in a full year
80 28,800

[subtract] from the above
for
pensions of the murtezika of 
mosques of Akkerman and Bender 
and of the mUtekaids and duaguyan 
and others
in a day in a full year
168 60,480

for
the wages of the farisan-i 
hadem of aforementioned port 
troops in a day in a com-
8 68 plete year

24,480

[remaining] to the above 
1,464,017 

from the sart-i 
hazine 
in a year 
664,017

from the sart-i 
kila' 
in a year 
800,000

M ukata'a of
the port of Kill and pengik upon captives and talyans of the aforementioned mukata'a and their 
dependencies subject to the abovementioned nezaret in the contract of the aforementioned Ahmed Beg from 
the above-written date.

in accordance with 
Sart-i iltizam 
in a year 
2,053,333

from the sart-i from the sart-i
hazine kila'
in a year in a year
533,333 1,550,000

[subtract] from the above 
forfor

the wages of the 
hadem of the aforemen
tioned mukata'a in 
accordance with the 
ancient custom

in a day in a full 
year

75 27,000

for
the pensions mutrezikas 
of mosques and some 
other duaguyan

the daily wages of some 
murtezikas who were 
[established] upon geduks 
of the fortress and ordered 
to beattached to the port

in a day in a full inaday  In a full
year year

158 56,880 60 21,600
[remaining] to the above 

1,607,853 
from the sart-i from the sart-i
hazine kila'
in a year in a year
397,853 1,210,000

for
the salaries of the talyan 
fishermen who prior to 
this were subject to the 
Sart-i hazine and now 
are ordered to be subject 
to the sart-i kila' 
in a fu ll 
year
340,000
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fol. 3b 
Mukata'a  of
the port of Ibrail with its dependencies, subject to the aformentioned nezaret from the aforementioned date

in accordance with a 
Sart-i iltizam 
in a year 
1,214,377 

from the sart-i from the sart-i
hazine kila '
in a year in a year
500,000 714,377

[subtract] from the above
far for

in a day 
53

the wages of the old hadem of the afore
mentioned mukata'a in accordance with ancient custom 
in a day in a full year
80 28,800

[remaining] to the above 
1166857

from the sart-i from the sart-i
hazine kila'
in a year in a year
452,480 714,377

pension of mUrtezikas of the mosque of 
Ibrail with that of the aforementioned miite'kaid

in a  full year 
18,720

Mukata'a of
public and private beytul-m al of the kaza of Kill 
and Akkerman, subject to the nezaret of the afore
mentioned from the aforementioned date

in accordance with the 
Sart-i iltizam, [which is] all sart-i hazine 
in a year 
166,666

Mukata'a  of
zarar-i kasabiyye of the ports of 
Kill and Akkerman, subject to the 
nezaret of the aforementioned from the 
aforementioned date 

in accordance with the 
Sart-i iltizam, [which is] all sart-i hazine 
in a year 
51,722

Mukata'a of
zarar-i kasabiyye of the port of isakci and Tulca 
and Mafin and Hirsova with their dependencies 
subject to the nezaret of the aforementioned 
from the aforementioned date 

in accordance with the 
sart-i iltizam, [which is] all sart-i hazine 
in a year 
88,888

Altogether from the
revenues of the nezaret of the aforementioned from the sart-i hazine and sart-i kda'

in accordance with the 
Sart-i iltizam 

in a year 
6,791,085 

from the sart-i from the sart-i
hazine kila‘
in a year in a year
2,872,537 3,578,538

[subtract] from the above 
of the revenues of the nezaret of the aforementioned after [payment] of the fixed wages in 

accordance with ancient custom, [remainder is for] the salaries and wages of the aforementioned fortresses
6,032,046
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from the sart-i from the sart-i
hazine kila '
In a year in a year
2,435,007 3,578,538

Mukata'a of
the port of Ozi and Kil Burun, [had previously been] made a 164,666 akga-a-year iltizam subject to the 
imzir-ship of the aforementioned [Ahmed]. Now it has been given as a hass to the mir miran of Ozi in 
accordance with an emr-i serif issued by the aforesaid vizier [Hasan Pasha].

Marginal note: The collection of the gUmrUk and other taxes of the mentioned port has been an ocaklik 
for the Ozi beglerbegi, that is, it was assigned to Mehmed Pasha. But now, with the removal of Mehmed 
Pasha, an emr-i serif has been written by his majesty’s [slave], the kapudan pasa, on 15 Shab'an in the 
year 1037 [20 April 1628] assigning the abovementioned revenue to the supplies for the Ozi repairs and to 
the supplies of other fortresses. [Revenue] in a year, 146,600.

When the provincial surveyor (muharrir-i vilayet) registered the Ozi fortress [complex] he registered the 
ihtisab [tax] and the resm-i bac and bazari to be collected by the [Ozi] mir liva and registered the gumruk 
on goods and the port tax of the Ozi ford to [be collected by ]the state. However, because it was difficult 
[for these dues] to be jointly held, thereafter the abovementioned mukata'a became unprofitable. To add to 
this, the trarliva did not [even] reside in Ozi. Therefore all of it [i.e., the mukata'a] was taken over for the 
state. However, in two years it only gave a revenue of seventy five thousand akga. [So,] his majesty’s 
slave, the [Ozi] mir miran was required to reside in Ozi and because of this it was necessary to bind [die 
entire mukata'a] to him. With that situtation, little [revenue] remained for the state but because the current 
mir miran, his majesty’s slave, Mehmed Pasha [and] his household are zealous slaves in carrying out 
perfect imperial service, [the mukata'a] has been given to him by an emr-i serif. Henceforth, if [the 
mukata'a] is given to those who are mir mirans, so much the better. And if not, upon being given as an 
iltizam by his majesty's slave, the defterdar, will have explained in its place [in the register].

fol. 4a
Mukata'a of
the port of Silistre and the port of Hirsova and Kadi KOyi and zarar-i kassabiyye of the aforementioned 
ports and state saltworks which yield 20,000 akga9 which is brought by Wailachians and pengik of the 
aforementioned ports with their dependencies in the contract of Kasim Beg, previous mir liva of Kil Burun 
[and now] emin by iltizam

in accordance with the 
Sart-i iltizam, [which is] all sart-i hazine 

in a year
1,000,000 

[subtract] from the above 
for for
traditional wages of servants of the the wages of sipahi mutekaidan
aforementioned mukata'a in accordance with and duaguyan and mUrtezika of some mosques
ancient custom
in a day in a full year in a day in a full year of
100 36,000 310 111,600

[remaining] to the above 
852,400

8In siyakat.
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Mukata'a of
the ports of Nigboll and Rahova and Zi§tovi with pengik and zarar-i kassabiyye of the aforementioned 
ports and public and private beyt&'l-mal in the aformentioned port and the state salt works [which amounts 
to] 40,000 akgas9 given by the Wallachians; in the contract of Arslan Yahudl previous emin of the 
multezims of the dwellers of Nigboll

in accordance with 
gart-i iltizam gayr ez fiiru nihade 

muharaba (?) of kikan (?) and ziyade of the gart-i kila' on the basis of half and half (? [miinasafa
in a year

1.492.337
from the gart-i from the gart-i
hazine kila'
in a year in a year
1.392.337 100,000 

[subtract] from the above
for
wages of the mutekaid 
sipahis and cebecis and others 
and mUrtezika of some mosques 
and other duaguyan 
in a day in a full year
300 108,000

[remaining] to the above
1.320.337 

from the gart-i 
hazine 
in a year
1.220.337

for
wages of the hadem of the 
aforementioned mukata'a and 
regular expenses according to 
ancient custom
in a day 
150

in a full year 
54,000

for
supplies of state gaykas 
as ancient custom required 
that [a gayka] be given to each 
ship o f the port

10,000

from the gart-i 
kila' 
in a year 
100,000

Mukata'a of
the port of Ruscuk and the the port of Tutrakan with pengik of the aforementioned port and state salt works 
for which 10,000 [akgas] were brought by the Wallachians; in the contract of Arslan Yahudl [who was 
also] previous emin of the multezims.

in accordance with 
gart-i iltizam 

in a year 
580,303

from the gart-i from the gart-i
hazine kila'
in a year in a year
320,303 260,000

[subtract] from the above 
forfor

the wages of the old servants of the aforementioned 
mukata'a and expenses in accordance with ancient 
custom and kadi’s accounts 
in a day in a full year
60 21,600

the wages of the mUtekaid sipahis 
and cebecis and duaguyan and some 
murtezikas of holy mosques 
in a day in a full year
314 113,040

[remaining] to the above 
445,603

from the gart-i from the gart-i
hazine kila'
in a year in a year
185,663 260,000

9In siyakat.
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fol. 4b 
Mukata'a  of
public and private beytWl-mal and of gayib and mefkud revenues and yava and kagkun and cUrm and 
cinayet and gem hane with their dependencies in the livas of Nigboll and Silistre and Cuma Bazan and Ala 
Kilisa and Baba Dagi and Hirsova and resm-i kantariye of §umni and Tulca and pengik upon captives and 
gem hane of Silistre and yava cizye for Greek and Armenian and Wallachian and Moldavian Infidels under 
the iltizam-i hod and karye of j!  Derbent in the kaza of Pravadi and and Novasil and
dependencies of aforerneniioned villages in the contract of tbrahim Beg of the sipahi sons, [who was also] 
the previous emin.

in accordance with 
gart-i iltizam, [which is] all gart-i hazine 

in a year 
4S6500 

[subtract] from the above 
for for
the wages of the servants of the aforementioned the wages of the mutekaid sipahis
mukata 'a in accordance with ancient custom and cebecis and other duaguyan
in a day in a full year and mUrtezikas of some holy mosques
100 36,000 in a  day in a full year

435 156,600
[remaining] to the above 

293,900

Mukata'a of
the port of Balcik and the port of Kdstence and Kara Harman and Manqaliye and havass of arrears of the 
havass of Mesih Pasha and of Eski istanbulluk and the public and private beytu'l-mal and yava and 
kagkun and gem' hane and curm and cinayet and yava cizye of the aforementioned kazas-ln  the contract 
of Hoda Virdi £avu§, [also] previous emin, from the first of Muharram in the year [one thousand and] thirty 
seven;

in accordance with 
gart-i iltizam 

in a year
707.000 

[subtract] from the above
for for
the wages of the servants of the aforementioned the wages of the sipahi mutekaids and
mukata'a with the regular expenses in accordance cebecis and other murtezika of some
with ancient custom holy mosques and other duaguyan
in a day in a  full year in a day in a full year
160 57,600 415 149,400

[remaining] to the above
500.000

Mukata'a of Ziyade
hass of the town of Ruscuk with its dependencies cizye of evkaf of the villages of of Mihal Ali
first of the new year (nevruz) which falls on10 of Beg in the town of Pilevna with their
Receb the venerable in the year 1037 dependencies due from the first of Ramadan in the

year 1037 until the last of §a‘ban in the year 1038
in a year
all gart-i hazine households (hane) cizye
100,000 400 64,000

at
160

10In the original there is a blank space here.
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Cizye-i
gebran of the vilayet of Ibrail with yava-i cizye of the infidels 
of the aforementioned kaza which has been removed from the 
nezaret of tsakci and [became payable] as a lump sum (maktu*) 
including the base (asl) of cizye and the gullamiye of [this] cizye-i 
gebran of Ozi; this was ordered by the firman of his excellency, the 
aforementioned vizier to be due from the first of [Ramazajn in the 
year [10]36 until the last of §[a‘ban] in the year 1037 

in a year
by lump sum from the hands of the people of the aforementioned village

330,000.

The sum total
[value of the] auctioning off of the abovementioned mukata'at and aforementioned cizye

in a year 
11,551,225 

upon the sart-i upon the sart-i
hazine kila'
in a year in a year
7,272,687 4,278,535

fol. 5a

for
the wages of the aged [i.e., 
retired] and regular expenses 
of the aforementioned mukata'at 
in a year 
344,600

[subtract] from the above
for
the wages of the sipahi mUtekaids 
and cebecis and the mUrtezikas of the 
holy mosques with the expenses of the 
saykas of Nigboll 
in a year 
928,280

it is correct (sahh): [remaining] to the above 
in a year 

9,938,345
upon the sart-i upon the sart-i
hazine kila'
5,999,807 3,938,538
ei-kesir
upon the sart-i hazine 
289

for
the wages of the talyan fisher 
men of Kill ordered to be 
given from the sart-i kila' 
in a year 
340,000

upon the sart-i kila' 
8,428

written on the first of Muharram the blessed in the year one thousand thirty seven (12 September 1627).11

1 ̂ e lo w  this date there are three signatures (kuyurukh imza) and a seal (muhr) of Ibrahim, Tuna defterdar.
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TT 751. Muster registers (yoklama defteri) of timariots mobilized for campaigns In Ozi and Kefe in 1036 
and 1037/1627 and 1628.

partial text

p. 1
defter tylne-1 'fimirede Ijifi 
ohnmakdur 12 [R am aifln  scne 
[10]3712

bill otuz a lb  senesinde vezir-1 agaf-ray kapudan Hasan paga hazretlerl Ozi muhafaiasina 
be ka l'e  blnasma ta 'y ln  olinub me’mur olan clviyede ze'Umet ve tlm&n olub jjidmetde 
mevciid bulman gedUlkU ve gedllksUz mttteferrlka ve kUttfib ve gavng ve ogullari ve 
katlb saglrdlerl ve sdyir zu‘am§ ve erbah-i timarflfl yoklamasi defterldUr

cem a‘a t-1 
snUteferrlkagfin ve kuttab 

yekun 
neferen 

97
gedttklU gcddksilz

20  77

cem ft'at-l 
mliteferrlka ve savug-zadegan 

ve gaglrdan-1 kuttab 
yekun 

neferen 
111

yOz on blr neferdUr

liv a ’-i
S ilis tre
yekun

263
lkl ydz altmig 11$ neferdUr

liv a ’-i
V idln
yekun

189
yUz seksen {olfuz neferdUr

liv a ’-i
V lze

yekun
29

yigirml tokuz neferdUr

cemU‘a t-1
favngUn
yekun

neferen
179

gedUklO gedUksUz
21 150

cem&'aM 
mUteferrika ve favug ve gayn kl 
ba evUmir-1 gerife memur gudand 

yekun 
neferen 

26
ylglrml alti neferdUr

liva’-i
N igbo ll
yekun

258
lkl yttz elll yedl neferdUr

liva’-i
Cirm en
yekun

92
(olfsan lkl neferdUr

liva’-i 
£irfc Killse 

yekun 
13

on U( neferdUr

12A note in another hand, written at an angle to the foUowlng heading.
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liv&’-l
tzvo rn ik

yekun
215

lkl yttz on beg neferdUr

cemfi‘a t-1
m a'zu lan

yekun
12

on lkl neferdUr

cemft'aM
Tulca
yekun

21
ylglrmi blr neferdUr

cemfi‘a t-1
akm ciyan

yekun
41

kirk blr neferdUr

cem&llat-l 
ba'z-1 kesdn kl cebelU dade end

p. 3

c e m a n
nsferen

1582
bill beg yttz seksen lkl neferdUr 

blU be; yttz seksen lkl nefer yokl&nmtgdur

cemS'at-1 
mflteferrlfcalardur ve kfitlbler

Nigboll ve Silistre ve Tirhala 
ve Teke ve Hamit13 

mttteferrlka Huseyn veled-1 hazret-1 vezir Hasan paga kapudan 
tab l‘-i N igboll 

ve gayrlh 
93694
kanun Uzere jebelttlerln lgdUrmlgdttr

Nigboll ve Silistre 
mttteferrlka Beklr veled-i lja?ret-i vezir-1 mfig&run lleyh 
j  tabi **1 I * £f 
ve gayrlh 
49320 (?) 
yekfln 
50000
kanun ttzere jebelttlerln IgdOrmlgdttr

(jlrsova ve Paga 
ve Silistre ve gayrlh 

katib r e ’lsttT -kttttam
sabika ...(?)
. . . tabi‘-i . . . tabl‘-l
ve gayrlh
73000

13Such a list of place-names is occurs above nearly every entry; it is written in divani at an angle to the 
entry in a different hand.
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Nigboll ve Vldln ve Tlrfcala 
StlleymSn aga ber mflteferrikagan-i der gah-i ‘all

Ui4 tabi‘-i Nigboll 
ve gayrlh 
80464

Koca l_ l l.. I 
Mehmed aga ber mflteferrlkagan-i sabik 
...‘an Mehmed paga el-merhum
JJL l; tabi‘-i 
ve gayrlh 
20000

Nigboll ve Mentege (?)
‘Omar (?) mdteferrllfia ‘[an] mllteferrlfcan-l der gah 
. . . Cum 'a tabl‘-i . . . 
ve gayrlh 
48000

Mora be Harman ve KOstendll 
SinSn mtlteferrllpa ‘[an] der g8h
. . . tabl‘4 . . .
ve gayrlh 
10000 (?)

Mehmed mflteferrlfca ‘[an] der gah-1 'all 
. . . tabl‘-l . . .
. . . ve gayrlh
46229
yekun

. . . ve KOstendll ve. . .
Rujvan mttteferrlka ‘[an] der gah-i ‘all

tabiM ......
ve gayrlh 
80000 
yekQn 
100000

j  (j-* I
katlb Mehmed ‘[an] katlban-i defter-1 bahanl 
ve m0 teferrlha-i der gah-1 ‘all 
Haci Mehmed (?) u ^ j ^ O g l i  
$ i? r  tabl‘-l a Ua I
ve gayrlh 
57999 
yekun 
100000
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yekfln
neferen

20

gedflksflz mflteferrika ve k&tiblerdflr

Nigboll ve Paga ve Koca 1_11j I 
Hflseyn efenl ‘[an] kfltiban-1 divin 
ve mflteferrika ‘[an] der gah-i ‘ali

j j L tabi‘-i cemovi
ve gayrlh 
43900 
yekun 
100000

tzvornik
mflteferrika Ibrahim ‘[an] mfltefemkagin-i der gah-1 ‘all

y  y  £ tab! -1
ve gayrlh 
3000

Silistre
mflteferrika Ibrahim aga ‘[an] mfltefemkagin-1 mezburan (?)

j j  tabl‘-i f .3 I j  
ve gayrlh 
41000

mflteferrika Mugtafa veled-1 vezir Hasan paga

l y y l i y j  tflbl* J I A
ve gayrlh 
96600 
yekun 
100000

p. 42
Hfive

vezir-1 flgaf-ra ‘lzzetltt kapudan Hasan paga bill otuz yedl seneslnde £inm bamni lciasa 
me’mur olduklannda ta'yin olinan tavflyif-i ‘askerden Kefede lnhlz&m bulan (abur 
fyidmetinde ve ban lclasmda ve Ozi muhflfaiasinda mevcud bulinanlarufi yoklamasidur 
fi sene-i seb* ve gelasin ve elf

p. 45
makalhna va?‘ olinub Iflzlm 
oldukda mflrflca'at olinmak14

cemfl'at-i 
mfltefemkagfln-1 der gah-1 ‘all

[16 entries]

14A note in another hand, written at an angle to the following heading.
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yekUn
neferen

16
on alts neferdUr

cem & 'at-i 
kfitlb&n-l div&n-i hUmSyun

[10 entries] 
on neferdUr

p. 46
cem & 'at-l 

cavug&n-l der gUh-1 ‘All
[39 entries] 

on fokuz neferdUr

p. 47
cemU*at-l 

$avug z&degan
[30 entries]

cem&’a t-l 
mUteferrlka zadeg&n 

[3 entries]

pp. 48-50
llv&’ -i  

S il is t r e
[211 entries]

l lv a ’ -i
V ld ln

[10 entries]

llvU’-l
P r lz r ln
[1 entry]15 

yalniz b lr  neferdUr

l lv a ’-l
V ttlgetrln

[1 entry] 
yalniz b lr neferdUr

liv ft’-l
Q lrm en

[34 entries]

l lv a ’-l
Iskenderlye

[3 entries]

15Alongside the first entry there are three more empty entries with beyaz (“white [i.e., empty]") written in 
them.

p. 51 

p. 52
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pp. 54-55 
l iv a ’-i

p. 56

Izvornik
[206 entries]

liv&’-i
Nigboll
[9 entries]

p. 57
Kefede ban iclflsmda fyidmetde bnlinub donanma-yi hfltnflyfin lie ‘avdet idenler ve 
vilzera-yi ‘14am [jidmetinde olanlardur

cemg’at-i
m tlteferrlkdn

[16 entries]

cemd‘at-1 
katiban-1 div&n-i hilmayun 

[9 entries]

cem&‘at-i
gavugan-i der gfih-i ‘fill ve gavug zfldeg&n

[27 entries]

p. 58
cem a‘at-1 

zu‘am& ve erb&b-l tlmflr 
[45 entries]

(muhiir)

translation 

p. 1
To be preserved in the imperial house of 
registers 12 Ramadan 1037 (8 May 1628).

As in the year one thousand thirty six, his excellency, the wise vizier [and] kapudan Hasan Pasha was 
assigned to the defense of Ozi and fortress construction, this is a muster register of the zeamet and timar[- 
holding] gediikld and gedUksUz muteferrikas and scribes and gavu$es and their sons and the scribal 
apprentices and other zuama' and timariots from the livas who were assigned to this service.

p. 2
regiment of regiment of

miiteferrikas ve scribes gavug&s
total total
men men
97 179

gediikld geduksdz gediikld geduksuz
20 77 21 150

regiment of regiment of
mdteferrikas and sons of gavuges mttteferrikas and gavuges and others who

and apprentices of scribes were appointed [to the campaign] by emr-i gerifs
total total
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men
111

one hundred eleven men

liva of
Silistre

total
263

two hundred sixty three men

liva of 
Vidin 
total 
189

one hundred eighty nine men

liva of 
Vize 
total 
29

twenty nine men

liva of
tzvomik

total
215

two hundred fifteen men

regiment of 
dismissed [sipahis] 

total 
12

twelve men

men
26

twenty siz men

liva of 
Nigboll 

total 
257

two hundred fifty seven men

liva of 
Cirmen 

total 
92

ninety two men

liva of 
Kirk Kilise 

total 
13

thirteen men

regiment of 
Tulca 
total 
21

twenty one men

regiment of 
akmcis 

total 
41

forty one men

p. 42

regiment of 
some were cebeliI

altogether
men
1582

one thousand eighty two men 

one thousand eighty two men mustered

He

This is a muster register of the year one thousand thirty seven of those present troops who were assigned to 
the camp (tabwr) that found victory in [the mission] to enthrone [the new] khan and were present in the 
defense of Ozi in the year one thousand thrity seven when the wise vizier kapudan Hasan Pasha was 
appointed to enthrone the [new] Crimean khan.

p. 45
[this register] is to be put in its proper place 
and referred to when necessary1®

16A note in another hand, written at an angle to the following heading.
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regiment of 
muteferrskas of the Sublime Porte 

[16 entries]

total
men
16

sixteen men

regiment of 
scribes of the Sublime Porte 

[10 entries]

p. 46
regiment of 

gavuges of the Sublime Porte 
[39 entries]

p. 47
regiment of 
gavug sons 
[30 entries]

regiment of 
mUteferrika sons 

[3 entries]

pp. 48-50
liva of 
Silistre 

[211 entries]

p. 51
liva of 
Vidin 

[10 entries]

p. 52
liva of 
Prizrin 

[1 entry]17

liva of 
VUlfetrin 
[1 entry]

p. 53
liva of 
£lrmen 

[34 entries]

17Alongside the first entry there are three more empty entries with bey&z (“white [i.e., empty]'*) is written 
in them.
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liva of 
iskenderiye 
[3 entries]

pp. 54-55
liva of 

Izvomik 
[206 entries]

p. 56
liva of 

Nigboli 
[9 entries]

p. 57
Those who served in the installation of the khan at Kefe and returned with the imperial fleet and who were 
in the service of great viziers.

regiment of 
muteferrikas 
[16 entries]

regiment of 
scribes of the imperial divan 

[9 entries]

regiment of 
gavugts of the Sublime Porte and gavu§ sons 

[27 entries]

p. 58
regiment of 

ze'amet- and rimar-holders 
[25 entries]

0mUhUr)
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GLOSSARY

Abbreviations
A  = Arabic 
It = Italian 
G = Greek 
O = Ottoman 
P = Persian 
S = Slavic 
T = Turkic

'ahdname

akga

u  a** A,P, “oath letter,” a document issued by the sultan to foreign 
ambassadors granting peace (includes the words ‘ahd u aman, 
referring to the “oath and amnesty” that the sultan granted to the 
country “asking” for peace; inalcik, “Power Relationships” 202-3); 
foreign states, e.g., the Commonwealth considered 'a. as a peace 
treaty (przymierze) between equal states.

O, “asper,” a small silver coin which served as a common coin of 
account in Ottoman currency. In the first half of the seventeenth 
century it went through periods of drastic devaluation and its rates 
fluctuated widely. According to one contemporary list of coin 
equivalents, from the early 1620s to the late 1630s its value fell from 
150 per gold piece to 250 (Sahilllioglu, “Raici”; also Gerber, 
“Monetary System”).

akinci .S i O, “raider," light Ottoman cavalry settled on the frontier in Europe,
used for raiding the across the frontier, as well as to harass the enemy 
during campaigns.

aklam  

alay begi

f  z 2 1 A, plural of kalem.

S,- ^  v i O, a sipahi officer under the sancakbegi responsible for mustering
timariots of his sancak.

'am i j  - t« A, a tax collector, in the classical Ottoman tax-farming system a tax-
farmer l.e., an person who contracts to deliver on piedeterimed 
intervals a given sum for from the revenues of a mukata'a or 
mukata'at; in seventeenth sources 'a. appear more often as 
employees hired by emin to collect the tax-farm revenues that were 
contracted to the latter.
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arpalik

‘avariz

'azeb

badihava

bailo

ba§tarda

bedel-i mekari 

beglerbegi

beglerbegilik 

beg gemisi

berat

be§lu

beytu'l-mal

birun

<j j i  O, “barley field or bln,” a sancak assigned to a governor or other
official who was temporarily out of office (ma'zul); the district's hass 
revenue saved him as a temporary stipend.

i j e  A, extraordinary supplemental re'ay a taxes levied in emergencies,
e.g. time of war.

i  * A, “bachelor,” a  type of light infantry armed with muskets and based
in fortresses (Inalcik, “Diffusion of Fire-arms,” p. 199); of local 
origin, and originally unmarried, they were usually paid with of local 
funds or ocaklik funds (Murphey, “Ottoman Army,” p. 178); 'a. 
were also based on ships as marines.

i jp jL P, "windfall," occasional or miscellaneous fees, fines or customs
dues, e.g., bridal tax (Murphey, Memorandum, p. 245).

It, "bailiff," term used for ambassadors of the Venetian Republic, in 
Ottoman usage the residing Venetian ambassador in Istanbul 
accredited to the Prate

. a O (from It), a large galley with 26 to 36 thwarts on each side and five
to seven oarsmen per thwart; usually reserved for the kapudan pasa 
or other high naval commanders.

^  j  IS- J  j.< A P, a tax levied during campaigns to cover transport costs.

a  f j  i  S. t O, “beg of begs, governor-general,” governor of a beglerbegilik or
eyalet, the highest rank in the Ottoman provincial system (Inalcik, 
Ottoman Empire, p. 218).

O, a province, the largest Ottoman territorial unit, headed by a 
beglerbegi; in the seventeenth century often referred to as eyalet.

O, a galley-type ship based in one of the maritime sancaks of the 
Aegean or Mediterranean regions that belonged to the eyalet of the 
kapudan pa$a; b. g. were variously assigned to guard the coasts in 
the vicinity of their sancak, join flotillas on special missions, or 
supplement the imperial fleet

* i J(  A, “patent,” an order Issued in the name of the sultan confirming 
someone as the holder of an office or priviledge.

O, “fiver,” a type of garrison troop; mounted, according to some 
(e.g., Gibb and Bowen, Islamic Society, p t  1, p. 181 n. 4); name 
perhaps derives from fact that originally they recieved a  five-akga 
daily wage.

j  ti j A, “treasuiy,” l it ,  “house of revenue,” in the context here refers to
the revenues resulting from the confiscation for the treasury of 
unclaimed estates. “Public b. (beytii'l-mal-1 ‘amma)” and 
“private h.(beytll'l-mdl-i bd?§a)” refer to confiscations from 
public (kuls) and private individuals respectively.

P, “outer,” outer service of the sultan's palace.
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bostanci

bolUk

cebeci

cebeld

cema'at

cerehor

u _  O (from P), “gardener,” Ottoman imperial guard, part of the palace
service; among the duties of the b. were guarding the shores and 
waters of Istanbul and the Bosphorus; they were also used as an urban 
police force and to carry out important executions.

j  j. ( O, a company of Ottoman troops.

„» O (from P), “armorer,” member of a  kapikuli corps responsible for
manufacturing repairing, guarding, and transporting armaments sucu 
as muskets, swords, bows and arrows, axes, cuirasses, and othe 
military equipment, as well as tending to the ammunition. The 
presence of c. in battle close to janissaries was vital because they 
served important tasks, such as cleaning jammed muskets and 
resupplying ammunition. From the sources it is clear that c. also 
played a direct role in fighting.

j j  O (from P), “cuirass-wearer,” a mounted retainer a number of which
in proportion to the value of a given timcur were to accompany a 
sipahi on campaign.

j . * i .  » A, regiment of Ottoman troops.

jy i .  0  (from P). one of a class of workmen employed on the repairs of
fortresses.

dajka S (from T), a keelless Cossack longboat; suited for both river and sea 
navigation, it was the most common type of boat for raiding.

gavu$

giftlik

cr j  1 O, an official attached to the palace or other institutions responsible 
for delivemg and enforcing orders.

0 ,  originally a plot of land big enough to support one peasant family 
and allow it to the pay tax for using the land to the landholder, in the 
seventeenth century g. began to also denote larger farm enterpises 
(Inalcik, “Emergence of Big Farms, Qiftltks").

cizye

cizye-i gebran

cUrm ve cinayet

gorbaci

defter

defterdar

A, a canonical tax levied on non-Muslim households.

A, P, term used to refer to cizye collected from Christians as opposed 
to that collected form Jews (Pakalin, Sozluk, 1, p. 303).

A, fines imposed for criminal offenses.

O, a janissary officer, comparable to a colonel in rank.

P, “register,” refers to a variety of Ottoman documents, from simple 
lists on a sheet to (more commonly and in the original meaning) 
bound books; d. include fiscal, military, diplomatic and other 
registers.

j  i a j . i i  j P, “keeper of the register,” a chief o f a department of the Ottoman
fiscal service The chief for the whole empire was called the bag d.;
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defter-i hakani

defterdarlik

dirlik

divan

divani

o'; l i U

dU ,1a

In the seventeenth century the ba$ d. was mainly responsible for 
Rumeli while there was another d. for Anadoh, and eventually for a 
number of other regional fiscal disdcts such as Aleppo, Dlyarbaklr, 
and Tuna (the lower Danube).

P, A, “imperial register,” a register in a series of Ottoman population 
surveys made for taxation purposes every generation.

P, O, a regional fiscal district headed by a defterdar.

O, “living,” local revenue yielded to an official or officer as a salary 
in exchange for military of administrative service; ^.-holders ranged 
from fimar-holders to beglerbegs (Kunt, Sultan's Servants, p. 14).

P, “council,” council of Ottoman officials.

P, a common chancery style of “cursive” Arabic script characterized 
by the joining together of most letters.

divan-i hum ayunOJiu* 7 “imperial council,” council of the Ottoman viziers and other top
officials including the chief defterdars, headed by the grand vizier, it 
acted as the chief policy-making organ of the Ottoman government 
(Inalcik, Ottoman Empire, pp. 89 ff.).

dizdar

du'a-gu 
(pi. du'a-guyan)

efrenc sipahi ^ . I— E*-fJ

P, “fortress-holder, castellan,” warden of an Ottoman fortress.

A, P, “one who prays,” a pensioner or retiree granted a stipend by the 
state or an endower of a vdkf in exchange for the d.’s  reciting prayers 
for his benefactor (Murphy, Memorandum, p. 246).

O, a Christian {efrenc, “Frank, Westerner”) sipahi; the origin 
(whether they consisted of Ottoman Christian subjects, e.g., 
descendants of pre-conquest nobility or whether they were foreign 
renegades or mercenaries) and special function of this group is not 
known.

eli emirlu i j i  O, “with an order in one hand,” an applicant for a timar.

emanet A “trust,” the temporary tenure over a mukata'a usually by an emin
in exchange for a fixed wage.

emin i A, “trustworthy,” a general term applied to many types of Ottoman
officials in charge of offices or departments; in connection to the 
mukata'a or mukata'at, the e. held an iltizam contract or contracts, 
while 'amils were in his hire to collect the actual revenues.

emr-i §erif 1 A, P, “noble order,” an order issued in the name of the sultan, often
not by the sultan himself but by an authorized high official such as a 
vizier, or institution, such as the maliye.

esir i A, captive, slave.

evamir-i yerife 1 j i  A, P, pi. of emr-i §erif.
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evkaf

eyalet

faris
(pl.farisan)

forsa

firkata

geduk

geduklU

geduksUz j j

gdniillil
(pi. gonulluyan) 0

gulamiye

gumruk

hademe-i mukata'a

harac

hass 
(pi. havass)

havale

hatt-i hilmayun t

hatt-i §erif ^

hazine

j i i j i  A, pi. of vakf.

A, the more common seventeenth-century name for beglerlbegilik.

yj* j  t i  A, a member of a cavalry formation of local origin and usually paid
0 i -  j  li  with either local funds or ocakltk funds; their responsibilities

included patrolling surrounding countryside (Murphey, “Ottoman 
Army,” 177); thcfarisan formation may have resembled that of the 
gdnUllUyan (inalcik, “GOniilltl”).

i -  j  j  i  O (from It), a galley-slave.

_,i O (from It), “frigate,” a small sea-faring boat, without a deck, with
one lateen sail, eight to ten oars (d’Ascoli, p. 149, n. 18).

J  j  j. i  O, a permanent or tenured position In an Ottoman institution such as 
a fortress garrison, guild, or timar.

, i  s  j  a S O, “with gedUk,” the holder of a gedUk.

~ S  j  O, “without geduk," a  “novice” in a  garrison or other institution
without permanent position.

i  s. s  Or “volunteer,” a member of a garrison troop who began as a
j i z s  volunteer and once he obtained a geduk, was paid a regular wage;

both in cavalry and infantry units (Inalcik, “GOniillii”).

A, a fee charged by tax collectors.

J  j  ~ S O, Ottoman customs duty assessed ad valorem.

A, P, the employees administering the day-to-day operations of a 
mukata'a, usually under the supervision of an emin or 'amil.

£ i A, same as cizye.

yj, i i. A, a revenue source reserved for the sultan, a member of his
y» I j  a. household or court, a beglerbegi, or a sancakbegi, yielding more

than 100,000 akqa annually, 
r j i j *  A, “transfer,” a single transfer of a sum from a mukata'a’s revenue to 

a specific party; also used to refer to the document ordering such a 
transfer, to the sum thus transferred, and to the agent of the Ottoman 
state who was charged with delivering the order.

a A, P, “imperial writing,” an order of the highest authority bearing a
notation in the Ottoman sultan's own hand.

,z. J.A. same as hatt-i hilmayun

j i  A, “treasury,” the Ottoman state treasury.
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hicri

hil'at

hizane-i ‘amire 

hutut-i gerife < 

hiiccet

icazel tezkeresi

is"

ihtisab

iltizam 

imece, imeci 

kagkun

kadi

kadirga

ka’im makam

kal'e, (pi. kila') 

kalem

+ M A, dating from the Hegira of the Prophet Muhammad (622 A.D.,
considered the beginning of the Muslim calendar).

A, "robe of honor,” an ornate cloak awarded as a sign of distinction 
by the sulltan and other high officials to visiting dignitaries and other 
honorees.

. ^ .u  i >  A, P, “imperial treasury,” same as hazine. 

a•* J. A, P, pi. of hatt-i §erif

»  * A, a receipt, generally issued by a kadi.

A, O, a document granting a soldier leave from a campaign, 
campaign.

v  t_ i. i A, an Ottoman official in charge of regulating a market, making sure 
that order and fair play prevailed.

ft  A, a contract for the farming out of a mukata'a revenue.

>a . i O, work done in cooperation by a community for its common good.

0 j  -  a. i s O, "runaway," fine levied on owners of animals running loose; also
applied to the revenue from the sale of unclaimed runaway livestock.

-  i i A, "judge,” Ottoman judicial and administrative official in charge of a
kaza\ responsible for executing orders of the central government and 
certifying and keeping coppies of all official records pertaining to his 
district

< i  j  a i i  "galley," Ottoman galleys of the seventeenth century had one or two
masts with lateen sails and usually 25 thwarts on each side with three 
to five oarsmen manning each thwart Several cannons were mounted 
at the prow and sides. A typical crew included 150 to 200 oarsmen, 
100 to 150 or more troops, plus about 35 skilled hands—caulkers, 
carpenters, oarmakers, sailmakers, etc. (Katib £elebi, Tuhfet, pp. 
151-52; Uzun£ar§ili, Merkez ve toiiriye, 460).

r t i . .  i; A, "locum tenens," an official acting in the place of another who is 
absent e.g. away on campaign; this could occur at the highest levels 
of the administration, as when an acting grand vizier (sadaret ka'im  
makami) was appointed as caretaker in Istanbul while the grand vizier 
was off campaigning with the army.

£ss .<Aii A, a fortress.

f. i  j A, an Ottoman fiscal department bureau or district operating under the
jurisdiction of a local defterdar; also a category of revenues entered 
in an Ottoman tax register.
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kalga J T, the heir-designate In the Crimean Khanate, first in the line of 
succession.

kalyata UL-J 15 O (<I), ' ‘galliot,” a ship, similar to but smaller than the galley 
(kadirgsa), with 19 to 24 thwarts per side and able to carry about 12S 
troops. Faster than the standard galley, the k. was especially useful 
for pursuit of enemy ships and reconnaissance. According to Katib 
Celebi, when the fleet was in transit, two k. would sail three miles 
(mil) in advance of the fleet, and when in port, two k. would stand 
guard two or three miles offshore (Katib Celebi, Tuhfet, pp. 151-52; 
Uzun(ar$ih, Merkez ve bahriye, 460).

kantar A, public scales, also a weight of around 60 kg.

kapuci bagi 0 , “head gatekeeper,” an official of the sultan’s palace in charge of 
guarding the outer entrances of the palace who performed special 
missions such as going on embassies, conveying orders, and acting 
as inspectors (Inalcik, Ottoman Empire, p. 81).

kapudan O 1 s j ; j 0  (from It), a commander of a maritime or river town’s fleet or 
flotilla of ships or boats that were used for coastal defense and other 
military operations.

kapudan pa§a I., ^ 1 a j *  j O, the grand admirai of the Ottoman fleet and chief of the imperial 
naval arsenal.

kapukuh J J 3 J t 3 0 , “slaves” or “slaves of the Porte,” a slave of the sultan employed in 
the palace, government, or in an elite military unit (the latter includes 
janissaries, cebecis, and topcis); also collective term for these units.

kara mursel d - j*  ‘J3 0 ,  small seagoing craft, primarily used to carry cargo.

katib IS A, “scribe, clerk,” one of expert keepers and writers of records at all 
levels of the Ottoman bureaucracy.

katib gagirdi J j S l i  W.5 1S A, P “apprentice clerk,” a katib in training.

katib-zade . a l j  w.5tS A, P, “son of a cleric,” usually destined for government service.

kaza A I <A 5 A, a territorial subdivision of a sancak administered by a kadi.

kila' I * 3 A, pi. of kal'e

kist M J A, an installment paid to the state treasury by a tax-farmer.

kiglak J  i i i 0 ,  winter quarters.

kul j  j  j  O, "slave" see kapukuli.
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levend  a ; j J

liva . ijJ

martolos

maliye t-J i-

masraf j  — -

matbah-i'amire u

ma'zul

medrese

mefkud 

mesarif 

mir liva' 

miri

mirza 

m u'of

O J t 4

' I jJ

miiba§ir jZ. l -

mUfettis j . a -

mukata'a 
(pi., mukata'at)

0  (from P), "adventurer,” in the Ottoman navy, musketeers hired for 
duty on a ship on a daily wage basis for the duration of a campaign, 
also serving as oarsmen, guards and marines for shore landings.

A, same as sancak.

O (from Greek), a member of an Ottoman militia composed of 
locally recruited Christian sailors who were paid a wage to perform 
defensive service on the Danube.

A, Ottoman finance department 

A, expense, outlay.

A, P, “Imperial kitchens,” the kitchens of the sultan and his court 
located on the Topkapi Palace, also serving as commissary.

A, “dismissed,” refers to a sipahi dismissed from his timar because of 
some Infraction; also applies to a sancakbegi or beglerbegi 
dismissed from his post and not yet reassigned to another.

A, "college,” a theological and legal school for the training of jurists, 
teachers, educators and other functionaries in the religious, legal, 
administrative and educational hierarchies.

A, a fine imposed for harboring runaway slaves.
»

A, pi. of masraf

A, P, a common seventeenth-century designation for sancakbegi.

A, Ottoman state property, as opposed to mulk (private property) and 
vakf (mortmain holdings of religious foundations).

P "prince," a member of the tribal nobility of the Crimean Khanate.

A, “immune,” refers to a member of the re'aya holding an 
exemption for all or certain taxes, usually in exchange for some 
regular service or services.

A, "usher," the official who conveys and order of a department, agent. 

A, Inspector, examiner.

A, a revenue source under the direct control of the Ottoman state that 
was usually farmed out for collection.

rrmhafiz A, "guardian," a member of a fortress garrison.
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MQhimme defterleri

mUlte2im

murtezika

mUgavere

mustahftz 
(pi. mustahfizan) 0

mutasarrif

muteferrika

mutekaid

mutesellim

navluncu

naztr

nezaret

nurredin

ocaklik

pengik

ryzL.

< S  >3 j.- 

B j j l j . *

** A-

■±fi

f X--*  

u ? ' j  J ■>'

U

tlf j  I Jki 

i>* j j  1

T V

A, P, O, a series of registers containing copies of firmans issued by 
the imperial divan to Ottoman officials in various parts of the 
empire. A special type of m.d. is the defter-i mUhimme-i ordu, 
comprised of copies of firmans issued by a field commander (serdar) 
in the course of a military campaign.

A, an emin holding a mukata'a by an iltizam contract, a tax-farmer.

A, one who derives his living from a vakf, a designated employee or 
appointee of a pious endowment (Pakalin, Tarih deyimleri, II, p. 
624).

A, "mutual consultation," a council of high religious and state 
officials convoked to offer recommendations on important matters.

A, same as muhaftz.

A, "one who uses and disposes of s.th. at will," a term used for an 
administrator actually in charge of a given post, later used as a 
synonym for governor.

A, a member of a small elite palace corps (in the birun or “outer 
service”), originally composed of sons or other relatives of high 
officials and important vassal lords. By the seventeenth century even 
m. of the palace were not necessarily of distinguished origin, and the 
term was also applied outside the context of the palace to members of 
the intimate retinue of pashas and viziers.

A, a retired or pensioned Ottoman official or functionary.

A, a sancakbegi's lieutenant.

A, O captain engaged under contract in the transport of wheat 
(Inalcik, Caffa).

A, "superintendent," in the classical Ottoman mukata'a system, an 
official charged with supervising the collection of tax-farm revenues 
and collecting certain revenues as w ell; by the seventeenth century, 
n. also contracted to hold mukata'at as tax-farms.

A, "supervision," the office of a naztr.

A, in the Crimean Khanate the second heir designate, second in the 
line of succession after the kalga.

O, a mukata'a , the revenues of which were assigned, until revoked, 
for the continued benefit of a recipient Most commonly o. were 
assigned to cover the salaries o f a fortress garrison.

P, 0 ,  “fifth,” originally the ruler’s canonical one-fifth share of 
captives (destined for the slave market) taken by the Ottoman state; 
eventually became a sales tax in Ottoman slave markets.
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re ay a 

resm-i bac

i- u  j  A, “grazing flocks,” the tax-paying subjects o f the Ottoman Empire.

r - j

resm-i bazari is ->1 j  l< f -  j  

resm-i kantariye<i  j

ruz-i H izr

sancak

sancakbegi ^  j u

sebeb-i tahrir hiikmi

sekban

serdar

sipahi

,1a

sipahi-zade »ai^

sart

Sart-i hazine a i_,.s

A, P, a market tax assessed on both the buyer and seller when a good 
was sold

A, P, a  market tax.

A, P, a market tax assessed per kantar on goods that needed to be 
weighed.

A, P. "St. Georges’s day," 23 April (O.S.), falling on 3 May (N.S.) 
in the seventeenth century; traditional beginning of the naval 
campaign season.

A, the basic Ottoman administrative unit, a subdivision of a 
beglerbegilik or eyalet.

the governor of a sancak; one of the chief duties of a s. was to 
mobilize and lead to campaign the timariot cavalry of his sancak.

A, P, an order issued usually by governor, kadi, or the maliye for 
purposes such as appointing certain officials or assigning funds 
(havale); the s.t.h. was simpler in its diplomatics than a firman of, 
for example, the imperial divan.

P, "keeper of the hounds," member of a group of vagrant re'aya who 
formed themselves into companies of mercenaries armed with 
muskets; originating as brigands, by the early seventeenth century 
many s. found employment as part of the Ottoman military (Inalcik, 
Military and Fiscal Transformation, pp. 292ff).

P, “commander in chief,” the field commander of an Ottoman 
expedition. Also applied to commanders of corps and units (e.g., 
janissary serdars).

P, a  cavalryman compensated for military services by a timar-grmt 
and responsible for bringing on campaign retinue the size of which 
was to be in proportion to the size of his fimor-holdings; s. also 
refers to members of a kapukuli cavalry formation which, like other 
kapukuh units, was based in the capital and received a regular cash 
wage.

P, “son of a sipahi," sipahi sons served in auxiliary roles in the 
retinues of their fathers.

s, j j i  A, “condition, stipulation,” the conditions upon which a mukata'a 
was contracted out to a tax-farmer.

A, P, “condition of the treasury,” a portion of a mukata'a revenue 
stipulated, under normal circumstances, to be delivered to the central 
treasury.
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sart-i kila ' £ «  A, P, “condition of the fortresses/' a portion of a mukata'a revenue
stipulated, under normal circumstances, to be delivered to an 
Institution in the provinces, e.g., a fortress.

yayka O, a lerge keelless boat used for river transport (common on the 
Danube) and along the coast of the Black Sea, as well as for military 
transports including the defense of river shores (Uzun(ai§iii, Merkez 
ve bahriye, p. 4S8); j. was also the Ottoman name for the Cossack 
Sajkir, judging by its name and description, the Ottoman § appears to 
have been related to the Cossack Cajkk

§em‘ hane

yeyhu'l-islam

< 5  La

wlflZ “id

A, P, “candle-works,” an Ottoman tax on the production of candles 
by Christian subjects.

A, chief mufti (Islamic jurisconsult) of Istanbul, the $. was head of 
the religious and legal establishment in the Ottoman state and sat in 
the Imperial divan', as chief mufti, he was qualified to pass judgment 
even on the actions of the sultan if they impinged on Islamic law.

yiirut

tahvil

j> j  A, pi. of §art.

j .  A, "transfer, conversion," the appointment of an individual to a
position in the administration of a mukata’a, whether as tax-farmer 
or supervisor, also the period of such tenure.

talyan 0 i_j u, G, enclosure of nets on poles used for fishing.

tekalif-i ‘o r f i i y y e -UisU A, P, taxes levied on the re'ay a to cover extraodinary services 
performed by local Ottoman officials.

tersane-i amire u  « t It, A, P, the main arsenal of the Ottoman imperial fleet located on 
the Golden Horn in the Kasim Pasha district of Istanbul.

tezkere . _ , £ i : A, a certificate issued by an Ottoman office initiatlizing the process 
of granting some right or privilege; often a precursor of a berat.

tugra i j  a i  P, calligraphic emblem of the sultan's name and title, serving to 
certify the validity of Important state documents.

vakf (pi. evkaj) A, a land grant of other revenue donated in mortmain for pious or 
charitable purposes (Inalcik, Ottoman Empire, p. 226).

yoklama xs 3i

zarar-i kassabiyye

O, a muster of timariot troops before a campaign.

A, P, “butcher shortfall,” an Ottoman tax originally assessed per head 
of sheep reaching Ottoman ports by ship to make up for the shortfall 
in endowments for meat-supply for the janissaries; by the seventeenth 
century the original purpose was forgotten and it became a general tax 
applied to a variety of goods passing between customs zones 
(Marphey, Memorandum, p. 73 n. 20).

za im r  p i j  A, a holder of a ze ‘amet.
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ze'amet ^ . i > j  A, a large //mar-type holding worth an annual 20,000 to 99,999
akga.

zimmi i  A, "protected person,"a non-Muslim (Christian or Jewish) subject of
the Ottoman state..

ziyade, ziyade-i cizye . i i ; j  A, “increase, extra; extra cizye,” cizye that was uncollected in
previous years.
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